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Abstract

The establishment and development of a Scotch malt whisky fermentation model was pro-

posed in this study. Assessment of a large dataset containing 364 malt-based fermentations

concluded that the 4-parameter logistic model was the most robust and useful regression

to model apparent extract decline during fermentation.

The application of this model to fermentation parameters at the Glenmorangie and Ardbeg

distilleries demonstrated that the process was consistent over a three year period and

that changes to raw materials such as barley varietal had no impact upon fermentation

performance. The temporary use of dried yeast at the distillery demonstrated that lack

of in-line mixing and other infrastructure meant that fermentations ended incomplete

and were also lacking in consistency, though minimal impact on the congener content of

new-make spirit was shown.

Laboratory trials involving high-gravity, novel yeasts. and exogenous bacterial cultures

demonstrated significant changes to the fermentation models produced. This outlined

methods for innovation with in the Scotch malt whisky sector by producing different new-

make spirit characteristics and flavours.

Through modelling changes made by the use of novel raw materials or processing, the

fermentation profile for Scotch malt whisky can be changed, adapted and controlled in

order to influence the flavour of new-make spirit and control consistency.
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After doing extensive research, I can definitely tell you that single malt whiskies

are good to drink.

Iain Banks
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In memory of Ruairidh and for Mum and Dad
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 What is Scotch?

Scotch whisky (or Scotch) is a distilled alcoholic beverage, usually derived from malted

barley, wheat, maize or rye. Scotch whisky is protected by a Geographical Indication under

European legislation (EC110/2008). This legislation, introduced in 2009, states that for

a product to be known as Scotch, production must adhere to set rules and guidelines

(European Commission, 2009; Scotch Whisky Association, 2009) and is backed up by a

stringent technical file which outlines the production process (DEFRA, 2019). These are

as follows:

� Only water, grains, yeast and spirit caramel (E150a) may be added to the product

� The whole process - from grain to final, mature product must be carried out in

Scotland

� The following processes must also take place at one distillery:

1. The grains must be processed into a mash, creating a fermentable substrate

which contains no added enzymes

2. Fermentation must be conducted only with the addition of yeast

3. Distilled to an alcohol by volume (ABV) not exceeding 94.8 % v/v, in order to

retain spirit character

� Been aged in barrels made of oak, not exceeding 700 L capacity for not less than

three years

� Maturation must take place in a bonded warehouse or permitted maturation site in

Scotland

� The finished product must retain the flavour and characteristics of its raw materials

� The product must be bottled at no less than 40 % ABV

Single malt Scotch whisky must also be bottled in Scotland, however, other types of whisky

may be bottled elsewhere.
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1.1.1 The History of Scotch

Scotch whisky began its history when it was transported from Ireland; Irish whiskey is

thought to have been transported by monks to continental Europe and beyond, to serve

missionaries (Buxton and Hughes, 2014). These monks were responsible for healing and

treating their local congregation, coining the name ‘water of life’, due to its restorative

properties. It is believed that when the English invaded Ireland in the years between 1170

& 1172, the process of distillation was already well established within Irish culture (Fairley,

1905). Despite this, it wasn’t until 1494 that Friar John Cor, a Tironesian monk, became

the first person to be commissioned by the king, to produce ‘aqua vitae’. Although John

Cor would not have been the first monk to produce this product, the document requesting

the spirit is the first written evidence of whisky production in Scotland (Paul, 1901).

It is important to note that production of Scotch at this time was not the drink that

is currently known and loved around the world. The production processes have been

modernised and, most importantly, current Scotch must be oak-aged for at least three

years. When barrel-aged spirits were first conceived is still unknown, however is likely to

be a result of long distance transportation and storage (Angels Envy, 2016).

The development of whisky through the 18th century was largely dictated by taxation and

the prosperity of the harvest at the time. Further differences between Irish and Scottish

methods of production were highlighted by Dr. Samuel Johnson in 1755 (Johnson, Latham,

and Todd, 1866).

Usqueba’ugh. n. [An Irish and Erfe word, which fignites the water of life.] It

is a compounded distilled spirit, being drawn on aromaticks; and the Irish fort

is particularly distinguished for its pleasant and mild flavour. The Highland

sort is somewhat hotter; and, by corruption, in Scottish they call it whisky.

- Dr. Samuel Johnson, 1755

The popularity of Scotch whisky developed in the second half of the 1800s due to the

‘Great French Wine Blight’, during which time wine virtually disappeared from the market,

having a knock-on effect on brandy and cognac. By the time the blight was over, Scotch

had set itself as a firm favourite in overseas markets (Scotch Whisky Association, 2017b).

The popularity of Scotch was further enhanced during the prohibition periods in the USA

and Canada, where alcohol was banned. With no custom from the North America (Irish

whiskey’s largest market) followed by two world wars in the USA meant that the industry

in Ireland almost disappeared entirely, later creating an opportunity for Scotch whisky.

A commission by the British Government was launched around fifty years after the collapse

of the Irish whisky market into what legally should be defined as whisky. The commission

found that no restriction should be placed in terms of the apparatus methodology used to

produce what was known as whisky. It also came to the conclusion that whisky may be

made of both malted and unmalted barley or any other suitable grain (Royal Commission,

1909). This acceptance of whisky in its many forms allowed the Scotch whisky industry

to grow into the global spirit that it is today.
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1.1.2 Current & Future Markets

Surviving prohibition in North America, two world wars and a changing economic climate,

Scotch whisky is still a resilient industry with an estimated export value of £4.9 bn in

2019, with malt whisky breaking £1 bn in export value for the first time during 2016

(Scotch Whisky Association, 2017a; Scotch Whisky Association, 2020b). Currently Scotch

whisky is exported to over 200 countries with the biggest markets being the USA and

France, however, new emerging markets such as Mexico and Turkey are becoming more

popular. Future forecasts suggest that the market is set to further improve until 2025

and beyond, including particularly high growth in the single malt category internationally

(Scotch Whisky Association, 2019; TechSci Research, 2020). The growth of this category

has suffered however due to Scotch malt whisky being subject to trade tariffs of 25 %

with the USA since October 2019, which has seen a subsequent drop of 30 % in export

to this market, having significant impact on the industry (Scotch Whisky Association,

2020c). This challenge is hoped to be overcome by future trade deals between the United

Kingdom and USA. Further export risks exist due to uncertainty regarding customs and

excise charges as well as the protection of European Union (EU) geographical indications

when the United Kingdom leaves the European Union by the end of 2020, threatening

the stability in growth of the Scotch malt whisky category (Scotch Whisky Association,

2020a).
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1.2 Scotch Whisky Production

There are only four raw materials permitted to be added to Scotch whisky; these being:

grain, water, yeast and spirit caramel. The grains (malted or unmalted in the case of

grain spirit production), are generally procured from malting companies by distilleries

and the process at a distillery will begin at the milling stage (Figure 1.1). The mashing

step involves adding hot water to the milled grain to obtain what is known as wort -

the fermentable substrate to which yeast is added to produce alcohol. The process of

fermentation generally takes between two to four days and after this period the ferment is

known as wash. This wash is then distilled two to three times to produce malt new-make

spirit or can be distilled continuously to create grain new-make spirit. After a maturation

period of no less than three years in oak, the spirit may be called Scotch whisky.

As suggested by the name (and as written in law (European Commission, 2009)), single

malt Scotch whisky must be the product of one distillery and contain only malted barley.

Grain whisky is produced using a variety of grain bills and may contain barley, wheat

and maize. Due to the enzymatic requirements to break down the starch providing the

required sugars for fermentation, approximately 10 % of the grist bill is malted barley,

and is still used in the production of grain whisky.

Figure 1.1: Unit operations involved in the production of Scotch whisky.

1.2.1 Barley & Malting

The first raw ingredient crucial for malt whisky production is barley. Barley (Hordeum

vulgare), is part of the grass family and is found in a range of varieties. Although a large

number of barley species exist there are only a few fully approved varieties. For malt

distillation these are Concerto, Laureate, KW Sassy, Sienna and KWS Sassy and for grain

distillation only Fairing has full approval (Malting Barley Committee, 2020), these are

typically two row spring varieties of barley, however, some distilleries such as InchDairnie

in Fife are beginning to adopt winter barley varietals. Approval status is subject to a

process carried out by the Maltster’s Association of Great Britain (MAGB), the Malting

Barley Commitee (MBC), the Institute of Brewing & Distilling (IBD) and other relevant

parties within the alcoholic drinks industry. Through seeking approval, it is determined

whether or not a malt variety has commercial viability within the sector and considers this

for all aspects from growth to malting and for use in the production of a fermentable wort.

Other types of barley have been explored by various distilleries resulting in new products

on the market including Glenmorangie’s Tusail which uses Maris Otter barley and more
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recently Bruichladdich’s Bere Barley, which contains, as the name suggests, Islay grown

Bere Barley. Barley to be used in for single malt has specific requirements when compared

with malt required for grain whisky or beer production, the free amino nitrogen (FAN)

level must be low (ca. 1.40-1.60 %) as this maximises starch content (in grain distilleries,

a higher FAN level is desirable as there is a requirement for higher diastatic power). A

recent study by Black et al. (2020), demonstrated the ability to produce and successfully

ferment very low nitrogen containing malt (< 1.16% dry weight basis). This resulted in

barley that required less fertiliser to grow - providing an environmental benefit - along

with increased extract, obtaining a higher spirit yield and fermentation and distillation

which further provides environmental benefits. The differences in specification between

brewing and distilling malt is highlighted in table 1.1.

Table 1.1: Differences in specification of different malts based on their end uses.

Malt Type Max TN1 Diastic Power2 Extract3

Pot distilling 1.65 60 308
Grain distilling ≥ 1.95 155 -
Pale ale 1.80 40 308
Lager 1.80 60 306

1 total nitrogen (TN), %
2 IOB min
3 Dry basis, 0.7/0.2 mm, Ldk min

After the barley has been harvested, it must be malted in order to obtain a grain which

has a desirable fermentability, this means that there is enough extractable sugars from the

grain which the yeast can metabolise to produce alcohol. Malting was originally carried

out traditional malting floors (Figure 1.2) but due to the intensity of labour required to

do this, is now generally done on a larger, more commercial scale. There are three stages

to the malting process: steeping, germinating and drying.

Figure 1.2: A traditional malting floor at Bowmore, Islay.

The malting process activates the barley by sequential soaking and drying of the grain,

more commonly known as steeping. This causes the seed to germinate and grow. Break-
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down of lipids and carbohydrates during malting is done by hydrolytic enzymes, releasing

sugars, fatty acids and amino acids. The malting process must activate and release these

enzymes without subsequent loss of fermentable substrates through respiration (Bringhurst

and Brosnan, 2014).

When the barley has been harvested, it must be sufficiently matured in order for the

dormancy of the grain to be reduced which allows germination to be initiated. The first

stage of malting involves the steeping the grain, here the grain is soaked in a well defined

amount of water to give the grain a specific water content (this is often done at a controlled

temperature and oxygen content). The purpose of this stage is to start germination and

also hydrate the starchy endosperm which initiates its modification. This water may be

drained and reintroduced several times, this reduces the build-up of abscisic acid which

hinders germination (Buxton and Hughes, 2014). During steeping, the barley softens and

expands as the grain begins its metabolism again. Malted barley is usually ‘air-rested’, in

that, the water that steeps the grain is removed and air is allowed to pull through the grain

itself. The process is halted when the grain reaches a desired moisture content known as

‘out-steep’ moisture - typically 45 - 48 % (weight per volume (w/v)) (Bryce, Goodfellow,

et al., 2010). The process of steeping takes around two days.

In a typical floor maltings, steeped barley will be stacked in piles in order to heat up and

allow germination to begin - this process is known as couching (Briggs, 1998a). After the

barley has sufficiently heated they are spread out across the malting floor in order for

germination to take place. In an industrial maltings (Figure 1.3), germination starts by

passing damp air (14 - 18 °C), through the grain bed (these beds are thicker than those

found at floor maltings) (Schwarz and Li, 2011). In both cases the barley is turned to

prevent the rootlets tangling together and to keep the temperature at a consistent level

(Cook, 1962; Brookes, Lovett, and MacWilliam, 1976; Briggs, 1987).

Figure 1.3: Soaked barley being spread in the germination vessel at Bairds Malt, Arbroath.
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The process of germination seeks to increase the fermentable extract from the grain as

well release amylolytic enzymes (such as α-, β-amylase and limit dextrinase), such en-

zymes have an important role in the mashing stage (Section 1.2.3)(MacLeod, Duffus, and

Johnston, 1964). As germination occurs, development of the acrospire (Figure 1.4) is seen;

this is growth from underneath the husk and shows the development of enzymes in the

grain. It has been shown that α-amylase is synthesised within the aleurone layer of the

grain (Ranki and Sopanen, 1984). Other enzymes, such as endoproteases increase the

fermentable extract by attacking the starchy endosperm (Morgan, Gill, and Smith, 1983;

Osman et al., 2002). Another important stage of malting is to break down the cell wall

of the endosperm. The starch is contained within these cells and so leaves it vulnerable

to enzymic activity during the mashing process (most of the starch remains intact during

malting). Enzymatic breakdown of the cell wall components such as β-glucans, pentosan

and arabinoxylans are achieved by an array of enzymes also produced in the aleurone

layer, including β-glucanases and pentonases as well as xylan endohydrolases (Bamforth,

2010; Jamar, Jardin, and Fauconnier, 2011).

Once the barley has been sufficiently germinated it is known as ‘green malt’ (Figure

1.4), although green malt has a desirable fermentable extract and enzymatic activity it is

unstable (as germination is still occurring) therefore the moisture content must be reduced

to cease biological activity whilst not denaturing saccharification enzymes. Kilning the

malt increases it’s friability (it is more brittle and less ‘steely’) - allowing it to be broken

down in the mill at the distillery, furthermore, a high priority in distilling malt is to obtain

a more ‘mealy’ grain - one which has more pockets of air within the protein matrix of the

endosperm. Kilning the malt involves forcing hot air through the grain bed causing the

individual grains to dry. Kilned malt contains a moisture content of 4-6 % w/v (Bathgate

and Cook, 1989).

Figure 1.4: Germinating barley.

During kilning, Maillard reactions occur imparting colour, flavour and antioxidative prop-

erties to the malt (Coghe, Gheeraert, et al., 2006). Including production of the notable
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flavour compounds in hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF), which is produced via this type

of reaction. Maillard reactions are a non-enzymatic process where amino acids or pep-

tides react with reducing sugars eventually forming diketosamines (and aldosamines) via

Amadori rearrangements - these are unstable intermediates which eventually breakdown

to form HMF. Aldehydes may also be formed during kilning via the Strecker reaction

of these diketosamines (Briggs, 1998b). Heterocyclic compounds - such as furans and

pyrroles are formed in a similar way which have been suspected to impart a nutty note

to new-make distillate (Boothroyd et al., 2014). Other flavour compounds formed dur-

ing malting may include dimethyl sulfide (DMS), formed via the thermal degradation of

S -methylmethionine, the precursor which can be formed during germination (Anness and

Bamforth, 1982). Aldehydes such as hexanal and 2-nonenal are formed by the oxidation

of unsaturated fatty acids such as linoleic acid.

The use of peat, a fuel source derived from waterlogged vegetation which precedes the

formation of coal, can be used to kiln barley malt. Peat contains a high amount of aromatic

compounds (mainly of the phenolic type) and was formerly used as a heat source to dry

malt, both historically and notably in post war times when the use of coal was rationed

(Sachs, 2018). In modern practice, peat is instead introduced as a vapour as opposed to

being combusted, this is carried out practically by controlling the oxygen level in the kiln.

Uptake of phenolic compounds during kilning - such as phenol, o-, m- and p-cresols and

an array guaiacols - occurs best when the grain is around 15-30 % (w/v) moisture (Briggs,

1998b). In a study conducted by Harrison, Reid, et al. (2008), the location at which peat

was cut was found to have a substantial effect on the congeners found within it, deriving

from the differences in the ratio of lignin derivatives to carbohydrate derivatives. This has

been determined to have a knock-on effect to the Scotch whisky produced (Harrison and

Priest, 2009a; Harrison, 2012).

High levels of N -nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA) (a carcinogen) were reported in kilned

malt during the 1970’s and became a widespread issue with both whisky and beer (Yoo

et al., 1992). NDMA is formed by the reaction of NOx species with amino acids on the

outside of the grain (Haley and Palmer, 1985). To reduce this level, low NOx burners or

the deliberate introduction of SO2 may be used to compete with the nitrous species. The

rootlets are removed as these have been shown to contain the highest concentration of

NDMA in kilned malt (Wainwright, 1986). Such efforts mean that malt is now produced

with minimal amounts of NDMA present (McWeeny, 1983).

Malted barley is often made to a specification which is decided between the maltster and

the distillery, and outlined in a contract. It is important however that the malt conforms

to a quality assurance scheme such as the technical specification defined by the MAGB

through the work of the MBC and their approval protocol (Malting Barley Committee,

2020). Such guidelines exist so that malt can be traced all the way back to the barley

from which it is sourced and helps to mitigate the chances of mycotoxins and diseases from

reaching a distillery. Other quality control methods used to determine the quality of malt

are based on their end uses, including fermentability and the predicted spirit yield (PSY),

which can be determined by methods described by Bringhurst, Brosnan, et al. (1996).
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1.2.2 Milling

After the malt has arrived at a distillery, it first must be milled into what is known

as grist. The process of milling cracks open the grains of malted barley, exposing the

sugars contained within the malt which are then extracted more easily during the mashing

process. Most distilleries mill their grain on site - the most common of which being a

4-roller mill, though some distilleries have been known to use 6-roller mills these have

proven unnecessary for modern-day malt (Bringhurst and Brosnan, 2014). Furthermore,

distilleries such as Teaninich and InchDairnie have adopted the use of mash filter systems

for wort separation, rather than lauter tuns (Section 1.2.3), requiring the malt to be milled

by hammer mill, this method however is uncommon.

The roller mill contains a series of rollers (usually two sets of two) which crush the grain.

The first two rollers pinch the grain, compressing it, followed by the second set of rollers

which shear the grain. In malt whisky production it is paramount that the integrity of

the husk is retained as this forms a filtration bed during lautering (Kelsall and Lyons,

2003). The crushing of the grain is complementary to the process of germination in that it

breaks the cell wall of starchy endosperm, exposing the starch and protein matrix within

so that it can be accessed during mashing (Wilkin, 1989). The grist must not be stored

for extensive periods of time, as losses of extract to bacterial contamination will begin to

occur (Willkie and Prochaska, 1943).

1.2.3 Mashing

After the production of grist, the malt is ready to be transferred and mashed in a vessel

known as a mash tun (Figure 1.5) though there is a current trend towards using (typically

faster) semi or full lauter tuns (Davies et al., 2015). Lauter systems are generally faster

and more efficient, achieving higher original gravities (Bringhurst and Brosnan, 2014).

Mash and hot liquor are introduced via a mashing machine, normally at a higher temper-

ature than required to heat up the base of the tun (due to the cooling effects of the grist).

Generally mashing-in temperatures should be between 63.5 and 64.0 °C, the temperature

of the mash is crucial as if it is too high, malt enzymes will be deactivated, however, if too

low, starch will not gelatinise. It is also critical that mashing temperatures are maintained

and starch is not allowed to cool as this produces retrograded starch which does not de-

grade as easily (Buxton and Hughes, 2014; Bringhurst and Brosnan, 2014). First water

(ca. 64 °C) is close to the optimum activity of α-amylase (65 °C) and at a temperature

which maintains starch gelatinisation (Sim and Berry, 1996). The optimisation and effi-

ciency of α-amylase, one of many mashing enzymes, breaks glucosidal bonds within starch

catalytically, producing dextrins and other carbohydrates formed of multiple glucose units

and is critical to good fermentable extract from mashing (Gupta et al., 2003).

After filling the mash tun with grist and hot liquor, the insoluble husk material of the grain

acts as a filter bed along with the perforated bottom of the tun allowing for the separation

of soluble material through the bottom of the tun, creating run off. This run-off passes

through a heat exchanger and transferred to a washback as wort which can be pitched

with yeast at a suitable temperature.
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Figure 1.5: Full lauter tun at the Glenmorangie Distillery, which has a capacity for 10 T
of milled malted barley.

Second water is sparged into the mash tun at a temperature of approximately 78 °C. At

this temperature, further gelatinisation of starch occurs. Studies have also shown that

β-amylase has a greater stability at this temperature (Muller, 1991). By itself, β-amylase

has little to no ability to hydrolyse starch material within the mash however acts on

the long-chain dextrins produced by α-amylase to further breakdown these carbohydrates

into maltose - the largest fermentable extract found in distillery wort (Sim, 1992). Other

enzymes including but not limited to limit-dextrinase, α and β-glucosidases and other

enzymes all act to break down starch and resulting carbohydrates during mashing (Sim

and Berry, 1996).

The resulting wort is a complex mixture of sugars both fermentable and higher order

dextrins, which are not accessible by yeast but may be broken down by enzymatic ac-

tion during fermentation (Watson, 1981; Bryce, McCaffery, et al., 2002). The wort also

contains other important nutrients including saccharides, proteins, amino acids, lipids, or-

ganic acids and other minerals and vitamins (He et al., 2014). Generally the fermentable

sugars in wort are maltose (the most abundant), sucrose, fructose and glucose along with

other higher-order saccharides such as maltotriose (Korhola, Harju, and Lehtonen, 1989).

1.2.4 Fermentation

The produced wort is now ready to be fermented unlike in the beer making process where

the addition of hops and a boiling stage come in between. Yeast is pitched into fermen-

tation vessels, known as washbacks, which contains the wort resulting from the mashing

process. These vessels are often made of Oregon pine (Pseudotsuga menziesii) or stainless

steel, each of these materials provides subtle difference to the resulting growth of bacteria,

which may have implications on the flavour profile produced (Yonezawa, Hatanaka, et al.,

1998). During fermentation, the sugar-containing wort is converted into fermented wash
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through the action of yeast. Along with the production of alcohol, conversion of inacces-

sible sugars (dextrins) due to the continued presence of amylolytic enzymes derived from

mashing, such as limit dextrinase (LD), have been suggested to increase resulting alcohol

yields by up to 30 % (Walker and Hill, 2016). This process reflects features of bioethanol

fermentations, which often use hydrolytic enzymes to break down complex lignocellulosic

material present in feedstock such as corn, a process known as simultaneous saccharifica-

tion and fermentation (SSF). It is during this stage that alcohol is produced along with

an array of secondary metabolites that are flavour congeners including higher alcohols,

esters, aldehydes and ketones (Stewart and Russell, 2009; Suomalainen, 1971). A more

in-depth discussion of yeast is given below (Section 1.3).

As distillery wort is regarded as non-sterile media, bacterial and wild yeast fermentation

occurs in distillery washbacks (Korhola, Harju, and Lehtonen, 1989; Neri, 2006). The

main bacteria found in distillery fermentations are lactic acid bacteria (LAB) (Beek and

Priest, 2003; Simpson, Pettersson, and Priest, 2001). LAB are a Gram-positive genus

which can enter the brewhouse via malt microflora (Boulton and Quain, 2006; O’Sullivan

et al., 1999). There are two main pathways by which LAB can biosynthesize wort con-

stituents - the glycolytic pathway or the 6-phosphogluconate/phosphoketolase (6-PG/PK)

pathway. The bacteria which ferment via glycolysis are considered homolactic fermenters

and constitute of bacteria such as Lactococcus, Pediococcus and Strepococcus that produce

2 moles of lactic acid for every 1 mole of glucose. Leuconostoc and some strains of Lac-

tobacillus use the 6-PG/PK pathway and produce 1 mole of lactic acid and either 1 mole

of ethanol or acetic acid when fermentation of 1 mole of glucose occurs, forming CO2 as

a by-product (Wilson, 2014; Wright and Axelsson, 2019). Lactic acid formation normally

occurs during the latter stages of fermentation (Beek and Priest, 2002). The presence

of lactic-acid during distillery fermentations is reported to have a positive influence on

new-make spirit (Priest and Campbell, 2003). Lactic acid fermentation dominates when

yeast metabolism has reduced and sees an increase in ester levels due to the formation

of ethyl lactate, potentially imparting a sweet and fruity aroma to new-make spirit (Wil-

son, 2008b). Formation of γ-decalactone and γ-dodecalactone have been attributed to

LAB fermentation during the late stages of fermentation. Bacteria imparts stresses on

the yeast, causing it to form 10-hydroxypalmitic acid and 10-hydroxystearic acid. Oxida-

tion of these compounds causes the formation of the aforementioned lactones which have

low odour thresholds (Wilson, 2008b). Both γ-decalactone and γ-dodecalactone have

demonstrated strong linear concentrations to sweet and waxy aroma intensities in imma-

ture Scotch whisky(Wanikawa, Hosoi, Takise, et al., 2000). These were also measured in

new-make spirit at concentrations which exceeded the reported aroma thresholds of these

congeners in water (11 and 7 ppb respectively). Although the use of bacteria in distillery

fermentations can be seen to impart positive aroma on final spirit, care of must be taken

in order not to allow loss of spirit yield due to competition for nutrients (Barbour and

Priest, 1988).

After a period of 48 - 120 hr, the fermented wash is now devoid of fermentable carbohydrate

material and contains sufficient concentrations of ethanol (approximately 8 %) in order for

it to be distilled. It will also contain all the specific flavour congeners (or the precursors

to them) that are required in the finished new-make spirit, as the process of distillation
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will only provide separation and a substrate which may catalyse conversion, however,

does not introduce other congeners to the new-make spirit. Therefore, in terms of flavour

production, the fermentation step is one of the most important control points for whisky

production.

1.2.5 Distillation

Malt spirit is generally distilled twice in Scotland. The first distillation takes place in the

wash still and the second distillation (of what is known as low wines) takes place in the

spirit still. The purpose of distillation is to separate ethanol from water. Pot stills are made

from copper, traditionally this would have been due to its physical properties (malleability,

heat conduction), however, it also acts to improve spirit character and flavour (Reaich,

1998; Harrison, Ellis, et al., 2006). Wash is charged into the still via a wash charger and

may be subject to pre-heating (Nicol, 2014), distillation begins at approximately 45 %

ABV volume per volume (v/v) and proceeds until the distillate is 1 % in ABV v/v. The

resulting low wines typically has an ABV of 23 %. Low wines are then charged into the

spirit still. Spirit distillation is slightly more complex and involves the production of four

fractions: foreshots, maincut, feints and spent lees. The foreshots is the first distillate to

come over from the still and on an industrial scale contains material from the previous

distillation as well as the most volatile congeners including ethyl acetate and acetal (Nicol,

1989; Buxton and Hughes, 2014). When the maincut (or heart) begins varies distillery to

distillery but is generally carried out on a time-basis in order to achieve consistency. The

heart contains the desirable congeners and is generally runs from ca. 75 % to 60 % ABV

v/v. This is then decanted into the intermediate spirit receiver. Feints is the term used

for any distillate from the end of the maincut down to 1 % ABV v/v. These compounds

tend to be more waxy and grassy in nature. Feints and foreshots are combined with low

wines and are re-distilled so that no alcohol is lost. The remaining liquid is known as spent

lees. Where spirit cuts are made these will have a dramatic influence on what congeners

brought into the new-make spirit and ultimately, into cask. Congener evolution from a

pot still has been studied and shows that cut-points can change what flavour compounds

are passed to spirit, ultimately having an influence on spirit character (Goodall et al.,

1998). Although the congener content of still run-off has been demonstrated by Goodall

et al. (1998), prediction of the bulk new-make spirit quality is somewhat more difficult to

determine from the behaviour of these congeners during distillation.

The evolution of flavour development from pot stills has been reviewed mathematically,

however, as the charge of the still (either wash or low wines) is inherently complicated,

this process cannot replicate reality (Ikari and Kubo, 1975). Spirit quality is largely

dependent on the type of stills used. Interactions with copper is one of the most important

reactions which takes place in the still and has been shown to remove sulfur which can

contribute meaty notes during distillation when compared with stainless steel stills of

similar construction. This has shown to have impact both on analytical data and on

spirit quality by sensory techniques (Jack, Brosnan, et al., 2008; Harrison, Fagnen, et al.,

2011). Furthermore, the effect of the pot still itself, condensers and pipework have all

been noted to have impacts on spirit quality (Goodall et al., 1998; Reaich, 1998). The

boil-up and temperature of distillation also have an effect on new-make spirit character.
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It was demonstrated in a case study by Jack, Brosnan, et al. (2008) that heating at

warmer temperatures (60 - 100 °C) caused significant differences to exist between spirits,

this corresponded to an increase in the heavy, cereal and sulfury notes with increasing

temperature.

1.2.6 Maturation

After distillation, new-make spirit vapour will be condensed and collected in the interme-

diate spirit receiving vessel (ISRV). At a typical distillery, the ISRV will feed into other

spirit holding tanks, many of which will have the capacity for several distillations of spirit.

These bulk new-make spirit containers will then either be removed from site, often by

tanker or piped to a large spirit vat, where it will be reduced from 65-72 %ABV to the

typical cask filling strength of 63.5 %ABV.

After dilution the spirit is added to cask which must be made from oak. These typically

originate from the USA (Quercus alba) or continental Europe (often Q. robur (Nishimura

and Matsuyama, 1989). These casks may have typically contained other alcoholic drinks

such as bourbon, sherry, port and red wine, fresh (or virgin) barrels are less commonly

used in the Scotch whisky industry. The casks must not exceed 700 L in capacity as stated

by the Scotch whisky regulations (EC110/2008) and must be matured for at least three

years. The regulation was extended in 2019 to allow for the provision and use of a wider

variety of casks including those used to previously mature Tequila, Shochu, Calvados and

Mezcal (DEFRA, 2019).

During maturation, three processes determine changes to the spirit contained within the

cask: evaporation, reaction and interaction. These process are ultimately interconnected

and drive more complex interactions through the process.

Evaporation occurs due to the porous nature of the cask, which causes a loss both in

terms of volume and (typically) results in a reduction in the amount of alcohol in the

cask. This effect also changes the concentration and ratios of the congeners present in

the cask, which will be affected by their vapour pressure in high concentrations of ethanol

rather than their boiling point. As a result, ester and higher alcohol evaporation will be

suppressed (Hasuo and Yoshizawa, 1986). It may also cause the evaporation of unwanted

volatiles such as sulfur compounds, which typically have low vapour pressures (Conner,

2014a). The evaporation of ethanol must be monitored on a regular basis (often annually),

particularly for whiskies that have had long maturation times, as should the ABV of the

spirit drop below 40 %, it would have to be blended with other (potentially younger)

casks in order to meet the 40 % ABV requirement by legislation. Ultimately, the process

of ethanol evaporation drives a difference in the matrix by which the flavour molecules are

solubilised in, which drives differences in both the reaction and interaction the spirit has

within its wooden container.

Chemical reactions that occur within the cask include the oxidation and adsorption of

sulfur compounds (Philip, 1986). Furthermore, esterification occurs during cask matura-

tion, which explains why ester concentration has been demonstrated to increase during

maturation despite the effects of evaporation (Reazin, 1981). This is mainly driven by an

increase in ethyl acetate, which results from the oxidation of ethanol (Conner, 2014a).
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The interaction effect drives the increases in colour and total solids demonstrated by

Reazin (1981). Furthermore, the same study demonstrated increases in wood sugars due

to the decomposition of lignin. After maturation, the whisky will be blended and bottled.

1.3 Distilling Yeast

During fermentation, yeast, a eukaryotic organism of the fungi kingdom converts carbo-

hydrate compounds into alcohol and other metabolites (Walker and Hill, 2016; Stewart,

2017b). In most alcoholic fermentations in brewing and distilling settings, the yeast em-

ployed is typically of the genus ‘Saccharomyces’ and the speciation of the yeast (the

species) ‘cerevisiae’ known as Saccharomyces cerevisiae (S. cerevisiae). Yeasts of this

genus and species are important as they have become adapted to grow and ferment in

anaerobic conditions, though the origin for this is unclear (Boulton and Quain, 2006).

The taxonomic definition of yeast is often changed and adapted over the years and this

has seen the consolidation of other species fall under the same definition. This includes

the inclusion of S. diastaticus into the S. cerevisiae speciation, which occurred due to its

ability to produce starch degrading enzymes (Erratt and Stewart, 1978; Korhola, Harju,

and Lehtonen, 1989). Typically, the furtherest classification possible for brewing and dis-

tilling yeasts is by strain. Currently, there are over 1,500 separate known strains of S.

cerevisiae (Stewart and Russell, 2009).

1.3.1 Strains

Specific names of strains are not generally given to the public as these are proprietary

information of the company or manufacturer, however, broadly speaking differences are

separated by the type or style of product they produce, which is most commonplace

amongst brewing yeasts. Yeast varieties within the Scotch whisky sector are limited.

Typical strains include Distiller’s ‘M’ yeast, manufactured by Kerry (Kerry Foods, Tralee,

IRE), which was originally hybridised between S. cerevisiae and S. diastaticus by the Dis-

tiller’s Company Limited (DCL) (Pauley and Maskell, 2017). This gave it the ability to

express a gene which encoded for the production of amyloglucosidase, giving it a greater

access to fermentable carbohydrate (Hansen et al., 2008). Other yeast strains include

Lallemand’s DistillaMax range (Lallemand, Montreal, CAN), AB Mauri’s Pinnacle dis-

tilling yeast (AB Mauri, Peterborough, GBR) and Fermentis’ SafSpirit range (Fermentis,

Lille, FRA) (Walker, Brosnan, et al., 2012). Although supply of yeasts is limited, the

development and expansion of ranges of distilling yeast means that they can keep up with

the challenges facing the market. As an example, the AB Mauri yeast strain ‘MG+’ was

shown to mitigate osmotically stressful and high temperature conditions when compared

to the Pinnacle yeast strain in a study conducted by Storr and Walker (2018).

1.3.2 Metabolism

The main (and, arguably most important) metabolite of yeast is ethyl alcohol (ethanol).

To form ethanol, yeast utilises the Embden-Meyerhof-Parnas (EMP) pathway, the most

common form of glycolysis pathway (Figure 1.6). This involves the intake of fermentable
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Figure 1.6: The glycolytic pathway demonstrating the transport mechanisms of the major
carbohydrates found in malt whisky wort and the production of ethanol within the yeast
cell membrane.

sugars anaerobically (such as glucose) from the wort into the yeast cell where it is phos-

phorylated. Subsequent reactions produce pyruvate and release adenosine triphosphate

(ATP) into the cell which in turn forms acetaldehyde through loss of CO2. Reduction

of acetaldehyde then yields ethanol (Boulton and Quain, 2006). Acetaldehyde is formed

during this process but many other biosynthetic pathways form other flavour congeners

found in the final new-make spirit. In the case of distillery wort, maltose and maltotriose

are also present. These carbohydrates are transported into the yeast cell using maltose and

maltotriose permease as an uptake mechanism. After transportation into the yeast plasma

membrane, α-glucosidase enzymes hydrolyse these sugars into more shorter glucose units

(Figure 1.6). Glucose is both the primary and preferred carbon source of yeast, therefore,

while glucose is available, the uptake of other carbon source is suppressed (Kayikci and

Nielsen, 2015). Yeast that is extensively grown on glucose as its sole carbon source can fail

to express genes that produce enzymes required for the transport and metabolism of other

carbon sources (such as maltose). This is known as glucose repression. Similar effects

were noted with yeasts employed in high-gravity brewing, where glucose adjuncts caused

a higher residual concentration of maltose and maltotriose at the end of fermentation

(Phaweni et al., 1992).

Initially, yeast biomass increases at the start of fermentation. Typically, the main pathway

for growth in yeast cells would be via the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle (or Krebs cycle),

here glucose and oxygen is uptaken from the wort and is used to convert adenosine diphos-

phate (ADP) to ATP. However, due to the elevated glucose concentrations in wort, yeast

will aerobically produce ethanol instead, a phenomenon known as the Crabtree effect.

This forms ATP in the process, reducing the requirement of oxidative phosphorylation
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during the TCA cycle. ATP acts as an intracellular energy transfer molecule (Stewart

and Russell, 2009). This growth is limited by nutrients and oxygen in the latter stages

of fermentation and also inhibition of growth occurs due to ethanol toxicity but also the

release of other by-products of fermentation such as organic acids (Browning, Nimmo, and

Jenson, 1994b). Large amounts of yeast growth in potable alcohol fermentations however,

is undesirable as the efficiency of alcohol production is decreased through the formation

of biomass (Russell and Stewart, 2014). Typically, during a Scotch whisky fermentation,

yeast cell count will increase exponentially, however, once nutrients are depleted, this

growth will cease and yeast will begin to decline in concentration and in viability (Saita

and Nagata, 1986; Yonezawa, Hatanaka, et al., 1998).

One of the most important functions of distilling yeast is to produce an acceptable flavour

profile during fermentation, in order to produce a new-make spirit that is of acceptable

quality (Section 1.4.2). The production of higher alcohols from amino acids present in

wort is one of the key pathways yeast utilises; this mechanism is known as the Ehrlich

pathway (Figure 1.7). The enzymes transaminase, decarboxylase and alcohol dehydroge-

nase cause the hydrolysis of these amino acids via the production of α-keto-acids into their

corresponding fusel alcohol (Sentheshanuganathan, 1960; Pires and Brányik, 2015). Fur-

thermore, the production of higher alcohols also occurs via the upstream biosynthesis of

amino acids. The production of higher alcohols has been demonstrated in a study by Gent

and Slaughter (1994) to occur at the greatest rate during the exponential phase. Studies

have demonstrated that wort spiked with the amino acid leucine has produced greater

concentrations of amyl alcohols as a result (Tsuji and Kaniguchi, 1983). This in turn has

been demonstrated to produce greater amounts of isoamyl acetate during fermentation

(Tsuji and Taketsuru, 1986), with concentrations of this ester measuring higher in Scotch

whisky than Cognac and is demonstrated to be a congener of notable aroma in whisky

(Tsuji, 1984).

Esters are have been long established as one of the most important contributors to the

flavour of Scotch whisky (Salo, Nykanen, and Suomalainen, 1972; Stewart, 2005) and are

known to impart flavour into the final spirit (Nykaenen and Suomalainen, 1983). Esters

are typically formed after all of the dissolved oxygen has been consumed, where alcohols

(both ethyl alcohols and higher alcohols) are reacted enzymatically with an organic acid.

In the mitochondria of the cell, organic acids are linked with coenzyme A forming either

acyl-CoA or acetyl-CoA (though this is mainly formed by decarboxylation of pyruvate

during the Krebs cycle). These molecules then react with alcohols in the cytoplasm of the

cell, producing esters (Figure 1.7). Acetate esters are formed via the reaction of acetyl-

CoA and longer chain acyl-CoA substrates react with ethanol forming an array of ethyl

esters (Pires and Brányik, 2015).

The production of a broad range of esters has been determined to occur due to acetyltrans-

ferase, where the genes ATF1 and ATF2 have been determined to significantly impact the

concentrations of ethyl and isoamyl acetate in beer (Verstrepen, Van Laere, et al., 2003).

The same study also suggested that Aftp1 and Aftp2 were responsible for the production

of a wide range of less volatile esters, typically found in trace concentrations.
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Figure 1.7: Major pathways for the production of flavour metabolites during Scotch malt
whisky fermentations. A) The Ehrlich pathway resulting in the production of fusel (higher)
alcohols and fusel acids, adapted from Hazelwood et al. (2008). B) The production of ethyl
and fatty acid esters from pyruvate, an intermediate in the glycolysis pathway.

Ester production during fermentation is not only resultant from the particular yeast strain

but is also a result of the fermentation medium (wort) and process parameters (Dufour and

Malcorps, 1994). Research conducted has demonstrated that ‘cloudy’ wort, which has a

higher level of suspended solids and lipids has been shown to produce new-make spirit with

reduced concentrations of esters and other volatiles (Martin, 2002). Furthermore, control

of ester production during fermentation has been studied by Hodgson and Moir (1990),

demonstrating that zinc, specifically, Zn2+ ions increase the ester content of produced beer,

through the breakdown of oxo-acids, producing higher alcohols rather than the activating

alcohol acetyl-transferase. As Scotch whisky must not employ brewing aids such as the

direct addition of zinc ions, all mineral content must exist through the water source used.

However, research conducted by Wilson (2008a) demonstrated that the natural variation

in mineral content across Scotland and the water sources used by Scottish distilleries did

not have a significant impact on new-make spirit character (Wilson, Jack, and Priest,

2010). Similarly, the addition of magnesium (Mg2+) ions has also been demonstrated

to increase attenuation in malt worts, indicating that either concentrations derived from

both the grist and the water supply are deficient or that the ratio of calcium (Ca2+) to

magnesium ions is too high (Walker, Chandrasena, et al., 1994).

Process parameters during whisky fermentation alter the flavour of the distilled product.

In the case of malt whisky fermentations, the yeast is added at a low temperature (ap-

proximately 17-20 °C) and allowed to freely rise in temperature without any heating or

cooling. This ‘free rise’ in temperature has been demonstrated in a study by (Saita and
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Nagata, 1986) to allow for the enhanced production of fatty acids and their corresponding

ethyl esters with shorter fermentation times when compared with isothermal fermentation.

In a study presented by Fukuyo and Stewart (1998), phenylethyl acetate and amyl acetate

both decrease during long fermentations, though, it is likely that amyl acetate decreases

due to evaporation and phenylethyl acetate decrease due to pH dependent metabolism.

Organic acids are found in both wort and fermented wash. The pH of fermenting wash

evolves with the consumption and formation of organic acids throughout fermentation.

Organic acids are consumed during fermentation to produce cell lipids but are also formed

in many intermediate steps (Stewart and Russell, 2009). It is postulated that the majority

of organic acids that are formed during fermentation are a result of incomplete cycles

such as the TCA cycle which occurs during carbohydrate metabolism. Acids such as

acetic, citric, succinic and fumaric are all formed as intermediates in this process and may

be released as a result (Rezaei et al., 2015). Cell lysis may cause the release of longer

chain fatty acids into the wort. This particular release of acids is more likely to occur

in the stillhouse, however, isocaproic and isovaleric acids may also be formed during the

incomplete production of essential amino acids leucine and valine (Whiting, 1976; Stewart

and Russell, 2009).

1.3.3 Properties of Distilling Yeasts

Compared to other strains, distilling strains must preferentially produce ethanol, be tol-

erant of osmotic stress and metabolise all available carbohydrate present in wort, this dif-

ferentiates them from other yeast types such as wine and lager yeasts (Browning, Nimmo,

and Jenson, 1994a). Distillery yeasts differ from brewery stains (though historically, distil-

leries were reliant on strains from breweries), particularly for flavour (Russell and Stewart,

2014) due to the different conditions throughout fermentation and requirements of the fer-

mented wash. Historically and until approximately 2-3 decades ago, all distilleries were

co-fermenting their wort with distilling and brewing yeast. Co-fermentation of brewing

and distilling strains used to be conducted producing more complex new-make spirit char-

acters (Yomo, Noguchi, and Yonezawa, 2008), although this process is still conducted by

a handful of Scotch producers and some distilleries in Japan, single yeast cultures specific

to distilling are mostly pitched instead. It is thought that brewing yeasts were no longer

selected due to the requirement of a full attenuation of wort carbohydrate by distilling

yeast. This led to no need for the extra material cost to obtain the maximum amount of

alcohol during fermentation.

The yeast utilised for distilling fermentations must be highly osmotolerant, fermenting up

to 9 % ABV, must be able to produce desirable congeners during fermentation that will

have a positive impact on spirit character and it must be able to ferment at high temper-

atures (often as high as 35 °C). The yeast must also be tolerant of the varying pH found

in malt distillery fermentations (typically pH 3.8 - 5.5) and be non-flocculent in order for

yeast not to sediment to the bottom of the washback, this ensures rapid and complete fer-

mentation (flocculence is often a desirable characteristic of brewery fermentations (Speers,

Wan, et al., 2006)). The lack of flocculence also prevents these yeasts settling to heating

elements during the distillation process (Russell, 2003). Furthermore, esters have been
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demonstrated to exist within, or adhere to cell wall proteins (Saita and Nagata, 1986),

therefore, the separation of yeast from wash is not desirable for distillery fermentations

(Saita, Nakagawa, and Nagata, 1986). Finally, distilling yeast must also start fermentation

with minimum lag time to avoid the proliferation of competing bacteria, which arise from

the lack of boiling stage and aseptic technique that takes place in a brewery (Jones, 1998).

1.3.4 Yeast Handling and Pitching

Yeast is typically supplied to a distillery in one of three formats - liquid, compressed (also

known as caked) or dried form. A summary of yeast types is displayed in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2: Summary of yeast formats available for use in a distillery.

Format
Storage

Temperature / °C
Shelf Life % Dry Matter

Yeast
Concentration

Liquid 4 1-2 weeks 14 - 18 ∼ 3.0 x108 cells mL-1

Compressed 3 - 4 1 month 24 - 33 6 - 13 x109 cells mL-1

Dried 4 - 20 1 year 92 - 96 ∼ 2.2 x1010 cells g-1

Jones (1998) and Russell (2003)

Liquid Yeast

Liquid yeast has been most frequently used by brewers due to the high viability and

accurate determination of viable yeast count that can be achieved prior to pitching. Fur-

thermore, as brewers typically have their own ‘house strains’ this allows propagation from

single cell colonies to required pitching volumes, significantly reducing the cost of these

strains as a raw material. Typically, liquid yeast demonstrates shorter lag times compared

to other forms of yeast (Lawrence, 1986), as the storage medium is most similar to what

it is being pitched into, which decreases adaption stresses, the chance of contamination

by competing bacteria during a distillery fermentation and reduces the total amount of

time for the wort to fully attenuate. Liquid yeast is increasingly becoming popular in

large distillery sites as it reduces the requirement for manual handling as it can easily

be piped into wort run off automatically (Jones, 1998). However, liquid yeast requires

infrastructure such as chilled yeast tanks that must be continually agitated in addition

to trained technicians or operators who can maintain the cultures. The yeast must also

be used within the short shelf life (Table 1.2) that this format dictates, meaning that a

steady supply is required without lapse in delivery schedules.

Compressed Yeast

Compressed yeast was popular amongst distilleries until recently, where much of its use

has been replaced with both dried and liquid yeasts. Similar to liquid yeast, compressed

or caked yeast is pitched by mass directly into filling washbacks. The ‘cake’ is made by

press the yeast slurry through cloth or by vacuum filtration (Russell, 2003). It offers an

intermediate between dried and liquid form, however, it requires manual handling and has
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a relatively short shelf life when compared with dried yeast and this has been the reason

why popularity of this yeast format has reduced.

Dried Yeast

Dried yeast or active dried yeast (ADY) is quickly becoming a popular option in distilleries

due to its long shelf-life stability (Table 1.2) and minimal reduction in viability if kept at

room temperature, which is further reduced to < 4 % per annum if refrigerated (Russell,

2003). Furthermore, research conducted by Manson and Slaughter (1986) determined that

rates of fermentation were fastest using yeast stored at < 15 °C. It also demonstrates a

significant advantage over liquid yeast where long transportation (e.g. long ferry journeys

to islands) would cause severe deterioration of liquid yeast (Lawrence, 1986). A wider

variety of dried yeasts are also more readily available as they can be manufactured abroad

and can be used in a wider range of applications (brewing, wine, baking etc.) and shipped

over longer distances without compromising the product quality (Munro, 2008). This

has allowed distilleries to have a house or localised strain isolated, stored and then made

manufactured and shipped to them in bulk as required.

Yeast Pitch Rate

Distillery yeast pitch rates are typically defined by the mass of grain added to a dis-

tillery mashtun. This makes several assumptions about extraction efficiencies as well as

liquor:grist ratios, which have an impact on the original gravity of the produced wort.

For brewers, the yeast pitching rate is often defined both in terms of the number of live

cells per unit volume but also by unit measurement of gravity, (e.g. viable cells mL-1

°P-1) and is often extreme importance due to fermentation performance and quality of

final beer (Quain, 1990). The assessment of live pitching rate is not typically carried out

at distilleries, where liquid yeast will be pitched by volume based on a standard cellu-

lar concentration without a viability measurement. Similarly compressed and dried yeast

strains will be pitched by mass, without any account of how viability may have deterio-

rated during storage. This could potentially have drastic effects on spirit character, as a

study by Erten, Tanguler, and Cak (2007) has demonstrated that concentration ratio of

branched higher alcohols were altered through changing the yeast pitching rate of a higher

gravity lager fermentation. A higher yeast pitching rate increased the rate of fermenta-

tion but also decreased the concentration of isoamyl acetate formed during fermentation.

Therefore, assessment of the optimal pitching rate of a distillery fermentation should be

established based on practices to allow the fermentation process to be optimised based on

original gravity, yeast format and storage time for the specific spirit character required.

1.3.5 Yeast Innovation in Scotch Whisky Fermentation

One driver for innovation in the distilled spirits sector is yeast and fermentation. The use

of diverse strains of yeast is important, for example, some lager strains have demonstrated

greater concentrations of ethyl acetate and isoamyl acetate after fermentation (Stewart,

2005). Biodiversity in yeast for brewing applications is being explored through research of

Saccharomyces strains applied to fermented foods and other beverages (kombucha, kaffir),
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hybridisation of Saccharomyces with non-Saccharomyces yeasts, the exploration of non-

Saccharomyces cultures and through bioengineering of existing strains (Iattici, Catallo,

and Solieri, 2020). Similarly, in wine, research has been conducted into the use of ‘flavour-

active’ yeast strains, sought to increase the abundance of flavour congeners in the fin-

ished product (Cordente et al., 2012). Research conducted by Hill, Robitaille, and Crisp

demonstrated that environmental yeasts could be isolated, screened and used to ferment

batches of wort with varying degrees of success in terms of attenuation during fermenta-

tion (Burke, Speers, and Hill, 2015; Hill, Robitaille, and Crisp, 2018). Further successes

using this workflow were conducted by the Glenmorangie Company, who isolated a new

strain of Saccharomyces diaemath from local fields of barley (Paskin, 2019).

Research has also demonstrated the ability to explore new characteristics in malt whisky

spirits using the same yeast strain but optimising the conditions which were present

throughout fermentation. This form of research has demonstrated the ability to enhance

isoamyl acetate concentrations through the lowering of fermentation temperature from

35 °C to 32 °C, which in turn increased the fruity characteristic of the new-make spirit

(Kawamoto et al., 2018). This is backed up by research of the metabolism of lager strains

by Taidi, Brutain, et al. (2005), which provided evidence suggesting that different lager

yeasts produced differing amounts of flavour metabolism products based on the conditions

in which they were pitched. The research described demonstrated that design of experi-

ment (DOE) could be used to characterise yeasts, a process which may be useful for the

distiller in order to characterise and optimise their process in order to achieve the best

quality parameters in new-make spirit.

Bioengineered yeast strains are becoming more important across all sectors who utilise

microorganisms to manufacture products (Stewart, 2017c) The use of genetically modified

(GM) yeasts is an avenue not currently open to distillers who operate with the EU, how-

ever, the development and production of such yeasts is becoming increasingly popular in

other markets such as the USA. Here, releases such as Lallemand’s ‘Sourvisiae’ strain of

yeast which can produce both ethanol and lactic acid during fermentation, a process that

would normally required bacterial treatment followed by alcoholic fermentation by yeast.

The benefits of the development of such yeasts provides the market with new alternatives,

allowing for a reduction in time and cost in the exploration of new characters in the sector

(Stonehouse, Rice, and Argyros, 2018). Much of the research into the development of new

yeast strain may be explored through gene editing, which has been demonstrated with

branched-chain amino acid amino-transferases which have been demonstrated to influence

the concentration of higher alcohols such as isobutanol and isoamyl alcohol (Nedervelde

and Debourg, 2003).

1.4 New-Make Spirit: Quality and Flavour

1.4.1 Flavour

Flavour of the new-make spirit is important as this will impact the final bottled product

and thus the perception of the mature whisky to consumers. It is also what makes dif-

ferent brands in the industry distinctive from one another. Flavour in Scotch whisky is
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a large medley of both individual congeners but also their interaction with one-another

(Wanikawa, 2020). This can lead to an enhancement effect - where the congener is over

expressed in the flavour of the spirit or the congener could be masked - its flavour contri-

bution is not evident due to other compounds present (Steele, Fortheringham, and Jack,

2002). This occurs particularly in peated whisky samples, where the often over-powering

aroma of phenols dominates other flavours in the spirit.

Two of the most important groups of congeners from a flavour aspect in malt new-make

spirit is esters and sulfur-containing compounds. Esters are formed through a variety of

different mechanisms (Section 1.3.2), and over 90 individual compounds of this category

have been measured in fermented beverages (Stewart, 2005; Stewart, 2008). Sulfur com-

pounds are often linked to product quality, which relies on a combination of analytical and

sensory approaches (Jack and Fotheringam, 2002) and this is often a negative correlation

with spirit quality and sulfur compounds (Watts et al., 2002).

1.4.2 New-Make Spirit Quality

New-make spirit quality is a term that is often used and seldom defined (de Amorim

Neto et al., 2008). Spirit quality is often approached from separate avenues - typically

analytically and organoleptically - as spirit must be compliant from both angles in order

to be suitable for consumption and to have a flavour that is required for its end use.

The definition of spirit quality varies depending on the end use of the spirit concerned,

with neutral alcohol for example, the concentration of flavour molecules are required to

be significantly reduced when compared to that of new-make spirit for the malt whisky

industry (Maitin and Canterranne, 2018). Nicol states that a large part of the quality is

determined by not only its taste and smell but also in it’s identity and profile, stating that

it should be recognisable from its place of origin (Nicol, 1989). Fundamentally, perceived

product quality has been demonstrated to be linked with flavour (Dzialo et al., 2017).

The same concept is often ill-defined or has several meanings in brewing literature, in the

book Quality Systems: Practical Guides for Beer Quality, Bamforth stated ‘This is my

definition of quality: A product that meets my expectations every time. No deviations.’

(Bamforth, 2019). Therefore, consistency and conceptual understanding of the process is

key to quality new-make spirit.

During the production of whisky, variations between casks are nullified during blending

and vatting processes. Cask-to-cask variance is also more difficult to control, though

research has been conducted to determine better practices in this regard (Livermore,

2012). Therefore, the most important quality control point in the production of whisky

in terms of flavour and consistency is in the new-make spirit, which directly results from

the fermentation achieved.

Throughout this study, references to quality will refer to parameters that are believed

to reflect that of the production of the spirit style that reflects Glenmorangie and its

new-make spirit. As a result, the following definitions were established:

� Fruity character in the spirit and by extension, high ester concentration
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� Lack of ‘off-flavours’ as a result of increased feinty, sulfury or ‘damp’ (mouldy or

musty) aromas

� Clean spirit, due to tall stills with a high degree of rectification

� Complete fermentation, achieving a suitable concentration of alcohol

The absolute quality of distilled new-make spirit is determined by assessment of the aroma,

taste and mouthfeel (Conner, Stuart, and Jack, 2018), though, seldom is both taste and

mouthfeel assessed in the freshly distilled product. Some observations have noted a decline

in new-make spirit quality has been realised through a reduction in the estery character-

istic, this may be partially due to the use of high yielding malts or the development of

higher attenuating yeasts along with the phasing out of the use of spent brewer’s yeast

(Hay et al., 1994). Therefore, it is important that positive aspects of new-make spirit

quality are not lost at the expense of increased distillery throughput.

1.5 Mathematical Modelling

In general, industries are moving towards more data driven process tools. Such tools can

aid decision making practices within an industrial setting, allowing key process param-

eters to be modelled and kept within statistical control. This data driven analysis has

been demonstrated in a case study by Zuban (2018), where real-time batch fermenta-

tion analysis and prediction engines allow the process to be altered, such as changes to

the initial recipe, in order to obtain a product whose parameters were within consistent

and acceptable levels, thus, improving the quality of the process (Zuban, 2018; Wold et

al., 1998). Other processes have also been modelled, such as large-scale fermentations of

Bacillus by infrared (IR) spectroscopy, demonstrating the ability for this analysis to be

conducted in-line and without negative effects to the surroundings (Alves-Rausch et al.,

2014). Such modelling has also been demonstrated for a multitude of different industries

including batch fermentation (Dougherty et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2018; Abunde, Asiedu,

and Addo, 2019), biopharmaceuticals (Kroll et al., 2017) and has shown application to

optimising industrial processes which utilise microbiology (Salmon and Buckland, 1992;

Jiménez-Hornero, Santos-Dueñas, and Garćıa-Garćıa, 2009a; Jiménez-Hornero, Santos-

Dueñas, and Garćıa-Garćıa, 2009b). Much of this has spanned from the application of

modelling to predictive microbiology, which is largely applied to bacterial growth in food-

stuffs (Stavropoulou and Bezirtzoglou, 2019) and addresses both food spoilage (Membre

and Dagnas, 2016) and food safety (Gougouli and Koutsoumanis, 2016).

The application of modelling has also been conducted for yeast growth using the ‘tilted-

Gaussian’ model (Equation 2.5) and has been successfully conducted using American So-

ciety of Brewing Chemists (ASBC)’s ‘Yeast-14’ method of analysis (ASBC, 2012). This

model has been used to investigate kinetic parameters of yeasts such as Candida tropicalis

in a study by Alloue-Boraud et al. (2015). The use of this model was first discussed when

modelling laboratory and industrial scale fermentations (MacIntosh, Adler, et al., 2012),

to detect premature yeast flocculation (Lake, Speers, Porter, et al., 2008; Lake, Speers,

Gill, et al., 2009; Macintosh et al., 2014; Armstrong et al., 2018), to detect aberrant

fermentations (Rudolph et al., 2020) and to detect changes in respiratory deficient yeast
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(Josey, Maskell, and Speers, 2019). Furthermore, a 4-parameter logistic model for the

decline in specific gravity was proposed in a miniature fermentation assay described in

“Yeast-14 - Miniature fermentation assay”. This was demonstrated to model the appar-

ent extract decline in laboratory and industrial scale fermentations (Speers, Rogers, and

Smith, 2003; Speers, Wan, et al., 2006; MacIntosh, Adler, et al., 2012), the consumption of

various carbohydrates during alcoholic fermentation (MacIntosh, 2015; MacIntosh, Josey,

and Speers, 2016) and to investigate the effect of wort boiling on the fermentation process

(Mishra and Speers, 2021).

Models have also been devised to examine large amounts of brewhouse data, demonstrat-

ing a more accurate relationship between real degree of fermentation (RDF) and apparent

degree of fermentation (ADF) (Cutaia, Reid, and Speers, 2009). Research conducted by

Anderson, Barbour, and Healy (1986) demonstrated the ability to monitor and control fer-

mentation through the using headspace monitoring devices, which allowed predictive tools

to be used to alter variables and obtain consistent batches of beer. Factors controlled in-

cluded pH and dissolved CO2. Similar studies have been conducted during Scotch whisky

fermentations, which used dielectric sensors and yeast cell monitors to determine differ-

ences between distillery sites as well as determine differences between washback material

used (Yonezawa and Stewart, 2004). Further to this, the incomplete β-function has been

demonstrated to take input factors at the beginning of fermentation in order to predict

subsequent fermentation outcomes (Taidi, Hodgson, et al., 2007). The prediction of col-

loidal haze lag time in beer stability trials (Leemans et al., 2003) has also been modelled,

demonstrating important parameters for product shelf-lives. Having control of fermenta-

tion allows adjustments to be made; this can be conducted by adjustment of pitching rates

of yeast, for example, which has been demonstrated to influence the decline in apparent

extract, yeast peak concentrations and the concentration of isoamyl acetate substantially

(Patino, Miller, and Edelen, 1994). Modelling of yeast propagation has been explored by

Kurz, Becker, and Delgado (2001) and Hutter, Kurz, and Delgado (2003). Their work

allows for the adaptation of the process in order to ensure a correct number of yeast cells

have been produced, providing consistent and healthy yeast cells to fermentations when

required. This in-depth study tracked the consumption of substrate and production of

yeast biomass, allowing the correct addition of yeast growth factor as well as O2 to ensure

successful and healthy yeast growth to be passed to subsequent fermentations.

From other aspects within the whisky industry, Conner, Murphy, and Reid (2002) demon-

strated the applicability of modelling to the maturation of whisky. Arguably, such a

process could not occur within the distillery if inconsistency in fermentations and distil-

lations meant that the input new-make spirit did not conform with the initial parameters

before maturation.

Future application of modelling work could be conducted through the use of biosensors

(Ferreira et al., 2003; Gupta et al., 2003), though use in Scotch whisky is likely to be limited

due to lack of process aids allowed and many distilleries do not have temperature controlled

washbacks. This limits the amount of remedial tasks any sensing activity may achieve. As

a result, this may limit the use of modelling within the Scotch whisky industry to process

controls with raw materials and handling. Research has been conducted to assess yeast
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suitability by monitoring the evolution of CO2. This process could be modelled to track

the suitability and differences when screening for new yeast strains for the application

to fermentation in the industry (Pearson et al., 2008). This reflects other work into

categorising the various distilling strains available by Walker, Pearson, et al. (2008), which

demonstrated the ‘baseline’ that current Scotch malt whisky yeast strains are based on and

how best to develop yeasts based on the models and trends shown by products currently

on the market.

Other control mechanisms may involved the pitching of yeast using more advanced method-

ology, such as pitching the optimal yeast concentration, determined by flow cytometry

(Hutter and Lange, 2001). Vacuole size and shape may also provide a mathematical link

between morphology of this part of the cell and the production of flavour congeners during

stressful fermentation scenarios as described by White, Kennedy, and Smart (2003), which

could provide a marker for the optimisation of fermentation parameters for a give yeast

strain. This could potentially be linked with morphology (Pratt, Bryce, and Stewart,

2003) and image analysis to determine the effect changing scenarios may have on yeast

metabolism output (Reilly, O’Shea, and Walsh, 2003). Furthermore, process optimisa-

tion could be achieved through the use of ‘big-data’ modelling techniques such as neural

networks. Distilleries are typically recording vast amounts of data, such as attenuations,

extracts and temperatures of fermentation, all of which could be utilised to optimise and

control the production of new-make spirit.

1.6 Aims & Objectives

The aim of this project is to build a model of Scotch-malt whisky fermentations, similar to

that of the ASBC method - Yeast 14 (ASBC, 2012). To date, there is no work listed in the

literature that applies existing models to distillery (non-sterile) fermentations, therefore,

these may differ in pattern for accepted models in brewing. Development and verification

of such a model would allow distilleries to ‘control-chart’ their fermentation schemes,

allowing for adjustments to be made at the beginning of their fermentations in order to

maintain spirit quality. Furthermore, changes to fermentation profile will be tracked via

the modelling process and therefore linked to fundamental to changes in parameters such

as rate of yeast growth, number of generations or changes to analytical profile or pH.

To verify the model, analysis of existing fermentation observations alongside industrial and

laboratory scale whisky data will be compared (Chapter 3). Although the fermentations

of beer and malt whisky share many similarities, there are some crucial differences and

this study hopes to demonstrate whether these changes result in a different approach to

the application of current modelling techniques.

By determining model behaviour, the project then seeks to understand how alteration

of initial parameters such as yeast format, original gravity, temperature and bacterial

build-up (for example, lactic acid bacteria, Chapter 7) has an effect on new-make spirit

characteristics. It also explores the applicability of the modelling approach to industrial

scale fermentations, the consistency over a prolonged observation period and the use of

speciality malt (Chapter 4).
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Further to the exploration of variable parameters in fermentation, innovative new ap-

proaches to the fermentation of Scotch whisky wort will also be investigated. This in-

cludes the use of high-gravity fermentations (Chapter 5), which has the potential to allow

distillers to produce a higher concentration of alcohol during batch processing. This may

have further implications on the relative concentration of congeners in new-make spirit.

Fermentations using novel brewing-yeasts shall also explored to establish their applica-

bility to Scotch whisky protocols and how yeast strains may alter a given fermentation

model compared to a control (Chapter 6). Finally, co-fermentation of yeast and bacteria

will be explored, signifying how distillers could ‘fix’ a bacteria culture at the initial and

final stages of fermentation, with a view to alter new-make spirit character (Chapter 7).

By devising a model fermentation scheme and using various analytical techniques, pa-

rameters throughout fermentation will be plotted and monitored to establish differences

between fermentations in the laboratory. Through distillation, spirit quality and char-

acteristics will be assessed by both analytical and sensory techniques. By investigating

variables at the industrial scale, a benchmark will be established. The influence of param-

eters studied at the laboratory scale will then be relayed back to industry and tested on

an industrial scale to see whether the differences correlate with one another.
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Chapter 2

Materials & Methods

2.1 Microorganisms

Yeast and bacteria used in this project was supplied by Lallemand (Lallemand Inc., Mon-

treal, CAN). Yeasts (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) were designated as brewing or distilling

strains. Distilling strains were supplied in dried or liquid form as required, brewing strains

used were supplied in dried form only. A summary of the yeast strains used is listed in

Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Yeast strains utilised for fermentation trials.

Strain Company Intended Use CoO Formats Used

N379 Lallemand Inc. Distilling United Kingdom Dried & Liquid
Pinnacle M AB Mauri Distilling United Kingdom Dried
Voss Kveik Lallemand Inc. Brewing Norway Dried
Belle Saison Lallemand Inc. Brewing Belgium Dried

2.1.1 Dried Yeast

Dried yeast was supplied in vacuum-sealed bags and stored refrigerated (<5 °C) until use.

Dried yeast was not kept for longer than 1 year or after the best-before date, which ever

occurred first.

2.1.2 Liquid Yeast

Lallemand N379 liquid distilling yeast was supplied in quantities of 500 mL and refrigerated

(<5 °C). Liquid yeast was stored for no longer than 2 weeks. For long term storage of pure

liquid yeast cultures, yeast was transferred to sterile yeast peptone d-glucose (YPD) slopes

(10 % w/v yeast extract, 20 % w/v, peptone, 20 % w/v d-glucose and 15 % w/v nutrient

agar (Fisher Scientific, Loughborough, GBR)) for prolonged storage at 3 °C. Cultures were

re-sloped after 4 weeks of storage.

Yeast was propagated from slopes by first aseptically transferring yeast from slopes to

sterile water (5 mL) in a culture tube using an inoculation loop. This tube was left for 24

hr at room temperature in order to hydrate the yeast without shaking. The contents of

this culture tube was then transferred to 150 mL of sterile YPD growth media (10 % w/v
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yeast extract, 20 % w/v peptone, 20 % w/v d-glucose (Fisher Scientific, Loughborough,

GBR)) in an Erlenmeyer flask. Yeast was grown on a shaking incubating table (300 rpm)

which kept the temperature at 27.5 °C for a further 24 hr. The supernatant was discarded

and the yeast isolated and counted (Section 2.4.6). The propagation in YPD was repeated

until a sufficient cell concentration for pitching had been achieved.

2.1.3 Dried Bacteria Culture

A dried strain of Lactobacillus plantarum, Wildbrew� Sour Pitch was supplied by Lalle-

mand and was stored as described in section 2.1.1.

2.2 New-Make Spirit Production

All lab-based fermentation trials were fermented using wort produced at Heriot-Watt

University in the International Centre for Brewing & Distilling (ICBD) pilot brewery

(Figure 2.1). This was followed by double distillation of the produced wash using the pilot

facility at Heriot-Watt and small scale spirit distillation on pot stills.

Figure 2.1: The 2 hL pilot brewery at the ICBD where all experimental batches of wort
were produced.

2.2.1 Wort Production

Wort (200 L) of specific gravity 1.066 (16.1 °P) was mashed using 55 kg distillers malted

Concerto barley (Simpsons Malt, Berwick-upon-Tweed, GBR) milled using a two-roller

mill (Fraser Agricultural, Inverurie, GBR). The grain was milled and then mashed with

150 L of water at 64 °C for 1 hour prior to separation using a lauter tun. The grain

bed was then sparged continuously with 81 °C water to obtain the desired volume and

gravity. The produced wort was frozen (-18 °C) in 20 L aliquots for future use. All wort

was thawed prior to use.
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High-Gravity Wort Production

High-gravity wort used in chapter 5 was produced in a similar fashion, with 65 kg of

Concerto malted barley, as used previously. This produced 150 L of wort at a higher

gravity of 1.090 (21.5 °P).

2.2.2 Wash

Wash was created by pitching yeast at a dried rate of 1 g L-1 (approximating to 2 x107

cells mL-1), without hydration. Liquid yeast was pitched at a rate of 2 x107 cells mL-1.

This was then fermented at a temperature between 20 - 35 °C in a 30 L fermentation

bucket. Fermentation time typically took between 60-120 hr.

2.2.3 Wash Distillation

After fermentation, wash (20 L) was first distilled on the ICBD’s pilot distillery (Figure

2.2). During all distillation runs the %v/v ethanol of the distillate was recorded using the

%alcohol by volume (ABV) channel on the Anton Paar DMA 35 (Anton-Paar, St Alban’s,

GBR). This was to ensure consistent profiles were achieved to avoid alteration of flavour.

Wash was heated using a steam coil and a steady run off of low-wines was achieved. The

wash distillation was ceased when the ethanol level of the distillate reached 1 %v/v (an

economic cut point).

Figure 2.2: 30 L wash still in the ICBD pilot distillery where all experimental wash samples
were distilled.
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The still was thoroughly rinsed between runs. After three distillations, the still was charged

with caustic soda (20 mL, 32 % NaOH, Murphy & Sons, Nottingham, GBR) and tap water

(20 L). When 4 L of distillate was collected, the still was cut and was rinsed with water.

This prohibited the development of off flavours in the low wines and stopped the growth

of mould during long-term periods of no use.

2.2.4 Spirit Distillation

Spirit distillation was carried out in a 5 L copper Al-Ambiq still (Al-Ambiq, Gandra,

PRT) using a worm-tub style condenser (Figure 2.3) and heated using a 5 L isomantle

(Electrothermal, Staffordshire, GBR) at a constant heat setting (1-8). At the start of this

second distillation foreshots (50 mL) were collected and then the spirit cut was collected

by allowing the v/v ethanol of the distillate to fall by 12 % before halting the collection

of new make spirit. The foreshots and spirit cut were combined together in the equivalent

ratio prior to chemical and sensory analysis.

Figure 2.3: 5 L copper Al-Ambiq still where experimental batches of low-wines were
distilled to produce new-make spirit.

The still was thoroughly rinsed and dried between runs. After three distillations, the still

was charged with caustic soda (5 mL, 32 % NaOH, Murphy & Sons, Nottingham, GBR)

and 4 L of tap water. This was run at the maximum heat setting for 2 hours or until 1

L of distillate was collected, whichever came first. The still was then cooled, rinsed and

dried.
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2.3 Sampling

Laboratory based fermentation samples were taken throughout fermentation using clean

glass pipettes. Samples, (50 mL) were decanted into a 50 mL centrifuge tube for storage.

Where necessary samples were frozen below -18 °C. Distillery fermentation samples were

retrieved using a washback sampling device, which consisted of a heavy-bottomed, hollow,

stainless steel tube attached to a long piece of rope. The device is dropped into the top

of the washback and allowed to fall to the bottom and retrieved, rinsed and dropped in a

second time before the wash contained within the tube was decanted into a beaker. Where

necessary, samples (50 mL) were decanted into centrifuge tubes and frozen at -18 °C.

Laboratory produced spirits samples were stored in glass bottles at room temperature

in quantities of 50 mL (foreshots) and 500 mL (spirit) and sealed with Parafilm (Bemis

Company Inc., Wisconsin, USA) prior to analysis. Retention samples from industrial

sites were provided by the Glenmorangie Company and were composed of vatted spirit

distillations (various distillations blended together) sampled prior to dilution and cask

filling. These samples were stored at room temperature in glass bottles in quantities of 50

mL.

2.4 Fermentation Monitoring

2.4.1 Density Measurement

Lab based specific gravity readings were measured by filtering using grade 1 filter paper

(Whatman, Maidstone, GBR) to degas the sample and remove yeast in suspension. The

density was then measured using an Anton-Paar DMA 35 (Anton-Paar, St Albans, GBR),

both density and temperature measurements were recorded in order to convert this into

specific gravity and apparent extract values using Equations 3.2 and 3.3 as defined by

Cutaia, Reid, and Speers (2009) (Section 3.2.1).

2.4.2 pH Measurement

The pH of wort and fermenting wash was recorded using a VWR pH110 meter (VWR,

Lutterworth, GBR). The meter was calibrated every 3 days during fermentation using

buffers of pH 4 and 7 (Fisher Scientific, Loughborough, GBR).

2.4.3 Temperature

The temperature was measured using an Etekcity Lasergrip 1080 IR laser temperature

device (Etekcity, California, USA). The device was pointed at various parts of the fermen-

tation vessel and media to ensure a representative reading was recorded. When this device

was not available a standard H-B Instruments glass thermometer (Bel-Art SP, New-Jersey,

USA) was used.

2.4.4 Tilt� Hydrometer

The measurement of gravity and temperature was automised and conducted in real-time

through the use of Tilt� Hydrometers (Baron Brew, California, USA). These devices float
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in the fermenting wash and use accelerometers to measure the angle the device makes with

a normal (i.e. the surface of the fermenting media). The angle is dependant on both the

density and temperature of the liquid it is floating in, thus allowing a determination of

specific gravity (SG) to be made. These measurements are then sent via Bluetooth® to

a Raspberry Pi Model 3B+, running a pre-loaded Raspbian operating system (Raspberry

Pi Foundation, Cambridge, GBR). Data was recorded on the Raspberry Pi device at a

frequency between 2-15 min.

2.4.5 Standard Hydrometer

Hydrometer measurements were recorded by filtration of media (100 mL) using grade 1

filter paper (Whatman, Maidstone, GBR) into a measuring cylinder. To this, a calibrated

brewing hydrometer (Stevenson-Reeves Ltd, Edinburgh, GBR) was placed and allowed to

float. The specific gravity reading was recorded and the temperature was recorded using

a H-B Instruments glass thermometer. The specific gravity reading was then temperature

corrected using the supplied conversion chart for the hydrometer.

2.4.6 Yeast Cell Counting

A cell counting method was adapted from American Society of Brewing Chemists (ASBC)’s

Yeast-4 and viability was determined using Yeast-3 (ASBC, 2010; ASBC, 2016). Buffered

methylene blue stain (Fink-Khüles) was made by preparing 500 mL solution of methylene

blue (0.05 g L-1), 500 mL solution of KH2PO4 (6.8 g L-1) and 100 mL of Na2HPO4.12

H2O (0.24 g L-1). Then 498.75 mL of the KH2PO4 solution was mixed with 1.25 mL of

the Na2HPO4.12 H2O solution and mixed thoroughly. This solution was then mixed with

the methylene blue solution to give 1 L of buffered methylene blue solution, also known

as methylene blue sodium citrate tribasic dihydrate.

Samples were diluted in order to obtain a concentration of approximately 105 cells mL-1.

Samples drawn were diluted in a solution of sodium acetate (0.1 M) and ethylenediaminete-

traacetic acid (EDTA) (10 mm) with a pH of 4.5. These were diluted in a microcentrifuge

tube (Fisher Scientific, Loughborough, GBR) and mixed on a vortexer (Fisher Scientific,

Loughborough, GBR). Of this, 500 μL of the diluted sample was then diluted in 500 μL

of Fink-Khüles buffered methylene blue in a second microcentrifuge tube and this was

thoroughly mixed. After five minutes, 10 μL was transferred to a haemocytometer fitted

with a cover slip. This was then placed in a bright field microscope capable of 750x mag-

nification (Kyowa Optical, Kanagawa, Japan). Total number of cells and total number of

stained cells were then counted in each corner and middle square of the haemocytometer,

counting between 100 and 200 cells in total. The total number of cells was then calculated

using Equation 2.1.

[Y east] = Cell Count .
Dilution Factor

5
× 25000 (2.1)

Following this the viability of the cells can be determined with Equation 2.2.

% V iability =
(Total Cell Count)− (Stained Cell Count)

Total Cell Count
× 100 (2.2)
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Measurements were made in triplicate and from this the average yeast cell concentration

and the associated standard error - determined by the standard deviation - were calculated.

2.5 Alcohol and Yield Measurements

The determination of ethanol yields at various points during laboratory-based experiments

was required for both experimental and Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC)

reporting purposes. Wort original extract was measured throughout the brewing process

using an Anton-Paar DMA 4500 set to measure both density and SG at 20 °C.

Final extracts and ethanol concentrations in wash post-fermentation were recorded by fil-

tering 25 mL through grade 1 filter paper followed by measurement using an Anton-Paar

DMA 4500 fitted with an Alcolyzer ME module using the ‘wash’ program. This allowed

the measurement of alcohol concentrations between 0 to 12 %v/v. This equipment was

maintained by frequent flushes of 20 %v/v solution of ethanol to stop bacteria build-up.

Process control was determined through the use of water checks and calibrated standards.

Distilled water (25 mL) was ran through the system’s water check function and outputs

were recorded and plotted as a Shewhart chart (Figure A.1). Similarly, 2 L of 10 %v/v

EtOH was made and decanted into 50 mL vessels for use as an ethanol standard. The exact

concentration of EtOH present in the standard was determined by 5 repeat measurements

of the solution, this was also used to define the control limits of measurement. Measure-

ments of density and %ABV were recorded to ensure accuracy of both DMA4500 and

alcolyzer modules (Figure A.2). The machine was checked daily to ensure measurements

were within defined action lines, ensuring statistical control and preventative maintenance

carried out when necessary.

Low wine and spirit final ethanol yields were determined using an Anton-Paar DMA35.

Distillate was sampled directly from container (2 mL) and analysed using the density and

temperature channel of the device. The density and temperature combination was then

referenced to in the ‘Practical Alcohol Tables’ (European Commission, 1996) for conversion

to %ABV. Volume was calculated by recording the weight using a Brecknell 405 (Avery

Weigh-Tronix LLC, Minnesota, USA) for masses < 2 kg and an Adam CPWplus floor

scale (Adam Equipment, Milton Keynes, GBR) for masses ≥ 2 kg of the container before

and after filling and dividing this by the previously mentioned density. The total ethanol

yield, measured in litres of pure alcohol (LPA), was then calculated as demonstrated in

Equation 2.3.

LPA =
V ol.×ABV × TCF

100
(2.3)

Where:

Vol. Volume measured in litres (L)

ABV Alcohol by volume

TCF Temperature correction value, derived from European Commission (1996)
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2.6 Analytical Chemistry

All chemicals used for analysis were supplied at a purity of ≥ 98 % (Sigma-Aldrich,

Dorset, GBR). Distilled water was used to produce high performance liquid chromatogra-

phy (HPLC) eluent which was subject to further purification and degasification by vacuum

filtration over a 0.45 μm filter.

2.6.1 Organic Acids by HPLC

Organic acids were analysed using a Shimadzu LC-20AD (Shimadzu, Tokyo, JPN) chro-

matogram fitted with SIL-20A HT autosampler and a CTO-10AS column oven coupled to

a SPD-M20A diode array detector. Two Phenomenex Kinetex® (Phenomenx, Maccles-

field, GBR) 150 x 4.6 mm C18 columns were used as the stationary phase and a H3PO4

(5 mm, pH 2.1) solution was used as the mobile phase. A flow rate of 0.65 mL min-1 was

achieved with a column oven temperature of 60 °C. A 10 μL sample was injected and the

run time was 30 min. All compounds were detected at wavelength of 210 nm. Formic,

malic, lactic, acetic, fumaric and succinic acid were used as external standards. Gallic acid

(10 g L-1) was used as an internal standard by addition of 10 μL to 1 mL of sample, giving

a working concentration of 100 mg L-1 and was undetectable in representative samples of

wort and wash.

2.6.2 Higher Alcohols & Acetate Esters

Higher alcohols and acetate esters were analysed using gas chromatography flame ion-

isation detection (GC-FID). An agilent 7820 A chromatograph was used for sampling,

operating in liquid injection mode (Agilent, California, USA), the injected sample was

then passed through an Agilent DB-WAX 30 m x 0.25 mm x 0.25 μm column. The col-

umn oven began at 35 °C for 6 min followed by a first ramp to 60 °C at a rate of 5 °C

min-1 which was held for 2 min. The second ramp increased the oven temperature from

60 °C to 210 °C at a rate of 20 °C min-1 followed by a final temperature increase to 250 °C

at a rate of 70 °C min-1 which was held for a duration of 1 min. Congeners were identified

based on retention time compared to a standard solution and were detected using a flame

ionisation detector (FID) at 270 °C.

Sampling was conducted by measuring 1 mL of sample into a gas chromatography (GC)

vial, to which 100 μL of pentan-1-ol (5000 mg L-1) internal standard (IS) was added,

giving a concentration in vial of 500 mg L-1. The autosampler drew 1 μL for injection on

to the column. Analytes measured were acetaldehyde, ethyl acetate, acetal, methanol, n-

propanol, isobutanol, isoamyl acetate, n-butanol, active amyl alcohol, isoamyl alcohol and

furfural. The congeners analysed along with their associated chemical abstract services

(CAS) numbers are listed in Table 2.2. Congeners were measured in the range of 5 - 1250

mg L-1 excluding isoamyl acetate which was measured in a concentration range of 10 -

2500 mg L-1. Five point calibrations had a suitable linearity (r2 ≥ 0.99) and were run in

conjunction with two standards of concentration 500 mg L-1 and 1000 mg L-1 every 10

samples along with a reference sample provided by the Glenmorangie Company.
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Table 2.2: Compounds analysed using the GC-FID method of analysis and their associated
CAS numbers.

Compound Alternative Name CAS Number

Acetaldehyde Ethanal 75-07-0
Ethyl acetate - 141-78-6
Acetal 1,1-diethoxyethane 105-57-7
Methanol Methyl alcohol 67-56-1
n-propanol Propyl alcohol 71-23-8
Isobutanol 2-methylpropan-1-ol 78-83-1
Isoamyl acetate Isopentyl acetate 123-92-2
n-butanol Butyl alcohol 71-36-3
Active amyl alcohol 2-methyl-1-butanol 137-32-6
Isoamyl alcohol Isopentyl alcohol 123-51-3
Furfural 2-furancarboxaldehyde 98-01-1

Congeners analysed are abundant in distilled spirits and values have been reported fre-

quently in the literature (Aylott et al., 1994; Neto et al., 2009; Pryde et al., 2011). The

impact that the abundance of these congeners has on flavour is subject to scrutiny and

cannot be inferred from their individual sensory aspects alone, however, if the congener is

present above it’s sensory threshold there is a chance the congener may take characters of

these flavours on. Table 2.3 demonstrates the typical range found in fermented beverages

of these congeners, along with their determined sensory threshold in water, followed by

the perceived aroma these congers impart. As the aroma thresholds are demonstrated in

Table 2.3: Congeners analysed by GC-FID, demonstrated their typical concentration in
fermented beverages, aroma threshold and perceived sensory aroma.

Compound Typical Range1 Aroma Thresh. Perceived Aroma

Acetaldehyde
�

<470 0.7 - 200 ppb Ethereal, pungent

Ethyl acetate
�

8.64 - 17.24 5 ppb - 5 ppm Pineapple, fruity, sweet

Acetal
�

5.00 -13.33 4 to 42 ppb Refreshing, fruity, green
Methanol� 20 - 1000 668 mg L-1 Alcoholic

n-propanol
�

2.49 - 8.16 5.7 - 40 ppm Alcoholic, ripe fruit

Isobutanol
�

10.00 - 20.00 360 ppb to 3.3 ppm Wine-like, disagreeable

Isoamyl acetate
�

19.33 - 38.83 2 - 43 ppb Banana, pear, sweet

n-butanol
�

5.55 - 11.09 500 ppb - 509 ppm Sweet, pleasant

Active amyl alcohol
�

0.20 - 4.00 0.32 ppm� Cooked, roasted, fruity

Isoamyl alcohol
�

22.19 - 82.31 250 ppb - 50 ppm Fusel, pungent

Furfural
�

0.75 - 7.02 280 ppb to 8 ppm Nutty, aldehydic

1 Measured in mg L-1

� Burdock (2010)
� Berger (2007)

water, it is expected that real thresholds during sensory analysis (20 %ABV) will be de-

creased for the more polar high alcohols and the less polar ester congeners would be more

easily detected through changing in the vapour-liquid equilibrium. Furthermore, effects

such as enhancement or masking may also take place due to the matrix or due to other
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flavour active molecules present in a sample. Therefore, perceived aromas and levels at

which they are detected may be subject to error.

2.6.3 Esters by SPME-GC/MS

The concentration of abundant esters in new-make spirit was determined by solid-phase

microextraction gas chromatography mass spectrometry (SPME-GC/MS) operating in

headspace (HS) mode. This was carried out on a Shimadzu QP2010 Ultra (Shimadzu,

Tokyo, JPN) integrated GC/MS system with a Shimadzu AOC 5000 autosampler. Solid-

phase microextraction (SPME) was conducted using a 65 μm PDMS/DVB (polydimethyl-

siloxane/divinylbenzene) fibre (Supleco, Pennsylvania, USA). New-make spirit was pre-

pared as described previously (Section 2.6.2) and 1 mL was added to a 15 mL headspace

vial to which 5 mL of distilled water was added. The IS, methyl heptanoate, was added

(10 μL, 25 mg L-1) which gave a working concentration of 250 μg L-1.

Once the contents were mixed they were placed on the autosampler where the vial was

incubated for 5 min at 50 °C. Analytes were then adsorbed onto the fibre via the headspace

for a period of 5 min before the fibre was desorbed onto the inlet of the GC system for 1

min at 200 °C.

Analytes were separated in the GC system using a DB-WAX 30 m x 0.25 mm x 0.25 μm

column (Agilent, California, USA). The column oven started at 40 °C for 3 min, with the

first ramp in temperature rising to 100 °C at a rate of 10 °C min-1 followed immediately

by a second ramp to 160 °C at 4 °C min-1. The temperature of the oven was 220 °C after

a ramp of 10 °C min-1 which was held for 10 min.

The MS system operated in both selected ion monitoring (SIM) and scan modes for more

robust identification and quantification of analytes. SIM measured the relative abundances

of m/z 45, 55, 74, 88, 101, 104 and 129. Scan mode operated in the range of m/z 42-400.

Congeners in new-make spirit analysed were ethyl caproate, ethyl caprylate, phenylethyl

acetate, ethyl caprate, ethyl laurate and ethyl palmitate, which are listed in Table 2.4.

These were measured in a six point calibration range of 0.5 - 10 mg L-1 and all calibrations

were determined to have a coefficient of determination, r2 ≥ 0.99.

Table 2.4: Compounds analysed using the SPME-GC/MS method of analysis and their
associated CAS numbers.

Compound Alternative Name CAS Number

Ethyl caproate Ethyl hexanoate 123-66-0
Ethyl caprylate Ethyl octanoate 106-32-1
Phenylethyl acetate - 103-45-7
Ethyl caprate Ethyl decanoate 110-38-3
Ethyl laurate Ethyl dodecanoate 106-33-2
Ethyl palmitate Ethyl hexadecanoate 628-97-7

These volatile esters in spirit have been noted in samples of new-make spirit in the lit-

erature (Dufour and Malcorps, 1994; Conner, Birkmyre, et al., 1998; Stewart, 2005) and

esters are an important aspect of new-make spirit quality and character (Section 1.4.2).
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Table 2.5 demonstrates the typical concentrations of these esters and their perceived odour

characteristics. Similarly to Table 2.3, the flavour and threshold are subject to the matrix

in which the congener is contained within and therefore may be subject to differences in

reality.

Table 2.5: Abundant esters analysed by gas chromatography mass spectrometry (GC/MS)
demonstrated their typical range found in fermented beverages, their aroma threshold and
typical aroma.

Compound Typical Range1 Aroma Thresh. Perceived Aroma

Ethyl caprate
�

8.80 - 10.96 8 - 12 ppb Grape, cognac, brandy

Ethyl caproate
�

2.37 - 3.00 3 ppb Pineapple, banana, waxy

Ethyl caprylate
�

1.00 - 5.24 5 - 92 ppb Fruity, floral, apricot

Ethyl laurate
�

1.00 - 3.00 < 2 ppm Floral, fruity

Ethyl palmitate
�

- 2 ppm Waxy, sweet, creamy

Phenylethyl acetate
�

3.94 - 6.20 3 - 5 ppm Rose, honey, raspberry

1 Measured in mg L-1

� Burdock (2010)
� Suomalainen (1971)

2.7 Sensory Analysis

Sensory analysis was conducted at both Heriot-Watt University using an untrained panel

and at the Scotch Whisky Research Institute (SWRI) using a trained panel (ethics approval

number 19/EA/DM/1). In both instances, each of the produced replicates were blended

together in equal volumes and a proportionate amount of foreshots was also mixed with

the bulk solution. These bulked samples were then diluted to 20 %ABV with distilled

water and 20 mL was added to copita nosing glass and covered using a watch glass for no

more than 1 hr. All sensory samples were anonymised using a three digit code.

2.7.1 Trained Sensory Panel

Analysis conducted in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 (post-pitch only) were conducted with the

SWRI. Panellists were employed and trained by sensory experts at the institute and were

subject to weekly panel assessments along with required refresher training. The panel

(n. = 15), were instructed to assess the sensory attributes of cereal, green, floral, fresh

fruit, solventy, soapy, sweet, oily, sour, sulfury, meaty, stale, peaty and feinty with spicy

and peaty added specifically to analysis in Chapter 6 in the diluted spirit samples in a

quantitative descriptive analysis (QDA) style sensory assessment. The test was delivered

in a sensory suite with controlled lighting and no lingering aromas. Panellists completed

the test on Compusense Cloud software (Compusense, Guelph, CAN) where they were

asked to assess each spirit in turn for the aroma characteristics described and rate them

on a scale of 0 - 3. These results were then recorded and due to the training of panellists,

statistical inferences of differences in character could be successfully determined.
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2.7.2 Untrained Sensory Panel

Sensory analysis conducted at Heriot-Watt University was carried out using an untrained

panel (n. = 12) of random members of the University with no intentional bias for age,

gender or any other attributes. Panellists initially conducted a triangle test, the results of

which were used to determine whether spirits demonstrated significant difference in their

aroma profile. Sets containing three spirit samples of various combinations were used,

where two of the three samples were the same and one was different and the panellist was

asked to determine which sample they believed to be different. The test was conducted as

outlined by BS EN ISO 4120 (British Standard, 2004).

Consumer panel testing was conducted following the triangle test in order to characterise

the aroma of the new-make spirit samples. The aromas grainy, grassy, fruity, floral, feinty,

sweet, sulfury, cheesy, oily and peaty were selected and rated on a scale of 0 - 5 by the

panel where 0 was not detected and 5 was strongly detected. These sensory characteristics

were chosen due to their recognition as flavours and aromas in Scotch whisky (Lee et al.,

2001).

2.8 Statistical Analysis

Data handling and analysis was conducted in Microsoft Excel (Microsoft, Washington,

USA), OriginPro (Originlab, Massachusetts, USA), R (The R-Foundation, Vienna, AUS)

in conjunction with the graphical user interface (GUI) RStudio (RStudio, Boston, USA),

GraphPad Prism 8 (GraphPad Software, California, USA) and Systat (Systat Software

Inc, California, USA).

2.8.1 Non-linear Modelling

Statistical modelling was carried out using RStudio. The modelling process is described

in greater depth during Chapter 3, with the apparent extract being described by the

4-parameter logistic model (Equation 2.4).

P(t) = Pe +
Pi − Pe

(1 + exp(−B (t − M )))
(2.4)

Where:

P(t) Plato at time t

Pe Equilibrium plato value, lim
t→∞

P(t) −→ Pe

Pi Initial plato value, lim
t→−∞

P(t) −→ Pi

B A value that describes the gradient at the inflection point

M The inflection point, where dy
dx = Max

The statements regarding apparent extract (Pi and Pe) may be substituted for total cell

count (Ci and Ce) to give the yeast cell models. These models have been demonstrated

during fermentation of beer (Speers, Rogers, and Smith, 2003; ASBC, 2012; MacIntosh,
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Adler, et al., 2012; MacIntosh, 2015; MacIntosh, Josey, and Speers, 2016; Reid, Josey,

et al., 2021).

The viable yeast cell concentration during fermentation was also modelled using a tilted

Gaussian distribution (Equation 2.5).

V(t) = R t +A exp

(
−1

2

(
t − µ

σ

)2
)

(2.5)

Where:

V(t) Observed live (viable) cell count at time, t (cells mL-1)

R ‘Tilt’ parameter which adjusts for asymmetric growth and death (hr-1)

A Absolute amplitude of population curve (cells mL-1)

σ Width factor (hr)

µ Average of normal distribution (hr)

t Time (hr)

Both models were fitted using the least squares methods which is incorporated into the

‘nls’ package in R.

2.8.2 Locally Weighted Regression

Locally weighted regression (or loess) was used to fit trends in data sets to aid the visual-

isation of parameters observed during fermentation such as viability and pH. This works

on the principle of a rolling average and uses memory-based methodology to produce a

regression around a point that is produced using other nearby points (Cleveland and De-

vlin, 1988). It is a non-parametrised method of regressional analysis and so no coefficients

were determined whilst using this analysis. Regressions were fitted using the ‘stat smooth’

function in R, taking the form of a polynomial no higher than to the fourth degree.

2.8.3 Principle Component Analysis

Principle component analysis (PCA) was used to determine multivariant differences be-

tween observed values graphically. All statistical analyses and plotting for this purpose

was conducted in RStudio.

2.8.4 Statistical Testing

Statistical testing including t-tests, analysis of variance (ANOVA) and F-tests were con-

ducted in R. Significance levels were calculated at the 95 % confidence interval unless

otherwise stated.
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Chapter 3

The Development and Comparison

of Fermentation Models

3.1 Introduction

Fermentation consistency is of great importance to both brewers and distillers alike. Mod-

elling - or regression fitting - is particularly applicable to the process of fermentation as

trends during this process follow a non-linear pattern, with variables such as density and

cell concentrations following patterns which are best described by a combination of ex-

ponential or logarithmic terms. It is important to understand consistency and measure

deviations from regularity within fermentations as during a fermentation both ethanol

and all flavour molecules (or their precursors) are formed. Therefore, the final quality - by

whatever metric defines whether a product is within specification or not - relies largely on

both the alcoholic yield and the congeners produced during fermentation to be consistent.

Other factors such as alcoholic yield - which have become of increasing importance in the

industry - can also be determined from model outputs. There has been considerable effort

to define the best models for fermentation and assess the error with these models (Speers,

Rogers, and Smith, 2003; MacIntosh, Josey, and Speers, 2016). However, no comparison

or assessment of specific gravity modelling during fermentation have previously been per-

formed across a wide selection of brewery and distillery fermentations including a range

of scales (laboratory, industrial, pilot-scale). During fermentation, both ethanol - which is

significant for yield and ultimately brewhouse or distillery output - and flavour congeners

are produced. Ethanol is a product of yeast metabolising carbohydrates and proteins

which, after initially producing biomass (increasing cell number), this yeast will proceed

to undertake anaerobic fermentation. The formation of ethanol during fermentation is

summarised by equation 3.1.

C6H12O6 2 C2H5OH + 2 CO2 + ∆ (3.1)

As carbon dioxide (CO2) is evolved during this process, the density of the fermenting

media decreases throughout fermentation; this is further enhanced by the formation of

alcohol, which will also reduce the density. Through measurement of the density (specific

gravity) of the fermenting media or the measurement of other parameters such as loss of

CO2, a fermentation profile may be determined. Fitting a regression line through this
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Figure 3.1: A typical fermentation profile plotted in terms of A) apparent extract and
B) cell count. The phases of fermentation are derived from that of cellular growth and
are defined as i) lag phase, ii) acceleration phase, iii) exponential phase, iv) deceleration
phase, v) stationary phase.

profile allows the determination of parameters which may offer further insight into the

fermentation itself. To fit a regression (or model) of a fermentation, it is important to

establish what is occurring during fermentation in order to produce a regression which

contains factors that are important to the brewer or distiller. The process of fermentation

can be divided into five distinct sections with respect to gravity decline - lag phase, ac-

celeration phase, exponential phase, deceleration phase and stationary phase (Figure 3.1).

This pattern follows a similar trend to cell growth as consumption of wort sugars increases

as the yeast cell population grows, thus, the use of predictive microbiology techniques can

be employed (McMeekin, 1993; McMeekin et al., 2013). Trends in decline of specific grav-

ity observed during the fermentation of other alcoholic beverages, such as beer and wine,

will follow similar patterns as demonstrated in Figure 3.1, the timing of these phases is

different. Although the processes are inherently linked through the action of yeast, the

distinct timing of these phases is independent as the patterns they describe are affected

differently during fermentation. As seen in Figure 3.1, the decline in density with time fol-

lows a non-linear (or logistic) regression pattern and therefore the process of curve-fitting

is more complex. The decline in specific gravity during the course of fermentation follows

a similar (though inverted) logistic, sigmoidal-style pattern to the cellular growth of yeast

during fermentation (Figure 3.1).
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Many models exist which can describe non-linear behaviour such as decline in specific grav-

ity during fermentation and growth of micro-organisms. These include Weibull (Ratkowsky,

1983), Gompertz (Speers, Rogers, and Smith, 2003; Fakruddin, Mazumdar, and Mannan,

2012; Fan et al., 2015) and The Incomplete β-function (MacIntosh, 2015). However, the

logistic equation has been extensively used to model brewery fermentations, including

use in American Society of Brewing Chemists (ASBC) Yeast-14 recommended method of

analysis, which uses fermentation modelling tools to detect premature yeast flocculation

(PYF) activity in malting barley (ASBC, 2012).

Consistency during fermentation can be determined by measuring the specific gravity (or

loss of CO2) at set time points throughout fermentation. However the ability to measure

at prescribed time points may be unobtainable due to working hours or shift patterns.

Fortunately, uneven sampling times have proved acceptable and are used in the ASBC

Yeast-14 method and when monitoring other fermentations. Current literature has shown

that there is a demand for increased insight into fermentation performance, including

the extensive modelling of yeast in suspension, which can have a large impact on the

product and it’s quality (Trelea et al., 2001; Cutaia, Reid, and Speers, 2009; Lake, Speers,

Porter, et al., 2008; Lake, Speers, Gill, et al., 2009; Rudolph et al., 2020; MacIntosh,

2015). Therefore, choosing the optimum model and understanding the behaviour of that

particular model is important when monitoring fermentations.

The ability to measure and predict the gravity decline for a given beer or whisky brand can

be used by a brewery or distillery operative to proactively plan preventative maintenance

such as cleaning through ‘control-charting’ the process. These predictions may also be

a useful diagnostic tool determining shifts in process materials such as yeast condition

or malt quality. It is hypothesised that substantial changes from the typical brewhouse

model may be conducive to changes in flavour congeners produced during fermentation,

resulting in the product being out of specification. Therefore, modelling provides a tool

to detect changes before downstream processing takes place thus, allowing steps to taken

to mitigate potential losses to the product.

3.1.1 Aims and Objectives

The aim of the experiment was to determine whether existing brewing models were ap-

plicable across a wide variety of malt based fermentations. These models were originally

applied to fermentations based on beer. Due to the fundamental differences between ale,

lager and whisky, both the fundamental model as well as the parameterisation of such

a model may be influenced by how the product is processed. Conclusions could then be

drawn of how each fermentation style modifies the model by how it is described by the

best-fit model.

To explore this, a large dataset of fermentation profiles was examined in order to show

which model would best describe typical brewery and distillery fermentation profiles. It

was important that the model used for this process was both accurate whilst at the same

time not be over parameterised. An over-parameterised model will display over-fitting

and may only be accurate for limited fermentation conditions, making the chosen one

only specific for very specialist applications. As fermentation can be a variable process, a
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model which fits many fermentations well is more useful than an overfit model, however,

understanding when to apply specific models also gives the ability for brewhouses to

selectively choose which model fits their process best. From the models produced, the

error associated was also determined to allow a control-charting tool for fermentation.

Finally, key differences between brands and models were highlighted and analysed.

It was hypothesized that by fitting each of the 3-, 4- and 5-parameter models to a large

dataset of fermentations, key factors in the modelling process can be identified. Due to

the industrial applicability and lack of data manipulation, it was postulated that the 4-

parameter modelling method would be most suitable as is currently used to identify PYF

factors in malt by the Yeast-14 method of analysis described by the ASBC (ASBC, 2012).

The purpose of this investigation is to select the most valid function for describing the

density decline of fermentation and understanding which model metrics are appropriate

when a brewer or distiller makes choices on how to describe their system. It was also

proposed that insights into the variance of fermentation (one fermentation to another) and

measurement device variation would be greater understood in the context of modelling for

laboratory-based fermentation studies. Finally, the use of modelling of fermentations to

track process changes would also be investigated.

3.2 Experimental Design

A database containing 364 malt-based fermentations and their decline in specific gravity

over time was obtained and categorised by scale and type of fermentation (Table 3.1).

Measurements of specific gravity during individual fermentations were modelled along

with all measurements considered as an entire brand. Fermentations of the same brand

were defined as having the same input parameters such as malt, yeast and, where appli-

cable, hops but also was processed using the same equipment as the dataset contained

density measurements from both industrial brewing processes and laboratory-based tri-

als. Furthermore, datasets were derived from both brewing (where wort is boiled prior

to fermentation and therefore considered sterile) as well as distillery fermentations (where

fermentations are considered non-sterile). Data was collected from lager, ale and distillery

fermentations to demonstrate the applicability of each model to a diverse range of yeast

types and processes that can be modelled.

A selection factor of n > 4 was used to define the minimum amount of data points

that would be passed to the modelling process. This satisfies the condition that (K -

1) data points were modelled, where K is the number of fitted parameters of a given

function however, in practice, n >> 4 to ensure model convergence. As the purpose of

this experiment was to compare models, K = 5 was used as this is the maximum number

of parameters that was utilised in the most complex model (Equation 3.4). Fermentations

were categorised as either being laboratory or industrially based - determined by whether

the fermentations were produced for commercial or experimental purposes and important

when considering the scale of the process. Further categorisation specified whether these

fermentations followed the process for the production of lager, ale or whisky. This was

important to consider as different yeast strains will behave differently during fermentation

and each product will have different objectives to achieve by the end of fermentation.
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Table 3.1: Summary of fermentation data used throughout data analysis.

Brand ID Scale Type n. Fermentations n. Observations

Ardbeg Industrial Whisky 6 66
Ardbeg Crystal Industrial Whisky 7 77
Caley Industrial Ale 40 643
CBLT Lab Whisky 4 414
CBMF Lab Whisky 4 410
CR Industrial Lager 7 94
DRYC Lab Whisky 3 38
DRYO Lab Whisky 3 38
DRYU Lab Whisky 3 38
FO Industrial Lager 19 228
FUN Lab Lager 78 2486
FUNPYF Lab Lager 16 512
GMCHOC Industrial Whisky 8 74
GMJAN19 Industrial Whisky 8 87
GMMAY18 Industrial Whisky 10 108
GMNOV17 Industrial Whisky 27 375
GMOCT19 Industrial Whisky 14 130
HGC Lab Whisky 3 47
HGG Lab Whisky 3 47
LAD Industrial Whisky 8 103
LAH Industrial Whisky 3 38
LAM Industrial Whisky 3 26
LY1C Lab Whisky 6 1206
LY1O Lab Whisky 6 1246
LY1U Lab Whisky 6 1292
LY2C Lab Whisky 5 482
LY2O Lab Whisky 5 482
LY2U Lab Whisky 5 507
MODD Lab Whisky 3 39
MODH Lab Whisky 3 39
MODT Lab Whisky 3 3011
NYC Lab Whisky 5 578
NYK Lab Whisky 5 573
NYS Lab Whisky 5 567
OACP Lab Whisky 3 30
OASS Lab Whisky 3 34
OAUS Lab Whisky 3 32
PPB Lab Whisky 6 1176
PPC Lab Whisky 6 1172
SN Industrial Ale 10 94

3.2.1 Plato and Specific Gravity Conversion

Measurements in the dataset were originally recorded in either degrees Plato (°P) or spe-

cific gravity (SG). Conversion from one unit to another used the equations derived in

(Cutaia, Reid, and Speers, 2009). Conversion from °P to SG is given by Equation 3.2.

SG = 1.308× 10−5 + 3.868× 10−3 × Plato
+1.275× 10−5 × (Plato)2 + 6.300× 10−8 × (Plato)3

(3.2)
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The conversion from SG to °P is given by Equation 3.3

Plato (oP ) = 2.569× 102 × (SG− 1) + 6.7126× (SG− 1)2

−1.4482× 104 × (SG− 1)3 + 5.1758× 105 × (SG− 1)4

−1.0746× 107 × (SG− 1)5 + 1.3011× 108 × (SG− 1)6

−8.5079× 108 × (SG− 1)7 + 2.3231× 109 × (SG− 1)8

(3.3)

3.2.2 The Logistic Equation

Parameterisation of the logistic equation as described by Speers, Rogers, and Smith (2003)

and then refined by Macintosh et al. (2014) (Equation 3.4) has a distinct advantage over

other models mentioned in predictive biology texts (Van Impe et al., 1995; McMeekin,

1993; McMeekin et al., 2013; Fakruddin, Mazumdar, and Mannan, 2012). Several param-

eters from the equation give ‘real’-values - they can be read directly from the fitted values

of the function.

P(t) = Pe +
Pi − Pe

(1 + s exp(−B (t − M )))1/s
(3.4)

Where:

P(t) Plato at time t

Pe Equilibrium plato value, lim
t→∞

P(t) −→ Pe

Pi Initial plato value, lim
t→−∞

P(t) −→ Pi

B A value that describes the gradient at the inflection point

M The inflection point, where dy
dx = Max

s Describes the asymmetry of the function about the inflection point

Equation 3.4 describes the full 5-parameter logistic model. Both parameters Pe and Pi

describe the asymptotic behaviour of P t at the beginning and end of fermentation. The

4-parameter model considers the same function but assumes that function is symmetrical

about its inflection point, in this case s = 1 and the function reduces to a 4-parameter

logistic function (Equation 3.5).

P(t) = Pe +
Pi − Pe

(1 + exp(−B (t − M )))
(3.5)

A further reduction in parametrisation can be made by making the assumption that Pe =

0 (Equation 3.6).

P(t) =
Pi/e

(1 + exp(−B (t − M )))
(3.6)

By using this parameterisation we state that one asymptote in the fermentation curve is

the x-axis (equal to 0), this assumption may hold true for several methods of fermentation

monitoring but not all. For this reason, the assignment of P on the numerator of the

function relies on the sign of B. For positive values of B, Pe is described and for inverse

values of B, Pi is determined. If fermentation modelling is carried out by measuring CO2
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evolution versus time, the absolute value of 0 volumes of CO2 evolved at t = 0 is valid

assumption and therefore the asymptotic value of Pi = 0 ( lim
t→−∞

P(t) ≡ 0) is true and the

model may be used without modification to the dataset. Where an asymptotic value may

not be assumed due to the method of data collection the data must be coerced into a form

that will be accepted by the model. Methods of conversion from a typical specific gravity

curve include ‘normalising’ the data so that the curve starts at the origin and rises to an

equilibrium value. The conversion inverts the curve and normalises it to a nominal value

of 1 and is shown in Equation 3.7.

P =
Pmax − P(t)

Pmax
(3.7)

Where:

Pmax Highest measured value of P (P0)

This so-called normalisation produces a similar profile to apparent degree of fermentation

(ADF), though, the calculation does not necessarily record the original extract (OE) as

the function simply finds the highest value of specific gravity across the entire dataset.

Therefore, this new term cannot be deemed the same as ADF.

Throughout this study, datasets referred to as ‘untreated’ apply to data which was mod-

elled without any conversion or modification. Data described as ‘normalised’ has been

modelled on the dataset after it has been converted using Equation 3.7 to allow a suitable

comparison between 3-, 4- and 5-parameter models.

Normalisation will yield Pe ≈ %Fermentability
100 when plotted in °P and so produces a mean-

ingful result from the modelling process which may be a useful number to extract from the

fermentation curve. If the curve is plotted in terms of SG, the conversion to fermentabil-

ity can be calculated using Equation 3.8. The defined value for M, the midpoint of the

exponential phase, and B, which describes the gradient at that point will be unchanged.

%Fermentability ≈ 100

Pe − 1
(3.8)

Models were determined using a least-squares estimate approach (Section 3.3.2) as de-

scribed in multiple sources on non-linear regression (Bates and Watts, 1988; Seber and

Wild, 1989).

3.2.3 Summary Statistics of Produced Models

The residual sum of squares (RSS) of the models produced was first evaluated. RSS is

defined as the sum of the residual error squared (
∑

(measured value) - (output from

model))2. Where the difference between the measured value and model output is the

residual error. A further statistic, ΔRSS was defined as ∆RSS = RSS−RSSmin for ease

of comparing the standard error on models of the same dataset with one another.

The coefficient of determination (r2) of the model fits were calculated as described by

Equation 3.9.

r2 = 1− RSS

SStot
(3.9)
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Where:

RSS Residual sum of squares

SStot Total sum of squares,
∑

((measured value) - (mean of measured values))2

Although a statistic for r2 was computed for all models this was not used in determining

the most appropriate model. It has been shown by Spiess and Neumeyer (2010) that r2 is

not a good metric for model suitability due to consistently high output values and a lack

of ability to discriminate between poor and more accurate models.

3.2.4 Model Convergence

The modelling process requires the determination of parameter estimates that reduce the

RSS. As the use of non-linear modelling is used, this requires an input of initial parameter

estimates. The software then determines values based around these initial values in order

to find areas where the individual parameters reduce the overall RSS. Areas where RSS

are reduced by all parameters are known as local minima (Motulsky and Ransnas, 1987).

When parameters are combined that all act to reduce RSS this is known as convergence

(Liu and Ding, 2013). It can be the case that the fitting parameters are unable to converge

and find mutual values that all produce a reduction in the total RSS, furthermore, often

factors may not be significant in the model fit at these points. When this occurs, model

convergence is not achieved, and no model output will be given as it is impossible to

produce a model which satisfies reduction in error for all parameters. In some instances,

error may be reduced when factors are equal to values that incur special cases in the

model, reducing the parametrisation. When these instances occur, the model will also not

converge as no significance is given to the parameter that is effectively removed from that

model.

3.2.5 Error Calculation of Produced Models

Confidence intervals (95 %, unless otherwise stated) were evaluated using the Wald Test

and their interval estimates were assessed (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 2000). A revised

method presented by Speers, Rogers, and Smith (2003) was used in the analysis presented

in this chapter to determine the prediction interval of the produced model using the delta-

method. This predicts a linear approximation based on the variance-covariance matrix

produced by how an estimated parameter affects the model response. This method was

used to produce prediction intervals at 95 % confidence.

3.2.6 Determination of Lag Phase and End of Fermentation

A method for determining the end of lag and exponential phases (Figure 3.1) has previ-

ously been presented by McMeekin (1993), was adapted and used as in conjunction with

fermentation modelling for the automatic determination of these points in a given fermen-

tation. If a straight line is drawn through the midpoint (M ) of a model of SG versus time

(t), with a gradient equal to the gradient of the fitted regression at that point, the point

at which the straight line intersects the asymptotic constraints of the model - y = Pi and
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Figure 3.2: A typical fermentation profile demonstrating y = Pi (top asymptote, blue)
and Pe (bottom asymptote, blue) and line of the form y = mx + c, passing through the
midpoint of the exponential phase with gradient equal to the rate of fermentation at that
point (red). Changes to phase of fermentation are displayed by dashed lines and are
defined as i) lag phase, ii) exponential phase and iii) stationary phase.

y = Pe - gives the end of lag and exponential phases respectively. Given the formula for

a straight line (Equation 3.10).

y = mx+ c (3.10)

The gradient of this line (m) is equal to dy
dx of the model, where x = M, the midpoint of

the fitted model. The intercept of the straight line (c) is then calculated by c = y −mx
where y is the predicted value at midpoint x. From the determined straight line, solutions

for x are calculated where y = Pi and y = Pe.

A pictorial representation of the determination of lag and stationary phases is demon-

strated in Figure 3.2.

3.2.7 Determination of Acceleration and Deceleration Phases

To determine the points where the gradient of the fitted curve is changing the most

dramatically, the differentials of the model must be evaluated. Upon evaluation of the

first differential dy
dx , a peak is observed at the midpoint, M, of the model. The second

differential, d2y
dx2 , gives two peaks and one root. The root occurs exactly equal to M, where

the change in gradient moves from its maximum to decreasing towards zero. The peaks

inform of another change to the gradient of the model, when the function moves into the

exponential phase. To determine the when this transition occurs, the third differential,
d3y
dx3 , is evaluated. The peaks in d2y

dx2 occur when d3y
dx3 = 0 and so the roots of the third

differential are evaluated to determine the end of the acceleration and deceleration phase.

If two real and distinct roots exist, the first root (lowest value of x, time) is assigned

to the end of the acceleration phase and the second root is assigned to the end of the

deceleration phase (Figure 3.1). This is justified as the acceleration phase must occur

before the deceleration phase.
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3.2.8 Model Selection Criteria - F-test for Nested Models

As the models compared in this analysis are nested - they are special cases of one another

(only differing by higher parameterisation) - significant difference can be determined be-

tween them through the use of a nested F-test. The appropriate F-ratio is given by

Equation 3.11 (Motulsky and Ransnas, 1987; Ritz and Jens, 2009).

F =
SS1 − SS2 /DF1 − DF2

SS2 /DF2

(3.11)

Where:

SS1 Sum of squares for the less parameterised model (less degrees of freedom)

SS2 Sum of squares for the more parameterised model (more degrees of freedom)

DF1 Degrees of freedom for the less parameterised model

DF2 Degrees of freedom for the more parameterised model

For the F-test to produce a significant result, the reduction in error (SS1−SS2) must be

relatively greater than the increase in number of degrees of freedom.

3.2.9 Model Selection Criteria - Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC)

In 1973, the statistician Akaike first published his work proposing a criterion for model

selection (Akaike, 1992). The Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) of a fitted model is

calculated by Equation 3.12.

AIC = n log(
RSS

n
) + 2K (3.12)

Where:

n Number of data-points

RSS Residual sum of squares

K Number of model parameters

Computation of AIC values allows the direct comparison of models that have been fitted

to the same dataset. The model which produces the lowest AIC value is the model which

is deemed to reduce output error whilst not increasing the degrees of freedom of the

model to cause over-fitting to the data. Comparisons between models of different datasets

does not yield meaningful results as the AIC value is a relative account of the error and

parameterisation of model outputs.

3.2.10 Model Selection Criteria - Second-Order Akaike’s Information

Criterion (AICc)

Whilst analysing AIC output values, it was noted by Sakamoto and Kitagawa (1986)

that there was a bias in the AIC value assigned when n was low relative to the number

of parameters in the model (Sugiura, 1978). Therefore, a corrected value, second-order
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Akaike’s information criterion (AICc), was defined for when the sample size is low relative

to the number of parameters in a given model (Equation 3.13).

AICc = AIC +
2K(K + 1)

n−K − 1
(3.13)

Where n
K < 40 is considered a small ratio and advisable to use AICc over AIC (Burnham

and Anderson, 2003). For the purposes of simplicity, the use of AIC will imply either AIC

or AICc throughout this text, unless the difference is an important factor in the reasoning

portrayed.

3.2.11 Model Selection Criteria - AIC Difference and Akaike Weights

For both AIC and AICc, the relative difference between associated AIC values is what is

important for model assessment. Therefore, the difference in AIC (Δi), is calculated. Δi

is defined as AIC - AICmin. The most suitable model (by AIC determination) will have

Δi ≡ 0. When Δi > 2 the model is considered to have significantly less support and so

should be disregarded in place of a model with a better AIC score.

AIC weights (w i) are another method of model analysis using AIC scores which give good

estimates of the relative likelihood of a set of models. Here, the AIC scores are normalised

where the sum of the assigned scores are equal to 1 (Equation 3.14).

wi =
exp(−1

2∆i)∑R
r=1 exp(−1

2∆r)
(3.14)

Thus, this can be a useful way to determine which the most likely and best model is. The

model with the highest ‘weight’ relative to the others is therefore determined the most

suitable model.

3.2.12 Decision Tree Design

From the produced model output and subsequent analysis of model suitability, the program

determined which model best suited the data. Table 3.2 describes the decision-making

process the program underwent and the conclusions which could then be drawn from each

outcome.

Whilst the process was mostly automatic, human intervention was required when results

were ambiguous (such as a significant F-test result but insignificant Δi). This intervention

was commonly required when a model would demonstrate it had passed the F-test (p <

0.05) however, further model support from an AIC perspective did not exist (Δi>>2).

3.2.13 Data Analysis Software

Data analysis was conducted using the programming language R (R Foundation for Sta-

tistical Computing, Vienna, AUT) in the GUI RStudio (RStudio Inc., Boston, USA).

The full script for producing model fits can be found in Appendix B. The script was run

through a (for) loop in order to analyse a high number of individual datasets in a short

period of time. Using this method, a high number of fermentations can be processed.
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Table 3.2: Decision tree design used for logical output of model selection from F-test, AIC
and AICc.

F-test1 AIC2 AICc2 Model Selection3 Action/Comment

TRUE TRUE TRUE HIGHER Accept
FALSE FALSE FALSE LOWER Accept
TRUE TRUE FALSE LOWER Consider n/K, w i and RSS
TRUE FALSE TRUE LOWER Consider n/K, w i and RSS
FALSE TRUE (FALSE)4 TRUE (FALSE)4 LOWER Consider w i and RSS

Where significance is deemed TRUE for the higher parameterised model.
1 Where TRUE implies p < 0.05
2 Where TRUE implies Δi < 2
3 Higher/Lower parameterised model
4 Where one FALSE is permitted (either permutations)

An R function was first used to provide initial values (getInitial, Ritz and Jens, 2009)

which were then passed to a subsequent function to determine the least-squares estimate

of the defined parameters within the non-linear function (nls, nlxb, nls2). From the

produced models, summary statistics (r2, RSS, Section 3.2.3), confidence and prediction

bands (Section 3.2.5), end of lag and exponential phases (Section 3.2.6), end of acceleration

and deceleration phases (Section 3.2.7) and model selection criteria (Section 3.2.8-3.2.11)

were then determined.

To confirm the model fits, select datasets were ran through GraphPad Prism 8 (GraphPad

Software, California, USA) and the Solver package within Microsoft Excel (Microsoft

Corporation, Washington, USA) as described by MacIntosh, Adler, et al. (2012). This was

used as a confirmation that the R software packages were producing model outputs that

were reasonable within current methods for fitting non-linear regression (ASBC, 2012).

3.2.14 Model Experiment

In order to determine the suitability of modelling by the methods to be employed within

the laboratory and on an industrial scale throughout this research, a small-scale laboratory

study of common methodologies on specific gravity measurement was carried out. Whisky

wort was produced by methods described in Section 2.2.1. Three fermentation buckets

were filled with 20 L of defrosted wort and pitched with N379 dried distilling yeast (20 g,

Lallemand Inc., Montreal, CAN). The fermentations were then left in a temperature con-

trolled room (20 °C) for 75 hr. Specific gravity measurements were recorded throughout

fermentation using a standard hydrometer (Section 2.4.5), an Anton-Paar DMA 35 (Sec-

tion 2.4.1, Anton-Paar, St Albans, GBR) and Tilt� Hydrometers (Section 2.4.4, Baron

Brew, California, USA). Data analysis was then conducted to determine whether alterna-

tive methods of measurement produce significantly different models.

First, the curves were compared to assess whether parameter differences existed by assess-

ment of the assigned value and the associated standard error (given by the 95 % confidence

interval). Then, two approaches to analysing variance across the three devices and their

models were assessed. The first reduced the Tilt hydrometer dataset to allow comparison

between the three models with the same (effective) number of observations. Each dataset
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was compared using an extra-sum of squares F-test (Section 3.2.8), likelihood ratio anal-

ysis to test for significant differences, linear correlation test and a Kolmogorov–Smirnov

test, which evaluates the equality of a continuous data set and compares the probability

of them being the same. Monte-Carlo simulations (number of simulations = 10,000) were

conducted on the hydrometer and DMA 35 datasets to then conduct analysis using a

simulated number of observations for comparison with the full Tilt hydrometer dataset.

Comparisons were conducted as with the reduced datasets.

From these datasets, along with device to device variance, the significance of fermentation

to fermentation variance was also assessed. This was in order to understand potential

variances that may occur during future laboratory-based fermentations and give insight

into what the most significant factors are when conducting laboratory-based fermentation

modelling.

3.3 Results

Data was captured both throughout the course of studies and anonymised historical data

was provided by the academic supervisory team (R.A. Speers, pers. comm., Jan. 2020).

Data produced throughout this project was measured using methodology described in

Section 2.4. All other data was acquired at a range of locations (brewery, distillery, labo-

ratory) over a long period of time (2001-2020) all using industrially accepted methods of

gravity measurement. A large collection of data sets was required in order to demonstrate

the robustness of modelling methodology used and developed throughout these studies.

Analysis of data was conducted and is presented either as given (4 and 5-parameter model

only) or ‘normalised’ (3, 4 and 5-parameter models) (Section 3.2.2). Results are then con-

tained within two categories: brand and fermentation, the identifiers of each brand and

fermentation were anonymised.

3.3.1 Data

A total of 364 malt-based fermentation profiles were entered into the program. These

fermentations made up of 40 different brands which comprised a range of ale, lager and

whisky fermentations. Tables 3.3 and 3.4 show the relative success of each modelling

process to fit the data for fermentation (Table 3.3) and brands (Table 3.4) respectively.

From the total number of models fitted for the regular specific gravity decline (Table 3.3)

171 (47 %) fermentations were defined by both 4 and 5-parameter models, this was limited

by the lack of convergence (Section 3.2.4) for the 5P model. It was determined that 63

% of these fits were chosen as best fits to the 4-parameter (4P) model and the remaining

37 % were selected to be better fitted to the 5-parameter (5P) model. The 4P model

outperformed the 5P model in terms of the success rate, successfully modelling 94 % of

datasets.

Fits from the normalised data (Table 3.3) demonstrated a similar trend to that of the

regular fitted data. The 3 and 4-parameter fits showed a generally similar trend and fits

were considered successful with 93 and 92 % of the fermentations successfully modelled

respectively.
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Table 3.3: Fitting success of fermentation models and mean fitted values.

Type Model n1 % Fit Success P̄i
2 P̄e

2 B̄3 M̄4 s̄

Untreated 4P 343 94.2 15.58 1.37 0.158 24.62 -
Untreated 5P 171 47.0 15.04 1.82 0.146 25.61 1.27
Normalised 3P 339 93.1 - 0.894 0.178 26.14 -
Normalised 4P 333 91.5 -0.058 0.894 0.157 24.68 -
Normalised 5P 219 60.2 -0.046 0.883 0.169 25.55 1.40

Table 3.4: Fitting success of brand models and mean fitted values.

Type Model n1 % Fit Success P̄i
2 P̄e

2 B̄3 M̄4 s̄

Untreated 4P 39 97.5 16.47 0.621 0.173 25.44 -
Untreated 5P 20 50.0 16.22 0.725 0.177 22.74 1.04
Normalised 3P 39 97.5 - 0.957 0.170 25.79 -
Normalised 4P 37 92.5 -0.022 0.956 0.174 25.22 -
Normalised 5P 26 65.0 -0.015 0.950 0.171 24.43 0.962

1 Number of observations during fermentation
2
°P

3 hr-1
4 hr

Fitting success with the data grouped as brands (Table 3.4) showed a generally similar

trend to that of the individual fermentation averages (Table 3.3). A higher fit success rate

was scored across all types and models. This is likely due to the substantial difference in

the number of observations per model, which in all cases would be higher when the data

were categorised by brands than compared with individual fermentations.

When considering parameters assigned to models in terms of both untreated and nor-

malised, values of B̄ and M̄ were comparable (Table 3.3 and 3.4). This indicates that

both methods of data manipulation are equivalent for assessing these parameters. Aver-

age values of s̄, however, were not analogous and so more scrutiny of the data should be

taken when assessing this value between untreated and normalised models.

3.3.2 Software Comparisons

The dataset labelled for the brand ‘FUN’ was used as an example to compare fits of R,

Prism and Solver (within the Microsoft Excel application). This was chosen as the dataset

was large (n = 2486) and was also relatively noisy. Furthermore, this dataset was also

successfully fitted on 3, 4, and 5-parameter models. The untreated fits for the 4- and

5-parameter models are shown in Table 3.5 and Table 3.6 with these tables containing

the fitted parameters of each of the untreated 3-, 4- and 5-parameter model fits. Both of

these tables also contain the RSS value for each of the fits as determined by the software

package.

From Tables 3.5 and 3.6, it was clear that all fitted parameters were in agreement for 3-

and 4-parameter models of both treated (Table 3.5) and untreated (Table 3.6). Dissimilar

results were only shown between comparison of 5-parameter model fits. In this instance,

the models produced in R displayed a reduction in RSS through significant (p < 0.05)
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Table 3.5: Comparison fits using R, GraphPad Prism and Microsoft Excel for untreated
model fitting of brand FUN, n. obs. = 2486.

4P 5P

R Prism Solver R Prism Solver
Pi

1 15.80 15.81 15.81 14.89 15.18 15.18
Pe

1 2.16 2.16 2.16 2.10 2.08 2.08
B2 0.132 0.132 0.132 0.113 0.179 0.179
M3 20.17 20.17 20.17 18.70 19.35 19.35
s - - - 0.259 1.717 1.717

RSS 705 705 705 693 697 697

Table 3.6: Comparison fits using R, GraphPad Prism and Microsoft Excel for normalised
model fitting of brand FUN, n. obs. = 2486.

3P 4P 5P

R Prism Solver R Prism Solver R Prism Solver
Pi

1 - - - -0.054 -0.054 -0.054 0.007 -0.012 -0.012
Pe

1 0.852 0.852 0.852 0.856 0.856 0.856 0.860 0.861 0.861
B2 0.156 0.156 0.156 0.132 0.132 0.132 0.113 0.179 0.179
M3 21.52 21.52 21.52 20.17 20.17 20.17 18.70 19.35 19.35
s - - - - - - 0.259 1.717 1.717

RSS 3.33 3.33 3.33 3.13 3.14 3.13 3.08 3.10 3.10

1
°P

2 hr-1
3 hr

changes in fitted parameters. This effect was mutual for both treated and untreated

models.

3.3.3 Model Selection

The results presented for discussion in this section considers only the data fitted to the

fermentation dataset for simplicity and in order to assess a wider array of individual, fitted

models.

In this section, all fermentations discussed achieved convergence with all 3 models to allow

a suitable comparisons between fitting parameters. Figure 3.3 illustrates the number of

decisions made per model fitted for specific gravity and normalised gravity.

Generally, within the data sets under consideration, there is a preference for the lower

parameterised models over the higher-order 5-parameter model (Figure 3.3 A), where 63

% (111) models were determined to fit the 4-parameter model best. In the case of Figure

3.3 B), the preference for the 4P selection seen in Figure 3.3 (A) is split between 3P and

4P models. For the normalised fermentation data (Figure 3.3 B), the majority of fits -

38 % - were selected as 5-parameter model fits (83). The sum of the 3- and 4-parameter

fits (138) represents a preference for models with a reduced number of parameters. As

after normalisation, Pi effectively becomes very close to zero, the 4-parameter often is

rejected over the simpler 3-parameter fit, where Pi ≡ 0 °P. The majority of models that

are fit for 5P appear to robust, as 66 of the original 82 fits are retained after normalisation.
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Figure 3.3: Number of decisions made for each model based on A) regular fermentation
data (n = 177) and B) normalised fermentation data (n = 221).

Comparisons were only made between fits where convergence occurred for both (Figure 3.3

A) or all three (Figure 3.3 B) models in order to make fair comparisons. When significant

reduction of RSS occurs at the special case of each model, for example in the case of the

5-parameter model when s = 1, the higher parameter model does not converge and so it

can be assumed that the lower parameter model is the better fit of the data. Therefore,

the amount of fits for both 4-parameter model is expected to be much larger than that is

shown in Figure 3.3 (A).

The number of observations to model selection bias was subsequently investigated. A plot

of n versus model selection (Figure 3.4) was plotted to see if there was a correlation between

these two parameters. A linear regression was plotted through the centre of the median

lines within the box plot to outline the increases in value with increasing parameterisation

of the models.

Figure 3.4 demonstrates that an increase to the median value of n occurs with increasing

number of model parameters. For the untreated models produced, a median increase

in n from 15 to 30 was observed between 4- and 5-parameter models selected. For the

normalised model fitting, the median value for the number of observations for each of

the defined models were 12, 23 and 32 for the 3-, 4- and 5-parameter models selected

respectively. Both results demonstrated that higher parameterisation of the model is only

supported with an increased number of observations. Large values of n (>> 50) are not

plotted, omitting nine model fits from the plot (but still included in the calculation),

these models all showed strong correlation with the 5P fitting parameters, with ω5P > 0.9.

This shows evidence that 5P models are suited to datasets with a greater number of

observations.
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Figure 3.4: Boxplot of optimum model chosen versus the number of fitted observations for
A) regular fermentation data (n = 177) and B) normalised fermentation data (n = 221).
Note that 9 points were omitted from the graph as n >> 50, all were assigned to 5P.

Significant parameters used for model determination were then investigated. The ability

to reduce ΔRSS (the metric which the optimal function is fitted on) was correlated to

which model the decision tree selected. This is an important factor to consider as the

suggested definition of the best function should lower the RSS. Figure 3.5 demonstrates

the ΔRSS4P value for the fitted models. For this case, ΔRSS4P is defined as ∆RSS4P =

RSS4P − RSSmin and so by default, if RSSmin = RSS4P , then ∆RSS4P = 0. In the

case that this holds true, the value of ∆RSS3P and ∆RSS5P will be > 0. For cases

where RSSmin 6= RSS4P , glsrss4P must also be > 0. Therefore, if the distribution of

RSS4P versus model choice (Figure 3.5) is minimised compared to other models, it can

be inferred that the model selection is correctly selecting models based on choosing the

model that reduces the residual sum of squares.

The boxplot displayed in Figure 3.5 produced a median value of 8.6 × 10−5 for the 4-

parameter decision, the lowest when compared with 3.5× 10−4 (3P) and 1.1× 10−3 (4P).

Furthermore, the mean value of RSS4P was the lowest for decisions corresponding to 4P

model (1.7× 10−4) compared with the 3P (7.5× 10−4) and 5P models (2.8× 10−3).

Figure 3.6 shows the correlation between (A) ΔAIC4P and (B) ΔAICc4P with selection

of the 4P model. ∆AIC4P is defined as ∆AIC4P = ∆AICi −∆AICmin, therefore, where

∆AIC4P = 0 this shows that the 4P model minimises AIC. The same holds true for

equivalent statements for AICc. Therefore, selection of this model when ∆4P = 0 indicates

that this parameter is suitable for model selection. As was demonstrated in Figure 3.5,

a ΔAIC4P or ΔAICc4P > 0 suggests that this is not the most suitable model by this

metric. If AIC and AICc have reduced median and mean values for a model choice of 4P

then these were determined to be good parameters to assess model suitability. The better

metric (AIC or AICc) can be deduced as the one that provides a median or mean closest

to zero.
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Figure 3.5: Boxplot of normalised fermentation fit versus ΔRSS4P, indicating that a
ΔRSS4P = 0 correlates well with this model choice.

Figure 3.6: Boxplot of normalised fermentation fit versus A) ΔAIC4P and B) ΔAICc4P,
showing good correlation of ΔAIC4P = 0 and model selection.

The median value of ΔAIC4P for the 4P decision shown in Figure 3.6 (A) was 0 and had

a mean of 0.48, compared with median values of 1.8 and 11.4 and mean values of 3.5 and

14.7 for 3 and 4-parameter models respectively. This was reciprocated with the trend seen

in Figure 3.6 (B). The 4P model decision had a median value of ΔAICc4P of 0 and a mean

value of 0.08. Mean and median values of the ΔAICc4P 3- and 4-P model decisions were

5.6 and 8.2 (median) and 7.0 and 12.8 (mean). These results show that both metrics are

good for model selection. Although a correlation between ΔAIC4P and model selection

imply that this metric is lowest when the model is selected it should be noted that the

distribution of results was greater in 3.6 (A) than with in 3.6 (B), suggesting thatΔAICc4P
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may be a better method of model selection. It is likely this is the case for n < 40.

The correlation between model selection and w i was then compared as a final tool in the

model selection process. The comparison of w4P is shown in Figure 3.7. w4P was defined

by Equation 3.14 and each AICc value is scored relative to 1. Therefore, a high correlation

of w4P = 1 and model selection showed that this was an appropriate fitting parameter.

Figure 3.7: Model decision plotted versus w4P for A) untreated data and B) normalised
data to include 3P model fitting. A high correlation of w4P = 1 and model selection shows
that this is a good decision parameter as a model selection tool.

AICc weights shown in Figure 3.7 demonstrate the ability of w4P to select the model which

was best defined by the 4-parameter logistic function. The untreated data (Figure 3.7 A)

that selected for a 4-parameter model as the best option had a mean w4P = 0.83 and

median w4P = 0.87. The difference in mean population results were significantly different

(p < 0.05) from the w4P that selected a 5-parameter model. These data had a mean w4P

= 0.08 and median = 0.01.

When considering the analysis of the normalised data (Figure 3.7), it was determined that

the population mean values of w4P were significantly different between both 3P and 4P as

well as 4P and 5P (probability value (p) < 0.05). The difference in mean values between

3P and 5P w4P values were not significant (p = 0.87). The mean value of w4P for the 4P

selection was 0.73 and had a median of 0.75. The mean w4P values for models determined

to be 3P or 5P were both 0.09.

This shows the ability of w4P to determine or predict when this is a reasonable model to

select. By identifying model factors that are accurate and easy to interpret, the modelling

process and decision tree can be simplified to mitigate human intervention.

The relationship between fitted parameters and model suitability was subsequently in-

vestigated. Understanding how each fitted parameter affects the suitability of the model

produced is found to result in greater comprehension of the fitting procedure and when

determining if particular parameterisation levels should be applied.
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The correlation of n versus w i was investigated in order to establish whether or not a

bias towards high values of n resulted in higher parameterisation of models. Figure 3.8

shows the correlation between chosen model fits, n and the associated w3P and w5P values

calculated.

Figure 3.8: A)w3P and B)w5P plotted versus values of n, the number of observations made,
and the optimum model chosen for the normalised fermentation observations made. Nine
observations (n > 50) are omitted from plotting, all of these data points were assigned to
the 5P model and had w5P ≈ 1.

From these plots, we would expect to see an evenly distributed array of decisions, with

little or no correlation to the number of observations (n). The data shown in Figure 3.8

shows a strong correlation between model decision, w i and n, the number of observations.

The plot of w3P (Figure 3.8 A) demonstrates a largely correlated group of decisions in

favour of 3P with both w3P > 0.5 and n < 30. Figure 3.8 B) shows a similar trend,

however, there are some fits for the 5P model at n < 20. These plots are reflective of what

is illustrated in Figure 3.4, fermentations with observations n < 20, are more likely to be

assigned to 3P model whereas higher number of observations are typically modelled using

4 or 5-parameter functions.

The fifth parameter, s (Section 3.2.2), and it’s ability to reduce both AIC and AICc was

investigated. Figure 3.9 illustrates the plot of |s| − 1 versus AIC4P − AIC5P (A) and

AICc4P −AICc5P (B), where |s| is the absolute value of s.

The plot demonstrated the variation in support for the 5-parameter model through various

values of s. As the x-axis was plotted through |s| − 1, negative values of x correspond

to values of −1 < s < 1 and positive values correspond to s > ±1. Of the 221 models

produced, 133 models (60 %) had an s-value of −1 < s < 1, 66 of these 133 models (50

%) were defined as 5P models. The remaining 88 of models (40 %) with s > ±1 had only
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Figure 3.9: Plot of |s| − 1 versus A) AIC4P − AIC5P and B) AICc4P − AICc5P . Where
|s| is the absolute value of s. Model choice by the decision tree is coloured. For positive
values of y, the 5P model is supported.

16 (27 %) assignments to 5P. No values of x ≡ 0 exist as this would imply s = 1, reducing

the model to 4-parameters, thus, 5P would not be fitted.

Values plotted on the y-axis reveal that the greatest reduction in AIC5P and AICc5P were

obtained with −1 < s < 1, as values on the y-axis are maximised between x-axis values of 0

and -1. Furthermore, the spread of these results revealed that the difference between 4 and

5P AICc (Figure 3.9 B), varies greatly between models, however, this is not reciprocated

in AIC values. Values closest to the origin of the are normally assigned to 3P or 4P with

very few with values of s close to 1 being assigned as 5P models.

3.3.4 Model Fitting by Fermentation Type

In order to consider datasets that did not converge for all three models further analysis was

required. Examining the data within categories rather than across models (Section 3.3.4)

was proposed to address this. Where models failed to converge (for example, with 5P),

the model which was considered best amongst the models that did converge was chosen

(in this example, either 3P or 4P model would be selected). From this data, Figure 3.10

shows the distribution of fitted models for each type of fermentation presented as a waffle

plot, which demonstrates the percentage choice of each model as blocks on a 10x10 grid.

The waffle plot (Figure 3.10) demonstrated that lager fermentations (Figure 3.10 B) pro-

duced the highest relative amount of 5P fits (44 %). Furthermore, lager was fitted the least

to 3P models (10 %), 4P model fits described a further 36 % of the data. Ale and whisky

fermentations (Figures 3.10 A) and C) respectively) showed similar amounts of 3P models

fitted (both 48 %), with only slight differences in the amount of 5P fits proportionally (18

and 13 % respectively). Ale fermentations were described by 4-parameter models in 34

% of datasets and whisky fermentations were best fit to 4-parameter models in 39 % of

fermentations.

A comparison of scale to fitted model was then conducted by assessing the distribution of
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Figure 3.10: Waffle plot of fermentation category A) lager, B) ale and C) whisky versus
number of models fitted (3P, 4P, 5P). The number of blocks in the 10x10 grid represent
the percentage of the decisions assigned to that model over the entire dataset.

fits to laboratory and industrial fermentations (Figure 3.11).

Figure 3.11: Waffle plot of A) laboratory scale and B) industrial scale fermentations versus
number of models fitted (3P, 4P, 5P). The number of blocks in the 10x10 grid represent
the percentage of the decisions assigned to that model over the entire dataset.

From the information presented in Figure 3.11, it is clear that a higher proportion of the

laboratory data (Figure 3.11 B) modelled were determined to exhibit the best fit to the

5-parameter model (36 % of data) when compared to the industrial fermentations (Figure

3.11 B), 10 %). Laboratory fermentations were also less likely to be fitted to the 3P

model, with 19 % of fits optimising to this parameterisation. This was substantially less

than the industrial fermentations which found 55 % of fermentations to be best defined

by the 3-parameter equation. Model fits using the 4-parameter model fitted 45 % of the

modelled industrial scale data and 35 % of industrial scale fermentations.

3.3.5 Analysis of Differences Between Fermentations

The relationship between fitted model parameters and fermentation type was analysed

to investigate whether each fermentation type (whisky, ale, lager) correlated to any of

the model variables. Table 3.7 shows the mean and median model (n. = 343) fitting

parameters to each of the fermentation types analysed.

Table 3.7 demonstrates fundamental differences between the three fermentation types

modelled (whisky, ale lager). Whisky and lager fermentations had significantly (p <

0.05) higher original gravities (Pi) than ale fermentations and whisky fermentations had

significantly (p < 0.05) greater original gravities when population means were compared

with lager fermentations. Whisky fermentations were determined to have significantly (p <

0.05) lower final gravities (Pe). Ale and lager final gravities (Pe) did not show a significant
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Table 3.7: Mean and median fits of entire data set (n. = 343) grouped by fermentation
type

Product Pi
1 Pe

1 B2 M3

Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean
Whisky 16.4 16.7 0.08 0.29 0.200 0.190 20.9 23.4

Ale 10.3 11.0 2.74 2.75 0.158 0.147 22.0 26.2
Lager 15.6 15.9 2.18 2.37 0.127 0.117 21.2 25.7

1
°P

2 hr-1
3 hr

difference in their population mean values (p = 0.15). The rate of fermentation at the

inflection point, B, during fermentation had the greatest mean (0.200 hr-1) and median

(0.190 hr-1) values for whisky, with ale the second highest on average, with significant

differences existing between all population means (p < 0.05). Values of M, the midpoint

of the exponential phase of fermentation had the greatest mean (22.0 hr) and median (26.2

hr) values for ale fermentations, however, no significant difference between any of the three

types of fermentation studied existed (p > 0.05).

From the produced models, the lag time and the time taken to reach the end of fermen-

tation was analysed (Section 3.2.6). Table 3.8 lists the mean and median values produced

from the dataset (n = 343).

Table 3.8: Mean and median values of lag and fermentation time calculated from models
(n. = 343) for each product type.

Product
End of Lag
Time / hr

End of Fermentation
Time / hr

Median Mean Median Mean
Whisky 9.8 10.6 31.5 36.2

Ale 9.8 11.2 34.3 41.2
Lager 6.3 5.6 37.2 45.9

Mean population differences between ale and lager and between whisky and lager lag times

during fermentation were determined (Table 3.8) as significant by t-test (p < 0.05). The

data demonstrated that lager fermentations had a significantly shorter lag phase during

fermentation. Significant differences did not exist between whisky and ale fermentations

and had equal median lag times (9.8 hr, p = 0.67). The time taken to reach the end

of fermentation, the phase following the deceleration phase was longest on average for

lager fermentations (mean = 45.9 hr), followed by ale (mean = 41.2 hr) and whisky

(mean = 36.2 hr). This result was significant for whisky fermentations (shortest, p <

0.05). No significance was observed between the mean fermentation times of lager and ale

fermentations (p = 0.14).

An analysis of how scale may affect the fitted model parameters was then investigated.

Table 3.9 presents the mean and median distribution of model parameters (n. = 343),

calculated based on the scale of the fermentation described. Mean values of the original

gravity (Pi) between laboratory (Pi = 16.5 °P) and industrial (Pi = 14.4 °P) were signif-
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icantly different as determined by t-test (p < 0.05). Differences in final gravity however

were not significant between the population mean of final gravities produced during model

fitting (p = 0.19). The steepness of the slop at the inflection point, B, was on average

significantly higher for industrial fermentations (p = 0.02). The time at which the inflec-

tion point of fermentation occurred was significantly later in industrial fermentations (p

= 0.01) compared to laboratory fermentations, though this result contradicts the converse

in the median values shown in Table 3.9, suggesting that grouping variables in such a way

may not be a useful comparison of parameter fits.

Table 3.9: Mean and median fits of entire data set (n. = 343) grouped by fermentation
scale.

Product Pi
1 Pe

1 B2 M3

Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean
Industrial 15.0 14.4 1.68 1.21 0.177 0.168 20.8 26.2

Laboratory 16.2 16.5 1.84 1.50 0.142 0.150 21.5 23.4

1
°P

2 hr-1
3 hr

The differences in mean and median lag and fermentation time of the fitted models is

tabulated in Table 3.10 for fitted models (n. = 343) based on the scale of the individual

fermentation.

Table 3.10: Mean and median lag and fermentation times of fitted models (n. = 243) by
the scale of fermentation.

End of Lag
Time / hr

End of Fermentation
Time / hr

Median Mean Median Mean
Industrial 9.7 9.8 27.8 36.1

Laboratory 7.5 8.3 36.3 38.4

Differences in lag time between laboratory and industrial fermentations suggest that in-

dustrial fermentations had a longer lag time when compared with laboratory-based fer-

mentation. This variance however was determined to be insignificant by t-test (p = 0.13).

Variation in the total fermentation time between the two scales was determined to be

weakly significant (p = 0.05), with industrial fermentations quicker on average with a

mean time of 36 hr.

Principle component analysis (PCA) (Section 2.8.3) was used to study the relationship

between output parameters and fermentation type. principle component analysis (PCA)

analysis was conducted for model outputs of the untreated fermentation data and plotted

in terms of fermentation type (ale, lager, whisky).

The principle component analysis shown in Figure 3.12 A) demonstrates that fermentation

type yields 4-parameter models that are similar. It is also shown on the plot that all

variables in the model are not correlated with one another when fitted to the 4-parameter
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Figure 3.12: Principle component analysis of fitted model parameters for the untreated
fermentation dataset for A) 4-parameter and B) 5-parameter models.

logistic model. Variables Pi and Pe are negatively correlated to each other as shown by

the large obtuse angle between them. Similarly, variables B and M are also negatively

correlated as both project in opposite directions. It is unlikely that Pi and Pe have any

influence on B or M and vice-versa due to the near 90 °angle between their vectors. These

correlations between component vectors are expected, as Pi and Pe reflect the original

and final gravity of the fermentation respectively. Table 3.7 demonstrates that whisky

fermentations had significantly larger mean values of Pi and significantly lower Pe values

when fitted using the 4-parameter logistic function. Thus, these two model variables are

anticorrelated. In the case of values for B and M, B reflects the rate of fermentation around

the inflection point. When B is increased, the progress through fermentation over time is

also increased (the rate of fermentation is faster), thus, the midpoint during fermentation

will also occur sooner. Therefore, increasing B will reduce M for a fermentation with

similar Pi and Pe.
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Ale fermentations were mainly defined as correlating more strongly with variables such as

Pe and M. These variables gave the highest mean value for ale fermentations (Table 3.7),

though not significantly higher than others. Ale fermentations also correlated negatively

against Pi, suggesting that high gravity fermentation was not typical amongst the ale

fermentations in the dataset. Lager fermentations were mostly plotted around the centre

of the plot (Figure 3.12 A), suggesting that neither a positive nor negative correlation ex-

isted between them and model variables, though some fermentations correlated positively

with M, suggesting longer fermentations, which are typical for lager style beers. Whisky

fermentations correlated positively with Pi and B, suggesting high original gravities and

a fast rate of sugar consumption during the middle of fermentation.

Grouping on the PCA plot (Figure 3.12 B) by fermentation type using the 5-parameter

model on untreated data did not yield groupings as distinctly as was observed when using

the 4-parameter model (Figure 3.12 A). In this instance, Pi and Pe still showed a negative

correlation, however, B and M existed at angles nearer to 90 °, suggesting no correlation

existed. Factor s did not appear to correlate well with much of the data, however much

of the lager data appeared to be anticorrelated with this vector. This suggests that these

fermentations are defined by low values of s (s < 1). No other fermentation types appeared

to correlate with values of s. Generally, all data groupings were larger and more dispersed

when plotted on the PCA for the 5P model, this could be due to poor defining of the

functions or reduction of difference in factors due to accounting for the asymmetry of the

model through the use of the fifth parameter, s. The number of produced models in Figure

3.12 B) is also reduced (n = 171) due to a lack of convergence when compared to models

fir in 4P (Figure 3.12 A), n = 343).

Principle component analysis for the treated (normalised) model variables are plotted in

Figure 3.13, demonstrating how parameterisation may influence model differentiation.
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Figure 3.13: Principle component analysis of fitted model parameters for the normalised
fermentation dataset for A) 3-parameter, B) 4-parameter and C) 5-parameter models.
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Model fits using the 3-parameter model (Figure 3.13 A) showed the best differentiation

between fermentation type. The result imitates what is shown in Figure 3.12 where Pe

shows no correlation with both B and M (shown by near 90 °angle between eigenvectors)

and B and M showing an anticorrelation with each other (180 °angle between eigenvectors).

Furthermore, fermentations within the ale category show a negative correlation to Pe,

whilst whisky fermentations showed a strong correlation.

The 4-parameter model (Figure 3.13 B) did not produce a good differentiation between

model types. In this plot, values of Pe and B are very strongly correlated. It is likely that

this is because of the normalisation that is occurring for models. As all models are now

normalised to a maximum Pe = 1, differences in the fermentability (Equation 3.8) here

are expressed and not explicitly the final gravity. Furthermore, as Pi ≈ 0 in most cases,

this added model parameter does not demonstrate correlation with much of the data, nor

does it correlate with other model parameters.

Figure 3.13 C) demonstrates the PCA plot for the normalised 5-parameter dataset. Many

of the features shown in Figure 3.13 B) are also observed in this figure. Similarly, with

Figure 3.12 B), the fitted parameter s does not correlate (positively or negatively) with any

of the other fitted model parameters, nor do any of the fitted models show correlation to

this vector. Furthermore, there are a reduced number of fitted models for the 5-parameter

due to lack of convergence (n. = 217).

The ability of modelling to determine differences in the scale of fermentation is shown in

Figure 3.14. Data used in Figure 3.14, is a condensed dataset, used for clarity, where the

number of brands were consolidated from 40 to 7 (n. = 252). This consolidation was based

on the number of fermentations that existed for each brand, where number of observed

fermentation ≥ 6.

Analysis of the scale of fermentation (Figure 3.14 A), demonstrates that the industrial

dataset contains a variety of model fits which correlates strongly with most of the fitted

model parameters. The laboratory-based fermentation are mainly based around the origin

of the plot, without a strong correlation to any of the parameters. This shows that there

is not a particular correlation based on scale between any particular model variable.

Figure 3.14 B) reveals that although there is not a correlation between scale and fermenta-

tion variables, there is an ability to group fermentations by type using the fitted modelling

parameters. Due to the strong grouping effect of the data, defining characteristics of these

datasets can be determined. The fermentation brand CB is defined by correlating strongly

with Pe, showing that the final gravity of this fermentation may be high for this group

of data. Fermentations SN, CR and FO (all of which are industrial ale and lager fermen-

tations) are all correlated with M though these vary by their relative correlation with Pi

and Pe. By displaying the data in this way, the consistency of the brand fermentation

can be eluded from the size and shape of the enclosed ellipsis that defines that type of

fermentation. Fermentation LABC is very dispersed, indicating an inconsistent style of

fermentation as data points are both positively and negatively correlated with B.

Figure 3.15 was generated by the subsetting of data previously shown in Figure 3.14 for

lager-style fermentations the aim was to demonstrate whether brands or fermentation

types produced similar modelling outputs.
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Figure 3.14: Principle component analysis of fitted model parameters coloured by A) scale
of fermentation B) fermentation brand.

This subsetting of fermentations provides further evidence that fermentation types can be

separately in such a plot. In this instance, fermentation FUN and FUNPYF represent

two similarly conducted laboratory fermentations, these were differentiated by the malt

variety used. Fermentations categorised as FUNPYF were conducted using malt that was

known to cause premature yeast flocculation (the aggregation of clumps of cells causing

them to sink or rise from the main body of liquid with the result that they play no further

role in fermentation). This has resulted in the fitted values being skewed toward Pi as this

no longer correlated strongly with Pe and also shows a large variability, this is perhaps

due to the degree at which flocculation is occurring due to these malts. Furthermore, this

data is also more correlated with Pe, which is a general feature of PYF malt, as the yeast

will flocculate earlier than expected, producing a stuck fermentation typically of higher

final gravity.
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Figure 3.15: Principle component analysis of lager fermentations grouped by individual
brands.

3.3.6 Model Experiment

To better understand device to device and fermentation variance, three measuring devices

(DMA 35, hydrometer and Tilt) were used to monitor the decline in gravity of triplicate

fermentations over a 75 hr period. Model fits for all measurements were defined by the

4-parameter logistic model (Section 3.2.2). In these cases, the number of observations

differed between measurement device. The hydrometer and DMA 35 measurements were

all recorded at the same time, with 13 measurements taken per fermentation, giving a total

of 39 observations for these devices. As the Tilt hydrometers measure in real-time, 3011

data points were contained within this model. The average fermentation profile for each

measurement device produced during the triplicate fermentations during the modelling

experiment (Section 3.2.14) is shown in Figure 3.16.

Figure 3.16: Fermentation profile of the three measurement devices used to model a typical
Scotch whisky fermentation.

The fermentations profiles (Figure 3.16) exhibited a similar trend from the progress of
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fermentations over time, though key differences were observed between 5 - 20 hr for the Tilt

measurement device. To explore differences in the model produced, analysis of standard

error of the fits (confidence interval) and plotted error bands (described by the prediction

interval) were assessed. The fits and associated standard error (described by the 95 %

confidence) are presented in Table 3.11.

Table 3.11: Model fitting parameters for the 4-parameter logistic model for each measure-
ment device used in the modelling experiment. Uncertainty is given by the 95 % confidence
interval on each fitted value.

Device Pi
1 Pe

1 B2 M3

DMA 35 17.0 ± 0.6 1.20 ± 0.29 0.202 ± 0.037 17.7 ± 1.0
Hydrometer 17.6 ± 0.4 0.95 ± 0.19 0.193 ± 0.021 17.7 ± 0.6

Tilt 17.3 ± 0.1 0.84 ± 0.02 0.229 ± 0.003 18.9 ± 0.1

1
°P

2 hr-1
3 hr

The data in the table revealed that relative differences between fitted parameters were

relatively small. However, some parameters show significant differences between one an-

other. Values of Pi showed no significant difference between measurement device used.

All other values displayed significant differences (p < 0.05) between either the DMA 35

or hydrometer and the Tilt device (Table 3.11). Measurements recorded using the DMA

35 were different for Pe and M. Hydrometer readings were significantly different for pa-

rameters B and M. Much of this significance is a result of the suppressed uncertainty

(confidence interval) in relation to measurements from the Tilt devices. As the number of

observations is far greater for these devices the uncertainty of the mean predicted value

at any given time is far reduced as there is more information that the model can fit to.

Thus, the total uncertainty regarding the model fit is reduced. Table 3.11 demonstrates

that the uncertainty for all parameters fit to the Tilt data is much reduced, in some cases

(B and M) the uncertainty of the Tilt measurement is 90 % smaller than that of the fitted

parameters to measurements recorded on the DMA 35.

The 95 % prediction interval for each model was then overlaid on the models (Figure

3.17) to demonstrate whether any of the measurement methods produced models with

significantly different fermentation profiles.
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Figure 3.17: Fitted models for specific gravity measurements versus time. Prediction
intervals models A) Hydrometer, B) DMA 35 and C) Tilt plotted to determine significance
in difference of fits.

The models displayed in Figure 3.17 demonstrate that almost all fitted functions (Figure

3.17 B and C) are described well within the prediction bands that are associated with each
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measurement device. Deviation from within the described prediction interval is shown in

the case of Figure 3.17 A, where the tightest prediction band was produced using the

standard hydrometer. In this instance, the model produced using the Tilt hydrometer

is seen to fall outside the interval between 10 and 20 hr. As measurements were not

recorded for the DMA 35 nor hydrometer devices between 4 and 20 hr, it was suggested

that differences in model shape may be due to the lack of measurements during key

intervals (such as end of lag phase) during fermentation.

As a consequence of the Tilt hydrometer recording continuously between 0 and 75 hr,

this produced a large deviation in number of observations. Therefore, this difference in

number of measurements may cause model bias. To mitigate against the difference in

number of observations, two strategies were developed: the first involved the reduction of

the dataset containing the information derived from the Tilt devices as to only contain

time points where known values existed. The second strategy was to perform a Monte-

Carlo simulation on the dataset in order to propagate the prediction of both the DMA 35

and hydrometer datasets.

The modelling results produced by reducing the Tilt dataset from 3011 to 39 observations

demonstrated a reduction in Pi to 16.9 ± 0.2 °P and an increase in Pe to 1.14 ± 0.14 °P.

Values for B and M were modelled as 0.247 ± 0.021 hr-1 and 18.8 ± 0.3 hr respectively.

This showed that differences in each parameter were reduced and were non-discernable

when the confidence interval was considered. Further statistical testing was conducted

on both the DMA and hydrometer device versus that of the Tilt device, as the DMA

and hydrometer devices showed very good agreement with each another (Figure 3.16).

Performing an F-test (Section 3.2.8) on this data revealed that there were no significant

differences between all three models produced (p = 0.10). This was confirmed by using

the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test when the populations of the Tilt data were compared with

the DMA 35 and hydrometer data values (p = 0.75 and 0.56 respectively). The linear

correlation between values produced by each of the DMA 35 and hydrometer devices can

be seen in Figure 3.18.

Linear correlations demonstrated in Figure 3.18 allow the assessment of the agreement

between devices. If both measurement techniques give a linear correlation of gradient, M

= 1 and y-intercept, c = 0 then full agreement is determined to exist between devices.

The linear correlations take the form Tilt = 0.96 ± 0.02 × DMA 35 + 0.18 ± 0.17 (r2 =

0.986) and Tilt = 1.01 ± 0.02 × Hydrometer − 0.03 ± 0.15 (r2 = 0.990). Therefore, it

can be concluded that the hydrometer and DMA show a good correlation with each other

within the stated standard error and that correlation between the hydrometer and Tilt

device are not as likely correlated.

The datasets derived from the collection of data from the DMA 35 and hydrometer were

then scaled to contain the same time point measurements as that measured by the Tilt

devices. This was conducted by performing a Monte-Carlo simulation on the data. The

number of observations taken from these devices was increased from 39 to 3011. During

modelling these new curves from the new simulated dataset, no change in the value of

coefficients of any parameters was observed (Table 3.11), however there was a significant

reduction in the error produced. Typical standard error for the simulated curves was of
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Figure 3.18: Linear correlation of reduced Tilt measurements to A) Anton-Paar DMA 35
and B) Hydrometer measurement data, n = 39.

the order of ± 10-15 - 10-16. Therefore, there was significant difference observed between

all models produced, including between the DMA 35 and hydrometer fits. This included

significant difference by F-test of the models produced and by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test

of the population of the data set (p < 0.05 in both cases). The linear correlations between

device-device measurement are shown in Figure 3.19.

Figure 3.19: Linear correlation of Tilt measurements to simulated datasets of A) Anton-
Paar DMA 35 and B) Hydrometer measurement data, n = 3011.

The linear correlation (Figure 3.19) demonstrates large deviations between the simulated

measurements and the measurements recorded by the Tilt device. Linear correlation

between simulated DMA 35 data (Figure 3.19 A) demonstrated a fit of Tilt = 0.88 ± 0.00

× DMA 35 + 0.49 ± 0.01 (r2 = 0.990) and for the hydrometer dataset, Tilt = 0.92 ± 0.00 ×
Hydrometer + 0.24 ± 0.01 (r2 = 0.990). Both results show there is a significant difference

between the correlations and unity (M = 1, c = 0). The trend between hydrometer and
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tilt readings were observed to correlated more similarly, as was shown with the reduced

dataset (Figure 3.18). Noticeable trends exist at high values of measurement (> 10 °P).

Here, an observable deviation from the linear trendline exists. Whereas, towards low

values, the there is strong agreement, displayed by a similar number of observations both

above and below the trendline.

In the original dataset, there was a large gap in the number of values recorded by the hy-

drometer and DMA 35 (as these were manual measurements) between the original gravity

(OG = 17 °P) and later values, recorded after the end of the lag time. This is further

shown by the differences in lag-time calculated from the model by the manual and real-

time devices. The tilt device showed an average lag time of 10.1 hr with the DMA and

hydrometer devices producing an average lag time of 7.5 hr. These difference are due to

the time at which observations were made. For the manual devices, there is little evidence

(or measurements) to extend the lag time of the model and so in order to reduce the RSS

the model deviates from the curve demonstrated by the Tilt device (3.16) - which is more

likely to be following the true trend of the data in this case.

Assessment of the ability of each device to produce accurate fermentation models was

assessed by analysing the RSS value. To obtain a fair assessment of RSS, a normalised

value was considered, as the total RSS does not take into account the number of data

points in a given model (Section 3.2.3). Normalisation of the data divided the total RSS

of the model by the number of observations of that model. From this analysis it was

determined that the hydrometer reduced the RSS per point measured (0.08), followed by

the DMA 35 (0.20) and finally the Tilt hydrometer showed the greatest amount of residual

error per point (0.23).

A study of fermentation to fermentation variance was then conducted in order to assess

whether there may be a significant influence on the modelling results based on which fer-

mentation is chosen to study. In this case, to omit the inference of device-device variation,

the Tilt hydrometer readings were discounted as in order to record three same fermenta-

tions at the same time, three different hydrometer devices were required. As no significant

differences were inferred between the DMA 35 and manual hydrometer models, the DMA

35 models were considered here for simplicity. Table 3.12 depicts the model fits for each

of the DMA 35 models produced in each of the triplicate fermentations. One reading at

each time point was recorded, therefore, n = 13 for each of these models.

Table 3.12: Fits of each fermentation, measurements recorded using the DMA 35 device.

Fermentation Pi
1 Pe

1 B2 M3

1 16.9± 1.2 1.21± 0.64 0.229± 0.100 17.7± 2.1
2 17.1± 1.1 1.06± 0.45 0.190± 0.050 17.6± 1.7
3 17.0± 1.1 1.36± 0.52 0.195± 0.060 18.0± 1.8

1
°P

2 hr-1
3 hr

The fitted parameters show no observable difference in their results. Furthermore, no dif-

ferences were observed between models by F-test and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (p < 0.05).
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To determine whether significant differences in measurements existed, linear correlations

between observations were plotted and are shown in Figure 3.20.

Figure 3.20: Linear correlation of DMA measurements from fermentations A) 1 and 2 B)
1 and 3 and C) 2 and 3, n = 13.

Measurements between fermentations were not observed to be different between fermenta-

tions 1 and 2. However, evidence for differences existed in intercept values between both

fermentations 1 and 3 and 2 and 3 (c 6= 0), suggesting that fermentation 3 may display a

small difference in profile. This difference, however, was small. For fermentations 1 and 3,

c = -0.58 ± 0.33 and for 2 and 3, c = -0.38 ± 0.17. In both cases the uncertainty is large,

suggesting a lack of confidence in this derived value. Therefore, care should be taken

to assess fermentation to fermentation variance when assuming the average of multiple

fermentations is suitable for data analysis.
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3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 Model Selection

From the 364 individual fermentations that were modelled in total, the 4-parameter logistic

function had the greatest success rate (94.2 %) when the data was untreated (Table 3.3).

In order to obtain fits with the 3-parameter model, the data had to be normalised, as

the 3-parameter model relies on the assumption that one of the asymptotic values of the

function (Pi/e) is equal to zero (Equation 3.6). After normalisation, fitting success was

greatest with the 3-parameter model (93.1 %), with the number of fits of the 4-parameter

model reducing from 94.2 % to 91.5 % (Table 3.3). It is likely that the 3-parameter was

more successful in the case that the residual sum of squares was at a local minimum when

Pi ≡ 0. In this case, the 4-parameter model would not converge on values for Pi and

so fitting the model would not be possible. A similar case is likely for the 5-parameter

model, where on 47.0 and 60.2 % of the data was fitted for the untreated and normalised

models respectively (Table 3.3). In the case of the 5-parameter model, models would not

converge if a local minima in the reduction of residual error occurred where s = 1 as this

would reduce to the 4-parameter model. Convergence of higher parameterisation is also

increased with an increasing number of observations, n, therefore, it is likely that the poor

success of fit from the 5-parameter models is due to the lack of data points available during

modelling.

Ultimately, the fitting of the 3-parameter model is flawed. By coercion of the data (Equa-

tion 3.7), the data is biased towards fitting to this model, in other words, the shape of

the graph is defined by defining the asymptote Pi = 0. As the data is transformed in

this manner, the fitting success by 3-parameter model is more likely to be successful. The

instances where 3-parameter models incur the greatest reduction in AIC/AICc is when

there are a low number of data points, as the initial asymptotic value (Pi = 0) is intrinsic

to the shape of the model. Transformation of the data (Equation 3.7) may also be con-

sidered flawed if measurement of the original gravity is after pitching (t > 0 hr), this is a

particular problem in some fermentations where yeast may be pitched prior to a fermen-

tation vessel being filled, which is often done to prevent contamination (Section 4). The

transformation during the analyses was described in order to demonstrate that in cases

where the initial asymptote must conform to the conditions Pi = 0 (such as CO2 evolution

during fermentation), then the 3-parameter model can be used without transformation or

loss of dimensionality. Therefore, individual systems must be taken into account when

considering model selection.

The fitting success of the data grouped as brands was similar to that for individual fer-

mentations (Table 3.4). In this instance, fitting for 3- (normalised) and 4-parameter

(untreated) models both achieved the highest success rate of 97.5 %. All equations used

to model the brand data had greater fitting success when the fermentations were modelled

as entire brands. This is likely to be due to an increase in the number of observations that

are achieved when more than one individual fermentation is considered, making the fits

more robust.

Average fitted values for each model were within an acceptable range. Deviations between
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averages are likely to occur as the fit success changes, meaning that some fermentation

model fits are removed in the calculation while others are not, which will influence the

value of the pooled average. The exception to this trend was the deviation in values of s̄.

It is likely that the difference in residual error through changing s is very small, or that

local minima in error exist and, so, small changes to the model will result in very different

fitted parameters (Motulsky and Ransnas, 1987). Therefore, it is suggested care should

be taken when applying the 5-parameter logistic function to data.

Comparisons of the brand ‘FUN’ show generally good agreement between all software

packages used (Tables 3.5 and 3.6). The fitted results for 3- and 4-parameter model

fitting were all within good agreement. This implies that suitable convergence of the

fitted parameters was achieved by all software and shows that fitting these parameters

across of a suite of software is suitable for analysis and produces model results that are

comparable. This is unsurprising as all software are using the same method in order to fit

the logistic regression (least squares estimation) and so convergence based on the reduction

of RSS is the same for all software packages. Differences in model variables occurs when

the 5-parameter model is fitted. In this instance, all model parameters fitted in the

software package R are considerably different, with the fits produced in both Prism and

Solver within agreement. The most substantial difference observed is when considering the

parameter which defines asymmetry of the model, s, however, all other parameters are also

changed as a result. Through this change in parameters, R is able to determine a (slight)

reduction in RSS and as a result has actually found a ‘better’ model to fit to the data that

it has been given. Several factors may be attributed to this observed difference. Firstly,

R may be able to determine this reduction in RSS by the fact that computationally it is

more powerful - it can process and compute data more effectively. Secondly, the approach

taken by the software may be different. If either software finds itself in a local minimum

(as describe by Motulsky and Ransnas (1987)) it may be computationally expensive to

come out of this minima without reduction in RSS. Therefore, convergence is obtained

before parameters that form a further reduction in RSS are found. This problem may be

further enhanced by the use of initial values. As initial values are not typically changed

between 4- and 5-parameter model fitting, the software may base initial ‘guesses’ within

the regular 4-parameter fit where s ≈ 1. This compounds the effect of the local minima.

Using the decision tree method (Section 3.2.12), model results for the untreated dataset

showed a preference overall to fit the 4-parameter model (Figure 3.3 A). In this instance,

63 % of the fitted models were assigned to the model with reduced parameterisation.

Although the percentage difference between fitted models seems small, there were also 172

models that were successfully fitted as a 4-parameter model which did not converge for the

5-parameter model. It was not deemed suitable to display results which did not converge

fully for the 5-parameter model as this may mean that unfair comparisons are made. If

these models were included - as the ‘decision’ that the preferred model is the 4-parameter

holds true - 82 % of the total fitted models would be 4-parameter, with just 18 % fitted

decisively as 5-parameter model.

For the treated dataset, there appears to be a preference for the 5-parameter model 3.3

B). However, as with the data shown in Figure 3.3 A), many models were unsuccessfully
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fitted when using the 5-parameter model. If the model fits for the 3- and 4-parameter

models that did not converge for 5-parameter are included, 10 % of the fitted models were

decidedly 5-parameter using the decision tree design.

It can be argued that the results show that in a comparison between successfully fitted

models and total fitted models give varying results. Convergence of model fits to the 5-

parameter model increase the likelihood that this fermentation profile is in-fact asymmetric

and that a reasonable reduction in RSS and AIC values can be achieved through fitting

this model (Section 3.2.12). This is due to a significant reduction in RSS when the shape

of the s-curve is in-fact asymmetric.

The dependency of model selection based on the number of observations made during a fer-

mentation was explored by plotting the number of observations versus the model decision

made using the decision tree (Figure 3.4). There was a positive correlation between model

chosen and the number of gravity measurements taken during fermentation. This was true

of both the treated and untreated datasets. However, conclusions based on the linearity

of this correlation are difficult to assess due to the limited number of models compared

(maximum of three). In all cases, median values of the number of observations were higher

for increasing model parameterisation. This shows the potential bias that model selection

will be favoured by fermentation profiles containing a high number of observations. This

is due to the over-fitting of higher parameterised models. When the higher parameterised

model is used, it gains a larger reduction in RSS and AIC when there are many more

data-points if it fits more of these observations with a higher accuracy. Therefore, when

the number of observations is large, the models will specifically opt for the greater number

of parameters in order for it to flexibly fit all details of the fermentations profile as closely

as possible. The definition of AIC and AICc (Equations 3.12 and 3.13 respectively) ac-

count for the relative increase or decrease of RSS compared to the number of parameters.

Therefore, when over-fitting of the data occurs to a large dataset, the reduction in RSS

achieved justifies the increase in parameterisation. This results in the higher-order model

being selected.

The factors which determined model selection during analysis of data included RSS (Sec-

tion 3.2.3), F-test (Section 3.2.8), AIC (Section 3.2.9), AICc (Section 3.2.10) and w i (Sec-

tion 3.2.11). The suitability of these metrics to determine which model should be chosen

was scrutinised. Figure 3.5, displays that model selection was driven by reducing the value

of ΔRSS4P. Models determined to fit the 4-parameter model well by RSS would minimise

ΔRSS4P as it is defined by ∆RSS4P = RSSModel − RSSMin, therefore, when ΔRSS4P

= 0 this signifies that the 4-parameter model reduces RSS the most (has the lowest value

of RSS). Plotting this value for model versus the decision made for the model signifies

whether or not this value has an influence on the decision made. From Figure 3.5 it can

be seen that ΔRSS4P is reduced in instances where the 4-parameter model is selected with

few outliers.

The use of AIC and AICc as model suitability parameters was explored in Figure 3.6. Using

ΔAIC and ΔAICc values as opposed to absolute values allows assessment of all models on

a comparable scale, as values of both of these variables during this data analysis ranged

from - 77 to 252 (AIC). Using Δi is also useful as the magnitude of the difference between
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AIC and AICc values is what signifies whether increasing the parameterisation of the

model is statistically supported.

From the data plotted in Figure 3.6, it is shown that both ΔAIC 4P and ΔAICc 4P are

minimised for the 4-parameter model selection. This infers that this is a good metric for

model selection as the definition ofΔAIC(c)4P isΔAIC(c)4P =ΔAIC(c)Model -ΔAIC(c)4P.

Therefore, when ΔAIC(c)4P> 0 this implies that the 4-parameter model does not have

the lowest AIC(c) score. Figure 3.6 A) and B) both had median values of 0 for the 4-

parameter model selection decision. However, it can be seen that the spread of results

was less when AICc was considered compared to AIC. It is likely that this is because

many of the fermentations studied here had n (number of observation) < 40. In instances

where n
K < 40, where k is the number of model parameters, use of AICc is recommended

(Burnham and Anderson, 2003). The relative dependency of AIC and AICc is plotted in

Figure 3.21 as AIC4P - AIC4P versus the number of observations, n.

Figure 3.21: Difference in model suitability metrics AIC4P and AICc4P and their depen-
dency on the number of observations, n.

The difference between AIC and AICc values are shown to be greatest at low values of n.

As n increases, AIC4P - AIC4P becomes closer to 0. It is postulated that when n = 160,

AIC4P - AICc4P ≈ 0, as this satisfies n
K ≥ 40. Therefore, when producing brewhouse

or distillery models, it is important to note how many observations are being made of

each fermentation. Where number of observations is low, it is advised to use AICc values.

However, in instances where number of observations are high, both metrics may be used

equally (as the difference ≈ 0). It is important however, that whatever model metric is

used for comparison between model parameterisation, this must be used consistently as

comparisons made between AIC and AICc are not valid.

The use of w i as a model metric provide a useful tool for the comparison of models,

particularly when more than one model was considered. Figure 3.7 demonstrates that

when the weight of the model is considered, the closer w i is to 1, the more likely it would

be determined to be the chosen model. In both treated and untreated data, w i were shown

to have significantly (p < 0.05) higher values and in both cases the outer quartile range

was greater than 0.5. As this metric wasn’t used in the model decision tree design (3.2),

yet still demonstrated good correlation with the output model choice, its use in future

study is encouraged.
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The metric w i was then used to further investigate how model selection is impacted by the

number of observations, n (Figure 3.8). In Figure 3.8 A), the weights for the 3-parameter

model are considered. Here, there is a large clustering of points where ω3P ≈ 1, largely

grouped at low values of n. These points are all assigned to the 3-parameter model. As n is

increased, there is a dramatic decline and only two models with n > 20 were assigned as a

3-parameter model. Furthermore, no points exist with n > 30 and ω3P > 0.25. The trend

for ω5P shows a similar but less clear trend. Low values of n, particularly n < 10 have no

values assigned to 5-parameter models. The distribution of 5-parameter models at higher

values of n is then sporadic, this is possibly due to the real asymmetry that these datasets

display. At n > 30 there are a large grouping of models assigned to the 5-parameter

model, with ω5P ≈ 1. Both figures show the likelihood that higher parameterisation will

be preferred as n increases, reciprocating what is displayed in Figure 3.4. Therefore, it is

important to understand whether or not datasets with n > 30 display asymmetry in their

model or whether or not this is a result of overfitting of the model to the data presented.

To determine how the asymmetry of the model affects model selection through reduc-

tion of the AIC and AICc values, the normalised absolute value of s was plotted versus

∆AIC(c)4P −AIC(c)5P (Figure 3.9). The value of |s|−1 was assessed as this accounts for

how large s deviates from 1 - the value that demonstrates that no asymmetry exists in the

model at all. For no observed asymmetry in the s-curve and hence little deviation from

the symmetric value s = 1, x = 0. Furthermore, the plot was coloured with the model

selected. Figure 3.9 demonstrates that the majority of models fitted as 5-parameter had

values of s between 0 and ± 1. The fitting of the 5-parameter model also gains often

large reduction in the AIC5P or AICc5P values, shown by the increasingly positive values

for −1 < |s| − 1 < 0. As both values on the graph approach the origin, the amount of

5-parameter fits are reduced, supporting 3- or 4-parameter fits alternatively. No values

of (0,0) exist, as this would imply s = 1 and the model would not converge using the

5-parameter model therefore, 4-parameter is the preferred fit. Thus, this supports the use

of 5-parameter model when values of s differ from 1 and induce a reduction in AIC or

AICc values. As the value of s reduces, support for the 5-parameter model is diminished.

Difference between plots of AIC (Figure 3.9 A) and AICc (Figure 3.9 B) demonstrate

crucial differences between the use of AIC and AICc. Figure 3.9 A) demonstrates no

points with ∆AIC4P −∆AIC5P < −2, signifying that this poorly differentiates between

significant differences in the AIC of either model. Conversely, Figure 3.9 B) shows a large

distribution of points above and below each axis. This demonstrates the use of AICc to

determine differences in model metrics between 4- and 5-parameter models. As it is likely

that most of these models are derived from low values of n, it further supports the use of

AICc as the preferred model metric.

The results show the applicability of the 3-, 4- and 5-parameter models to the decline in

specific gravity during fermentation. Models fit using the 3-parameter equation require

modification in order to obtain one asymptotic value equal to zero. Thus, fitted values may

not correspond well to parameters that may be interesting from a process control point-

of-view. Although all parameters important to a brewer may not be analysed as easily

from a normalised curve, other factors such as fermentability (brewer) and, by extension
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predicted spirit yield (PSY) (distiller) may be assessed (Bringhurst, Brosnan, et al., 1996).

The 3-parameter curve provided a good fit with very little parameterisation, therefore the

probability of overfitting to the data was reduced and applicability and convergence was

high for all observed data (Table 3.3). In some instances however, the required flexibility

of the initial asymptotic value, Pi was required, even in the normalised plot in order to

obtain correct shape of the curve. This often made the 3-parameter model a poor fit to

the data, particularly when curves were not even or asymmetric.

Five parameter curves were produced when fermentations were described by a large num-

ber (> 10) of observations. Fermentations models were also described best when the

asymmetry of the curve was a significant feature of the fermentation profile (s 6= 0). Such

asymmetry typically occurs due to the production of ethanol during fermentation. The

production of ethanol slows the rate of metabolism by yeast, contributing to the decline

in fermentation rate that can be observed towards the end of the exponential phase. In

the absence of ethanol (for example, in a batch fed system), the decline in density, caused

by the metabolism of wort carbohydrates by yeast, would be symmetric when plotted in

a graph and so deviations from this are due to the effects of ethanol toxicity which affects

the fermentation profile in a fermenter or washback.

Typically 5-parameter models fit success rate was best with the branded dataset (Table 3.4.

This is due to the pooled fermentations that made up this data, which would have shared a

common wort profile and yeast used for fermentation. As fermentation observations were

plotted together, the number of observations, n, increased per dataset. Convergence for

5-parameter models were highly dependent on number of observations, in order to produce

least squares convergence on models that weren’t necessarily asymmetric, a large number

of data points and hence, larger reduction in RSS was achieved through overfitting the

model to account for the natural, standard error of observations.

Fitting fermentation profiles using the 4-parameter curve typically provided the best re-

sults. As well as generally having the best fit success rate (Tables 3.3 and 3.4), models

produced did not require transformation of the data. In instances where number of obser-

vations used is low (n < 30), there is strong evidence to reject 5-parameter modelling. The

use of the 3-parameter model, although equally successful, requires manipulating the data.

During this manipulation, effectively a 4th parameter is defined in the dataset (Equation

3.7), though not explicitly defined in the model. Furthermore, the output parameters are

not direct links to process parameters such as original and final gravities. It is therefore

advisable to use the 4-parameter model when describing fermentations due to fit success,

extracting fermentation values and ease of use. The model choice often converged on the

3-parameter fit because of a lack of justification (non-significant reduction in RSS) to sup-

port the higher-parameterisation of the 4-parameter model, this induces a penalty when

AIC and AICc values are considered. However, as discussed, the extra parameter between

3- and 4-parameter models is implied even when modelling the 3-parameter process when

data is manipulated. Another consideration which may affect the choice of model chosen

by a brewer is on the units to use whilst conducting the modelling process. When mod-

elling fermentations using Plato (°P), if a final gravity of 0 °P is sought, model convergence

may be unlikely with the 4-parameter logistic model. This is similar to the special case
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of the 5-parameter model (s=1), where the model would be reduced and therefore conver-

gence is not possible. One solution of this would be to model fermentations using specific

gravity (dimensionless) or another unit of density (accounted for variation in tempera-

ture). Another solution would be to default to the 3-parameter logistic equation, where

it would be assumed that Pe = 0 and therefore no transformation to the data would be

required.

3.4.2 Model Fitting by Fermentation Type

Fermentations were grouped by the style of product produced for further data analysis

(ale, lager, whisky). These groups were further divided by the scale of fermentation or their

purpose (laboratory, industrial). Categorical variance between type and scale was then

assessed to determine whether fundamental differences between product and fermentation

model existed.

The distribution of chosen models grouped by fermentation type is shown in Figure 3.10.

In this distribution it was shown the lager-style fermentations preferentially were fitted

using 5-parameter models as opposed to lower-parameter models. Ale and whisky fer-

mentations demonstrated similar distributions of fits, preferentially being fitted by the

3-parameter logistic model. Although this trend in the dataset may be due to the funda-

mental asymmetry of the model - leading to a greater significance in the fitted parameter,

s - it is likely that this is due to the number of observations obtained during data acquisi-

tion of the larger data compared to ale or whisky. The median value of data points during

the lager fermentations was 32, whereas during ale and whisky fermentations the number

of observations was 13 and 15 respectively. As shown in Section 3.4.1, the fitting of the

5-parameter model is more probable as the number of observations increases and so it is

likely that this is in fact an artefact of this trend in the data, rather than a result of the

lager fermentations presenting a more asymmetrical fermentation.

A similar trend is observed when the scale of fermentation is considered. Laboratory

fermentation on initial inspection appear to be more likely to be modelled as 4- or 5-

parameter fermentations, with industrial models showing a preference of the 3-parameter

model. However, this reflects a similar trend to the subset of fermentation type. Lab-

oratory fermentations had a median number of observations during fermentation of 32,

whereas industrial scale fermentations had a median number of observations of 12. As

a result, it is unlikely that the model choice is influenced by scale of fermentation and

more likely that the number of observations is the critical difference here. Scope for future

investigation may study a more consistent dataset where the population mean number of

observations are kept consistent, allowing a true determination of key differences between

such fermentations.

Consideration of the mean and median fitted values for models by fermentation type (Ta-

ble 3.7), demonstrated some similarity and disparity between model fits by fermentation

type. Whisky fermentations on average showed high original gravities (Pi) and low fi-

nal gravities (Pe), compared with other fermentation properties. Quick fermentations -

demonstrated by high values of B and reduced values of M - were also a feature of whisky

fermentations. Ale fermentations were defined as having lower initial asymptotic values
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and higher final asymptotic value (when compared to the whisky population average).

However, ale fermentations demonstrated a significantly higher rate of fermentation (B)

than lager fermentations but lower than whisky fermentations. Finally, lager fermenta-

tions were defined by high Pi and Pe but with lower mean values of B and significantly

later inflection point times, M.

These observations are further supported when the lag fermentation time determined from

the model are evaluated (Table 3.8). Whisky and ale fermentations had non-significant dif-

ference in lag time, though these were shorter with lager fermentations. Total fermentation

time was shortest for whisky fermentations (high B, earlier M). On average, fermentation

time of the ale fermentations was between lager and whisky fermentations although no

significance was determined in these results (middle values of B and M). From these re-

sults, it can be demonstrated that similarities and differences between fermentation types

can be grouped into two categories: extract & mashing and yeast variables.

Extract and mashing variables relate to the desired original gravity of the wort produced

and the mashing variables controlled in order to obtain the desired alcohol content, mouth-

feel and flavour characteristics. For each of the fermentation types analysed during this

study, each has a particular end product that must fulfil given styles. In the case of

whisky, by the end of fermentation a relatively high concentration of alcohol (> 8%alcohol

by volume (ABV)) must be produced in order to produce a distillate of adequate alcoholic

strength. Therefore, the original gravity of the wort must be high, and the final gravity

must be low. To achieve this, whisky distillers will mash with 100 % lightly kilned malted

barley, which contains high levels of enzymes to allow for complete starch conversion. In

the case of lager and ale fermentations, lower alcohol contents are often required. This is

achieved by using a wort with a lower original gravity and through the use of modified

grains such as those that are highly kilned. Furthermore, during the mashing stage, tem-

peratures may be adjusted in order to ensure that full conversion of sugars or branched

polysaccharides to fermentable simple sugars does not take place. These parameters all

directly affect Pi and Pe and therefore may act as differentiating factors when analysing

fermentations by type.

Differences in yeast strain were determined to induce the second effect seen between mod-

elling the three types of fermentation present during this study. Typical distilling and ale

yeast strains are of the species Saccharomyces cerevisiae and therefore are fundamentally

similar (Stewart, Hill, and Russell, 2013). Distilling strains of S. cerevisiae are domesti-

cated and modified ale strains which have been adapted to survive and metabolise sugars

in environments that are found in distillery fermentations vessels (Stewart, 2017b). Lager

yeasts are typically derived from the species Saccharomyces pastorianus which shares simi-

lar properties to S. cerevisiae, but can metabolise some different carbohydrates. Therefore,

it is expected that differences in the maximum rate of consumption of sugar (B) and the

midpoint of fermentation (M) - which is affected greatly by the lag time of that particular

species in wort - will be largely dependent on yeast strain and speciation. Additionally,

during the production of whisky wort the fermentable substrate is not boiled, meaning

that enzymes which would normally be degraded are still active during fermentation.

This allows for the degradation of oligosaccharides into fermentable carbohydrates and
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may complicate this effect.

From the results shown in Tables 3.7 and 3.8, it can be inferred that whisky fermentations

differ from the Pi and Pe values assigned to ale and lager fermentations, due to distinctions

in mashing profile. Lager fermentations typically produce very different fermentation

profiles in terms of both B and M when compared with ale and whisky fermentations.

These differences can be largely attributed to the speciation of the yeast employed for

these processes.

Differences in fitted parameters when scale of fermentation was regarded produced a con-

siderable amount of insignificant results. It is postulated that it is likely that the variation

between fermentation types accounts for most of the differences in models. Therefore, the

overall spread of results between industrial and laboratory scale fermentations is greater

as the relative noise of the data when grouping different fermentation types together is

larger than differences which may exist as a result of differences in scale. As much of the

dataset did not contain data that was the result of industrial and laboratory paired trials

exclusively this limits the conclusions that can be drawn.

From the PCA plots shown in Figure 3.12, model differentiation by type was the most

successful when using the 4-parameter model. In figure 3.12 A), Pi and Pe are shown to

be negatively correlated. During malt whisky fermentation, alcoholic yield is maximised

through the use of lightly kilned, low protein malt which contains a high fermentable ex-

tract, compared with brewing or grain distilling. This means that both original gravity is

maximised and final gravity is minimised, giving arise to a negative correlation between

Pi and Pe. Although in this instance this correlation can be explained there are situa-

tions where the opposite would also hold true. Large original gravities - particularly in

the production of beer - may be required for beers that contain speciality malt (malt

that has been roasted or toasted at high kilning temperatures). During the kilning pro-

cess, the Maillard reaction occurs, reacting reducing sugars with amino acids producing

melanoidins. The production of these melanoidins means that these former sugars are no

longer available for fermentation by yeast and so use of highly kilned malt will result in

higher final gravities. Therefore, producing a beer of the same ABV would require an

increase in original gravity (Pi) whilst also increasing the final gravity of the beer (Pe).

This would make these variables correlated and would cause them to point in the same

direction on the PCA biplot.

When the 5-parameter model is considered, separation of model variables is not as clear

(Figure 3.12 B). It is postulated that this is because when s is considered, very few data

points correlate strongly, many showing strong anticorrelation with this factor. This may

be the result of having a negative s value assigned (−1 < s < 1) and common among lager

strains. Due to this lack of correlation, much of the data is skewed and so separation by

fermentation type is not possible. Furthermore, as a result, the correlation of M is also

reduced and the PCA appears to be less successful at describing as much of the data as

shown in Figure 3.12 A), with 77.3 % of the data described in A) and 68.8 % described in

B).

Plotting the treated (normalised) data as a PCA for 3-, 4-, and 5-parameter models

(Figure 3.13), it is shown that model differentiation is only successful when loading plots
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containing the 3-parameter fits are considered (Figure 3.13 A). Features shown in Figure

3.13 A), represent those reciprocated in Figure 3.12 A), where correlation is determined

greatly by correlation with Pe and therefore, in terms of Figure 3.12 A) an anticorrelation

with Pi. However, when treated data is considered for the 4-parameter model, the lack of

definition of Pi - treatment of the data means that Pi ≈ 0 - means that this variable does

not show a suitable correlation with any of the data. Therefore, anti-correlation with Pi

is not achieved and so data is not as easily separated. This is further emphasised through

a lack of describing the data, with 92.78 % described in Figure 3.13 A) compared to only

71.6 % in Figure 3.13 B). Figure 3.13 C) emphasises the lack of correlation of any of the

data to the fifth parameter, s. Generally, this also has no correlation with any of the other

parameters fitted.

The separation of fermentation models by their scale using PCA is shown in Figure 3.14

A). As was shown above and in Tables 3.9 and 3.10, separation is not possible as no

data type correlates strongly with any of the variables modelled. There is a lack of

correlation to a large amount of the data centred at the origin of the PCA plot. However,

through analysis of Figure 3.14, it is shown that this is largely due to data of one brand,

rather than a correlation with the scale of the fermentation. Figure 3.14 B) demonstrates

that brand type and type of fermentation is more likely to contain a larger degree of

variation and thus is more easily separated on a PCA biplot. Here, it is demonstrated

that fermentation characteristics of brands can be determined and isolated in such a plot.

This illustrates a potential use of the fermentation modelling technique to allow brand or

type of fermentation differentiation for use in future studies.

Subsetting a proportion of the data to only include data plotted in Figure 3.14 B) a lager

fermentation, Figure 3.15 demonstrates the ability of modelling to separate individual fer-

mentation brands within one fermentation type. Furthermore, the fermentations labelled

within Figure 3.15 show the ability to determine aberrant fermentation types. Fermen-

tations labelled ‘FUNPYF’ were determined to contain PYF malt, causing an increase in

the final extract post-fermentation and therefore, a reduction in the overall fermentability

when compared with the regular fermentations labelled ‘FUN’. In the PCA plot, this is

evident as models show a higher correlation with Pe, signifying higher final gravities. This

is comparatively significant as most ‘FUN’ fermentations show no or an anticorrelation

with Pe.

3.4.3 Modelling Experiment

Triplicate fermentations were modelled using the 4-parameter logistic function to deter-

mine whether model fitting was correlated with instrumentation used to take specific

gravity measurements during the process. Three device were used: a standard brewery

hydrometer, an Anton-Paar DMA 35, and a Tilt Hydrometer which had the ability to

measure specific gravity in real-time. By modelling the average fermentation curve, it was

shown that models from each device followed a similar, though not identical fermentation

profile (Figure 3.16). Model behaviour was shown to be significantly different for the Tilt

hydrometers used in this experiment by a range of parameters including F-test and by

assessment of the associated confidence and prediction intervals of all models. A signifi-
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cant difference was determined due to the suppressing of error on the model of the Tilt

hydrometers. Due to the higher number of observations (39 for manual measurement and

3011 for real-time), the confidence interval associated with these models was suppressed

relatively to the DMA 35 and hydrometer measurements.

To alleviate this problem, a subset of the Tilt measurements were taken at times where

there were measurements recorded by the manual devices. The models produced from the

reduced dataset showed no significant difference (p < 0.05) by F-test. Furthermore, assess-

ment of the confidence intervals of each parameter showed no significant differences. The

linear correlation between parameter variables demonstrated that typical values measured

throughout fermentation were consistent with one another.

Monte-Carlo simulations were then performed on the models produced with lower num-

bers of observations (DMA and hydrometer). The simulation increased the total number

of observations to equal that of the Tilt datasets (n = 3011). Similar statistical tests

were then carried out on these new models and observations, finding that - similar to the

untreated data - significant differences existed between the manual and real-time mea-

surements. Significant difference was also observed between manual measuring devices.

Analysis of the fitted parameters determined that this was due to a lack of variance in the

simulated data, producing model fits with very low standard error. This was due to the

lack of information provided with the model, as only 39 data points were supplied initially.

By analysing the linear correlation between simulated manual observations and Tilt mea-

surements (Figure 3.19), a trend or step change in the data is observed when measured

values increase beyond 10 °P. It is likely this is a trend in the model due to a lack of data

during this time. The Tilt’s real-time analysis allows the definition of the true lag phase

during fermentation to be assessed. In the case of the manual measurement devices, there

is a gap in measurement between 10 and 20 hours, meaning that the lag time is modelled

based on what reduces error in the model. For the manual devices modelled, reducing the

lag time inherits a model with reduced residual error (RSS) and so differences seen during

the exponential phase (Figure 3.16) are a result of this. The lag time calculated from

the manual measurement was determined to be 26 % shorter than that of the real-time

measurement. As measurements are taken at time > 20 hr, the models converge again at

this time, resulting in agreement with linear correlations (Figures 3.18 and 3.19). This

theory is further rationalised by model fits, which show that values of Pi and Pe are not

significantly different, even when comparing untreated datasets, however, values of B and

M are. Due to differences in lag time, the time at which the inflection point of the curve

and also the steepness of the slope at this point must counter-act in order to fit the data

points that are known. Hence, for manually measured data, the slope is more shallow

(reduced B) and the midpoint occurs sooner (due to reduced lag phase).

This experiment outlined the potential device-device variance that may exist when mod-

elling fermentations. Generally, no differences were observed between manual measuring

devices. This is beneficial as if a device is broken within a brewery or distillery, another

similar device may be incorporated without a large deviation in modelling results is to be

expected. If two fermentations are to be compared, then it is important that measure-

ments of gravity are recorded at the same time or when important features such as end
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of lag-phase, midpoint or end of exponential phase have an associated measurement, in

order not to influence the shape of the curve by over-fitting, giving a poorly defined curve.

Another method would be to record all fermentations in in real-time, using measuring

devices such as the Tilt or other real-time devices.

The Tilt measuring device provided good correlation to models and produced models gave

lower standard error. However, care when modelling fermentations using these devices

must be taken. It was observed that erroneous data was recorded during the start of

fermentation, typically during biomass formation. This caused a peak in the gravity

reading, above that of the original gravity. It is suspected that this is mainly due to

CO2 bubbles moving the monitor around and thus data measurements taken substantially

above the original gravity were removed from analysis. Furthermore, devices were often

coated in lipids and liquefied yeast when removed at the end of fermentation which may

affect accuracy during of measurement. Typically, the data produced by the Tilt devices

contained more noise, as was shown by the normalised RSS which was the highest of the

three measurements, however, this is mediated by the high number of observations that are

recorded throughout fermentation. Therefore, where a high level of precision is required,

a manual device may give more consistent results, however, will be subject to potential

model inaccuracies during model fitting.

Fermentation to fermentation variance was analysed using the DMA 35 measurement data

and determined to be insignificant by F- and Kolomogorov-Smirnov tests (p < 0.05) How-

ever, when assessing the linear correlation between these fermentations, it was determined

the fermentation 3 was observably different from the other two as the gradient and in-

tercept deviated from 1 and 0 respectively. When assessing the coefficients of the linear

model, it was noted that the percentage error was high, suggesting that the linear fits

were not confident. In future, the fermentation-fermentation variance may be better un-

derstood in a high-throughput measurement method was used on consistent batches of

wort as this would produce more robust linear correlations.

3.4.4 Fermentation Modelling in Practice

To produce a useful comparison of the 3-parameter model, data was modified (Equation

3.7). Such modification would not be required in the case where the observed data (y-

axis) ≡ 0 at t = 0. This may apply in cases such as modelling CO2 evolution or loss of

fermentation mass over time. Data modifications in this manner (Equation 3.7) require

measurement of the original gravity (OG), otherwise, conversions made during these cal-

culations will produce erroneous results. This is not always made possible in all industrial

situations. Therefore, due to the ability to model most fermentations without modification

and without the need for a large number of observations during fermentation (n > 30, Fig-

ure 3.4), the 4-parameter model was selected as the best model for fermentation. In many

cases, a comparison of 4- and 5-parameter models would still be required, especially if the

fermentation showed a high degree of asymmetry. Where the modelling of a fermentation

occurs from the origin (such as with the 3-parameter conversion, CO2 evolution or mass

lost during fermentation), modification of the 5-parameter model could be adapted to fit

this special case (Equation 3.15). This adaptation is based on the assumption that Pi = 0
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when t = 0.

P(t) =
Pi/e

(1 + s exp(−B (t − M )))1/s
(3.15)

Although this was not undertaken during data analysis, a selection process could be

adapted into future code where the n/K value is evaluated prior to passing the model

outputs to the decision tree. Model selection could then be assessed on either AIC or

AICc based on the number of parameters measured.

The use of a points-based system to remove the need for human intervention may be

used. For example, when the F-test was determined to be insignificant (p > 0.05), the

decision tree would output FALSE and so automatically, the lower parameterisation was

accepted, regardless of the other deciding factors. If AIC or AICc values demonstrated

agreement with the higher parameterised model, the higher parameterisation would still

not be accepted but would still output a TRUE value for the AIC and AICc results (Table

3.2). When analysing the data, in instances such as this (where all TRUE or FALSE was

not displayed), the decision was then based on the w i by editing after the script was run.

By assigning weighted values to each of the outputs (for example, significant F-test = 1,

insignificant F-test = 0), the model decision could be based on the aggregation of all of

this data. An example calculation, based on the support of a higher parameterised model

is shown in Equation 3.16.

(F − test) + (AIC) + (AICc) + (∆i) + (ωAICc) (3.16)

Where:

F-test Value of 1 assigned for significant F-test, 0 for insignificance between models

AIC Value of 1 assigned when higher parameterised model has an AIC < 2 of the

lower parameterised model, otherwise 0

AICc Value of 1 assigned when higher parameterised model has an AICc < 2 of

the lower parameterised model, otherwise 0

Δi Value of 1 assigned when = 0, otherwise 0

ωAICc Value assigned equal to the value of this variable

As can be seen in equation 3.16, a value = 5 suggest full support of the higher parameter

model in question by all metrics. This could also be adapted to the lower parameter model

with some adjustment (for example, an insignificant F-test = 1). The scores of models

relative to one another can then be compared, with the highest number obtained giving

the model that has the most support using these metrics. This allows the addition of

further model variables should they be required. Factors which infer model suitability

may also be weighed against each other, for example if the F-test was determined not be

a good metric of model suitability, a coefficient may be applied, reducing its impact on

model selection.

Values of s, that describe the asymmetry of the curve, could be assessed with a comparison

of the length of time the model spends in both the acceleration and deceleration phases. It
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is postulated that curves that demonstrate a large degree of asymmetry will have dissimilar

lengths of time in each of these phases. Time in the deceleration phase would be expected

to be longer in instances where the model is highly asymmetric. This may be due to

factors such as limited sugar available to yeast present or due to higher osmotic stress

from the increasing levels of ethanol produced during alcoholic fermentation.

3.4.5 Industrial Process Monitoring

Consistency and control for an industrial process ideally should work within control limits,

such as those plotted in a Shewhart chart. An example is included in Figure 3.22, where

the 95 % confidence interval is used as the upper and lower control limits, off-specification

fermentations are plotted for illustration only.

Figure 3.22: Fitted models showing the various parameters which may cause a fermenta-
tions to be out of specification. Off-spec fermentations, that are deemed out of control
have fitted parameters outside of the control limits. Off-spec fermentations 1-4 have model
parameters Pi, Pe, B and M out of specification respectively.

In the plotted chart, off-specification fermentations have failed as one of each of the fitted

parameters has deviated from the control limits defined by the 95 % control limit. Off-

specification fermentation 1 and 2 had the initial and final asymptotic values below and

above that of the control fermentation respectively, shifting the entire s-curve in either

direction. Fermentation 3 had a shallower gradient at the inflection point of fermentation,

resulting in a sluggish fermentation. Finally, off-specification fermentation 4 had a later

midpoint during fermentation, which appears to elongate the lag-phase. All of these factors

may point to various aspects of fermentation that can then be modified or preventative

maintenance can be carried out in order to re-align this process back into control.

In the case of Figure 3.22, the entire model is plotted graphically, however, each parameter

could also be plotted individually to spot trends in any of these aspects. Figure 3.23

demonstrates how graphing Pi (A) and Pe (B) over multiple fermentations may be useful

in determining aberrant fermentations. These values were derived from the model outputs

of the brand type ‘FUN’.

The plot of Pi largely shows this process is in control, however, towards high values of n,

there is significant deviation from the average brand value. This deviation suggests the
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Figure 3.23: Value of model parameters A) Pi and B) Pe plotted versus fermentation
number, n. This outlines a typical Shewhart Chart design, where the average value is
defined as the model of the entire brand and the upper and lower control limits are defined
by the 95 % confidence interval on the brand model.

process is out of control and change should be implemented in order to restore a consistent

original gravity. Furthermore, there are large trends in this dataset - from values of n 0

- 12, the data trends lower than the average. This trend repeats for values 30-50 where

again, Pi is consistently below average. Finally, at high values of n, there is a clear upward

trend in the data, suggesting that process change is required to re-establish consistency.

Conversely, Figure 3.23 B) demonstrates that for all fermentations, the model assignment

for Pe is within control. The data produced is also even spread above and below the

average which only begins to trend towards high values of n.

The charts plotted in Figure 3.23 show the need to understand changes in all values of

fermentation modelling as one parameter does not tell the entire fermentation profile. This

method although useful, may not be as indicative as plotting techniques shown in Figure

3.22, as this shows the total effect of deviation from all model parameters on one curve.

Individually control charting model parameters, however, gives the brewhouse or distillery

the insight into what aspects of fermentation may be at fault. For example, an average

Pi value with an out of specification Pe value may infer problems with starch conversion

during mashing. Above-average values of M or reduced values for B may suggest that yeast

health or pitching rate may be inadequate or sanitary issues due to competing species of

microflora. These changes could then allow procedures to be put in place to rectify the

problems presented.

Generally, these modelling techniques can be used both from a process control aspect but

also for informing research and development. Through modelling aspects of fermentation,

insight into process and material parameters such as yeast performance, the effects of

changing mashing or fermentation variables can all be studied, and conclusions drawn.

Furthermore, through studying the change in models it may be possible to relate these

to differing characteristics or flavour profiles of products. By changing parameters during

the production of a fermented product, aspects of the model profile may be adjusted.
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Investigating how this changes the model may infer methods to alter the congener or

chemical profile of the product. Having a method of controlling the output of fermentation

in such a way could guide the brewer or distiller to manipulate fermentation parameters,

providing them with the ability to produce a vast array of styles with process control and

precision.
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Chapter 4

Application of Fermentation

Modelling to Glenmorangie and

Ardbeg Distilleries

4.1 Introduction

The 4-parameter logistic model, developed in Chapter 3, describing the pattern of decline

in apparent extract during fermentation was applied to fermentations at two industrial

locations. Through the use of the model, variances over the course of a three year period

can be understood and related to the consistency of new-make spirit character. Further

application of the model to show trends in cell count and temperature profile were also

conducted as these follow a similar, sigmoidal pattern. This links aspects of brewing

research based on the modelling of fermentations which have primarily been used to screen

malts for microorganisms suspected to cause premature yeast flocculation (PYF) during

fermentation (Speers, Rogers, and Smith, 2003; Lake, Speers, Gill, et al., 2009; MacIntosh,

Adler, et al., 2012; Armstrong et al., 2018). Other research has also investigated the

metabolism of wort sugars during fermentation and have successfully demonstrated that

the total yeast can be modelled using the 5-parameter logistic equation (MacIntosh, 2015;

MacIntosh, Josey, and Speers, 2016).

The application of fermentation modelling to industrial sites owned by The Glenmorangie

Company was conducted in order to assess how processes may change throughout a period

of several years. The two locations - Glenmorangie and Ardbeg (Figure 4.1), owned by

the company also vary in the processing of malted barley for the production of spirit.

By assessing the applicability of the model to two different sites, the robustness of the

modelling process could be determined. This would direct future industrial scale modelling

work used to profile and monitor fermentations that are used to produce new-make spirit

outwith a laboratory setting. Furthermore, this gave the opportunity to assess how the fit

of models may differ when alternative processing styles at different industrial site locations

are used. Although few comparisons could be made between industrial sites (due to the

significant differences in processing), characterisation of the fermentation profiles could be

conducted. Often distilleries undergo adjustments to their processes due to events such

as maintenance or a change in raw materials. As such changes or temporary variability
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may occur during fermentation, this might result in spirit with differing characteristics.

Laboratory based fermentations were also assessed to see how they may differ from those

that occur on a much larger scale.

The outcome of the research discussed in this chapter looks towards online monitoring

systems that can predict the characteristics of fermentations, track production consistency

and better understand the dynamics of fermentation at scales beyond what is encountered

in a research laboratory. Obtaining an understanding of process differences allows more

suitable comparisons to be made when compared with laboratory trials.

4.1.1 Glenmorangie Distillery

Based in the county of Ross-shire in the north-east of Scotland (Figure 4.1), the Glen-

morangie Distillery was originally a farmhouse brewery, first applying for a distilling licence

in 1843, however, it is thought distillation may have been taking place as early as 1703

(Scotch Whisky, 2016) at this site. The French company Möet Hennessy - Louis Vuitton

SE (LVMH) bought the distillery in 2004 from MacDonald & Muir.

Figure 4.1: The location of the Glenmorangie and Ardbeg distilleries which are owned by
The Glenmorangie Company Ltd (Google Maps, 2020).

The distillery has the capacity to produce up to 6 million litres of pure alcohol (LPA)

annually (Ronde, 2016) and features a 10 T capacity lauter tun (Figure 1.5), 12x 50,000 L

stainless steel washbacks and 12 copper pot stills (six wash and six spirit, Figure 4.2). Ten

tonnes of malted barley (Hordeum vulagre, typically of Concerto or Laureate varieties) is

used to produce approximately 45,800 L of wort at an original gravity of around 1.066

using water from the nearby Tarlogie Spring. The mashing regime is provided in Table 4.1

and the mashing temperatures given are typical of most distilleries in Scotland, including

Ardbeg. As is standard in all Scotch malt whisky distilleries, the third water is not

used immediately and is transferred to a hot liquor tank becoming the first water for the

subsequent mash.
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Table 4.1: Mashing regime at the Glenmorangie Distillery, showing typical mashing tem-
peratures used by most malt whisky distilleries.

Water Temperature / °C Volume / L

1st 64 38,000
2nd 78 15,000
3rd 90 34,000

When the wort is drawn from the lauter tun it is passed through a plate heat exchanger in

order to cool the hot wort down to a temperature of approximately 17.5 - 18.5 °C depending

on prevailing temperature. After 3,000 L of wort has been drawn from the lauter tun, 215

L of Lallemand N379 liquid distiller’s yeast (Lallemand, Felixstowe, GBR) is added to

initiate fermentation and inhibit, what is commonly believed to be, undesirable bacterial

growth causing potential losses in alcohol. Fermentation at Glenmorangie takes between

52 to 60 hr to be complete and is considered long compared to many other distilleries in

Scotland, as primary fermentation is typically completed during the first 48 hr (Scotch

Whisky, 2016). The distillation process takes place in the tallest whisky stills in Scotland,

at a height of 5.14 m from the base to the neck (LVMH, 2016). One washback then charges

(fills) four of the distillery’s wash stills (approximately 11,600 L each). The distillation of

the wash takes between 3 and 4 hr and is finished when the alcohol by volume (ABV) of

the distillate reaches 1 % v/v often referred to as the ”economic cut-point”.

Figure 4.2: Still house at Glenmorangie.

The distilled wash - now referred to as low wines - is combined with the foreshots and

feints from previous distillations in the low wines and feints receiver and this liquid is used

to charge four spirit stills (approximately 7,000 L each). Distillate from the cold side of

the condenser is cut into three sections (Section 1.2.5) over the course of the distillation.

Foreshots run for the first 15 min of distillation and are intended to clear the condenser of

its dead volume, which contains feints from the previous run. The main-cut (or heart) is

distilled for approximately 3 hr, with strength measurements taken every 5 minutes after

1 hr of distillation. Cutting to the final section, the feints occurs when the distillate of

the main-cut reaches 60 % ABV. Ethanol content of the bulk main-cut is 67 % ABV, with
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the initial runnings of maincut starting at ca. 72 % ABV. The foreshots and feints are

recycled back into the low wines and feints receiver while the main-cut is transferred into

an intermediate spirit receiving vessel (ISRV). Multiple spirit distillations are stored in

the ISRV. It is then transferred across into a spirit vat where it is cut with water (diluted)

to the desired filling strength of 63.5 % ABV. From there it is then transferred into oak

casks as is required by law (DEFRA, 2013; European Union, 2011). Oak used to form

these casks are most often sourced from America (predominantly Quercus alba) or Europe

(Q. robur) (Conner, 2014b). These are generally first and second fill ex-bourbon casks

from the USA, however, ex-sherry, ex-port and ex-red wine casks have all been used at

Glenmorangie. Casks are stored both in a traditional dunnage styled warehouse or more

modern palletised warehousing.

4.1.2 Ardbeg Distillery

Most processes outlined in Section 4.1.1 reflect what occurs at Ardbeg, though key differ-

ences exist. Ardbeg distillery is one of nine distilleries based on the island of Islay, off the

west coast of Scotland’s mainland (Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3: The island of Islay, highlighting the 11 operational distilleries located here.

The distillery contains a 5 T mash tun, which mashes peated malt, which is peated to

a specification of 50 - 65 mg L-1 by indophenol measurement. There are six wooden

washbacks at the distillery, made from Oregon pine (Pseudotsuga menziesii, Section 1.2.4),

each holds 23,000 L of wort after mashing. The water source is supplied by Loch Uigedail,

which lies to the north of the distillery. Yeast strains between these distilleries differ,

Ardbeg use Pinnacle Distillers Yeast (M) supplied by AB Mauri (AB Mauri UK & Ireland,

Northampton, GBR) and is supplied in dry format due to the island’s location. By using

a dried form of yeast, the distillery is not limited by short storage life that is a drawback

of liquid yeasts (Russell, 2003; Boulton and Quain, 2006). As supply can vary to the

island due to factors such as inclement weather, having yeast that can be stored without

harm for several weeks is a requirement at this site. The dried form of yeast (22.5 kg) is

rehydrated in wort using cooled wort that is run-off directly from the mash tun. Run-off is
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cooled to 35 °C before the yeast is added, mixed using an agitator for 15 seconds and then

further blended in-line with cool wort on its way to the fermenter. This cooled wort is at

the required pitching temperature of 20 °C. The target original gravity of wort is 1.066

(16.1 °P), and final gravities of 0.997 - 0.998 ((-0.8) - (-0.5) °P) are expected after 55 hr

of fermentation. Post fermentation, the wash is transferred to the wash charger, and from

there is distilled twice. As was outlined in Section 4.1.1, the wash is first distilled to low

wines until the economic cut-point of 1% ABV. Spirit distillation is conducted using a still

with a fitted purifier - a device which causes the condensation of less volatile congeners

through the use of baffles and returns them back to the pot of the still (Nicol, 2014) -

which allows a higher rectification or purification, increasing the alcohol concentration

(target 68 - 70 % ABV). The spirit is then blended, vatted and matured in oak.

4.1.3 Industrial Sites

Understanding the key differences between distillery sites provides an insight as to why

fermentation models may show dissimilar trends between production regimes. The two

sites are situated in quite different areas of country.

Glenmorangie is located near the village of Tain, in the north of Scotland’s mainland

whereas the Ardbeg distillery was founded on the isle of Islay, off of the west coast of the

mainland. Differences in geography of the local area and thus the water used to produce

the spirit has been studied previously Wilson (2008b) and Wilson, Jack, and Priest (2010).

This work demonstrated that the differences in water mineral content across Scotland was

not observed to have a significant sensorial impact on the new-make spirit character. The

same authors also suggested that variation in the ionic content of the source waters had

no impact on congener profile of the laboratory-based spirit. However, it was shown that

water containing high levels of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) may have an impact on

the ester to higher alcohol ratio in simulated spirit experiments. This difference, although

present between peated and un-peated samples, was not found to have an impact on

changing the sensory aspects of the new-make spirit as changes observed did not involve

the enhanced production of flavour-active congeners during fermentation. Islay is known

for its peated water sources as much of the island contains peat bogs, however, it is more

likely the use of peated malt (Section 4.1.2) will increase the concentration of DOC in

far greater proportions than the water will. The Glenmorangie distillery sources its water

from a hard water source (relative to much of Scotland), though the level of hardness in

local drinking water is still defined as soft (Scottish Water, 2019). As ionic content of

water throughout Scotland has not shown to impact the congener production, it is not

thought that this would have a meaningful impact on new-make spirit character.

An area which remains unstudied within the industry is the variance in prevailing tem-

perature. Weather conditions and climate vary drastically across Scotland (McClatchey,

2014). As yeast metabolism is directly affected by the temperature of its surroundings, it

is postulated that this may be responsible for variations on the product produced. This

has implications on yeast growth (Salvadó, Arroyo-López, Barrio, et al., 2011; Salvadó,

Arroyo-López, Guillamón, et al., 2011) as well the production of congeners and secondary

metabolites (Walker and Hill, 2016; Stewart, 2017a; Kucharczyk and Tuszyński, 2018;
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Tyrawa et al., 2019). This effect would be more likely to have an impact on small scale

fermentations, as environmental conditions will affect the temperature fluctuation more for

smaller washbacks. Furthermore, observations by Speers and Stokes (2009) demonstrated

that specific geometry of vessels does not have a large impact on standard measured pa-

rameters observed during fermentation, however, the total volume of the fermentation

and number of brews required to fill a the vessel impacted apparent extract decline at

48 hr and the pH at this time. During this study, limited observations were carried out

on congener production but no significant difference (p < 0.05) between concentrations of

vicinal diketones was demonstrated between vessel geometries nor fermentation volumes.

Process differences are likely to have the greatest impact between sites. At Ardbeg, peated

malt is typically used, which contains phenolic compounds derived from the burning of peat

during the kilning process (Section 1.2.1, Bathgate, 2016; Harrison, 2007; Harrison, Ellis,

et al., 2006; Harrison and Priest, 2009b). These wort constituents are not metabolised by

yeast but instead persist during the process of milling, mashing and fermentation, impos-

ing a different environment of the yeast during this final process (Bringhurst and Brosnan,

2014). This may influence their metabolism, producing different flavour constituents as a

result of stresses imposed, such as reduced pH (Bringhurst and Brosnan, 2014; Bathgate,

2016), though little research has been published on the impact of secondary metabolites,

likely due to the more obvious influence of peat which may ‘mask’ other components (Con-

ner, Reid, and Jack, 2003). The format that the yeast is supplied in may also have an

impact on congeners produced during fermentation. By changing format, differences in

cell pitching concentrations will be present, furthermore, different distilling yeast strains

are used. During the rehydration processes, yeast will suffer stresses including hyperos-

motic shock and potentially thermal stress (Walker and Van Dijck, 2006). Therefore, it

is expected that this will result in different levels of growth and metabolism once fermen-

tation is underway, though, little research has been carried out into the effects this has

on congener production and is likely determined by the ability of the yeast to sense and

adapt to these conditions (Bauer and Pretorius, 2000).

Differences in equipment between distilleries is another important factor to take into con-

sideration. Dissolved wort solids, which affect wort turbidity, have been studied and

demonstrated that the concentration of un-saturated fatty acids and free amino nitrogen

(FAN) differ between distilleries (Martin, 2002). This will lead to substantially different

fermentations of worts both in terms of fermentation rate and the congeners produced

during this process. Deviations in wort composition are derived from different mill ratios

- in terms of husk to grits to flour - and other mashing parameters (liquor to grist ratio,

strike water). Furthermore, variation in design and style of wort separation equipment

is also a key factor in determining wort constituents (Andrews, 2004). Ardbeg uses a

semi-lauter design of mash tun, whereas Glenmorangie wort is mashed in a full lauter tun.

A review conducted by Andrews (2004) demonstrated that lipid content of wort produced

using a lauter tun was higher than that of a traditional mash tun, however, oxygenation

of wort during separation was less with the lauter system. Both these processes will affect

yeast growth and health during fermentation (Kucharczyk and Tuszyński, 2017; Kirsop,

1974; Ochando et al., 2017).
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Washbacks in Scotland are typically manufactured of wood or stainless steel. Wooden

washbacks tend to be manufactured from either Oregon Pine (P. menziesii) or Larch

(mostly Larix sibirica) (Smith, 2019). A study by Yonezawa and Stewart (2004) demon-

strated differences in live yeast cell during fermentation between washbacks made from

wood and steel and is postulated that this may be due to the ability of steel to act as a

radiator of the thermal energy produced during fermentation. Between fermentations, dis-

tilleries will often clean the inside of these vessels in order to maintain a level of sanitation,

which if not carried out can lead to losses due to bacterial contamination. Steel washbacks

are cleaned using very high temperature water (> 90 °C), often pressure hosed automati-

cally using a clean in place (CIP) system around the interior whereas wooden washbacks

are steamed. Research suggests that this steaming process of wooden washbacks does not

eradicate all bacteria present in the pores of the wood (Yonezawa and Stewart, 2004).

Therefore, it is suspected that bacteria is more prevalent amongst distilleries with wooden

washbacks, contributing to the flavour and character of the new-make spirit produced.

Still height, shape and volume will all affect the reflux ratio of the system (Nicol, 2014).

Other factors such as lyne arm design and condenser type may also affect the path the

distillate must take in order to be collected (Nicol, 1989). Thus, these factors will de-

termine the ratio of congeners which are found in the distillate and may also change the

amount of chemical reaction that occurs in the still, such as esterification (Reid, Speers,

et al., 2020). Stills which rectify the spirit to a higher alcoholic strength will alter the

vapour pressure of the system, altering the timings at which congeners are distilled, along

with ethanol (Miller, 2016). The shape of the still will not however, increase or decrease

the amount of congeners (or their reactants) present in the system due to the conserva-

tion of mass. At the Glenmorangie distillery, the stills are considered to be the tallest in

Scotland, whereas at Ardbeg, they are considerably shorter, with the difference in height

approximately 2.4 m. The spirit still at Ardbeg however, uses a purifier, producing spirit

lighter in character. This potentially induces the same effect as having tall stills such as

at Glenmorangie. Cutting points will also affect the ratio of congeners found in distillate

(Section 1.2.5). Typically, the heads fractions are collected by measuring time, as the flow

rate of the condensed spirit will be constant between distillation runs. During this pro-

cess, the distillate from the previous run is removed - this flushes out long chain fatty acid

esters and other congeners that are less desirable in the final spirit (Nicol, 2014). When

this process is complete, the maincut of the distillation is collected. This cut is defined by

ABV in order to achieve consistent distillate that is of an appropriate alcoholic strength.

4.1.4 Industrial and Laboratory Scale Fermentation

Production at an industrial scale incurs several changes when compared with laboratory-

based fermentations. Fermentation vessels (washbacks) are not temperature controlled in

distilleries as is common amongst large commercial breweries, therefore, the temperature

throughout fermentation is able to rise freely. Typically, this is not problematic as distill-

ing yeast has the ability to ferment at temperatures of up to 35 °C. Often the only control

available to the distiller is through the alteration of the pitching temperature. The rise in

temperature during fermentation will typically take place during the first 30 hr (Figure

4.4), rising from the initial pitching temperature to a value lower than the yeast’s temper-
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ature limit. At long fermentation times, the temperature will reduce from this maximum

value, as no energy will be supplied to the system and so heat is lost to the surroundings.

Figure 4.4: A typical temperature profile of the fermenting wash at the Glenmorangie
distillery.

The ability to mimic this increase in temperature on the laboratory scale does not occur

naturally as the scale of fermentation is significantly reduced. Furthermore, due to the

vessel geometry, heat is lost to the surroundings at a faster rate at the laboratory scale

when compared to an industrial fermentation. This is warranted by the significantly

larger amount of surface area per litre of the fermenting media. Bacterial cultures present

during laboratory-based fermentations can be expected to be different from those found

at distilleries. The taxonomy of these cultures varies during the fermentation process, as

different species are dominant depending on the prevailing conditions within the fermenting

media (Wilson, 2014). Therefore, co-fermentation of cultures pitched at the beginning of

fermentation would not offer the same profile.

Distillation of wash to mimic spirit character is also challenging as exact replicas of in-

dustrial stills are not commercially available. Furthermore, as experimental distillations

are not of a similar style each time, foreshots and feints are not easily recycled. This will

result in differing spirit characters.

4.1.5 Speciality Malt and Barley Varietals in Distilling

The use of speciality malt in distilling is a growing sector of the market, with few products

currently available which utilise these raw materials. ‘Speciality malt’ is the term used

for malted barley which has undergone an extended kilning cycle or has been kilned at

temperatures much higher than that of typical pale or distilling malt. During this pro-

cess, the malt darkens in colour due to the Maillard reaction (Mallet, 2014). The Maillard

reaction is a non-enzymatic browning reaction which gives speciality malts their distinct

colour and aroma. This reaction occurs between amino acids and reducing sugars, pro-

ducing compounds known as melanoidins along with an array of other volatile compounds

such as furans, furanones, Strecker aldehydes and nitrogen containing compounds such as

pyridines and pyrroles (Liscomb, Bies, and Hansen, 2015). The use of these malt types
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have been shown to enhance caramel-like and burnt flavours in congress wort samples

(Coghe, Martens, et al., 2004). As the Maillard reaction consumes carbohydrates from

the wort, the available extract from these grains is reduced. The produced melanoidins are

also not fermentable by yeast and not readily broken down by enzymatic activity and so

the final gravity of fermentations which use such grains is typically higher. Chocolate malt

is produced by roasting pale, kilned malt at a temperature of 230 °C for a period of 1.5 -

2.5 hr. This malt is very dark, with colour in the range of 1067 - 1090 °EBC (Simpsons

Malt, 2020) and is normally used in conjunction with base malts for up to 10 % of the

malt bill. Crystal malt (medium, 165 - 190 °EBC), is often referred to as caramel malt

due to the flavour it imparts on the beer produced using these grains. To manufacture

crystal malts, the grain is stewed after germination in a kiln where moisture is not allowed

to escape (a closed system). This causes the starch in the grain to be broken down by

amylolytic enzymes, making the grains glassy or crystalline. The malt is then kilned as

normal to reduce the moisture content.

Barley varietals chosen to be used in all-malt distilling applications are determined using

the recommend barley varietals (Section 1.2.1). These barley varietals conform to specific

requirements which are stipulated by both breeders, for yield, profitability as well as

disease resistance and by distillers who require the maximisation of predicted spirit yield

(PSY) to increase distillery throughput. As a result, barley varietals have, and continue to

evolve over time, as new higher-yielding or more disease resistant crops become available.

When a change in barley varietals is made, efforts are also made to ensure that the malting

procedure delivers a similar amount of reducing sugar to the kiln in order not to reduce

yield, or change the flavour of the malt. The use of heritage varietals that were previously

used for producing brewing and distilling malts such as Chevallier, presents an opportunity

to offer subtle changes to the character of the new-make spirit. Furthermore, changes to

current malting varietals (Concerto, Laureate) may also have an impact on consistency of

distillate.

4.1.6 Calculation of Yeast Cell Growth Rates

Some literature states that determination of the maximum yeast cell growth is described

by Equation 4.1, as the growth rate is maximum during the exponential phase (Alloue-

Boraud et al., 2015).

µexpo =
lnCt2/Ct1

(t2 − t1)
(4.1)

Where:

µ Yeast cell growth rate during the exponential phase

Ct1 Model cell count at the beginning of the exponential phase

Ct2 Model cell count at the end of the exponential phase

t1 Time at which the exponential phase begins

t2 Time at which the exponential phase ends
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As cellular growth is exponential, the rate of this growth is changing throughout fermen-

tation, with this change being most dramatic during the exponential phase. Therefore,

estimations of µmax are likely to be inaccurate. As the value of µmax is also involved in

the estimation of generation time, the point at which it is determined is of importance

to understanding fundamental aspects of yeast cellular growth. By applying methodology

used in modelling the use of the Gompertz curve to growth profiles (Zwietering et al.,

1990; Tjørve and Tjørve, 2017), by solving the first derivative (C‘t) of the 4-parameter

logistic model at the inflection point, M (C‘t=M ), the specific growth rates of the yeast

with respect to fermentation time can be assessed (McMeekin, 1993).

4.2 Experimental Design

The fermentation process at both The Glenmorangie and Ardbeg distilleries were profiled

by taking gravity measurements throughout fermentation using an Anton-Paar DMA 35

(Section 2.4.1). Other fermentation parameters including yeast cell count and viability

(Section 2.4.6), pH (Section 2.4.2) and temperature (Section 2.4.3) were also recorded.

Further temperature measurements were logged independently during December 2019 at

the Glenmorangie site in real-time by temperature probes placed in washbacks labelled as

6 and 12.

4.2.1 Yeast Growth Modelling

Yeast cell concentration was modelled using the same 4-parameter logistic equation as for

density decline and has previously been shown to work during malt fermentation assays

(Lake, Speers, Gill, et al., 2009; MacIntosh, Josey, and Speers, 2016). The Modelling of

yeast cell growth is typically described by using a Michaelis-Menten, Monod or a hybrid

of the two functions (Michaelis and Menten, 1913; Monod, 1949; Bertolazzi, 2005). This

however, suffers from the same drawbacks observed when modelling the gravity decline

of the 3-parameter logistic equation (Section 3.4.1) in that it describes growth, therefore,

is subject to the constriction y(growth) ≡ 0 when x(time) = 0 (Sakthiselvan, Sudharsan

Meenambiga, and Madhumathi, 2020). Furthermore, no understanding of lag time can

be deduced from these descriptions. Fundamentally, this is because these equations were

designed to describe enzymatic rates of reaction and not cell division. The Gompertz

function and logistic function have been compared for the analysis of growth rates by

Dhar and Bhattacharya (2018), demonstrating that both could be suitable for modelling

population changes. However by using the logistic equation, similar concepts as described

in Chapter 3 can be explored. Furthermore, should the increase in cell concentration during

fermentation prove to be asymmetric, the 5-parameter logistic function could be used

instead. The asymmetric nature of the Gompertz function can make it more favourable

to fit population growths (Dhar and Bhattacharya, 2018), however, no benefit was found

in fitting this function to existing datasets.

Through the use of the 4-parameter logistic function the determination of initial pitching

rate (Ci), the upper yeast cell concentration (Ce), calculation of phases of fermentation

(Figure 3.1) were all attainable. It also allowed the calculation of number of generations

formed during fermentation (Equation 4.2), maximum growth rate (µmax, Section 4.1.6)
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and generation time (G, Equation 4.3) as adapted from Alloue-Boraud et al. (2015). Equa-

tion 4.2 demonstrates the calculation of the overall number of generations, or population

doubling, the yeast went through during fermentation.

n =
lnCe/Ci

ln(2)
(4.2)

Where:

Ci Initial asymptotic yeast cell count, determined by logistic model

Ce Final asymptotic yeast cell count, determined by logistic model

The maximum growth rate occurs between when the exponential phase was initiated and

when this phase ended (i.e. at the start of the deceleration phase). Through differentiation

of the model, these points were determined (Section 3.2.7) and the growth rate calculated

as shown in Equation 4.1. As yeast cellular growth is described by first order reaction

kinetics, the generation (or doubling) time can be calculated from the growth rate during

the exponential phase, the generation time was calculated as shown in Equation 4.3.

Generation time =
ln(2)

µ
(4.3)

4.2.2 Distillery Processes

At the Glenmorangie distillery, fermentations were modelled four times over a three year

period, the timing of these described as November 17, May 18, January 19, October 19.

During this time, process changes were also considered. Process changes included change

in yeast format (liquid to dried), change in malt type (distiller’s to chocolate), changes in

barley varietal (Concerto to Laureate) and changes to third water (reduction of 8,000 L

from 34,000 L to 25,000 L). Differences in the fermentation model from the ‘control’ - a

regular fermentation of Glenmorangie wort, collected during October 2019 - were analysed

to probe what process changes made to the fermentation profile. These differences in

fermentation models were correlated to changes in spirit congener concentration, including

higher alcohols (Section 2.6.2) and esters (Section 2.6.3). The concentration of organic

acids (Section 2.6.1) of the fermentation wort were also analysed to provide a greater

understanding of the processes occurring during a distillery fermentation.

The fermentation profile at the Ardbeg distillery was studied during December 2018.

This was to provide insight into differences between distillery fermentation models and to

investigate how alternative processes (such as peated malt, yeast format) may influence

the fermentation profile at an industrial scale. Furthermore, the use of crystal malt in

malt whisky fermentation was also investigated.

Finally, additional distillery data was supplied to the project which tracked the fermenta-

tion profile at a small distillery in Fife, Scotland. Fermentations at this distillery exceeded

110 hr in length. To probe the effects of very long fermentations on distillery modelling,

piecewise regression of this data was conducted, with a view to determine the effect of

bacterial fermentation on the distillery model.
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From these experiments, and analysis of the subsequently modelled data an understand-

ing of the industrial processes that take place at distilleries was sought. By modelling the

processes over a long time period, if changes to the spirit congener concentration were

determined, the ability to trace this to changes in the model parameters may be possible.

This would further highlight the model’s ability to act as a process control tool. Through

the investigation of a multitude of fermentation parameters (cell count, pH, temperature),

any changes to the apparent extract profile could be correlated to changes in other vari-

ables; this would provide reasoning to any drift in spirit character and allow the distiller to

counteract these changes. It was initially postulated that some aspects of distillery process

control would not be suitable for maintaining consistent fermentation profiles, such as the

use of liquid yeast, which is stored cool for up to three weeks at a time. Additionally,

it was postulated that a great variability in congener profiles would not be determined

between control fermentations. This is proposed to be due to the recycling of foreshots

and feints (Section 1.2.5) and the vatting of spirit that typically takes place at a distillery

- averaging-out any fermentation-fermentation variation.
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4.3 Results

All fermentation models considered were modelled using the 4-parameter logistic equations

(Equation 2.4), as this was previously determined to fit the majority of datasets (Chapter

3).

4.3.1 Analysis of Fermentation at the Glenmorangie Distillery

Apparent Extract Modelling

The fermentation profile at the Glenmorangie distillery was modelled over a three year

period (November 2017, May 2018, October 2019), the plotted models are shown in Figure

4.5.

Figure 4.5: The fitted model of the fermentation profile at The Glenmorangie distillery
over three years, with data collection taking place during November 2017 (black), May
2018 (blue) and October 2019 (red).

The regressions plotted show that the patterns observed during fermentation were very

similar across the course of the observed three years. Visual deviation in the models only

occur for the Pe value for the values assigned to the October 2019 fermentations. During

this period a new model of DMA 35 was used and so it is likely that this difference is

due to using updated equipment, as no reduction in final gravity was observed by the

distillery team who use hydrometers to measure final gravity of all wash produced prior to

distillation. The fitted parameters of these regressions are shown in Table 4.2. The fitted

parameters (Table 4.2) highlight the difference in Pe, showing a considerable reduction in

this value in October 2019 and higher values during the other two dates. An expected

final gravity at a distillery is in the range of -0.5 to -1.0 °P (0.998 - 0.996) and during

data collection no deviation from this range was observed. This shows that measurements

using the previous model of the DMA 35 at low apparent extract was subject to error.

Therefore, it is likely that no observable difference in Pe truly exists over the 3-year period.

Values of original gravity (Pi) and midpoint of fermentation (M) showed little evidence of
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Table 4.2: Fitted model parameters for models fitted to fermentation data at the Glen-
morangie Distillery, data accquired over a 3 year period during the months of November
2017, May 2018 and October 2019. The uncertainty associated with each parameter is the
standard error assigned to the model fit.

Dataset n1 Pi
2 Pe

3 B4 M4

November 2017 350 16.4 ± 0.2 -0.09 ± 0.12 0.205 ± 0.009 18.3 ± 0.2
May 2018 101 16.2 ± 0.2 0.09 ± 0.12 0.229 ± 0.012 18.0 ± 0.3
October 2019 130 16.2 ± 0.2 -0.81 ± 0.13 0.229 ± 0.011 18.6 ± 0.3

1 Number of observations during fermentation
2
°P

3 hr-1
4 hr

difference, with the rate of fermentation at the inflection point, B, showing weak evidence

of a difference during fermentations analysed during November 2017. Significant difference

was found between all three curves (p < 0.05) and is due to differences between Pe and B.

Although significant differences were noted, it is not thought that the process has observed

large deviations to the fermentation profile over the last three years. Measurement error

of Pe is likely to have impacted the measured value of B, thus, potentially skewing the

model fit. Although significant differences were determined when analysing the plots for

differences in standard error and in confidence interval, if the models error was plotted as

prediction bands (Figure 3.17), no difference in plot would be observed.

Fermentation to fermentation variance was assessed through modelling the individual fer-

mentations that were pooled to create the models illustrated in Figure 4.5. Furthermore,

Figure 4.6 shows the individual fermentation models produced during the fermentations

analysed in November 2017, May 2018 and October 2019.
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Figure 4.6: Fitted models of each fermentation recorded at the Glenmorangie Distillery during the periods A) November 2017, B) May 2018 and C)
October 2019
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The individual parameter fits of the fermentations modelled are displayed in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Fitted parameters of models applied to fermentations at the Glenmorangie
distillery during November 2017, May 2018 and October 2019. The uncertainty associated
with each parameter is the standard error assigned to the model fit.

Period ID n1 Pi
2 Pe

2 B3 M4

Nov-17 4 18 16.1± 0.3 0.121± 0.125 0.210± 0.016 18.0± 0.4
Nov-17 5 20 16.5± 0.4 0.146± 0.120 0.234± 0.018 17.4± 0.2
Nov-17 6 22 16.3± 0.4 −0.034± 0.107 0.206± 0.012 18.5± 0.6
Nov-17 7 21 16.6± 0.3 −0.143± 0.058 0.180± 0.009 17.7± 0.4
Nov-17 8 16 16.9± 2.3 −0.158± 0.085 0.192± 0.023 17.9± 1.5
Nov-17 9 20 16.0± 0.3 −0.549± 0.153 0.203± 0.012 18.3± 0.6
Nov-17 11 16 16.4± 0.2 −0.051± 0.051 0.207± 0.008 18.7± 0.4
Nov-17 12 10 16.8± 0.4 −0.307± 0.128 0.157± 0.017 17.4± 0.5
Nov-17 13 29 16.7± 0.1 0.036± 0.101 0.209± 0.009 18.2± 0.2
Nov-17 14 29 16.7± 0.3 −0.372± 0.118 0.192± 0.011 17.2± 0.2
Nov-17 15 29 16.5± 0.1 0.076± 0.060 0.219± 0.004 18.4± 0.1
Nov-17 16 19 15.8± 0.2 −0.008± 0.109 0.222± 0.011 18.3± 0.2
Nov-17 17 14 16.8± 1.2 0.204± 0.137 0.220± 0.033 18.3± 0.6
Nov-17 18 15 16.3± 0.1 −0.115± 0.073 0.204± 0.005 19.2± 0.2
Nov-17 19 11 16.4± 0.2 −0.078± 0.201 0.209± 0.015 19.3± 0.3
Nov-17 20 10 16.5± 0.3 0.011± 0.262 0.202± 0.011 18.9± 0.2
Nov-17 21 13 17.0± 0.6 −1.089± 0.722 0.164± 0.019 19.9± 0.8
Nov-17 23 12 17.8± 1.1 −0.284± 0.198 0.190± 0.016 18.0± 0.6
Nov-17 24 17 15.3± 0.4 −0.892± 0.354 0.271± 0.030 18.5± 0.4
May-18 1 17 15.8± 0.1 −0.233± 0.090 0.244± 0.010 19.0± 0.3
May-18 2 12 18.0± 0.5 −0.082± 0.126 0.160± 0.010 16.4± 0.6
May-18 3 15 16.3± 0.2 −0.062± 0.103 0.224± 0.010 17.1± 0.2
May-18 4 17 16.5± 0.3 0.319± 0.096 0.241± 0.013 17.4± 0.5
May-18 5 9 16.6± 0.9 −0.136± 0.095 0.204± 0.019 18.3± 0.5
May-18 8 11 15.9± 0.2 0.004± 0.081 0.219± 0.008 18.3± 0.1
May-18 9 6 16.1± 1.2 −0.204± 2.319 0.191± 0.087 17.6± 1.0
Oct-19 1 8 16.2± 0.2 −0.800± 0.088 0.238± 0.011 19.8± 0.2
Oct-19 2 8 16.3± 0.3 −0.907± 0.406 0.214± 0.021 19.8± 0.7
Oct-19 3 10 16.6± 0.3 −0.787± 0.187 0.227± 0.015 17.0± 0.6
Oct-19 4 10 16.5± 0.4 −0.879± 0.239 0.219± 0.021 17.8± 0.3
Oct-19 5 8 16.2± 0.1 −0.721± 0.043 0.251± 0.006 17.5± 0.3
Oct-19 6 12 16.2± 0.3 −0.904± 0.219 0.220± 0.014 18.8± 0.5
Oct-19 7 8 16.1± 0.0 −0.751± 0.013 0.250± 0.002 17.4± 0.0
Oct-19 8 11 15.2± 0.1 −0.867± 0.069 0.258± 0.011 19.8± 0.2
Oct-19 9 8 16.3± 0.0 −0.681± 0.012 0.242± 0.001 18.0± 0.0
Oct-19 10 11 15.6± 0.0 −0.753± 0.028 0.239± 0.004 19.1± 0.1
Oct-19 11 9 16.8± 0.1 −0.741± 0.028 0.239± 0.003 18.7± 0.0
Oct-19 12 8 16.4± 0.2 −0.958± 0.153 0.225± 0.015 18.6± 0.3
Oct-19 13 10 16.6± 0.1 −0.725± 0.094 0.244± 0.007 18.9± 0.2
Oct-19 14 9 16.6± 0.1 −0.809± 0.064 0.254± 0.019 19.6± 0.6

1 Number of observations during fermentation
2
°P

3 hr-1
4 hr

The plots (Figure 4.6) were observed to depict very little deviation in model shape be-
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tween each fermentation period recorded. Fermentation ‘GM1724’ (Figure 4.6 A) is the

only fermentation which appears to show a differing fermentation profile. However, no

differences to fermentations before or after were noted, therefore, it is suggested that this

may be a measurement error. Fitted model is also dependent on the data collection pro-

tocol. Ideally, the collection points that are taken throughout fermentation would be kept

as consistent as possible. In this case this was not possible due to limitations in hours on

site.

The phases from each fermentation were calculated and an average was computed in

order to determine whether this trended between observational periods. Average lag time,

beginning of the exponential phase (end of acceleration phase), end of exponential phase

(start of deceleration phase), and beginning of stationary phase (end of deceleration phase)

for each period over the three years is shown in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Mean values of each phase of fermentation for distillery data gathered in Novem-
ber 2017, May 2018 and October 2019. The uncertainty in values was determined by the
standard deviation of the mean.

Period n
1 Lag

Time
Begin

Exponential
End

Exponential
Begin Stationary

Phase

Nov-17 19 8.4± 1.4 11.8± 1.1 24.8± 1.0 28.2± 1.4
May-18 7 9.1± 0.9 11.5± 1.8 24.0± 0.8 27.2± 1.2
Oct-19 15 10.2± 1.1 13.1± 1.0 24.2± 1.0 27.1± 1.1

All times given in hr
1 Number of fermentations

During the 3-year period that fermentations were analysed, differences between phases

of fermentation were noted. There was an upward trend in length of lag-time, rising

from 8.4 hr to 10.2 hr between 2017 and 2019. The population means of this value

was determined to be significant (p < 0.05) by ANOVA, signifying that a trend in the

increase in lag-time may exist. Further analysis using a t-test determined that significant

differences (p < 0.05) in lag time exist between October 2019 and the two sample sets,

however, no significant difference was observed between November 2017 and May 2018

(p = 0.18). The end of the acceleration phase exhibited differences in mean population

values, with a significant increase (p < 0.05) observed between November 2017 and October

2019, all other differences were insignificant. Population mean values were evaluated

between calculated times for the end of the exponential phase of fermentation, with results

showing significance by ANOVA (p = 0.03). Further interrogation of the data by t-test,

demonstrated that there was a significant shift in the ending of the exponential phase

between November 2017 and October 2019, returning a p-value = 0.1. No significant

evidence was shown for values associated with the conclusion of the exponential phase

(p > 0.05) by t-test. The time at which the stationary phase began displayed no statistical

significance (p = 0.10) between mean values calculated from the model. It is suggested that

this result is somewhat unexpected as all other aspects of the model displayed significant

differences, yet their combined effects resulted in no net change in fermentation time.

The model fits were combined into a control chart, to reveal whether or not the fitted
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model parameters functioned within defined control limits over the three year period.

These plots are displayed in Figure 4.7, where each of the parameters is plotted over the

three year sampling period.

The Shewart charts (Figure 4.7) shows that most parameters are within statistical control

through the three year monitoring period. Of the 39 fermentations modelled, four fell out-

with the specified action line on the control chart for the initial equilibrium asymptotic

value (Pi). However, when the uncertainty of the model fits is considered, all points lie

within the control zones. Fitted model parameters for Pe (Figure 4.7 B), the equilibrium

asymptotic value, several points fall outwith the action line, particularly when n > 25.

The data plotted with values of 26 ≤ n ≤ 39 described the data recorded during October

2019 and has been shown to produce models of reduced values of Pe (Figure 4.5). Aside

from the October 2019 dataset, two points fall below the lower action line, though, as

was similar in the case of Pi, the uncertainty of these fits is relatively high. As these

values fall below the lower action line, concern is minimal as it implies good fermentation

efficiency. No observable difference in final gravity was recorded by distillery staff between

the three year period and so it is likely the reduced Pe is due to change of equipment

during this recording period as suggested earlier. The gradient of the inflection point

(Figure 4.7 C) does not show any points outwith the action lines of the Shewart chart.

However, a considerable trend in the data is observed for n > 21. This implies that the

rate of fermentation during the midpoint has trended upwards from 2017-2019. This may

be a result of the change in barley varietal (Concerto to Laureate) or an increase in yeast

cell concentration. Finally, the time at which the midpoint occurs (M), was shown to be

relatively kept within control over the 39 observed fermentations.
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Figure 4.7: Shewart charts of model fits for models produced over the period of November 2017 - October 2019. Each chart illustrates the upper and
lower standard deviation lines, upper and lower control limit lines and upper and lower action lines for process control. Control parameters are of A) Pi,
B) Pe, C) B and D) M.
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Yeast Cell Growth Modelling

The concentration and viability of suspended cells (Section 2.4.6) in the fermentation

vessels was recorded during visits in May 2018 and October 2019. Figure 4.8 demonstrates

the trend in cell concentration with fermentation time during these observation periods.

Figure 4.8: Cell concentrations measured across multiple fermentations during the period
of May 2018 (black) and October 2019 (blue). Observations were modelled using a 4-
parameter logistic equation to define features between datasets.

Fitted model parameters to the trend in yeast cell growth are displayed in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5: Fitted model parameters to total cell growth curves plotted in Figure 4.8. The
uncertainty is given by the standard error assigned to parameter fits of the model.

Period n1 Ci
2 Ce

2 B3 M4

May-18 100 4.31± 0.76× 107 1.75± 0.03× 108 0.528± 0.134 9.8± 0.5
Oct-19 111 2.94± 0.73× 107 2.05± 0.02× 108 0.344± 0.049 12.5± 0.5

1 Number of observations during fermentation
2 cells mL-1

3 hr-1
4 hr

The plot of cellular growth (Figure 4.8) show similar trends in the time of growth between

the two time periods. Yeast pitching rates, described by Ci of the fitted regressions show

that no difference between rates existed, with Ci = 4.31 ± 0.76 × 107 cells mL-1 and Ci

= 2.94 ± 0.74 × 107 cells mL-1 for May 2018 and October 2019 periods respectively. As

no differences in yeast viability (Figure 4.9) were observed, then it was determined that

live yeast cell pitching rate was consistent between observation periods. The live pitching
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rate for fermentations were calculated as Calive = 4.25 ± 0.77 × 107 cells mL-1 and Calive

= 2.86±0.72×107 cells mL-1 during 2018 and 2019 respectively. The uncertainty of these

values is large (18 - 25 %) due to the small number of cells counted at this time, and a

lack of thorough mixing of the cells across the entire fermentation vessel at the beginning

of fermentation, as evolution (and therefore mixing) by CO2 had not yet begun. Due to

these large uncertainties, variation in live yeast pitching rate could not conclusively be

determined. Difference in the final cell count however were observed. Described by Ce,

these had fitted values of 1.75 ± 0.03 × 108 cells mL-1 and 2.05 ± 0.02 × 108 cells mL-1.

The midpoint (M) of fermentations shifted to later between measurement periods, from

9.8±0.5 hr in 2018 to 12.5±0.5 hr in 2019. Gradients during the midpoint of fermentation

did not show discernable differences with B values of 0.528± 0.144 hr-1 and 0.344± 0.050

hr-1 during 2018 and 2019 respectively.

From the results of the model, increase in cell number (Ce-Ci) was determined to be

greater during the 2019 collection period compared to observations made in 2018. The

yeast cell population doubled 2.02 times during fermentation when the asymptotic values

of the model were considered in 2018 (Figure 4.8). During fermentations recorded in 2019,

this had increased to 2.80 population doublings. These differences were further shown in

analysis of generation times and growth rates. Generation time increased from 4.8 to 5.7 hr

between 2018 and 2019. This demonstrates that although the number of generations has

increased between 2018 and 2019 but the amount of time taken to increase in generations

takes longer, resulting in an extension of the exponential phase which is shown in Figure

4.8. This is further reflected in the observation that, the maximum growth rate, µmax

decreased from 0.185 in 2018 to 0.167 in 2019. This reflects what is illustrated in Figure

4.8 and the value of B and M from the model. Reduction in the fitting of parameter B

resulted in a reduction of µmax as the maximum gradient (or rate of growth) was decreased.

As the midpoint of the growth curve (M) occurs later, this is likely to have extended the

exponential phase, and therefore the generation time, is increased.

The trend in viability of yeast cells versus fermentation time over the period of May 2018

and October 2019 is plotted in Figure 4.9.

Yeast viability between the two recorded time periods (Figure 4.9) showed similar trends,

with good initial viability (> 95%) and then a sharp decline as fermentation proceeded.

Pitching viabilities had mean values of 98.5 ± 0.8% during 2018 and 97.3 ± 1.4% during

the observation period in 2019. Differences in the beginning of viability decline were

noted. During October 2019, it appears that yeast cells were viable for a longer period of

time when compared with fermenting yeast cells in 2018. Fermentation time was shortened

between these two periods and so comparison of viable yeast cells at the end of fermentation

is not possible. If viability of both fermentation regimes is compare after 52 hr, it is shown

that during 2019, viability remained high (70 - 80 %), when compared with viability at

the same time during 2018, which showed viabilities as low as 20% after 52 hr.
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Figure 4.9: The trend in yeast cell viability measured by methylene blue during observed
fermentations at the Glenmorangie Distillery during May 2018 (black) and October 2019
(blue).

pH Profile

Trends in the pH of the fermenting wash were studied and are displayed in Figure 4.10 A

and B.

Figure 4.10: pH data from the Glenmorangie distillery A) observations recorded in Novem-
ber 2017 (black), May 2018 (blue) and October 2019 (red) B) average trend over the three
year period, fitted using a locally weighted regression.
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The trend in pH at the Glenmorangie distillery (Figure 4.10 A) follows what can be de-

scribed as a typical profile (Figure 4.10 B) that would be expected during a distillery

fermentation (Dolan, 1976; Campbell, 2003). Despite differences shown in yeast cell activ-

ity (Figures 4.8 and 4.9), the trend in metabolic activity is consistent across the three year

period. Initially, the pH decline is initiated by release of hydrogen ions from yeast. Once

it reaches a minima of pH 4.0 - 4.1, the pH rises, it is postulated that this is due to amino

acid secretion and some cell autolysis (break down of the cell wall releasing the contents

of the cell into the external environment), followed by rapid decline due the secretion of

acids from competing bacterial species.

Temperature Profile

The temperature profile of washbacks labelled by the distillery as 6 and 12 were recorded

(Section 4.2) during November 2019 and the increases in temperature during fermentation

(an exothermic reaction) were modelled using the 4-parameter logistic equation. These

models are plotted separately, grouped by washback in Figures 4.11 A and B, along with

the average temperature of both washbacks across 15 and 12 fermentations for washbacks

6 and 12 respectively (Figure 4.11 C).
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Figure 4.11: Temperature profiles of Glenmorangie Distillery washbacks A) 6, B) 12 and C) average temperature profile of washback 6 (blue) and washback
12 (black). Temperature readings were recorded using fitted probes which allow real-time measurement and are logged automatically. Observations were
made during the period November-December 2019 and modelled using a 4-parameter logistic curve.
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The values assigned to the model parameters of the regressions demonstrated in Figure

4.11 A and B are given in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6: Assigned model parameters to the increase in temperature profile during fer-
mentation of washbacks 6 and 12 at the Glenmorangie Distillery. The uncertainty is given
by the standard error assigned to parameter fits of the model.

Washback ID n1 Ti
2 Te

2 B3 M4

WB6 1 40 18.2± 0.1 32.9± 0.1 0.334± 0.017 24.3± 0.2
WB6 2 39 18.6± 0.4 32.2± 0.2 0.387± 0.042 13.6± 0.3
WB6 3 43 18.9± 0.2 32.8± 0.1 0.399± 0.031 14.8± 0.2
WB6 4 43 18.9± 0.2 32.7± 0.1 0.355± 0.022 15.7± 0.2
WB6 5 46 18.8± 0.2 32.4± 0.1 0.392± 0.034 18.1± 0.2
WB6 6 42 18.4± 0.2 32.5± 0.1 0.346± 0.021 18.2± 0.2
WB6 7 36 18.6± 0.2 32.7± 0.1 0.362± 0.025 16.3± 0.2
WB6 8 35 18.7± 0.2 32.8± 0.1 0.318± 0.020 12.0± 0.2
WB6 9 36 18.4± 0.3 32.4± 0.1 0.324± 0.027 16.0± 0.3
WB6 10 38 18.4± 0.3 32.0± 0.2 0.341± 0.037 16.0± 0.4
WB6 11 37 18.1± 0.2 31.8± 0.1 0.322± 0.024 14.3± 0.3
WB6 12 34 18.6± 0.3 33.6± 0.1 0.280± 0.019 18.5± 0.3
WB6 13 37 18.3± 0.2 33.4± 0.2 0.316± 0.021 18.5± 0.2
WB6 14 32 18.8± 0.3 31.9± 0.1 0.360± 0.047 17.3± 0.3
WB6 15 38 18.3± 0.3 32.0± 0.1 0.272± 0.021 18.1± 0.3
WB12 1 44 18.0± 0.7 33.3± 0.3 0.313± 0.053 14.3± 0.6
WB12 2 44 18.4± 0.2 33.8± 0.1 0.315± 0.021 20.0± 0.2
WB12 3 46 18.6± 0.2 33.6± 0.1 0.381± 0.021 16.2± 0.2
WB12 4 43 18.6± 0.2 33.6± 0.1 0.375± 0.023 16.2± 0.2
WB12 5 47 18.3± 0.2 32.9± 0.1 0.345± 0.020 19.1± 0.2
WB12 6 34 19.1± 0.2 33.0± 0.1 0.355± 0.018 13.1± 0.2
WB12 7 38 18.5± 0.1 34.0± 0.1 0.339± 0.014 17.4± 0.1
WB12 8 33 18.8± 0.3 33.6± 0.1 0.336± 0.029 17.3± 0.3
WB12 9 39 18.7± 0.2 33.9± 0.1 0.316± 0.022 17.8± 0.2
WB12 10 36 18.0± 0.1 34.1± 0.1 0.294± 0.009 15.9± 0.1
WB12 11 36 18.3± 0.2 33.8± 0.1 0.314± 0.021 15.8± 0.3
WB12 12 28 18.6± 0.2 34.2± 0.1 0.285± 0.013 17.8± 0.2

1 Number of observations during fermentation
2
°C

3 hr-1
4 hr

Through modelling the washback temperatures (Figure 4.11, Table 4.6), determination

of consistency of temperature rise during rise can be investigated. The variability of

washback 6 is visually evident (Figure 4.11 A), it is suspected that some of this variability

is due to inconsistent determination of when t = 0. Future work would consider the use of

a digital automatic washback setting time, which could allow an accurate determination

of fermentation time. This inconsistency is highlighted in the mean fitted values of the

midpoint of fermentation, M. Midpoint of fermentation was determined to occur at 16.8±
2.9 hr in washback 6, in comparison to 16.7 ± 1.9 hr which was demonstrated in the

analysis of washback 12. This was further reflected in the mean fitted values of B, which

were calculated as 0.340 ± 0.037 and 0.331 ± 0.030 for washbacks 6 and 12 respectively.

The greater uncertainty, though similar mean values demonstrate that the fermentations
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exhibit similarities but are fundamentally more variable with respect to their temperature

profiles during fermentation. The values of parameters fitted for Ti and Te demonstrated

similar standard deviations (±0.3− 0.5) across the analyses.

Models produced by assessment of all data points for each washback is displayed in Figure

4.11 C and the fitted model parameters are outlined in Table 4.7.

Table 4.7: Average model parameter fits for the temperature profiles shown in Figure 4.11
C for washbacks 6 and 12 at the Glenmorangie Distillery. The uncertainty is given by the
standard error assigned to parameter fits of the model.

Washback Fermentations n1 Ti
2 Te

2 B3 M4

WB6 15 576 18.5± 0.2 32.5± 0.1 0.314± 0.015 16.6± 0.2
WB12 12 468 18.5± 0.1 33.6± 0.1 0.313± 0.012 16.8± 0.1

1 Total number of observations across all fermentations
2
°C

3 hr-1
4 hr

Pitching temperature was demonstrated to have been maintained throughout all models,

with both washbacks 6 and 12 maintaining a constant pitching temperature of 18.5 °C on

average. Furthermore, consistency in rise of temperature was determined to have been

constant between the two washbacks. Values of B, indicating the rate of temperature

increase, were equal to 0.314 in both washbacks on average. The midpoint of the ex-

ponential rise in temperature was determined to show no difference between washbacks,

with washback 6 displaying a midpoint at 16.6± 0.2 hr and washback 12 reached its mid-

point at 16.8± 0.1 hr. Differences in the final equilibrium temperature value (Te) showed

considerably different values between the average models. Washback 6 achieved a final

temperature of 32.5 ± 0.1 °C whereas washback 12 had an equilibrium temperature of

33.6 ± 0.1 °C. This final temperature increase was determined to be significant by t-test

(p < 0.05). The variability of washback 6 is further shown in assessment of the residual

error (residual sum of squares (RSS)) of the average models. Residual error in the average

model of washback 6 had RSS = 1.34 when compared with washback 12, whose RSS = 1.06

(an increase of 26 %). It is likely that this temperature difference is due to the situation

of these washbacks, as demonstrated in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: Plan of the mash house at Glenmorangie demonstrating the situation and
features of washbacks 6 and 12.

Washback 12 is located (Figure 4.12) in the original part of the mash house and is beside

the two hot liquor tanks which are used for mashing, containing up to 40,000 L of water

up to 90 °C in temperature. Washback 6 is situated at the diagonally opposite side of the
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fermentation tanks in the mash house. This is contained within a more exposed extension

of the mash house, which is likely to have a cooler prevailing temperature. Furthermore

it is surrounded by external walls which will ultimately drive cooler air in and around

the vessel. The data used for this analysis was recorded during November 2019 and so it

is postulated that seasonality will affect this temperature fluctuation, potentially causing

overheating in the washbacks (the opposite effect) during summer months, though further

data would be required to prove this postulation.

Organic Acids During Fermentation

During the sampling period in May 2018, washback samples throughout fermentation were

frozen (-18 °C) and retained (Section 2.3) for organic acids analysis (Section 2.6.1). The

results of the high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis are presented in

Figure 4.13.

Trends in formic acid demonstrate an initial drop at the beginning of fermentation from

1132± 73 mg L-1 to 644± 147 mg L-1 after 30 hr. After this initial decline, concentrations

of formic acid increase to 2083±61 mg L-1 towards the end of fermentation (60 hr). Malic

acid follows an inverse trend, concentrations at the beginning of fermentation are high

(1009 ± 73 mg L-1), increase after 30 hr (1379 ± 60 mg L-1) and finally decrease to its

lowest mean concentration at the end of fermentation (755± 42 mg L-1). Concentrations

of lactic acid trend high at the beginning of fermentation, dropping from 6267± 1157 mg

L-1 to a minima of 2245 ± 417 mg L-1 after 50 hr. Toward the end of fermentation this

number appears to be increasing again, perhaps due to the beginning of lactic acid bacteria

(LAB) metabolism, with values of 3531 ± 88 mg L-1 after 60 hr. Acetic acid production

increases steadily throughout the early stages of fermentation (Figure 4.14), rising from

1206± 272 mg L-1 at the start of fermentation to 2226± 210 mg L-1 after 30 hr. After 30

hr, the acetic acid concentration rises dramatically, with the level more than tripling after

hour 50, rising to 6889± 378 mg L-1. Succinic acid conveys a similar trend to lactic acid,

concentrations in wort are relatively high (3237± 205 mg L-1), dropping to 1648± 169 mg

L-1 after 30 hr of fermentation. Concentrations of succinic acid appear to be increasing

beyond 30 hr, with levels of 2932 ± 139 mg L-1 recorded after 60 hr. Similarly to lactic

acid, this may be a result of LAB metabolism. Succinic acid production by species of

Lactobacillus has been demonstrated to occur by the metabolism of citric, fumaric and

malic acids (Kaneuchi, Seki, and Komagata, 1988). Finally, concentrations of fumaric

acid declined steadily throughout fermentation, with wort concentrations of 52±2 mg L-1,

decreasing to 32± 2 mg L-1 after 60 hr.
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Figure 4.13: Organic acid content of triplicate fermentations at the Glenmorangie Distillery with respect to fermentation time, recorded during the May
2018 observation period. Organic acids analysed were A) Formic, B) Malic, C) Lactic, D) Acetic, E) Succinic and F) Fumaric Acid. Trends in these
observations were made using a locally weighted regression.
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Trends in acetic acid demonstrated a dramatic increase towards the end of fermentation,

during the decline in yeast viability. Figure 4.14 demonstrates the trend in acetic acid

with regard to fermentation time and in the context to yeast cell viability across triplicate

fermentations.

Figure 4.14: Trend in acetic acid concentration (black) of fermenting wash at Glenmorangie
during May 2018, showing the yeast cell viability (red), trends were plotted using a locally
weighted regression, n. fermentations = 3.

The increase in acetic acid towards the end of fermentation followed the declining trend

in cell viability as fermentation progressed. Increases in acetic acid coincided with a loss

in cell viability and latterly, a drop in wash pH (Figure 4.10), though the accuracy of

cell viability below 80 % is questionable, the trend is justified, especially when methylene

blue is determined to predict higher viabilities than is true (Powell et al., 2004). Yeast

cell autolysis is postulated to have caused this effect. Through disruption of the yeast

cell wall, intracellular organic acids are released into the wash. As the same increase is

not reciprocated in lactic acid, it was not assumed that this increase was due to bacterial

metabolism. It is suspected that this rise in acetic acid concentration would plateau

towards longer fermentation times, as all cells undergo autolysis.

Yeast Storage Effects

The impact of yeast storage time on the model of fermentation gravity decline (Figure 4.6)

was investigated. The variation of fitted parameters B and M versus yeast age (t = 0 on

date of delivery) of 18 fermentations observed during November 2017 is plotted in Figure

4.15.
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Figure 4.15: Linear trend of fitted model parameters A) Pi, B) Pe, C) B and D) M as a
function of yeast storage time in tank at the Glenmorangie distillery, n. = 18.

Initial and final asymptotic parameters (Pi and Pe) were determined to show no linear

correlations with storage time, demonstrating insignificant gradients (p = 0.05 and 0.13

respectively), and r2 values of 0.03 and 0.13. Storage time was not found to have a

profound effect on the gradient (B) of the produced fermentation model (Figure 4.15 A).

The gradient of the regression plotted through each point was shown to be insignificant

(p = 0.60) with a value of 18.5±34.2, thus, showing that no effect was observed between the

maximum rate of fermentation and time spent in tank during the observation period (r2 =

0.02). Conversely, the midpoint of fermentation, M, showed a weakly significant, positive

correlation (p = 0.04) with the time the yeast spent in tank (r2 = 0.25). This shows

slight evidence that there may be a longer lag-time associated with this yeast before it is

able to enter the exponential phase and complete fermentation. This process considered

yeast that had been in tank for greater than the recommended 14 day shelf-life therefore,

differences in fermentation profile would be expected. Furthermore, as yeast was kept in

two separate tanks, the first is fully emptied before the second used, in practice this often

means that yeast is not pitched until a week after delivery. Yeast health in the tank could
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not be assessed directly due to lack of aseptic sample port, samples could only be acquired

after pitching into the washbacks.

New-Make Spirit Chemical Analysis

Retention samples of new-make spirit were acquired from the Glenmorangie company.

These samples were vatted, blended across multiple fermentations, during the observation

periods. In the case of November 2017, only one of such vattings were available.

Analysis of new-make spirit samples by gas chromatography flame ionisation detection

(GC-FID) were conducted to determine the higher alcohol and esters concentration. The

results of this analysis are listed in Table 4.8 and Figure 4.16.

Table 4.8: Concentration of abundant higher alcohol and esters measured my GC-FID in
spirit samples from the Glenmorangie distillery during the periods November 2017 (n. =
1), May 2018 (n. = 3) and October 2019 (n. = 6). Uncertainty in values are given by the
standard deviation of the mean.

Compound Nov-171 May-18 Oct-19

Acetaldehyde 12± 0 6± 2 32± 19
Ethyl acetate 146± 0 140± 68 234± 75
Acetal 23± 0 35± 17 82± 23
Methanol 42± 0 41± 3 43± 4
n-propanol 400± 0 380± 32 335± 44
Isobutanol 803± 0 624± 49 611± 25
Isoamyl acetate 15± 0 21± 2 25± 8
n-butanol 11± 0 12± 3 6± 3
Active amyl alcohol 1608± 0 1326± 44 1248± 76
Isoamyl alcohol 549± 0 405± 37 407± 96
Furfural 26± 0 31± 2 28± 5

Measured in mg L-1

1 From analysis of one retention sample
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Figure 4.16: Higher alcohol and ester content of retention new-make spirit samples from
the Glenmorangie distillery during the periods November 2017 (black, n. = 1), May 2018
(blue, n. = 3) and October 2019 (red, n. = 6). Congeners analysed were A) acetaldehyde,
B) ethyl acetate, C) acetal, D) methanol, E) n-propanol, F) isobutanol, G) isoamyl acetate,
H) n-butanol, I) active amyl alcohol, J) isoamyl alcohol, K) furfural. Error bars are given
by the standard deviation of the mean.
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Congeners analysed demonstrated similarities within distillates which were retained over

the 3-year analysis period. Measurement of acetaldehyde concentration determined that

substantial differences existed between samples. The samples produced from distillates

during October 2019 measured the greatest concentration of acetaldehyde of 32±19 mg L-1,

with November 2017 measuring concentrations of 12± 0 mg L-1 and May 2018 measuring

6 ± 2 mg L-1. Acetal concentrations were significantly (p < 0.05) higher during October

2019, measuring 82± 23 mg L-1. This is in contrast with measurements of 23± 0 mg L-1

during November 2017 and 35± 17 mg L-1 during May 2018.

Esters measured during analysis demonstrated no substantial evidence for large changes

between monitoring periods. Ethyl acetate concentrations measured demonstrated no

significant (p > 0.05) difference in concentration between May 2018 (140±68 mg L-1) and

October 2019 (234±75 mg L-1). The sample analysed from November 2017 demonstrated

a similar concentration to that of during 2018 (146±0 mg L-1). Concentrations of isoamyl

acetate were significantly (p < 0.05) greater during the 2018 and 2019 sampling periods

when compared with 2017. The ester, which has been noted for a banana and pear-like

aroma (Table 2.3), was measured at a concentration of 15 ± 0 mg L-1 during November

2017, 21 ± 2 mg L-1 during May 2018 and 25 ± 8 mg L-1 during October 2019. Both

esters were present above their respective sensory thresholds (Table 2.3). Ethyl acetate

was determined to be present at far higher concentrations than its typical range found in

alcoholic beverages, isoamyl acetate was found to fall within the typical range.

Of the straight chain alcohols analysed (methanol, n-propanol and n-butanol), there was

slight evidence for a reduction in the October 2019 concentrations of these alcohols. Mea-

sured levels of methanol demonstrated no significant difference (p > 0.05) between con-

centrations over the three sampling periods. These were measured as 42±0 mg L-1, 41±3

mg L-1 and 43 ± 4 mg L-1 during 2017, 2018 and 2019 respectively. Concentrations of

n-propanol appeared to decrease between each analysis period. Levels measured dropped

from 400± 0 mg L-1 (2017) to 380± 32 mg L-1 (2018) to 335± 44 mg L-1, however, these

differences were not significant (p > 0.05). Measurements of n-butanol determined that

concentrations increased insubstantially between 2017 and 2018 from 11 ± 0 mg L-1 to

12± 3 mg L-1. This was followed by a decrease to 6± 3 mg L-1 during 2019. All alcohols,

with the exception of n-butanol were present above their aroma threshold values (Table

2.3).

The branched alcohols - isobutanol, active amyl alcohols and isoamyl alcohol - demon-

strated their greatest values in November 2017, dropping substantially in samples recorded

during 2018 and 2019. Concentrations of isobutanol were reduced from 803 ± 0 mg L-1

(2017) to 624±49 mg L-1 (2018) and 611±25 mg L-1 (2019). This reduction in concentra-

tion of the alcohol, which has a disagreeable odour (Table 2.3), was substantially different

between November 2017 and both May 2018 and October 2019. Active amyl alcohol, the

most abundant branched alcohol, demonstrated the same trend as isobutanol. For this

congener, concentration dropped from 1608±0 mg L-1 in 2017 to 1326±44 mg L-1 in 2018

and to 1248± 76 mg L-1 in 2019, exhibiting a substantially lower value in 2018 and 2019

compared with 2017. Isoamyl alcohol was also present in lower concentrations in distillates

analysed from the second and third monitoring periods. Concentrations fell from 549± 0
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mg L-1 to 405± 37 mg L-1 and 407± 96 mg L-1 during the periods of 2017, 2018 and 2019

respectively. All branched alcohols were present above their aroma threshold and typically

have odours that are not favourable in new-make spirit (Table 2.3).

Furfural demonstrated a substantial rise in concentration between November 2017 and

May 2018 from 26± 0 mg L-1 to 31± 2 mg L-1, however, reduced to an intermediate value

of 28 ± 5 mg L-1 during October 2019. Therefore, no net difference in concentration was

observed during the monitoring periods.

The concentration of volatile esters in spirit was determined by GC/MS using triplicate re-

tention samples (Section 2.3) from representative vattings during each observation period.

Ester concentrations presented in Table 4.9 and Figure 4.17 demonstrate the average ester

content of Glenmorangie new-make spirit during the observation periods over the previous

three years.

Table 4.9: Concentration of volatile esters in representative retention spirit samples pro-
duced by the Glenmorangie distillery during the periods November 2017 (n. = 1), May
2018 (n. = 3) and October 2019 (n. = 6). Uncertainty was determined by the standard
deviation of the mean.

Analyte Nov-171 May-18 Oct-19

Ethyl caprate 3.88± 0.00 5.55± 0.44 3.25± 0.20
Ethyl caproate 0.77± 0.00 1.06± 0.04 0.80± 0.09
Ethyl caprylate 2.19± 0.00 3.27± 0.13 1.90± 0.14
Ethyl laurate 2.32± 0.00 3.19± 0.22 1.99± 0.15
Ethyl palmitate 0.14± 0.00 0.30± 0.03 0.03± 0.04
Phenylethyl acetate 4.98± 0.00 7.45± 0.59 7.09± 1.34

Measured in mg L-1

1 From analysis of one retention sample
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Figure 4.17: Ester concentrations of representative vattings of new-make spirit over the
periods November 2017 (n. = 1), May 2018 (n. = 3) and October 2019 (n. = 3). Error
bars were determined by the standard deviation of the mean.

Ester content of new-make spirit was significantly (p < 0.05) greater for all esters in

2018 compared with 2017 and 2019 with exception of phenylethyl acetate, which was not

detectably different when compared with concentrations observed in 2019. Concentrations

of ethyl caprate were lowest in 2019 (3.25 ± 0.20 mg L-1), followed by November 2017

(3.88± 0.00 mg L-1), with the highest levels determined during May 2018 (5.55± 0.44 mg

L-1), demonstrating that concentrations reduced by 59 % between May 2018 and October

2019. Ethyl caproate demonstrated a less drastic trend during the three year period,

with concentrations ranging from 0.77± 0.00 mg L-1 (2017) to 1.06± 0.04 mg L-1 (2018).

Ethyl caprylate and ethyl laurate demonstrated similar trends. The concentration of ethyl

caprylate in new-make spirit was measured highest during October 2018 (3.27± 0.13 mg

L-1), followed by November 2017 (2.19 ± 0.00 mg L-1) and finally, the lowest value was

recorded during October 2018 (1.90±0.14 mg L-1), also demonstrating a 59 % reduction in

concentration. Ethyl laurate in spirit also depicted the highest concentration during May

2018, with a measured concentration of 3.19±0.22 mg L-1; in 2019 this ester was measured

at a concentration of 1.99±0.15 mg L-1, a reduction of 62 %. Ethyl palmitate was measured

below the limit of quantification (LOQ) during October 2019 (0.03 ± 0.04 mg L-1), with

values demonstrating an increase from 0.14± 0.00 mg L-1 to 0.30± 0.03 mg L-1 between

November 2017 and May 2018 respectively. Phenyl ethyl acetate concentrations were not

discernibly different between May 2018 and October 2019 with values of 7.45 ± 0.59 mg

L-1 and 7.09 ± 1.34 mg L-1, though demonstrated a significant (p < 0.05) increase from

November 2017 (4.98 ± 0.00 mg L-1) equivalent to a 150 % increase between 2017 and

2018.
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Concentrations of ethyl caprate, ethyl caproate and ethyl caprylate were all well above

the sensory thresholds defined by Burdock (2010) (Table 2.5). Conversely, concentrations

of ethyl laurate drop below the sensory threshold during October 2019 and therefore, may

impact the spirit character. Furthermore, ethyl palmitate is well below the threshold of

2 mg L-1 during all observation periods. Phenylethyl acetate was measured at or above

sensory threshold values (2 - 5 mg L-1) during the same periods.

Spirit concentrations of all esters between November 2017 and October 2019 were all non-

significantly different (p > 0.05). Differences are likely to be attributed to changes in

foreshot cut made to the distilling profiling during spring 2018.

4.3.2 Yeast Format Implications at the Glenmorangie Distillery

During January 2019, a new yeast tank was installed at Glenmorangie distillery. To

continue the production of spirit from the distillery during the installation period, dried

yeast was used to inoculate washbacks. Dried Lallemand N379 yeast (45 kg) was pitched

directly into washbacks during filling and a higher pitching temperature of 22 °C was used,

giving an approximate pitching rate of 1 g L-1. Fermentation was then allowed to proceed

as usual (52 hr). All comparisons made are between data gathered during October 2019

as this was most representative of normal practice and to provide insight into differences

between dried and liquid yeast formats and their potential implications for a distillery.

Apparent Extract Modelling

The decline in apparent extract of fermentations carried out using dried yeast and the

produced 4-parameter logistic model was examined and is presented in Figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.18: Dried yeast apparent extract profile at the Glenmorangie distillery during
January 2019 (blue) compared to that of liquid yeast recorded during October 2019 (black).
The fitted 4-parameter logistic model is plotted to demonstrate the average fermentation
profile for each regime.

The assigned values to the parameters of the models detailed in Figure 4.18 are further

detailed in Table 4.10. The initial asymptotic value, Pi (Table 4.10), demonstrated differ-

Table 4.10: Parameter fits for fermentation models fitted to dried and liquid yeast decline
in apparent extract during fermentation. Observations made at the Glenmorangie Dis-
tillery during January 2019 (dried) and October 2019 (liquid). The uncertainty in values
was given by the standard error of each model parameter.

Yeast Format n1 Pi
2 Pe

2 B3 M4

Liquid 111 15.8± 0.1 −0.79± 0.06 0.238± 0.006 18.9± 0.1
Dried 79 13.7± 0.4 1.96± 0.37 0.502± 0.132 27.8± 0.6

1 Number of observations during fermentation
2
°P

3 hr-1
4 hr

ent fitted model parameters, however, this was determined to be due to the poor fitting

on the model to the largely varying fermentation profile of the dried yeast. Assessment of

the mean original gravity of the dried yeast fermentations yielded 15.8 ± 0.6 °P, demon-

strating that the original gravity had not changed and instead this was a result of poor

model fitting. Fermentation profiles and the models produced of dried yeast were shown to

be considerably different to those of liquid yeast. The final gravity of fermentations were

determined to be significantly higher when dried yeast was used (p < 0.05), with average

Pe = 1.96±0.37 compared to liquid yeast where Pe = −0.79±0.06. Gravity decline, given

by B, is much greater in the dried yeast fermentations at 0.502 ± 0.132 compared with

0.238± 0.006 for the liquid yeast, though the associated uncertainty with the dried yeast
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parameter demonstrates that this fit is rather uncertain. Furthermore, the midpoint of

fermentation, M, takes longer to occur in dried yeast fermentations. The midpoint was

extended from 18.9± 0.1 hr in the liquid yeast model to 27.8± 0.6 hr in dried yeast. This

is evident through evaluating the much longer lag time that appears to exist in the dried

yeast fermentations, which increases from 9.7 hr to 23.7 hr between dried and liquid yeast,

an increase of 14 hr. The variability of the dried yeast model is highlighted through the

analysis of its residual error. Residual error (RSS/n) of the dried yeast model was nine

times greater than that of the liquid yeast model, with an RSS of 0.027 per observation,

the liquid yeast demonstrated an RSS of 0.003 per measurement.

To further evaluate the variability of dried yeast fermentations, the individual models were

plotted. Figure 4.19 displays the variability of fermentation profile across seven different

dried yeast fermentations monitored at the Glenmorangie distillery.

Figure 4.19: Dried yeast profiles across seven dried yeast fermentations at the Glen-
morangie distillery during January 2019. Observations are modelled using a 4-parameter
logistic equation.

The individual parameter fits for the regressions demonstrated in Figure 4.19 are displayed

in full in Table 4.11.

The individual models show relative agreement in Pi and Pe. Mean values of Pi showed

an acceptable range to liquid yeast of 15.6±0.7, which is comparable to the average liquid

yeast model of 15.8 ± 0.1. Asymptotic limits describing the final gravity, Pe were still

higher than those of the liquid yeast at 0.30±0.37. Variation in the gradient value, B, was

shown, though considerably reduced than when the averaged model was consider with B

= 0.205± 0.031. Values of the midpoint of fermentation displayed the greatest variability.

Midpoint of fermentation values varied from 16.2−35.8 hr with a mean value of 26.7±8.0

hr. This is observed in Figure 4.19 as some fermentations demonstrate prolonged lag times
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Table 4.11: Fitted model parameters to the decline in apparent extract of dried yeast
fermentations at the Glenmorangie Distillery during Janurary 2019, uncertainty is given
by the standard error of the fitted model.

ID n1 Pi
2 Pe

2 B3 M4

2 11 15.8± 0.2 −0.37± 0.10 0.258± 0.017 17.2± 0.2
3 13 15.4± 0.3 0.43± 0.27 0.232± 0.031 22.7± 0.9
4 11 15.4± 0.3 0.12± 0.51 0.177± 0.028 29.9± 0.8
5 9 15.9± 0.3 0.68± 0.45 0.180± 0.017 34.2± 0.9
6 10 15.3± 0.4 0.37± 0.83 0.200± 0.045 35.8± 0.8
7 10 16.8± 0.7 0.14± 0.30 0.176± 0.026 16.2± 0.7
8 12 14.6± 0.1 0.70± 0.13 0.210± 0.011 31.2± 0.2

1 Number of observations during fermentation
2
°P

3 hr-1
4 hr

(up to 20 hr, GMJAN195 and GMJAN196), with fermentations not reaching equilibrium

before the end of the 52 hr fermentation time. Other fermentations show profiles similar

in parameterisation to liquid yeast fermentations (GMJAN192 and GMJAN197).

Yeast Cell Growth Modelling

The yeast cell growth during fermentations with dried yeast was compared to that of liquid

yeast. Growth curves of these yeasts during fermentation is plotted in Figure 4.20.

Figure 4.20: Yeast cell growth profiles during dried and liquid yeast fermentations at
the Glenmorangie distillery during January 2019 (dried, blue) and October 2019 (liquid,
black).

Converged values fitted for the 4-parameter models for cell growth regressions (Figure

4.20) are outlined in Table 4.12.
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Table 4.12: Cell growth model parameter fits for fermentations using dried yeast at the
Glenmorangie Distillery during Janurary 2019, uncertainty is given by the standard error
of the fitted model.

Yeast n1 Ci
2 Ce

2 B3 M4

Liquid 111 2.94± 0.73× 107 2.05± 0.02× 108 0.344± 0.049 12.5± 0.5
Dried 79 2.25± 2.25× 107 1.05± 0.05× 108 0.154± 0.070 16.1± 4.3

1 Number of observations during fermentation
2 cells mL-1

3 hr-1
4 hr

The initial pitching rate of yeast, as determined by Ci was comparable, with pitch rates

approximating to 2.25±0.23×107 cells mL-1 (dried) and 2.94±0.73×107 cells mL-1 (Table

4.12). As viabilities were high during both fermentations (ca. 97%), no discernable differ-

ence was determined between live pitching rate, though, accurate calculations are hindered

by the inability to conduct microscopic cell counting techniques on freshly pitched, dried

yeast. Examination of Figure 4.20 show that the maximum yeast cell count during fermen-

tation is significantly reduced during dried yeast fermentations. The equilibrium yeast cell

count (or upper growth limit), described by Ce was calculated to as 1.05± 0.05× 108 cells

mL-1 and 2.05±0.02×108 cells mL-1 in dried yeast and liquid yeast fermentations respec-

tively, showing that yeast cell growth was greater in liquid yeast fermentations. Liquid

yeast fermentations underwent 2.8 population doublings during fermentation compared

to 2.2 doublings during the same process with dried format of yeast. Yeast cell growth

was slower and exhibited longer lag times. The gradient during the midpoint of fermenta-

tion was determined to be greater for liquid yeast fermentations, with B = 0.344± 0.049

compared to 0.154 ± 0.070 using the dried format. As shown by the lengthened lag time

(Figure 4.20), the midpoint of fermentation occurred later in dried yeast fermentations, M

= 16.1±4.3 hr compared to liquid yeast (M = 12.5±0.5 hr). These differences are further

replicated in differences in µmax and generation time. The maximum growth rate of dried

yeast fermentations was 0.06 hr-1 and was comparatively slower than liquid yeast rate of

0.17 hr-1. This ultimately gave a maximum doubling time of 11.7 hr for dried yeast, longer

than that of liquid yeast at 4.2 hr.

The viability of yeast cells during dried and liquid yeast fermentations is illustrated in

Figure 4.21.

Trends in viable yeast cells for the dried format of yeast shows a large degree of variability,

thus, the trendline plotted for the dried yeast fermentations represents an average viability

decline, rather than an accurate representation of any one fermentation (Figure 4.21). For

example, after 42 hr, the viability of one fermentation was 99.8 % and the viability of a

similar fermentation was measured as 5 %. This discrepancy is beyond the inaccuracies

observed due to methylene blue (Powell et al., 2004), suggesting that fermentations are in

demonstrating the true variability observed. The yeast in many of these fermentations lose

viability at the early stages of fermentation (> 30 hr) and some demonstrate viabilities of

> 90% even after 50 hr.
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Figure 4.21: Viability of dried and liquid format of yeast cells during fermentation at
Glenmorangie during the period of January 2019 (dried, blue) and October 2019 (liquid,
black). Trends were fitted using a locally weighted regression.

pH Profile

Trends in the pH during fermentation between dried and liquid yeasts are shown in Figure

4.22.

Figure 4.22: Variation in pH of fermenting wash during fermentations at Glenmorangie
using dried (blue) and liquid (black) format yeasts. Data was collected during January
2019 (dried) and October 2019 (liquid). Trends were fitted using a locally weighted re-
gression.
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As shown throughout Figures 4.18 to 4.22, the variation in the dried yeast pH profile is

both very different and highly variable when compared to the trend in pH of a liquid yeast

fermentation. The profile of the pH shows a constantly decreasing profile, with a lower

final pH of wash. This is likely due to the early onset of bacterial species that proliferate

when the yeast cell viability has dropped to near 0 %. No rise in pH between 25 - 45 hr is

observed and this is likely due to the lack of secretion of amino acids into the fermentation,

due to a reduced number of cells existing during fermentation.
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New-Make Spirit Chemical Analysis

Higher alcohols and esters were analysed in spirit samples that were fermented using liquid

(October 2019) and dried (January 2019) using GC-FID. The results of the analysis are

listed below in Table 4.13 and Figure 4.23.

Table 4.13: Higher alcohols and esters analysed by GC-FID in spirit samples fermented
from liquid (October 2019, n. = 6) and dried (January 2019, n. = 3) yeasts. Uncertainty
in the quoted values were determined by the standard deviation of the mean.

Analyte Liquid Yeast Dried Yeast

Acetaldehyde 32± 9 13± 6
Ethyl Acetate 234± 75 84± 21
Acetal 82± 23 48± 10
Methanol 43± 4 32± 9
n-propanol 335± 44 401± 60
Isobutanol 611± 25 775± 42
Isoamyl acetate 25± 8 17± 2
n-butanol 6± 3 6± 4
Active amyl alcohol 1248± 76 1336± 59
Isoamyl alcohol 407± 96 494± 46
Furfural 28± 5 34± 7

Measured in mg L-1
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Figure 4.23: Higher alcohol and ester content of retention new-make spirit samples from
the Glenmorangie distillery fermented using liquid (October 2019, black, n. = 6) and
dried yeast (January, blue, n. = 3). Congeners analysed were A) acetaldehyde, B) ethyl
acetate, C) acetal, D) methanol, E) n-propanol, F) isobutanol, G) isoamyl acetate, H)
n-butanol, I) active amyl alcohol, J) isoamyl alcohol, K) furfural. Error bars are given by
the standard deviation of the mean.
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Concentrations of acetaldehyde and acetal were both significant higher (p < 0.05) in new-

make samples distilled from liquid yeast. Acetaldehyde was determined to be present in

concentrations of 32 ± 9 mg L-1 in the liquid yeast fermentations, with concentrations of

13± 6 mg L-1 measured in the dried yeast distillates. Acetal concentrations demonstrated

the same trend, with 82 ± 23 mg L-1 and 48 ± 10 mg L-1 measured in the liquid and

dried yeast samples respectively. Both were determined to be present well above the

aroma threshold of these congeners, acetaldehyde was determined to be present at typical

concentrations (Table 2.3). Acetal was found at concentrations above typical values for

alcoholic beverages (Burdock, 2010) and would be expected to contribute a fruity aroma

to the distillate.

Of the measured esters, ethyl acetate and isoamyl acetate, ethyl acetate was measured

significantly higher (p < 0.05) in the distillates from liquid yeast fermentations, however,

no significance was determined between isoamyl acetate concentration. Ethyl acetate,

which contributes a fruity-like aroma to new-make spirit was measured at a concentration

of 234 ± 75 mg L-1 in the liquid yeast fermentations in comparison to 84 ± 21 mg L-1

in the dried yeast fermentation. Isoamyl acetate was measured at 25 ± 8 mg L-1 and

17 ± 2 mg L-1 in the liquid and dried yeast spirit samples respectively. Both esters are

typically associated with positive contributions to spirit quality and were present above

their sensory thresholds (Table 2.5).

The concentration of straight chain alcohols measured (methanol, n-propanol and n-

butanol) demonstrated no significance between their concentrations in dried or liquid

yeast distillates, with all but methanol measured above their sensory threshold (Table

2.3). Methanol was measured at a concentration of 43± 4 mg L-1 in the liquid yeast sam-

ples and 32± 9 mg L-1 in the dried yeast samples analysed. Concentrations of n-propanol

were 335±44 mg L-1 and 401±60 mg L-1 in the liquid and dried yeast fermented distillates

respectively. Measured values of n-butanol were 6±3 mg L-1 in the liquid yeast spirit and

6± 4 mg L-1 in the dried yeast distillate.

Of the branched chain alcohols, only isobutanol demonstrated a significantly different

(p < 0.05) concentration between analysed distillates and all were measured above their

respective sensory thresholds (Table 2.3). Concentrations of this congener were greater in

the dried yeast fermentation, with a concentration of 775±42 mg L-1 compared to 611±25

mg L-1 in the liquid yeast distillate. This congener has a wine-like and disagreeable odour

(Table 2.3). Active amyl alcohol was detected at a concentration of 1248± 76 mg L-1 and

1336 ± 59 mg L-1 in the liquid and dried yeast spirits respectively. Isoamyl alcohol was

measured at a concentration of 407± 96 mg L-1 (liquid yeast) and 494± 46 mg L-1 (dried

yeast) in distillates.

Finally, furfural concentrations demonstrated no significant difference. Liquid yeast dis-

tillates produced a spirit measuring 28± 5 mg L-1 compared with 34± 7 mg L-1 in dried

yeast samples, both of which were above the upper sensory threshold of 8 mg L-1 (Table

2.3).

The ester profile of the vatted spirit distilled from the wash produced by both dried and

liquid yeasts was measured (Section 2.6.3) and is presented in Table 4.14 and plotted in

Figure 4.24.
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Table 4.14: Measured ester concentration in new-make spirits samples produced by the
Glenmorangie Distillery whilst using dried (January 2019) and liquid (October 2019) yeast.
Three distinct vattings of spirit were analysed for both conditions. Error was determined
by assessment of the standard deviation of the mean.

Analyte1 Liquid Yeast Dried Yeast

Ethyl caprate 3.25± 0.20 4.36± 0.55
Ethyl caproate 0.80± 0.09 1.06± 0.14
Ethyl caprylate 1.90± 0.14 2.96± 0.31
Ethyl laurate 1.99± 0.15 2.86± 0.21
Ethyl palmitate 0.03± 0.04 0.31± 0.17
Phenylethyl acetate 7.09± 1.34 4.88± 0.72

1 Measured in mg L-1

Figure 4.24: Esters measured in spirit samples produced at the Glenmorangie distillery
from wash fermented using dried (blue) and liquid (black) formats of yeast. Spirit was
produced during January 2019 (dried, blue) and May 2019 (liquid, black). Error bars were
given by the standard deviation of the mean.
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From the analysis (Figure 4.24, Table 4.14) it was demonstrated that ester concentrations

were observed to typically be found in greater concentrations in spirit fermented using dried

yeast. Ethyl caprate was observed to be present in significantly greater concentrations in

new-make spirit produced using dried yeast (4.36 ± 0.55 mg L-1) compared with liquid

yeast (3.25 ± 0.20) with both well above the sensory threshold of 8 - 12 parts per billion

(ppb) (Burdock, 2010). Concentrations of ethyl caproate, which conveys tropical and

pineapple notes (Table 2.5), was shown to be present at spirit in significantly higher

concentrations in the spirit produced from dried yeast fermentations, with a determined

concentration of 1.06 ± 0.14 mg L-1 compared to 0.80 ± 0.09 mg L-1 in spirit produced

from fermentations using liquid yeast. This demonstrated concentrations above that of

their sensory threshold values of 3 ppb. Ethyl caprylate and ethyl laurate were measured

at similar concentrations in both spirits with concentrations of 1.90± 0.14 and 1.99± 0.15

mg L-1 measured in samples fermented with liquid yeast and 2.96 ± 0.31 mg L-1 and

2.86 ± 0.21 mg L-1 in samples produced using dried yeast respectively. Whilst ethyl

caprylate concentrations were well above their sensory threshold (5 - 92 ppb, Table 2.5),

ethyl laurate concentrations were determined to be similar to the sensory threshold of

this congener (2 mg L-1) in liquid yeast samples (Suomalainen, 1971), with dried yeast

demonstrating a concentration substantially higher than this threshold value. A large

increase in concentration between liquid and dried yeast samples was noted with respect

to ethyl palmitate concentration, with a mean concentration ten times higher determined

in the dried yeast samples (0.31 ± 0.17 mg L-1), compared with the slurried yeast spirit

(0.03± 0.04), both of which are lower than the given theoretical value (2 mg L-1). Of the

compounds measured by gas chromatography mass spectrometry (GC/MS), phenylethyl

acetate was the only congener determined to exist at a higher mean abundance in the

liquid yeast spirit compared to the dried yeast format. The phenolic ester, that has been

noted for its floral aromas (Table 2.5), was measured at a concentration of 7.09± 1.34 in

samples of liquid yeast in comparison to 4.88± 0.72 measured in the dried yeast samples

both of which are above the aroma threshold (2 - 5 mg L-1).

4.3.3 Use of Chocolate Malt at the Glenmorangie Distillery

Heavily roasted chocolate malt was incorporated as part of the mash bill at the Glen-

morangie distillery during October 2019. The malt was included at a rate of 7 T distilling

malt (Laureate) to 3 T chocolate malt (70 % to 30 % by mass). Fermentation time was

increased to 60 hr in order for fermentation of this wort to be completed and to allow for

an extended mash-cycle, due to slower run-off and risk of collapsed bed as typically this is

the rate-limiting step in the process. Plots are constructed to contrast with fermentations

containing 100 % distilling malt to allow suitable comparisons. The comparative plots

use the data collected during October 2019 containing 100 % distilling malt as these mea-

surements were taken either directly prior to or directly after the processing of chocolate

malt.

The decline in density of the fermenting wash over time was recorded during fermentations

of chocolate malt. Figure 4.25 demonstrates the difference in fermentation profile between

100 % distilling malt and fermentations containing 30 % chocolate malt.
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Figure 4.25: Changes in apparent extract profile of fermentations at the Glenmorangie
distillery during October 2019 with a comparison of the use of 100 % distilling malt
(black) and a mixture of 70 % distilling malt and 30 % chocolate malt (blue).

Model parameter fits demonstrated in Figure 4.25 are displayed in Table 4.15, outlining

the converged values of parameters in the logistic equation.

Table 4.15: Comparison of parameter fits for models produced from apparent extract
observations during fermentation at the Glenmorangie Distillery using 100 % distilling
malt (October 2019) and a mixture of 70% distilling malt and chocolate malt (October
2019). The uncertainty in parameters was given by the standard error of the model.

Malt n1 Pi
2 Pe

2 B3 M4

Distilling 111 15.8± 0.1 −0.79± 0.06 0.24 ± 0.01 18.9± 0.1
Chocolate 61 15.1± 0.3 2.08± 0.15 0.34 ± 0.04 15.7± 0.4

1 Number of observations during fermentation
2
°P

3 hr-1
4 hr

The apparent extract profile of fermentations using chocolate malt follows a similar trend

to that of the fermentation using only distilling malt (Figure 4.25, Table 4.15). Extract

from mashing process was shown by the models to be similar, with a slight reduction

observed for the mashes containing chocolate malt. Values of original gravity (Pi) were

shown to be 15.8± 0.1 and 15.1± 0.3 for distilling and chocolate malt respectively. Final

gravity differences were the most profound, with values of Pe = −0.78 ± 0.06 (100 %

Laureate) and Pe = 2.08 ± 0.15 (30 % chocolate malt). It is likely that the uncertainty

is high for this value as often the process did not contain exactly 30 % chocolate malt,

especially during the final mashes which may have used higher proportions in order to use

up all the speciality raw material that remained. Fermentation during the exponential
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phase was fastest during the chocolate malt fermentation (B = 0.345 ± 0.036) compared

with 100% distilling malt fermentations (B = 0.238±0.005). The midpoint of fermentation,

M, occurred considerably sooner during the chocolate malt fermentation. During the

chocolate malt fermentation, the midpoint occurred at 15.7 ± 0.4 hr and the midpoint

during regular fermentation occurred at 18.9± 0.1 hr. No differences in the lag time were

observed.

The total yeast cell concentration of fermentations containing chocolate malt were com-

pared to those using 100 % distilling malt. Figure 4.26 demonstrates how the cell pop-

ulation changed throughout these fermentations and are modelled using a 4-parameter

logistic equation. The converged values assigned to the fitted models plotted in Figure

4.26 are displayed in Table 4.16.

Figure 4.26: Yeast cell concentration during the fermentation of 100 % distilling malt
(black) and fermentations containing 30 % chocolate malt (blue) during October 2019 at
the Glenmorangie Distillery.
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Table 4.16: 4-parameter logistic model fitted parameters to the growth of yeast cells during
fermentation at the Glenmorangie Distillery using 100 % distilling malted barley and 70 %
distilling malt and 30 % chocolate malt during October 2019. The uncertainty in assigned
values is given by the standard error of parameters to the model.

Malt n1 Ci
2 Ce

2 B3 M4

Distilling 111 2.94± 0.73× 107 2.05± 0.02× 108 0.344± 0.049 12.5± 0.5
Chocolate 61 2.80± 0.55× 107 1.78± 0.02× 108 0.324± 0.041 11.1± 0.4

1 Number of observations during fermentation
2 cells mL-1

3 hr-1
4 hr

Yeast growth profiles (Figure 4.26, Table 4.16) were comparable during the course of

fermentation. Initial cell concentrations, due to the pitching rate were not determined to be

significantly different (p > 0.05) with initial asymptotic values (Ci) equal to 2.80±0.55×107

cells mL-1 for fermentations containing chocolate malt and 2.94± 0.73× 107 cells mL-1 for

fermentations with distilling malt only. Maximum yeast cell concentrations were greater

during 100 % malt fermentations. The equilibrium yeast cell concentration for chocolate

malt fermentations demonstrated Ce = 1.78 ± 0.02 × 108 cells mL-1 (1.29 population

doublings) and distilling malt models showed Ce = 2.05 ± 0.02 × 108 cells mL-1 (1.34

population doublings). No difference in the gradient of yeast cell growth was determined,

with B = 0.324 ± 0.041 hr-1 and 0.344 ± 0.049 hr-1 for chocolate and distilling malt

respectively. This was further reciprocated in minimum generation times, which were

comparable at 4.6 hr (30 % chocolate) and 4.2 hr (100 % distilling). The maximum growth

rate, µmax was greatest in distilling malt (0.167 hr-1) compared to growth in chocolate

malt (0.150 hr-1).

The viability of fermenting yeast cells was compared and is plotted in Figure 4.27 and

demonstrates a similar trend during fermentation. Drop off in yeast cell viability occurs

more slowly for fermentations containing chocolate malt with yeast viability > 90% after

50 hr of fermentation.

pH Profiling

The pH of the fermenting wash was studied during fermentations of chocolate malt and is

compared to fermentations of distilling malt in Figure 4.28.
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Figure 4.27: Viability of fermenting yeast cells in wash mashed from 100 % distilling malt
(black) and 30 % chocolate malt (blue) at the Glenmorangie distillery during October
2019. The trends are plotted using a locally weighted regression.

Figure 4.28: pH profile during fermentations containing 100 % distilling malt (black) and
30 % chocolate malt (blue) during observations at the Glenmorangie distillery during
October 2019. Trends are plotted using a locally weighted regression.

Fermentation pH of both distilling malt (100 %) and chocolate malt (30 %) showed similar

trends. The trends differ due to differences in the initial pH of the fermenting wort. Wort

containing chocolate malt had a significantly (p < 0.05) lower initial pH (5.00 ± 0.05)

compared to wort containing distilling malt only (5.23±0.09). Rates of pH decline during

fermentation were comparable along, with the chocolate malt fermentation dropping below
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pH 4.0 before following the typical rise after 30 hr followed by decline due to proliferation

of bacteria and acid secretion from autolysing yeast cells.

New-Make Spirit Chemical Analysis

New-make spirit samples containing 30 % chocolate malt were analysed using GC-FID to

assess the concentration of higher alcohols and esters. These results were then compared

to analysis of spirit which was fermented using distilling malt only. Table 4.17 and Figure

4.29 display the result from this analysis.

Table 4.17: Higher alcohols and esters analysed by GC-FID in spirit samples fermented
from distilling malt (n. = 6) and 30 % chocolate (n. = 3) malt during October 2019.
Uncertainty in the quoted values were determined by the standard deviation of the mean.

Analyte Distilling Malt Chocolate Malt

Acetaldehyde 32± 9 13± 1
Ethyl Acetate 234± 75 190± 32
Acetal 82± 23 73± 12
Methanol 43± 4 50± 4
n-propanol 335± 44 292± 32
Isobutanol 611± 25 679± 21
Isoamyl acetate 25± 8 19± 4
n-butanol 6± 3 5± 1
Active amyl alcohol 1248± 76 1303± 121
Isoamyl alcohol 407± 96 372± 54
Furfural 28± 5 23± 1

Measured in mg L-1
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Figure 4.29: Higher alcohol and ester content of retention new-make spirit samples from
the Glenmorangie distillery fermented using 100 % distilling malt (black, n. = 6) and
70 % distilling malt with 30 % chocolate malt (blue, n. = 3). Congeners analysed were
A) acetaldehyde, B) ethyl acetate, C) acetal, D) methanol, E) n-propanol, F) isobutanol,
G) isoamyl acetate, H) n-butanol, I) active amyl alcohol, J) isoamyl alcohol, K) furfural.
Error bars are given by the standard deviation of the mean.
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Concentrations of acetaldehyde were significantly greater (p < 0.05) in distillates where

the only distilling malt was used, with concentrations of 43 ± 9 mg L-1 measured com-

pared to 13 ± 1 mg L-1 in chocolate malt samples. This congener conveys an ethereal

aroma to distillates (Table 2.3). Acetal concentrations did not differ significantly between

fermentations (p > 0.05), measuring 82 ± 23 mg L-1 and 73 ± 12 mg L-1 in distilling

and chocolate malt fermentations respectively. Both congeners were measured above their

sensory thresholds.

Acetate ester concentration demonstrated no significant differences in concentration (p >

0.05) between fermentation regimes. The concentration of ethyl acetate was 234± 75 mg

L-1 (distilling malt only) and 190 ± 32 mg L-1 (chocolate malt) and isoamyl acetate was

present at levels of 25 ± 8 mg L-1 (distilling malt) and 19 ± 4 mg L-1 (chocolate). These

measured concentrations were above their respective sensory thresholds (Burdock, 2010).

Of the straight chain alcohols that were analysed, no significant differences (p > 0.05) were

measured between distillates. Concentrations of methanol were determined to be 43 ± 4

mg L-1 and 50 ± 4 mg L-1 in the regular and chocolate malt fermentations respectively.

Concentrations of n-propanol were determined to be 335 ± 44 mg L-1 in fermentations

using distilling malt only and 292 ± 32 mg L-1 in distillates fermented using chocolate

malt. The measured concentration of n-butanol was determined to be 6 ± 3 (distilling

malt) and 5± 1 mg L-1 (chocolate malt). All straight-chain alcohols with the exception of

methanol were measured above their threshold concentrations.

The branched-chain alcohols: isobutanol, active amyl alcohol and isoamyl alcohol demon-

strated a similar trend to that of the straight chain alcohols, with isobutanol the only

congener to demonstrate a significantly different (p < 0.05) concentration. Measured lev-

els of isobutanol were highest in the chocolate malt sample at 679± 21 mg L-1 compared

to that of the regular malt fermentation which measured 611 ± 25 mg L-1. Active amyl

alcohol measured a concentration of 1246 ± 76 mg L-1 in the regular Glenmorangie fer-

mentation, whilst the chocolate malt distillate had a concentration of 1303± 121 mg L-1.

The concentration of isoamyl alcohol was determined to be 407± 96 mg L-1 and 372± 54

mg L-1 in the control and chocolate malt fermentations respectively. All branched-chain

alcohols were above their respective aroma threshold concentrations (Table 2.3).

Furfural concentrations did not differ significantly (p > 0.05) between distillates analysed.

Concentrations were measured above the sensory threshold (8 mg L-1) at a concentration

of 28 ± 5 mg L-1 in the regular, distilling malt fermentation and 23 ± 1 mg L-1 in the

chocolate distillate.

Spirit produced during chocolate malt fermentations was analysed for volatile esters using

GC/MS (Section 2.6.3). The ester concentrations, displayed in Table 4.18, are further

highlighted in Figure 4.30.
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Table 4.18: Concentrations of volatile esters analysed from vatted composites during rep-
resentative periods during fermentation at the Glenmorangie distillery. Fermentations
analysed contained 100 % distilling malt and 70 % chocolate malt and 30 % distilling malt
and were distilled during October 2019. Uncertainty in values was given by the standard
deviation of the mean.

Analyte Distilling Malt Chocolate Malt

Ethyl caprate 3.25± 0.20 3.51± 0.48
Ethyl caproate 0.80± 0.09 0.78± 0.06
Ethyl caprylate 1.90± 0.14 2.02± 0.22
Ethyl laurate 1.99± 0.15 2.16± 0.23
Ethyl palmitate 0.03± 0.04 0.06± 0.05
Phenylethyl acetate 7.09± 1.34 6.83± 0.90

Measured in mg L-1

Figure 4.30: Ester profile determined by GC/MS of spirit produced at the Glenmorangie
distillery using 100 % distilling malt (black) and 30 % chocolate malt (blue) during October
2019. Error bars were plotted by assessing the standard deviation of the mean.

The ester profile demonstrated no significant (p > 0.05) differences in analytical profile be-

tween distillates. Concentrations of ethyl caprate demonstrated no appreciable differences

in concentration between standard fermentations (3.25± 0.20 mg L-1) and fermentations

containing 30 % chocolate malt (3.51 ± 0.48 mg L-1). Ethyl caproate was measured at a

mean value of 0.80±0.09 and 0.78±0.06 in regular and chocolate malt fermentations respec-

tively. As shown previously (Figure 4.17), ethyl caprylate and ethyl laurate demonstrated

similar concentrations in spirit. In regular (distilling malt) fermentations, 1.90± 0.14 mg

L-1 and 1.99 ± 0.15 mg L-1 of ethyl caprylate and ethyl laurate were measured respec-

tively. Chocolate malt fermentations resulted in distillate containing 2.02 ± 0.22 mg L-1

ethyl caprylate 2.16±0.23 mg L-1 ethyl laurate. Ethyl palmitate was observed at the LOQ
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in both instances, measured at 0.03± 0.04 mg L-1 in regular fermentation and 0.06± 0.05

mg L-1 in spirit resulting from chocolate malt fermentation. Concentrations of phenylethyl

acetate in spirit measured the highest in quantity, with 7.09 ± 1.34 mg L-1 in distilling

malt fermentations and 6.83± 0.90 mg L-1 measured in chocolate malt fermentations. As

no large significant difference was observed for these differences, the conclusions regarding

sensory thresholds are similar to those outlined in Section 4.3.1.

Overall, distillate concentration between regular and chocolate distillates were compa-

rable. The result is somewhat surprising due to the difference in attenuation between

fermentation regimes, with the resulting alcohol content of the wash decreasing from 8.9

% in regular fermentations to 7.0 % in chocolate malt fermentations. The reduced ABV of

the resulting wash is due to the reduced amount of carbohydrate available during fermen-

tation, which will also result in a relative reduction in the quantity of flavour congeners

produced. However, this may be offset by environmental conditions, which may cause the

yeast to preferentially produce other metabolites over ethanol during these fermentations.

This may be due to the lack of distillations in order to flush out the foreshots and feints

from previous control runs as these were not changed during the process.

4.3.4 Comparison of Glenmorangie and Ardbeg Distilleries

To gain an understanding of fermentation profiles across different distillery sites, a com-

parison of Glenmorangie was made with its sister distillery, Ardbeg. Fermentation ob-

servations were made at the Islay distillery during December 2018 and compared with

data recorded at Glenmorangie during October 2019. Although comparing like-for-like in

terms of yeast pitching formats may have yielded more comparable results, the variability

demonstrated at the Glenmorangie distillery whilst dried yeast was in use (Figure 4.18)

meant that no conclusion from comparison with this data could be drawn.

Apparent Extract Modelling

The decline in apparent extract throughout fermentation at Ardbeg was monitored. Pro-

files of six fermentations with respect to apparent extract are plotted in Figure 4.31 and

the coefficients of parameters for models produced at Glenmorangie and Ardbeg distilleries

(Figure 4.31) are displayed in Table 4.19.
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Figure 4.31: Comparison of apparent extract profiles between Ardbeg (blue) and Glen-
morangie (black) distilleries modelled using a 4-parameter logistic regression. Ardbeg
fermentations were monitored during December 2018 and Glenmorangie fermentations
were observed during October 2019.

Table 4.19: Model coefficients fitted to the decline in apparent extract during typical fer-
mentations at the Glenmorangie (October 2019) and Ardbeg (December 2018) distilleries.
Uncertainty was given by the standard error of the fitted model parameters.

Distillery n1 Pi
2 Pe

2 B3 M4

Glenmorangie 111 15.8± 0.1 −0.79± 0.06 0.238± 0.006 18.9± 0.1
Ardbeg 62 15.2± 0.2 −0.46± 0.10 0.203± 0.008 22.6± 0.2

1 Number of observations during fermentation
2
°P

3 hr-1
4 hr

Fermentations at both Ardbeg and Glenmorangie were successfully modelled using a 4-

parameter logistic equation (Figure 4.31, Table 4.19). Fitted values of Pi, which approxi-

mates the original gravity, demonstrated that wort at the Glenmorangie distillery exhib-

ited a higher on average original gravity, with an initial asymptotic value of 15.8± 0.1 °P.

Ardbeg yielded a model with Pi = 15.2 ± 0.2 °P. Model fits describing final gravity also

differed between the two sites with Pe = −0.46± 0.10 °P and −0.79± 0.06 °P at the Ard-

beg and Glenmorangie sites respectively. Gradients of models during the inflection point

of fermentation were lower at Ardbeg compared to the Glenmorangie distillery, though

differences were small at less than 8 %, with B = 0.203±0.008 hr-1 and 0.238±0.006 hr-1.

The midpoint of fermentation occurred considerably later at the Ardbeg site, occurring at

22.6± 0.2 hr compared to 18.9± 0.1 hr at Glenmorangie. This effect was observed due to

differences in the lag time of fermentation, with the lag time of Ardbeg’s average fermen-

tation ending just under two hours later than that at Glenmorangie, with lag times of 11.5
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hr (Ardbeg) and 9.8 hr (Glenmorangie). Due to the shallower rate of fermentation (B)

and later lag and inflection time, the total time to reach the end of the exponential phase

of fermentation for Ardbeg was longer, with fermentations ending after 32.7 hr compared

to 27.3 hr at Glenmorangie.

Yeast Cell Growth Modelling

The yeast cell growth profile was studied between the two distilleries. Figure 4.32 demon-

strates the increase in yeast cell population during the course of fermentation, with the

average of these fermentation modelled using a 4-parameter logistic function.

Figure 4.32: Yeast cell growth profile for the Ardbeg, December 2018 (blue) and Glen-
morangie, October 2019 (black) distilleries. The average fermentation profile was modelled
using a 4-parameter logistic equation.

The converged parameters fitted to models produced by observations of total cell count

during fermentation at Glenmorangie and Ardbeg distilleries are demonstrated in Table

4.20.

Table 4.20: Model parameters from functions fitted to total yeast cell count during fermen-
tation at Glenmorangie and Ardbeg Distilleries. Uncertainty was given by the assigned
standard error to each model parameter.

Distillery n1 Ci
2 Ce

2 B3 M4

Glenmorangie 111 2.94± 0.73× 107 2.05± 0.02× 108 0.344± 0.049 12.5± 0.5
Ardbeg 62 2.25± 1.17× 107 1.51± 0.03× 108 0.338± 0.088 12.9± 1.0

1 Number of observations during fermentation
2 cells mL-1

3 hr-1
4 hr
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The yeast cell growth profile displayed by Ardbeg (Figure 4.32, Table 4.20) demonstrates a

noticeable difference when compared with that of Glenmorangie. Pitching yeast concentra-

tions, given by Ci of the model demonstrated similar pitching rates of 2.52±0.74×107 cells

mL-1 (Ardbeg) and 2.94±0.73×107 cells mL-1. Yeast cell growth during fermentation was

much lower for fermentations at the Ardbeg distillery, with model Ce = 1.51± 0.03× 108

cells mL-1 and 2.25 ± 0.03 × 108 cells mL-1 for Ardbeg and Glenmorangie respectively.

This shows that fermentations at Ardbeg underwent 2.58 population doublings during fer-

mentation, compared with 2.80 on average at Glenmorangie. Cell growth rate, described

by the model parameter B, demonstrated that growth rates were similar during fermen-

tation with values of 0.338± 0.088 hr-1 (Ardbeg) and 0.344± 0.049 hr-1 (Glenmorangie).

From analysis of the first differential of the models, this produced comparative results of

maximum growth rate of 0.161 and 0.167 for both sets of fermentations, showing that at

their fastest point, rate of growth was similar across sites. The fastest generation time

across sites differed, with Ardbeg doubling yeast population at a rate of once every 5.9 hr

at it’s fastest, with doubling time at Glenmorangie considerably quicker at 4.2 hr. The

midpoint of growth between fermentations showed no discernable differences. Ardbeg’s

growth midpoint occurred at 13.0 ± 1.0 hr and the midpoint at Glenmorangie occurred

after 12.5± 0.5 hr of fermentation.

The trend in yeast cell viability during fermentation at Ardbeg was measured and is

compared to fermentation at the Glenmorangie distillery in Figure 4.33.

Figure 4.33: Viability of yeast cells during fermentation at the Ardbeg (blue) and Glen-
morangie (black) distilleries. The trend is plotted using a locally weighted regression.

Yeast cell viability during fermentation at Glenmorangie remains high until 30 hr, after

which viability gradually decreases, reaching ca. 70 % viability (at this point methylene

blue is no longer considered accurate) by the end of fermentation. During fermentations

at Ardbeg, yeast cell remain similarly viable until 30 hr. After 30 hr however, the drop in

yeast cell viability is much steeper, though precisely when this occurs can not be deter-
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mined accurately by methylene blue staining methods. By the end of fermentation, yeast

cell viability was shown to be between 0 - 20 %.

New-Make Spirit Chemical Analysis

The distillate retained from the Ardbeg distillery during the analysis period was analysed

for higher alcohols and esters using GC-FID. The results of this analysis are demonstrated

in Table 4.21 and Figure 4.34.

Table 4.21: Higher alcohol and ester content of retention new-make spirit samples from
the Glenmorangie (black, October 2019, n. = 6) and Ardbeg (blue, December 2018, n. =
3) distilleries. Congeners analysed were A) acetaldehyde, B) ethyl acetate, C) acetal, D)
methanol, E) n-propanol, F) isobutanol, G) isoamyl acetate, H) n-butanol, I) active amyl
alcohol, J) isoamyl alcohol, K) furfural. Error bars are given by the standard deviation of
the mean.

Analyte Glenmorangie Ardbeg

Acetaldehyde 32± 9 15± 2
Ethyl Acetate 234± 75 131± 50
Acetal 82± 23 90± 16
Methanol 43± 4 38± 10
n-propanol 335± 44 415± 25
Isobutanol 611± 25 825± 45
Isoamyl acetate 25± 8 23± 8
n-butanol 6± 3 7± 2
Active amyl alcohol 1248± 76 1428± 87
Isoamyl alcohol 407± 96 468± 53
Furfural 28± 5 36± 8

Measured in mg L-1
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Figure 4.34: Higher alcohol and ester content of retention new-make spirit samples from
the Glenmorangie (black, n. = 6) and Ardbeg (blue, n. = 3) distilleries. Congeners
analysed were A) acetaldehyde, B) ethyl acetate, C) acetal, D) methanol, E) n-propanol,
F) isobutanol, G) isoamyl acetate, H) n-butanol, I) active amyl alcohol, J) isoamyl alcohol,
K) furfural. Error bars are given by the standard deviation of the mean.
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The acetaldehyde concentration was determined to be significantly lower (p < 0.05) in the

Ardbeg spirit compared to the measured concentration in the Glenmorangie new-make

spirit. Concentrations of the aldehyde were 15± 2 mg L-1 (Ardbeg) and 32± 9 mg L-1 in

distillates. The congener is noted for a pungent and ethereal aroma (Table 2.3). Acetal

concentrations demonstrated no difference in concentration. This analyte was measured

at a concentration of 82 ± 23 mg L-1 and 90 ± 16 mg L-1 in Glenmorangie and Ardbeg

new-make spirit samples respectively.

Ethyl and isoamyl acetate esters did not show any significant differences (p > 0.05) in

concentration between distilleries. Measurement of ethyl acetate revealed 234 ± 75 mg

L-1 in retention samples of Glenmorangie spirit and 131± 50 mg L-1 in Ardbeg new-make

spirit. Isoamyl acetate concentrations were determined to be 25±8 mg L-1 (Glenmorangie)

and 23 ± 8 mg L-1 (Ardbeg). Both esters are associated with fruity characteristics and

were present above their sensory perception concentrations (Table 2.3).

Of the straight chain alcohols - methanol, n-propanol and n-butanol - methanol and n-

butanol did not demonstrate significant differences (p > 0.05) in concentration between

sites, however, concentrations of n-propanol were found to be significantly different (p <

0.05) between distilleries. Methanol was measured at a concentration of 43±4 mg L-1 and

38±10 mg L-1 at Glenmorangie and Ardbeg respectively. Determined levels of n-propanol

revealed that Ardbeg demonstrated higher concentrations of the congener (415 ± 25 mg

L-1) compared with Glenmorangie (335 ± 44 mg L-1). Both concentrations were above

the sensory threshold (40 mg L-1, Table 2.3), which has characteristic aromas of fruit

(Burdock, 2010). Concentrations of n-butanol were determined to be 6 ± 3 mg L-1 in

Glenmorangie distillate and 7± 2 mg L-1 in Ardbeg.

The branched-chain alcohols isobutanol and active amyl alcohol demonstrated significant

differences (p < 0.05) in concentration between Glenmorangie and Ardbeg distilleries.

Concentrations of isoamyl alcohol did not demonstrate any significance in their difference

(p > 0.05). Isobutanol concentrations were determined as 611 ± 25 mg L-1 and 825 ±
45 mg L-1 in Glenmorangie and Ardbeg distilleries respectively, demonstrating a higher

concentration in Ardbeg new-make spirit. The congener’s aroma has been described as

disagreeable and wine-like (Table 2.3) and was measured above its threshold concentration

(Burdock, 2010). Active amyl alcohol followed the same trend, with Ardbeg distillate

exhibiting a higher concentration of this congener (1428 ± 87 mg L-1) compared with

the Glenmorangie spirit (1248± 76 mg L-1). Similarly to isobutanol, active amyl alcohol

was measured above its threshold concentration and its aroma has been described as

both roasted and fruity. Isoamyl alcohol, whose concentration was not determined to be

different, was measured at a concentration in Glenmorangie spirit of 407± 96 mg L-1 and

was present in Ardbeg distillates at a concentration of 468± 53 mg L-1.

Furfural was determined to be most concentrated in Ardbeg new-make spirit, however,

this difference was not found to be significant be t-test (p > 0.05). Concentrations of the

compound were determined as 28±5 mg L-1 in Glenmorangie and 36±8 mg L-1 in Ardbeg

distillates.

The ester content of spirit produced from the sites at Glenmorangie and Ardbeg were

analysed using GC/MS. Figure 4.35 displays the difference in congener content between
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the two distilleries. The concentrations plotted in Figure 4.35 are further highlighted in

Table 4.22, below.

Table 4.22: Comparison of ester concentration in new-make spirit samples distilled at
the Glenmorangie and Ardbeg distilleries. Uncertainty was determined by assessing the
standard deviation of the mean.

Analyte1 Glenmorangie Ardbeg

Ethyl caprate 3.25± 0.20 6.25± 2.10
Ethyl caproate 0.80± 0.09 1.10± 0.06
Ethyl caprylate 1.90± 0.14 3.90± 0.87
Ethyl laurate 1.99± 0.15 3.93± 0.49
Ethyl palmitate 0.03± 0.04 1.34± 0.32
Phenylethyl acetate 7.09± 1.34 7.84± 1.30

1 Measured in mg L-1

Figure 4.35: Volatile ester concentration of spirit samples retained from the Ardbeg (blue)
and Glenmorangie (black) sites during December 2018 and October 2019 respectively.
Error bars are plotted by the standard deviation of the mean.

The concentration of ethyl esters was consistently higher for spirits samples obtained

from the Ardbeg distillery, however, the variation in concentration across samples from

Ardbeg were considerably greater, which is indicated by the larger standard deviation

demonstrated (Figure 4.35; Table 4.22). Concentrations of ethyl caprate, observed as

having an aroma of green apple (Table 2.5), was measured at a concentration of 3.25±0.20

mg L-1 at the Glenmorangie Distillery, and at a mean concentration of 6.25± 2.10 mg L-1

at the Ardbeg distillery. Ethyl caproate was present at a concentration of 0.80± 0.09 mg
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L-1 and 1.10 ± 0.06 mg L-1 in retention samples of distillate from the Glenmorangie and

Ardbeg Distilleries respectively. The concentrations of ethyl laurate and ethyl caprylate

were recorded in similar concentrations within sites. At the Glenmorangie Distillery,

concentrations of 1.90±0.14 mg L-1 and 1.99±0.15 mg L-1 were recorded for ethyl caprylate

and ethyl laurate. This is contrasted with the same congeners which had concentrations

of 3.90±0.87 mg L-1 and 3.93±0.49 mg L-1 at the Ardbeg Distillery. Ethyl palmitate was

measured below the limit of detection at the Glenmorangie Distillery (0.03±0.04 mg L-1),

whereas was considerably above this value at Ardbeg (1.34± 0.32 mg L-1). No difference

in concentrations of phenylethyl acetate were determined, with average concentrations of

7.09 ± 1.34 mg L-1 and 7.84 ± 1.30 mg L-1 from distillate at Glenmorangie and Ardbeg

distilleries.

Total ester content in distillate from the Ardbeg distillery was on average greater than

that recorded from the Glenmorangie. Mean concentrations of all measured ethyl esters

were all significantly (p < 0.05) higher in Ardbeg distillates than in distillates from the

Glenmorangie distillery by t-test. No considerable difference was recorded between con-

centrations of phenylethyl acetate in the distillate of either distillery.

All ester concentrations measured were above their sensory threshold values (Table 2.5)

with the exception of ethyl palmitate (Suomalainen, 1971; Burdock, 2010). In the instance

of ethyl palmitate, the concentration was measured below the sensory threshold of 2 mg

L-1.

4.3.5 Fermentation with Crystal Malt at the Ardbeg Distillery

The use of medium crystal malt at the Ardbeg distillery was investigated during December

2019. Crystal malt was added to the mash tun at 30 % w/w inclusion rate, with the

remaining 70 % being made up of regular, peated distilling malt. The trend in apparent

extract, yeast cell growth, vitality and analytical profile were compared with that of a

regular (100 % peated distilling malt) Ardbeg fermentation.

Apparent Extract Modelling

Density decline of fermentations at Ardbeg using 100 % distilling malt and 70:30 % medium

crystal malt are compared in Figure 4.36. The converged parameters of models plotted in

Figure 4.36 are further highlighted in Table 4.23.

Original gravity of the wort was determined by the model parameter Pi and demonstrated

that no significant difference (p > 0.05) existed between original gravities of wort. Wort

using crystal malt yielded a Pi of 15.6 ± 0.4 °P an 100 % distilling malt was fitted with

an average original gravity of 15.2± 0.2 °P. Final gravity visually demonstrated difference

through the use of roasted grain. Values determined for the final gravity (Pe) were 1.20±
0.18 °P and−0.46±0.10 °P for wort containing and not containing crystal malt respectively.

The use of crystal malt altered the rate of fermentation, B, during the inflection point.

Wort containing crustal malt demonstrated a slower rate of fermentation (B = 0.184±0.015

hr-1) during fermentation compared with the 100 % peated distilling malt (B = 0.203 ±
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Figure 4.36: Trend in apparent extract of fermenting wash at the Ardbeg distillery using
100 % peated distilling malt (black) and 30 % medium crystal malt (blue). The average
decline was modelled using the 4-parameter logistic function.

Table 4.23: Model parameters outlining the 4-parameter logistic decline in apparent ex-
tract of distillery wash during the fermentation of Ardbeg fermentations containing 0 %
and 30 % medium crystal malt. Uncertainty is given by the standard error of the model
parameters.

Malt n1 Pi
2 Pe

2 B3 M4

Distilling 62 15.2± 0.2 −0.46± 0.10 0.203± 0.008 22.6± 0.2
Crystal 70 15.6± 0.4 1.21± 0.18 0.184± 0.015 20.0± 0.5

1 Number of observations during fermentation
2
°P

3 hr-1
4 hr

0.008 hr-1). Finally, the inflection point of the fermentation occurred sooner through the

use of crystal malt in the mashing process. The midpoint of fermentation shifted from

22.6± 0.2 hr in 100 % distilling malt to 20.0± 0.5 hr through the use of crystal malt.

Yeast Cell Growth Model

Yeast cell growth between wort containing crystal malt and those without was investigated.

The increase in yeast cell count through fermentation is plotted in Figure 4.37. Coefficients

of the fitted 4-parameter logistics models plotted in Figure 4.37 are highlighted in Table

4.24.
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Figure 4.37: Yeast cell growth profile modelled using the 4-parameter logistic model,
following the increase in cell count for fermentations containing 30 % crystal malt (blue)
and no crystal malt (black).

Table 4.24: Fitted model parameters describing yeast cell growth in fermentations at
the Ardbeg distillery, containing 100 % peated distilling malted barley and 70 % peated
distilling malt and 30 % medium crystal malt. Uncertainty is given by the standard error
of the fitted model parameters.

Malt n1 Ci
2 Ce

2 B3 M4

Distilling 62 2.25± 1.17× 107 1.51± 0.03× 108 0.338± 0.088 12.9± 1.0
Crystal 70 3.46± 0.66× 107 1.33± 0.02× 108 0.422± 0.105 11.0± 0.6

1 Number of observations during fermentation
2 cells mL-1

3 hr-1
4 hr

Yeast cell growth during fermentation containing crystal malt displayed differences, mainly

in the maximum cell count during fermentation. Initial yeast cell count (Ci) appeared to

be slightly increased during crystal malt fermentation, with an initial asymptotic value

of 3.46 ± 0.7 × 107 cells mL-1, compared to regular Ardbeg fermentations which had a

reported initial cell count of 2.52 ± 0.74 × 107 cells mL-1. It is likely this is due to poor

understanding of yeast cell count right at the start of fermentation, where much of the

yeast is still in the desolvation step. Final cell counts during crystal malt fermentations

were lower compared to regular fermentations. The final asymptotic value, Ce had a

value of 1.33 ± 0.02 × 108 cells mL-1, compared with 1.51 ± 0.03 × 108 cells mL-1. This

showed that the population of yeast within the crystal malt doubled 1.95 times during

fermentation, compared with 2.58 times during regular Ardbeg fermentations. Rate of

growth, depicted by fitting parameter B in the logistic model, demonstrated the higher rate

in the crystal malt fermentations, though the uncertainty associated with this parameter
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was relatively large. B values of 0.422±0.105 hr-1 and 0.338±0.088 hr-1 for the crystal malt

fermentations and regular Ardbeg fermentations were assigned respectively. The opposite

effect was demonstrated in the analysis of the maximum rate of growth, µmax. Crystal malt

demonstrated µmax = 0.143 hr-1, with regular fermentations exhibiting µmax = 0.163 hr-1.

Doubling time during cell population growth occurred at a maximum rate of 6.1 hr during

crystal malt fermentation, regular Ardbeg fermentations doubled in population every 5.9

hr during fastest growth in wort made up of 100 % distilling malt. The midpoints of

yeast cell growth was achieved quicker when considering crystal malt fermentations, the

midpoint in growth occurred at 11.0 ± 0.6 hr during crystal malt fermentation and at

13.0± 1.0 hr during standard fermentation.

Cell viability during fermentations containing crystal malt were measured. A plot of the

trend in yeast cell viability of fermentations containing crystal malt compared to those of

standard Ardbeg fermentations is displayed in Figure 4.38.

Figure 4.38: Yeast cell viability at the Ardbeg distillery in worts containing 30 % medium
crystal malt (blue) and compared with regular Ardbeg wort consisting of 100 % peated
distilling malt (black). The trend is plotted using a locally weighted regression.

Viability decline during crystal malt fermentations appeared to be slower and more variable

than viability declines of standard distilling malt. Final cell viabilities were recorded

between 43 - 96 % at the end of fermentation (60 hr), though this variable is subject to

inaccuracies of methylene blue that occurs when viability is < 90 %. Furthermore, some

fermentations exhibited live yeast decline as early as 17 hr. It is postulated that this is due

to the changing environment that is being exposed to the proliferating bacterial species.

As it is likely that the pH has been altered (as seen in chocolate malt, Figure 4.28), it

is likely that the regular bacterial growth has been offset due to the more favourable

conditions for the yeast (low alcohol) and lack of competition for nutrients due to reduced

cell count (Figure 4.37).
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New-Make Spirit Chemical Analysis

Higher alcohol and ester analysis was conducted on traditional Ardbeg distillates (Decem-

ber 2019) and compared with the distillate produced through fermentation with crystal

malt (December 2019). The results of this analysis are listed in Table 4.25 and Figure

4.39.

Table 4.25: Higher alcohol and ester content of retention new-make spirit samples from
the Ardbeg distillery fermented using 100 % peated distilling malt (n. = 3) and with
30 % medium crystal malt (n. = 1) during December 2018. Congeners analysed were
A) acetaldehyde, B) ethyl acetate, C) acetal, D) methanol, E) n-propanol, F) isobutanol,
G) isoamyl acetate, H) n-butanol, I) active amyl alcohol, J) isoamyl alcohol, K) furfural.
Error bars are given by the standard deviation of the mean..

Analyte Ardbeg Ardbeg Crystal1

Acetaldehyde 15± 2 24± 0
Ethyl Acetate 131± 50 149± 0
Acetal 90± 16 114± 0
Methanol 38± 10 34± 0
n-propanol 415± 25 427± 0
Isobutanol 825± 45 707± 0
Isoamyl acetate 23± 13 18± 0
n-butanol 7± 2 10± 0
Active amyl alcohol 1428± 87 1284± 0
Isoamyl alcohol 468± 53 390± 0
Furfural 36± 8 27± 0

Measured in mg L-1

1 From analysis of one retention sample
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Figure 4.39: Higher alcohol and ester content of new-make spirit samples from the Ardbeg
distillery of fermentations containing 100 % peated distilling malt (black, n. = 3) and
30 % medium crystal malt (blue, n. = 1). Congeners analysed were A) acetaldehyde, B)
ethyl acetate, C) acetal, D) methanol, E) n-propanol, F) isobutanol, G) isoamyl acetate,
H) n-butanol, I) active amyl alcohol, J) isoamyl alcohol, K) furfural. Error bars are given
by the standard deviation of the mean.
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Concentration of acetaldehyde was determined to be greater from distillate of crystal malt

when compared to that of the regular 100 % peated malt. Levels of the congener increased

from 15 ± 2 mg L-1 to 24 ± 0 mg L-1 in regular and crystal malt distillate respectively.

Acetaldehyde has a low sensory threshold (200 µg L-1) and a pungent aroma (Table 2.3).

Acetal concentrations were also higher in crystal malt distillates. The congener which is

distinctive in spirits for its fruity and green aromas was measured at a concentration of

114± 0 mg L-1 in the crystal malt new-make spirit compared with 90± 16 mg L-1 in the

100 % peated malt distillate, both of which were above the sensory threshold (Burdock,

2010).

Neither acetate esters measured demonstrated differences in concentration from distillates

containing crystal malts when compared to entirely peated distilling malt. Concentrations

of ethyl acetate were measured as 131± 50 mg L-1 in the regular Ardbeg new-make spirit

and 149 ± 0 mg L-1 in the crystal malt samples. Isoamyl acetate concentrations were

23± 13 mg L-1 and 18± 0 in the regular and crystal malt distillates respectively.

Straight chain alcohols demonstrate little evidence for differences in concentration between

distillates. Methanol concentrations measured 38±10 mg L-1 in regular Ardbeg fermenta-

tions, with 34± 0 mg L-1 in distillates produced from medium crystal malt fermentations.

Similarly, levels of n-propanol were determined to be 415±25 mg L-1 in samples fermented

using 100 % peated malt, compared with 427 ± 0 mg L-1 in similar fermentations con-

taining 30 % medium crystal malt. Analysis of n-butanol concentrations demonstrated

evidence of a difference in concentration, with measured values of 7± 2 mg L-1 and 10± 0

mg L-1 in the regular and crystal malt distillates respectively.

There was further evidence for differences in concentration amongst branched chain higher

alcohols. Levels of isobutanol, which has a wine-like and disagreeable odour was lower in

distillates fermented using crystal malt, measuring 707±0 mg L-1 compared to the regular

fermentation (825±45 mg L-1). This trend was reciprocated in the concentrations of both

active amyl and isoamyl alcohol. Active amyl alcohol was recorded at a concentration of

1428±87 mg L-1 in the regular fermentation compared with 1284±0 mg L-1 in the crystal

malt distillate. This alcohol has a roasted and fruity aroma. Concentrations of isoamyl

alcohol were 468 ± 53 mg L-1 (100 % peated distilling malt) and 390 ± 0 mg L-1 (30 %

crystal malt), which has a fusel and pungent aroma. All branched chain alcohols were

measured above their typical sensory threshold values.

Furfural, similar to the branched chain alcohols, was measured higher in the regular Ardbeg

fermentations. Concentrations of the aldehyde were measured at 27± 0 mg L-1 and 36± 8

mg L-1 in crystal malt and regular fermentations respectively.

The ester concentration in new-make spirits samples containing 30 % crystal malt were

determined and are highlighted in comparison with the regular congener concentrations

in Table 4.26 and Figure 4.40.

Ethyl caprate concentrations in the analysed spirit were measured as 6.25 ± 2.10 mg L-1

and 3.94±0.00 mg L-1 in spirit from fermentations containing only distilling malt and those

containing 30 % crystal malt respectively. Measurements of ethyl caproate demonstrated
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Table 4.26: Concentration of esters measured in new-make spirit samples from the Ardbeg
Distillery. Fermentations were distilled from 100 % peated distilling malt and 70 % peated
distilling malt and 30 % medium crystal malt. The uncertainty is given by the standard
deviation of the mean.

Analyte1 Distilling Malt Crystal Malt2

Ethyl caprate 6.25± 2.10 3.94± 0.00
Ethyl caproate 1.10± 0.06 3.86± 0.00
Ethyl caprylate 3.90± 0.87 4.42± 0.00
Ethyl laurate 3.93± 0.49 2.49± 0.00
Ethyl palmitate 1.34± 0.32 0.87± 0.00
Phenylethyl acetate 7.84± 1.30 4.47± 0.00

1 Measured in mg L-1

2 From analysis of one retention sample

Figure 4.40: Concentration of esters in new-make spirit samples distilled from crystal malt
(blue) and regular fermentations (black) at the Ardbeg distillery. Error bars are given by
the standard deviation of the mean.

higher concentrations in crystal malt fermentations (3.86± 0.00 mg L-1) when compared

with regular fermentation (1.10± 0.06 mg L-1). Differences of ethyl caprylate concentra-

tions were considered unsubstantial with concentrations of 3.90 ± 0.87 mg L-1 (regular)

and 4.42 ± 0.00 mg L-1 (crystal). Concentrations of ethyl laurate however demonstrated

differences and were measured at concentrations of 3.93± 0.49 mg L-1 in regular fermen-

tations and 2.49± 0.00 in those fermented with crystal malt. Ethyl palmitate, attributed

to being waxy in character (Table 2.5), was measured in greater concentrations in regular

Ardbeg fermentations, with concentrations 0.47 mg L-1 higher than those in fermentations

containing speciality malt (Table 4.26). Finally, phenylethyl acetate, known for demon-

strating floral notes (Table 2.5) was measured in greater concentrations in new-make spirit
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analysed from control fermentations at the Ardbeg distillery. Measured quantities were

determined to be 7.84± 1.30 mg L-1 and 4.47± 0.00 mg L-1 in spirit retained from regular

and crystal malt fermentations respectively.

Uncertainty in the calculation of crystal malt spirit was not possible as only one reten-

tion sample was available for analysis. Therefore, significance in differences may not be

reasonably assessed. Concentrations of ethyl caproate and ethyl caprylate appeared to be

enhanced in fermentations with crystal malted barley. All other esters demonstrated con-

centrations of volatile esters that were greater in the standard Ardbeg fermentations. This

is likely due to the reduced degree of attenuation achieved by the crystal malt in compari-

son to the regular fermentation at Ardbeg. Furthermore, effects seen during fermentation

of chocolate malt at the Glenmorangie Distillery, where low wines and feints were not

discarded before the beginning of using crystal malt and therefore, this may affect the

concentration of esters in these samples. Difference in ABV between fermentations were

calculated to be 8.40 % ABV and 7.41 % ABV for control and crystal malt fermentations

respectively.

Concentrations of congeners remain above the sensory thresholds as outlined for the Ard-

beg analysis conducted in Section 4.3.4. Ethyl palmitate remained below the sensory

threshold (2 mg L-1) for both spirits (Burdock, 2010). Phenylethyl acetate remained

within the aroma detection limit of 2 - 5 mg L-1.

4.3.6 Fermentation Modelling with Very Long Fermentation Times

An investigation into the bacterial effect on long fermentation times was considered through

the use of piecewise regression on models produced from industrial fermentations. Analy-

sis of models used data derived from long fermentations at the Glenmorangie distillery (60

hr) and student data gathered from a Fife distillery that employs very long fermentations

of up to 114 hr. Models were split in a piecewise fashion, allowing the exponential (4-

parameter logistic) aspect of the fermentation to be studied separately from the stationary

phase (Equation 4.4).

Pt =




Pe + Pi − Pe

(1 + exp(−B (t − M ))) t < tstat

mx+ c t ≥ tstat

(4.4)

Where:

tstat Time at which the stationary phase begins

The linearity of the stationary phase was assessed using a simple linear regression of the

form y = mx + c in order to establish whether bacterial fermentation had a significant

impact on the equilibrium asymptotic value assigned to the model (Pe).

Analysis of Glenmorangie fermentation data collected during November 2017 demon-

strated the start of the stationary phase occurred at t = 28.0 hr. Splitting the observations

by the limits shown in the piecewise function (Equation 4.4), a plot of the linear (described

by y = mx+ c) is shown in Figure 4.41.
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Figure 4.41: Linear plot of the stationary phase using data from the Glenmorangie dis-
tillery during November 2017. Linear regression of the form y = mx+c is plotted through
the data points.

Through analysis of the linear proportion of the piecewise model, determination of the

significance of gravity decline at long fermentation times can be assessed. From the linear

trend (Figure 4.41), the regression has a coefficient of −0.052±0.003 and was determined to

be a significant coefficient of the linear trend and coefficient of determination, r2 = 0.582.

This would demonstrate that fermentation is still occurring at extended fermentation

times. However, the plot appears to be biased due to measurements recorded between 30

and 40 hr. Furthermore, as fermentation time does not allow for extended analysis, it is

likely that a weak effect is shown in this instance.

To further probe this effect, particularly at very long fermentation times, where bacterial

culture are likely to be more dominant, fermentations of up to 114 hr were analysed in a

similar manner. Figure 4.42 demonstrates the full fermentation profile at a distillery when

very long fermentations are used.

Very long fermentations appear to be modelled well using the 4-parameter logistic function,

with significance (p < 0.05) achieved for all parameters, including the final asymptotic

parameter, Pe. Furthermore, the measurement of this parameter was determined to be

−0.88±0.03 for fermentation. This is comparable to the final gravity at the Glenmorangie

distillery, which achieved a final gravity, Pe of −0.81± 0.13 during 52 hr fermentations in

October 2019 (Table 4.2).
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Figure 4.42: Fermentation profile at a distillery where long fermentations are implemented.
The decline in apparent extract is modelled using the 4-parameter logistic equation.

To assess the linearity of stationary phase, a linear regression of observations was con-

structed from t ≥ 40 hr. The observations and fitted regression are demonstrated in

Figure 4.43.

Figure 4.43: Apparent extract observations and fitted linear regression of very long fer-
mentations during the stationary phase.

The gradient of the linear plot was calculated as −0.003 ± 0.001 and demonstrated sig-

nificance (p < 0.05) with an r2 value of 0.128. This demonstrates a very weak correlation

between long fermentation times and further reduction in apparent extract, despite pre-

vailing enzymatic activity and bacterial proliferation. Therefore, it is unlikely that further

significant attenuation of wash can be achieved through very long fermentation.
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4.4 Discussion

Model profiles of apparent extract decline during fermentation were not shown to demon-

strate a large difference over the course of three years (Figure 4.5) using the standard

Glenmorangie fermentation regime. However, distillers may wish to track this process

over time to ensure their process remains within defined control parameters, particularly

when process parameters change. Upon analysis of models produced during the three year

period, differences in lag time were observed (Table 4.4). The changes observed here may

be due to process changes incorporated at the distillery. Barley varietal was changed from

Concerto to Laureate at the beginning of 2019. Furthermore, third water volume was

reduced for the final observation period (October 2019). Both of these changes may have

impacted in the type of sugar available to the yeast upon pitching. Simpler carbohydrates

(such as glucose) are metabolised quicker during fermentation, therefore would increase

the apparent rate of fermentation. Furthermore, when nitrogen content is the limiting

factor during fermentation, changes in soluble nitrogen, which may occur during change

in malt, may result in a change in lag time of fermentation.

The Shewhart chart (Figure 4.7), demonstrates the possibility to incorporate the modelling

process into the the mash house within a distillery. Data in this chart shows the trend

that each of the model fitting parameters has over the 3-year monitoring period. Although

several inputs changed during this time, including barley varietal used and changes to third

water volume, little impact is observed on the chart, with most parameters staying within

the action lines. Using such charting could be used in a distillery quality plan, to optimise

brewhouse performance.

The ability to determine whether process control exists within mashing and fermenta-

tion can be easily predicted using the produced chart. Preventative maintenance can be

planned by monitoring trends in the dataset. As the model is divided into 4-parameters, by

observing what parameters are out of control, planning and mitigation can be targetted.

For example, if parameters described by original and final gravities (Pi and Pe respec-

tively) appear to be out of control, this suggests a probably with the mashing sequence,

therefore malt quality and starch conversion during mashing should be closely scrutinised.

If exponential phase parameters lack control this may be a result of microbial changes.

These may include contamination or poor yeast health. As a result, proactive changes

to the distillery, such as cleaning schedules or mash monitoring can be adjusted to bring

the process back into control. The Shewhart chart (Figure 4.7) would ideally be created

continuously, with data derived from prescribed time points to ensure the model is not

biased by the time at which measurements were recorded. Furthermore, when significant

changes to the process occur, the charts and control bars should be recalculated. As a

limited number of fermentations were monitored, the plot calculations were based on 10

fermentations during November 2017.

Yeast cell growth during fermentation was successfully modelled using the 4-parameter

logistic equation. From the model produced, insight into aspects of fermentation across

the industrial sites was gained. The initial pitching rate, as described by Ci of the model,

at the Glenmorangie was determined to be in the range of 2.9 − 4.3 × 107 cells mL-1.

This concurs with literature values of pitching rate, which suggests pitching rates in the
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order of 106 - 107 cells mL-1. In many cases, reducing pitch rates to as low as possible

can be beneficial to a distiller, to minimise yeast cell growth (enhance yield) and increase

osmotic stress, enhancing congener production (Walker and Hill, 2016). However, the large

uncertainty of associated with parameter fits for Ci make the assessment of this aspect

of cell growth difficult to define and therefore may be unsuitable. Large uncertainty may

exist due to the lack of mixing of the yeast in suspension when added at the beginning of

fermentation, causes large apparent fluctuations in yeast cell growth at t ≈ 0.

Cell growth of yeast showed key differences when modelled using the 4-parameter logistic

equation between May 2018 and October 2019. A recent publication has shown up to four

different models that successfully model brewery fermentations (Rudolph et al., 2020).

Although none of these models assessed were the 4-parameter logistic equation, differences,

particularly in fermentation time and flocculation exist between distilling and brewing

yeasts. Therefore, as convergence with the 4-parameter model was achieved (the model

was successfully fit by reducing the residual sum of squares), this model was assumed to

be a good description of the data. Future work may consider finding the best fit model

for distillery yeast profiles, though this will be very dependent on the fermentation time.

Figure 4.8 shows that at longer fermentation times (t > 55hr), sedimentation of the yeast

occurs, causing a seeming drop in cell concentration. Sedimentation takes place due to a

lack of CO2 evolution as fermentable substrate decreases in the fermenting wash, causing

a reduction in the Brownian motion of cells. As these yeast cells are mature, they are

larger, therefore, will sediment faster than younger and smaller yeast cells (Stratford,

1992; Stewart, 2018). This had a large impact on the cell growth profile described during

May 2018. As fermentation time was decreased from 60 hr to 52 hr between these periods,

the yeast had a greater time to sediment towards the end of fermentation. This may have

resulted in a poorer fit of the 4-parameter logistic model as the upper fitting parameter

does not fit data points > 52 hr. As a result, the uncertainty associated with this model

fit is particularly high, meaning that no differences between the final concentration were

noted. Future work may wish to consider applying brewery models of suspended yeast cells

to the amount of viable yeast cells in suspension. This would follow more typical brewery

yeast fermentation processes as the effect of flocculation would be reflected in the lost of

yeast cell viability towards long fermentation times. The ‘Tilt’ model is described as part

of American Society of Brewing Chemists (ASBC)’s Yeast-14 method of analysis (ASBC,

2012) and has been employed to detect premature yeast flocculation (Macintosh et al.,

2014) and shown to be effective at modelling yeast in suspension of brewery fermentations

(Rudolph et al., 2020). The formula for this tilted model is shown in Equation 4.5.

V(t) = R t +A exp

(
−1

2

(
t − µ

σ

)2
)

(4.5)

Where:

V(t) Observed live (viable) cell count at time, t (cells mL-1)

R ‘Tilt’ parameter which adjusts for asymmetric growth and death (hr-1)

A Absolute amplitude of population curve (cells mL-1)
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σ Width factor (hr)

µ Average of normal distribution (hr)

t Time (hr)

The alive cell count was calculated for the dataset recorded during May 2018 (Section

4.3.1). To this data, the tilted Gaussian model was applied and is shown in Figure 4.44.

Figure 4.44: Live yeast cell count at Glenmorangie during May 2018 fitted using the tilted
Gaussian model.

The tilted model yields both similar and different information when compared to the 4-

parameter curve. Maximum yeast cell concentration during fermentation was determined

to be 1.83 ± 0.05 × 108 cells mL-1, comparable to the 4-parameter’s estimation of 1.75 ±
0.03 × 108 cells mL-1. The initial pitching rates, rate of growth and midpoint of growth

are not computed using this model. However, factors such as when yeast cell death

becomes greater than cell growth (µ), is computed, depicting cell decline occurs from

25.3± 0.6 hr. The asymmetry of the model was determined to be insignificant (p = 0.43),

with R = 1.23 ± 1.55 × 105, signifying that future applications of this model to data

at Glenmorangie could use a normal (Gaussian) distribution rather than a tilted fit. The

error associated between both the 4-parameter and tilted model are comparable, with RSS

values of 2.10×107 and 2.09×107 respectively, showing that both are equally comparable

when modelling the yeast behaviour during fermentation.

In some cases, due to a lack of data at longer fermentation times (> 55 hr), when viability

decreased exponentially, fitting of the titled Gaussian did not effectively describe the data.

Figure 4.45 displays a poor fit of the tilted Gaussian when fermentation time was shortened

at the Glenmorangie distillery to 52 hr.

Due to the over-fitting of this data whilst cell viability remained high, the 4-parameter

was chosen to model fermentations.
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Figure 4.45: Live yeast cell count at Glenmorangie during October 2019 fitted using the
tilted Gaussian model which shows poor interpretation of the observations.

By following current literature methods for modelling yeast cell growth, the loss of viability

of distilling yeast strains by external factors, namely lack of nutrients and competition from

proliferating bacterial species mimics the effects of flocculation that is shown for brewery

fermentations. Although some flocculation and sedimentation does occur during distillery

yeast fermentations, it was shown that this only occurs at extended fermentation lengths

(> 55 hr). Therefore, the model chosen for distilleries should be chosen in conjunction

with their specific processes. In the cases where short fermentations are employed, the

4-parameter model will likely produce models that describe fermentations accordingly.

Using cell concentration data derived from Glenmorangie during May 2018, Figure 4.46

demonstrates how cell growth rate changes throughout fermentation.

The experimentally calculated growth rate during the exponential phase of fermentation

was determined to be 0.146 hr-1, yielding a generation (doubling) time of 4.75 hr. Sources

in the literature describe this as µmax, however, the true maxima for growth rate exists

at the maxima of the first derivative of the model (Figure 4.46), occurring at t = M (the

midpoint of the exponential phase) as this is defined by when the maximum gradient of the

growth curve is reached. If µmax is instead calculated from this curve, the growth rate is

determined to be 0.185 hr-1, which corresponds to a generation time of 3.75 hr. A doubling

time of 3.75 hr is comparable, though considerably longer, than a typical haploid yeast at

it’s optimal temperature and when nutrient is present in sufficient concentration, which

doubles in population approximately every 90 minutes (Stewart, Russell, and Anstruther,

2018), though this may differ from distilling strains as these have found to typically be

aneuploid (Naumova et al., 2013). This shows that if the generation (doubling) time is to

be defined by the maximum value of µ, care should be taken to understand when the true

maximum growth rate is occurring. As the value of µ is dependent on several mitigating

factors including temperature, pH, osmotic stress due to sugar and alcohol concentrations
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Figure 4.46: Analysis of ln(C’t), demonstrating how µ, the growth rate changes over
the course of fermentation (shown by the y-axis). The growth rate calculated during the
exponential phase is plotted (blue) and compared with the absolute maximum (red) which
occurs at the midpoint of fermentation.

and nutrient availability. Analysing differences in methodology for the calculation of µmax

demonstrates the ability to determine fundamental aspects of fermentation with a higher

degree of accuracy. This allows researchers to express the true value of µmax during

fermentation.

The use of the Gompertz model (Gompertz, 1825) may be applied to fermentations on a

case-by-case basis. Due to the symmetrical constrictions on the sigmoidal shape of the lo-

gistic function, this often means that the growth rate on approach to the inflection point is

the same, often resulting in a poorer fit when compared with the Gompertz model (Vieira

and Hoffmann, 1977). The logistic function also approaches the asymptotic values at a

faster rate when compared with the Gompertz curve. This is because in many instances,

the increase in yeast cell number may be suppressed due to changing environmental condi-

tions such as change in pH or increasing osmotic pressure due to alcohol production. Fur-

ther studies may consider modelling yeast cell growth, particularly where high throughput

and online measurements can be accessed through process such as flow cytometry. Studies

into the best model to describe yeast cell growth during distillery fermentations could be

conducted and models compared using criteria suggested by Zwietering et al. (1990) who

carried out a similar study by observing the growth of Lactobacillus plantarum and also

described extensively for apparent extract decline in Chapter 3.

The calculated growth factors are comparable with those suggested in the literature for

strains of S. cerevisiae, where ranges have been reported between 0.1 - 0.5 hr-1 (Salvadó,

Arroyo-López, Barrio, et al., 2011), though is highly dependent on conditions (Castilleja

et al., 2017; Alonso-del-Real et al., 2017). Typically, distillery fermentations will seek

to reduce cell growth. During fermentations carried out at Glenmorangie during May
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2018, yeast underwent 1.05 population doublings on average. The recorded cell counts

and the related growth are comparable with those seen in beer (Canonico et al., 2020),

though specific comparisons with exact growths between fermentations can’t be made due

to differences in oxygenation and wort nutrients which may be derived from differences in

original gravity or free amino nitrogen (FAN) from the specific malt available. It would

be expected that during a distillery fermentation that yeast growth is kept to a minimum

through the use of low nitrogen malt varieties and lack of oxygenation, meaning that the

yeast does not have the capability to produce as much sterols to synthesise substantial cell

walls and other components (Stewart, Russell, and Anstruther, 2018; Stewart and Russell,

2009; Stewart, 2017b). Whilst yeast sampling was conducted as consistently as possible, it

has been noted in research conducted by Boulton, Wilson, et al. (2005) and Boulton, Price,

and Peters (2007) that viable yeast cells are not distributed homogeneously throughout

a fermenter during fermentation at an industrial scale. Therefore, yeast cell counts may

be subject to temporospatial sampling errors if the counted yeast cells are taken from a

different depth in the washback.

Analysis of differences in viability decline between May 2018 and October 2019 are likely

due to numerous factors. One such difference could be due to barley varietal employed

in the process. During May 2018, Concerto malted barley was used. Whereas, in the

following year, Laureate was slowly being adopted as the distilling malt of choice. There-

fore, there will be some, small, but perhaps significant differences in yeast nutrient factors.

Furthermore, there were intermittent problems with mashing on several occasions during

2019, which resulted in an increased use of back-raking whilst mashing. The use of raking

during mashing will cause an increase in the concentration of suspended wort solids and

oxygen added to the wort. This is reflected in the higher number of yeast cells formed

during fermentation (Figure 4.8). Therefore, it is likely that yeast cells will dominate

fermentation for longer before bacterial competition will reduce the cell viability.

There is evidence that the methylene blue staining test is not suitable for the determina-

tion of live yeast cell count when the viability decreases below 90% (Parkkinen, Oura, and

Suomalainen, 1976). One study by O’Connor-Cox et al. (1997) demonstrated inaccura-

cies when methylene blue was compared with the Mg-ANS, fluorescence staining method

which has been shown to correlate well with true yeast viability (Powell et al., 2004). It

has typically been observed that methylene blue will over estimate cell viability and there-

fore viabilities plotted may be greater is suggested in the plots throughout this chapter

(Boulton and Quain, 2006). This may be due to the low pH environment present during

fermentation, which has shown to reduce the accuracy of the methylene blue staining test

(Sami, Ikeda, and Yabuuchi, 1994); this effect is minimised through the use of the buffered

Fink-Khüles methylene blue. The measured viability between fermentations during the

same observation period is consistent (Figure 4.9), therefore, trends in viability may be

correct, however, their absolute value may be subject to scrutiny. Future studies should

consider the use of more accurate methods for determining yeast health, particularly at

lower viability (< 90%). Other techniques including the use of fluorescence (Van Zandycke

et al., 2003) and methylene violet staining (Smart et al., 1999). Furthermore, studies into

the replicative capacity of yeast would determine when yeast cells have been compromised

beyond repair, causing death and autolysis (Maskell et al., 2003).
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The trend in pH exhibited at the Glenmorangie distillery was shown to follow a typical

pattern. Comparison to fermentations previously described by Dolan (1976), demonstrate

that the fermentations at Glenmorangie do not show traits that would suggest an unac-

ceptable level of bacterial contamination.

Temperature profiling of distillery washbacks are important factor to monitor and control

when trying to achieve consistent fermentations. At the Glenmorangie distillery, operators

ensure the washback temperatures do not get excessively high, to the extent where yeast

activity would be inhibited, potentially forming off-flavours in the process. By modelling

the temperature rise of a distillery washback, the determination of upper temperature lim-

its can be modelled and furthermore, the consistency of the setting temperature achieved

by the post mash-tub heat exchanger. It is important to determine that the pitch rate is

kept constant as the end equilibrium (or peak) temperature is directly affected by the set-

ting temperature and the only control operators have over the final temperature achieved

inside the washback. Data from this modelling process has the ability to influence changes

to the initial pitching temperature due to external factors such as seasonality. Future work

may consider modelling this process over the course of 12 months to see if this impacts

final washback temperatures. Changes to the model may also be considered if noticeably

long fermentation periods are employed, which would see the temperature drop from the

final asymptotic value.

Isothermal profiles have been studied (Ruocco, Coe, and Hahn, 1980; Miller et al., 1994)

and have shown to be good indicators of fermentation progress. This includes the at-

tenuation and efficiency of the process and also act as a measurement of yeast activity.

Furthermore, it can provide assessment of the rate of attenuation of the process, which

may act as a way of determining gravity without manual measurement. The understand-

ing and control of the temperature of a given fermentation is important, as it has many

ramifications including impact on flavour as studied in beer (Kucharczyk and Tuszyński,

2018) and yeast health, allowing for a fully attenuated fermentation.

The increase in concentrations of acetic acid towards the end of fermentation (Figure 4.14)

are likely to be due to the secretion of this acid into the wash due to cell autolysis. This

is reflected in the sharp declining trend of cell viability at this time. However, as the

accuracy of conducting cell viability by methylene blue is held into question, the increase

acetic acid concentration as cell viability decreases may be circumstantial. The trend in

cell viability is still likely to hold true, however the precise values of these viabilities are

subject to inaccuracies. As nutrients in the wash are low and the proliferation of bacteria

increasing (Wilson, 2008b), it is likely that the environment no longer supports the growth

of cells and causes a rapid decline. Due to the release of acetic into the wash, this creates

a synergistic effect. The pH decline (Figure 4.10) latterly follows this due to the buffering

effect of the wash. It is unlikely that the rapid increase in acetic acid concentrations

are due to bacterial metabolism, as acetic acid appeared to increase in concentration

exclusively. Lactic acid bacteria (LAB) are typically the only species which can endure

the conditions found towards the end of fermentation. Species isolated at Glenmorangie

during a previous study (Simpson, Pettersson, and Priest, 2001) identified Lactobacillus

paracasei and Lactobacillus fermentum, these are two heterofermentative species, therefore
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can produce lactic acid, acetic acid or ethanol by the 6-phosphogluconate/phosphoketolase

(6-PG/PK) pathway depending on the external conditions. The cause of the increase in

acetic acid is of importance from the standpoint of new-make spirit characters. Studies

have demonstrated that levels of acetic acid in wash correlate with the production of ethyl

acetate by esterification during distillation (Reid, Speers, et al., 2020). If the observed

trend is due to the release of acetic acid contained intracellularly, then the degree of

autolysis which occurs during fermentation is not expected to have an impact on levels

of congeners such as ethyl acetate in new-make spirit. This is because cell autolysis will

always occur during the distillation process as wash is distilled without cropping of yeast

from fermentation.

Yeast storage time versus fitted model parameters demonstrated that the midpoint of

fermentation, M, increased as yeast was stored in a cold tank (5 - 8 °C) over a period

of 0 - 17 days. The linearity of the relationship displayed marginally significant results

(p = 0.04), therefore, further study should be conducted to demonstrate whether this

had a large effect on fermentation performance. Furthermore, r2 for this correlation was

low (0.25), therefore, further observations would be required to make conclusions on this

effect. Overall fermentability displayed no trend with extended storage times, with Pi

and Pe demonstrating non-significance in the gradients of their linear correlations as yeast

storage time increased. During yeast storage, it has been demonstrated by Maemura et

al. (1998) that trehalose concentrations along with glycogen levels decrease over time in

pressed yeast samples; these storage carbohydrates, when completely consumed cause a

loss in yeast cell viability. This reduction in viability then causes a reduction in the ethanol

production rate, which can be related to the model parameter B. As this did not see a

substantial change during storage, it is predicted that these carbohydrate reserves were

kept at adequate levels between liquid yeast delivery periods.

Concentration of the acetate esters (ethyl and isoamyl acetate, Figure 4.16) appeared

to increase during the period of October 2019. This contrasts with the congener profile

shown in Figure 4.17 demonstrates higher esters in spirit for the period of May 2018 when

compared with analysis of spirit in 2017 and 2019. During this period, the foreshot cut

was reduced from 30 minutes in length to 15 minutes. This is likely to have a short term

affect on the congener profile of the distillate and is further highlighted by changes in other

congener concentrations that have low vapour pressures such as acetaldehyde and acetal

(Figure 4.16). Changing the cut point of the distillation process may change the congener

profile initially, causing a spike in analytes in a given distillate. However, the long term

effect of this process will eventually balance out as the concentration in the foreshots and

feints reaches a steady state. As there has been no net increases in the amount of these

analytes (the number of moles), increases in concentration will balance over the course of

several distillations. During the fermentation process is the only way in which congener

concentration can be enhanced. Instead, changing the distillation cut points only serves

to change the ratio in which these congeners exist, as they are distilled according to their

vapour pressure.

Yeast format was shown to cause large variability during fermentation (Figure 4.19). This

was further demonstrated in Figure 4.21, although, the yeast viability accuracy is com-
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promised below 80 % (Powell et al., 2004), large variability was demonstrated both below

and above this factor, demonstrating that washback to washback variance was largely in-

consistent with dried yeast fermentation. It is postulated that this may be due to poor

mixing of yeast with wort nutrients, and inability for the yeast to ferment efficiently at

the beginning of fermentation.

Other aspects of the dried yeast fermentations demonstrated that the total yeast cell

growth was significantly (p < 0.05) reduced. This may be due to a reduction in sterol

production by the yeast, as the drying process encasing the yeast in sterols from autolysis

by-products. However, due to enhanced environmental stresses during rehydration, the

yeast may not be able to grow as successfully when pitched directly from the dried state.

The viability of the yeast cells is likely to be dictated by the amount of nutrient left

in the wort for it to consume. In the case of the slow fermenting yeasts, where gravity

decline is still occurring at the end of fermentation (52 hr), it is likely that these remain

viable, whereas the faster fermentations lose viability quicker than that of the liquid yeast

fermentations. This will cause the fermentation to ‘stick’, resulting in a higher than

expected final gravity.

Dried yeast is likely to have caused such wide variation due to the pitching method em-

ployed. During yeast pitching, yeast was not mixed thoroughly with wort and instead,

added from the top of the washback. This can potentially cause sedimentation in the

washback, where the dried yeast immediately falls to the bottom of the vessel and does

not adequately ferment all wort during fermentation. It is recommended by MacDonald

and Reid (1998) that a hydration regime where yeast is exposed to 30 °C for a time of

greater than 20 min is employed to allow for successful fermentation. This serves to re-

store the dried yeast from it’s state of dormancy and to disperse the dried yeast granules

into single yeast cells. Viability reduction during fermentation occurred earlier using dried

yeast and the pH profile demonstrated a non-standard profile during fermentation. All of

this showed poor yeast health and performance. Although dried yeast had a small impact

on the ester profile analysed by GC/MS (Figure 4.24), differences in congener concentra-

tion was noted for acetaldehyde, ethyl acetate and acetal concentrations when the spirits

were analysed by GC-FID (Figure 4.23). This may be due to the reduced apparent degree

of fermentation (ADF) of fermentations when fermented with dried yeast. Minimal differ-

ences in spirit congener profile were observed, this is likely due to the recycling of foreshots

and feints, which normalises differences between individual fermentations. As dried yeast

was only used for a short amount of time, it is difficult to conclude whether long term

drift, due to the slow shift in steady-state concentrations of these congeners in foreshots

and feints would have affected the analytical profile of the spirit at Glenmorangie.

Use of 30 % chocolate malted barley during the production of wash at the Glenmorangie

distillery yielded a fermentation profile with an increased final gravity. This is a direct

result of the roasting process which reduces the amount of fermentable sugar available to

yeast during fermentation. Fermentation using chocolate malt appeared to occur faster

despite the use of speciality malt and this may be due to changes in the sugar content

and free-amino nitrogen differences. A study by Coghe, D’Hollander, et al. (2005) demon-

strated that almost no fermentable extract nor FAN was extracted from dark caramel and
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roasted malts, resulting in a reduced rate of fermentation, converse to what was observed

during chocolate malt fermentations at Glenmorangie. Higher final gravities produced by

4-parameter models have also been demonstrated in fermentations where wort has been

boiled, causing an increase in colour (Mishra and Speers, 2021), producing similar results

to the study by Coghe, D’Hollander, et al., that introducing darker worts (and associated

loss in FAN) caused a reduction in rate (B) during the midpoint of fermentation. Reduc-

tion of free-amino nitrogen and reducing sugars is expected due to the Maillard reaction.

Thus, due to a reduction in free-amino nitrogen, cell growth was significantly reduced (Fig-

ure 4.26). It is likely that high in yeast cell viability at the end of fermentation (Figure

4.27) is due to the less stressful conditions found towards the end of fermentation con-

taining chocolate malt. This is due to reduced ABV of the fermented media - due to the

increased final gravity and lack of fermentable extract. These conditions will favour yeast

health and potentially slow the proliferation of lactic acid bacteria. Acetaldehyde concen-

trations were significantly reduced (p < 0.05) in the distillate resulting from chocolate malt

fermentation. This may be due to the effect that the furfural-type compounds including

hydroxy-methyl-furfural may have on the glycolytic capacity of the yeast (Taherzadeh et

al., 2000). During the distillation of chocolate malt, cut points during fermentation were

not altered. Future research may consider the evolution of congeners during distillation

as it is expected that less volatile congeners will distil out later during this process.

Fermentations at the Ardbeg distillery demonstrated longer lag times when compared with

the Glenmorangie distillery. This is likely due to the format of the yeast used (dried), which

will take longer to become actively fermenting. Dried yeasts have been demonstrated

in a study by Lawrence (1986) to demonstrate longer lag phases when compared with

fresh yeasts. Furthermore, rates during fermentation were reduced at Ardbeg and this

is likely due to a reduced upper cell concentration during fermentation (Figure 4.32).

Viability drop-off occurred both earlier and at a faster rate (Figure 4.33). It is likely that

this is due to the wooden washbacks and lack of yeast cell growth during fermentation.

The wooden washbacks are likely to have enhanced bacterial communities present and

the lack of yeast cells towards the end of fermentation will allow cultures of bacteria to

proliferate and dominate sooner during fermentation, though this did not cause rise to

acetate concentrations (Figure 4.34). Ethyl ester content of new-make spirit was higher

in concentration (Figure 4.35), though little impact was determined for higher alcohol

and acetate ester concentrations (Figure 4.34). This is potentially due to the purifier on

the spirit still present at the Ardbeg distillery, giving higher rectification during spirit

distillation.

The use of Ardbeg crystal malt appeared to impact fermentation in the same manor that

chocolate malt affected fermentations at the Glenmorangie distillery, with the exception of

acetaldehyde which increased in concentration between regular and crystal malt distillates.

Branched-chain higher alcohols appeared to have been reduced as a result of using crystal

malt. This may be the result of the reduced amount of FAN or wort solids both of which

have been shown to increase the amount of higher alcohols formed in favour of ester

production (Martin, 2002; Oehlschlaeger, Hofbeck, and Wasmuht, 2018). The significance

of changes in congener concentration are difficult to determine as only one retention sample

was made available for analysis. Spirit yields directly correlated with loss in attenuation.
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Crystal malt wort attenuated 92 % in comparison to regular distilling malt. Spirit yield

using the crystal malt was determined to be on average 368, down from the PSY for 100 %

peated distilling malt, a reduction of 7 % which is accounted for by the lack of attenuation

during fermentation.

The detection of substantially infected fermentations may be investigated by using piece-

wise regression. Fermentations with unsatisfactory levels of bacteria present throughout

will often become stuck at a higher final gravity than is acceptable, due to high pH or

competition for nutrient (Dolan, 1976). This leads to a slow, linear decline towards the

end of fermentation, as these proliferating bacterial species consume the remaining car-

bohydrate in the fermentation. Through use of piecewise regression, when significantly

negative gradients are determined, preventative maintenance such as cleaning could be

implemented to avoid losses.

Overall, no significant long-term drift in fermentation profile was highlighted over the three

year observation period despite various process changes such as change in barley varietal,

change in 3rd water volume, change in foreshot cutting time and change in fermentation

time. Although no substantial change was observed, it is likely that small fermentation-

fermentation variation is to be expected, however this effect is impossible to observe due

to modern distilling practice. Spirit distilled from a given fermentation is immediately

vatted with previous spirit from another fermentation. Furthermore, the analysis of low

wines is not possible as they are immediately cut with foreshots and feints from previous

distillations. As spirit is distilled using foreshots and feints from previous distillations,

no spirit is ever the product of one fermentation. Thus, only longer term impacts on

congeners produced during fermentations can be identified in spirit profiles.

Modelling fermentations has the potential to be used as a quality control mechanism in

the distillery to track changes to the process, allowing for spirit character to be retained

from a fermentation aspect. Yeast format has a large impact on fermentation performance,

with dried yeast consistently producing a lower amount of yeast cell concentration during

fermentation. Lack of mixing of yeast or hydration prior to entering the washback may

result in poor fermentation. Differences in distilleries due to malt type (unpeated and

peated) and other effects such as scale and washback material may affect the fermentation

model and the variation of parameters during fermentation. Use of speciality malt in

distilleries will significantly impact the attenuation and therefore spirit yield, however,

fermentation will fully attenuate within the sugars available.
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Chapter 5

High-Gravity Fermentations in

Malt Whisky Production

5.1 Introduction

High-gravity brewing has been commonplace amongst large scale breweries, with early

literature from Casey and co-workers referencing its use from the 1980s (Casey and In-

gledew, 1983; Casey, Magnus, and Ingledew, 1984; Casey, Chen, et al., 1985; Younis and

Stewart, 1999). From a brewing perspective, high-gravity fermentation concerns the use

of increased original extracts in wort, typically in the range of 15-20 °P but have been

proven to be successful in beers up to 11 % alcohol by volume (ABV), from wort as high

as 24 °P (McCaig et al., 1992) and up to 25 °P in bioethanol and lager yeasts (Pina et al.,

2007; Cheung, Brosnan, and Smart, 2012). The concept relies on the production of a

beer ’concentrate’, which after fermentation and maturation, would be diluted down to

the required packaging strength. This therefore yields a larger quantity of product on

the same equipment (as fermentation volume has not been significantly altered) and on

a similar time-frame (Hackstaff, 1978). Being able to produce more beer in this manner

increases the throughput of the brewhouse without the need for any capital expenditure

(CapEx) (Stewart, 2010). An added benefit of high-gravity brewing is that the environ-

mental impact is also reduced, this is due to reduction in energy due to reductions in wort

boil volume per unit of product but also due to reductions in the water usage per brew

(Speers, 2013).

Problems arise with high-gravity brewing due to reduced yeast-cell viability and problems

due to osmotic stress (Day, Anderson, and Martin, 1975; White, 1978). This in effect may

cause reduction in the rate of fermentation during the exponential phase and fermenta-

tions that stick at apparent extracts that are higher than should be expected (Owades,

1981). Fermentations may become ‘stuck’ if alcohol concentrations exceed the tolerance of

the yeast, which vary from strain to strain. Cell viability is reduced when ethanol concen-

tration rises. This is due to several factors including the disruption to the structure of the

yeast cell membrane, transport limitations of amino acids and carbohydrates along with

the inhibition of glycolytic enzymes and proteins (Rose, 1986; Odumeru et al., 1992). The

decline in yeast cell viability due to toxicological effects of ethanol also correlates to the

reduced production of ethanol within the cell. This can be mitigated if the yeast enters
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into an environment where it can replicate successfully, in brewing this is done via the ad-

dition of yeast nutrients and nitrogen sources, particularly as malt extract is often used to

obtain high original gravities, furthermore wort oxygenation may be altered. Yeasts sub-

jected to mutagenesis demonstrated that modification to existing brewer’s yeast produces

mutants that are able to fully utilise wort carbohydrates under very-high gravity (VHG)

conditions, with high viabilities reported throughout fermentation. (Huuskonen and Lon-

desborough, 2005). In Scotch whisky production, use of aids and adjuncts is prohibited

and so the yeast must rely on the nutrients supplied by the malt during mashing. The

use of high-gravity fermentation has been reported by distillers however, demonstrating

that this process is possible without the use of exogenous nutrients and growth factors

(Stewart, 2010). Wort aeration is not normally possible at distillery sites as wort oxygen

levels are intentionally kept low to suppress excessive yeast cell growth.

Negative influences of high-gravity fermentation are typically correlated to congener pro-

duction during fermentation. The brewing literature surrounding the use of high-gravity

fermentation focuses heavily on reducing the vast amounts of both esters and high alcohols

that are produced by the yeast as a result of the osmotic stress during fermentations of

high extract (Anderson and Kirsop, 1973; Casey, Chen, et al., 1985; Stewart, 2001). As

a result of the over-production of these flavour-impacting molecules in high-gravity wort,

beer is often found to demonstrate a different flavour profile after dilution compared to the

‘standard’ recipe, which is likely to have been already established in the marketplace. This

therefore requires adjustment, such as a change in nutrient dosage (Casey, Magnus, and

Ingledew, 1984) or yeast pitching rate (Casey and Ingledew, 1983). The use of linoleic acid

supplementation, for example, has been shown to produce an 85 % decrease in concentra-

tions of acetate esters (Thurston, Taylor, and Ahvenainen, 1981). Furthermore, the use

of high-maltose extract has been demonstrated tp reduce the concentration of congeners,

such as acetate esters, during fermentation with Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Younis and

Stewart, 1999). High-gravity wort also demonstrated increased lag-times, slower growth

rates and higher ester concentrations in a study by Piddocke et al. (2009), which was

partially mitigated through the use of maltose syrup.

Due to the lower liquor to grist ratio required when conducting high-gravity brewing,

efficiencies are likely to be reduced. This is due to the ‘thicker’ mash that is present,

which may not completely and effectively extract all of the available carbohydrate (Muller,

1881). Furthermore, grain resistance increases with the extra quantity of grist along with

a reduced amount of sparge water that can be used during the process. It is recommended

in a review by Muller (1881) that last runnings, which will be higher in extract during

high-gravity brewing, should be retained, allowing their use as mashing water in a later

mash. This process is already conducted within a distillery, making the use of high-gravity

mashing suitable to current malt whisky processing.

In whisky fermentations however, the production of heightened congener concentrations,

such as esters, may be beneficial to new-make spirit quality as such molecules typically

correlate positively to new-make spirit character (Section 1.4.2). This presents an oppor-

tunity to produce more robustly flavoured new-make spirit, whilst also increasing distillery

throughput.
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The purpose of this experiment was to demonstrate the application of the high-gravity

brewing methodology in a Scotch malt whisky distillery. Alcohol tolerances of industri-

ally available distilling yeast are becoming increasingly higher, meaning that it was hoped

that high attenuation of wort could be achieved, even with 30 - 40 % increases in original

extract. Through modelling fermentations, the effect that higher original wort gravity has

on the yeast and fermentation could be observed, allowing the determination of any differ-

ences to fermentation time that may occur as a result. The observation of yeast cell growth

also allowed similar conclusions to be made and may also demonstrate whether yeast cell

growth was adequate during high-gravity fermentations. If cell growth was poor, adjust-

ments during the mashing process could be incorporated. These include the extended use

of raking during mashing or increase yeast cell pitch rate (Casey and Ingledew, 1983).

Yield during fermentation, with respect to volumes of alcohol, is an important factor,

particularly as process intensification is occurring across the sector to deal with current

demand on mature product, which high-gravity may provide a solution to. Finally, the

impact this process had on the new-make spirit quality was assessed by chemical anal-

ysis, demonstrating whether this could be an avenue to improve current whisky making

strategies at an industrial scale.

Use of the term ‘high-gravity’ in breweries typically relates to beer produced from wort >

16 °P, however, as it is commonplace in a distillery to use original extracts of 14 - 18 °P,

the use of the phrase ‘high-gravity’ and what brewers would refer to as ‘very-high-gravity’

here are interchangeable.

5.2 Experimental Design

To observe the possible effects of high-gravity fermentation, a control and high-gravity wort

were brewed at the International Centre for Brewing & Distilling (ICBD) pilot brewery,

based in Heriot-Watt University, GBR. Both worts were brewed using the same batch of

malted barley, the barley varietal was Concerto (Simpsons Malt, Berwick-upon-Tweed,

GBR). The control wort was produced using the standard mashing in procedure (Section

2.2.1), producing 150 L of wort of original extract (OE) 16.0 °P from 35 kg of malt.

High-gravity wort (OE = 21.5 °P) was produced by increasing the mass of malted barley

to 60 kg and less sparge water was used during the lautering stage of mashing, allowing

the top of the grain bed to become substantially drier, which in turn increased the sugar

concentration in the run-off, albeit at slower rates (Section 2.2.1).

After mashing, the wort was cooled and thoroughly mixed in the pilot brewery’s kettle

using a cold water jacket and agitator. This was then transferred into 20 L vessels which

were frozen for a period of at least 1 week (Section 2.2.1). Fermentations were conducted

with one of each condition simultaneously until triplicate fermentations were achieved.

One of each type of wort (control and high-gravity) was thawed prior to use for a period

of at least 48 hr in a 20 °C temperature controlled room and was transferred to a 30

L fermentation vessel when the temperature reached 20 °C. A distilling strain of yeast

(Saccharomyces cerevisiae), Lallemand N379 (Lallemand, Montreal, CAN) was used to

ferment the wort. This yeast was pitched into both wort types at a rate of 1 g L-1

(approximately 2 x107 cells mL-1), regardless of original extract and fermented in a 20 °C
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room for 95 hr.

During fermentation, samples were taken throughout to monitor parameters (Section 2.3).

Measurements of apparent extract (Section 2.4.1), cell count and viability (Section 2.4.6),

pH (Section 2.4.2) and temperature (Section 2.4.3) were recorded.

After the completion of fermentation, wash was distilled on the ICBD pilot distillery, to

produce low wines (Section 2.2.3). The volume of low wines produced was determined

by weight and through the measurement of the density of the distillate (Section 2.5) to

determine the yield of alcohol after this stage. This was followed by 3 L distillation of low

wines into new-make spirit in copper Alembic stills (Section 2.2.4). No water was added

between distillation stages.

Chemical analysis of the distillate was conducted. Higher alcohols and acetate esters were

analysed using gas chromatography flame ionisation detection (GC-FID) (Section 2.6.2)

and abundant esters were measured using solid-phase microextraction gas chromatography

mass spectrometry (SPME-GC/MS) (Section 2.6.3).

The decline of apparent extract and increase of total yeast cell count were modelled using

the 4-parameter logistic equation (Section 3.2.2), which allowed the determination of fer-

mentation phases along with features of gravity decline and cell growth (Sections 3.2.6 &

3.2.7). Other trends during fermentation (pH, yeast cell viability) were fitted to a locally

weighted regression (Section 2.8.2).

The hypothesis of this experiment was that although original extract during fermentation

was excessively high, that the distilling strain of yeast chosen should successfully ferment

the high-gravity wort. Mashing efficiency was expected to be reduced as a result of increas-

ing the mass of grain, as this would be operating outwith the standard running procedure

for the equipment, which was designed to hold a lower mass of malt during mashing. The

product specification states that the yeast is capable of fermenting up to 15 % ABV and

so it was expected that ethanol toxicity would not cause an issue. However, the initial

osmotic stress induced at the beginning of fermentation could cause substantial stress on

the yeast, causing poor or sluggish fermentation, resulting in lower values of B (slow ex-

ponential decline) and high values of M (later midpoint) in the 4-parameter logistic model

(Equation 2.4). If the yeast could ferment the wort successfully, it was hypothesised that

this may require significantly more time.

Further to these hypotheses, it was expected that during fermentation, the yeast will

produce a greater amount of secondary metabolites such as higher alcohols and esters

due to the osmotic stress induced by its environment. This would be expected to have

a positive influence on new-make spirit character (Section 1.4.2). Finally, if the setup

was determined to be successful, it may demonstrate a method for increasing distillery

throughput and also how to reduce the water usage of a distillery in its production of

new-make spirit.
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5.3 Results

The production of high-gravity wort was conducted by increasing the amount of grain

added to the cereal cooker but reducing the volume of sparge water used during mashing

(Section 2.2.1). This induced changes to the efficiency of this process, due to the greater

mass of grain which the pilot facility was not built to accommodate. Changes to the mass

of malt used in the process and subsequent changes in efficiency are highlighted in Table

5.1.

Table 5.1: Changes to mashing in protocols between control and high-gravity fermenta-
tions demonstrating the reduction in efficiency by increasing mass of grain used during
wort production.

Fermentation Total Wort Volume1 Mass Malt2 OE3 Efficiency4

Control 150 35 16.0 88
High-Gravity 150 60 21.5 72

1 L
2 kg
3 original extract, °P
4 Based on the theoretical extract achievable, %

Extract increased from 16.1 °P (control), to 21.6 °P (high-gravity), an increase of 34 % by

increasing the mass of grain from 35 kg to 60 kg, a 71 % increase in grain input. This in

turn however, decreased the efficiency of extraction of carbohydrate from 88 % (control)

to 72 % (high-gravity) when compared with the total available extract from this process.

5.3.1 Apparent Extract Decline During Fermentation

The decline in apparent extract was modelled using the 4-parameter logistic function

(Equation 2.4), fitting observations were made throughout fermentation. This is described

in Figure 5.1 and parameter fits were outlined in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Parameter fits of the logistic model fitted to observations of apparent extract
during the fermentation of high-gravity wort. Uncertainty of fits was determined by the
standard error of the model.

Fermentation Pi
1 Pe

1 B2 M3

Control 16.0± 0.1 1.20± 0.07 0.266± 0.009 22.5± 0.2
High-Gravity 21.5± 0.2 0.94± 0.09 0.249± 0.010 23.5± 0.2

n. = 47
1
°P

2 hr-1
3 hr

The initial asymptotic value (Pi) of the fitted 4-parameter model was unsurprisingly sub-

stantially impacted by increasing the original density of the produced wort. Fitted values

of Pi increased from 16.0 ± 0.1 °P to 21.5 ± 0.2 °P between the control and high-gravity
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Figure 5.1: Observations and fitted 4-parameter logistic model of apparent extract decline
during the fermentation of high-gravity wort compared to a control fermentation.

fermentations. This difference was significant (p < 0.05) and the change was a reflection

of the increase in the OE of the produced wort (Table 5.1). Fitted values assigned to the

equilibrium asymptotic value (Pe) determined significant (p < 0.05) differences in final

fermentation extracts. In this case, final extract values were lower for the high-gravity

fermentations, with Pe = 0.94 ± 0.09 °P, compared to the control which demonstrated

model Pe = 1.20± 0.07 °P.

The rates of fermentation during the midpoint (B) were not significantly affected (p > 0.05)

by the original extract. Values assigned to B were 0.266±0.009 hr-1 and 0.249±0.010 hr-1

for the control and high-gravity fermentations respectively. The midpoint of fermentation

occurred after 22.5 ± 0.2 hr in the control fermentation and after 23.5 ± 0.2 hr during

the high-gravity regime. These differences were determined to be significant (p < 0.05),

though, the magnitude of this change was not substantial.

From the models produced (Figure 5.1), the phases that occurred during fermentation,

with respect to the decline in apparent extract were calculated. Although the midpoint

of fermentation demonstrated significant difference (Table 5.2), evaluation of the models

produced (Figure 5.1) indicates that these differences are not visibly apparent. This is

further confirmed by the determined phases, which are outlined in Table 5.3.

Differences in calculated lag time demonstrated no significant difference (p > 0.05), with

this occurring after 15.0 ± 1.6 hr during the control fermentation and after 15.5 ± 1.1

hr during the high-gravity fermentation. The lack of evidence for differences between

these fermentations is further apparent as they progressed into the exponential phase.

Although the high-gravity fermentation took longer to reach the exponential phase on

average (18.2±0.9 hr) compared to the control (17.5±1.3 hr) these differences were found
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Table 5.3: Phases of fermentation with respect to the decline in apparent extract. The
uncertainty of the quoted values was determined by the standard deviation of the mean
time of each fermentation (n. = 3).

Fermentation
Lag

Time
Begin

Exponential
End

Exponential
Begin Stationary

Phase

Control 15.0± 1.6 17.5± 1.3 27.4± 0.3 30.0± 0.2
High-Gravity 15.5± 1.1 18.2± 0.9 28.8± 0.2 31.6± 0.4

All times given in hr

to lack significance (p > 0.05).

After the midpoint, which demonstrated a significant difference (p < 0.05) in its timing

(Table 5.2), further significant differences (p < 0.05) were determined for the end of

exponential and stationary phases. The end of the exponential phase (or beginning of

the deceleration phase) occurred later for the high-gravity fermentation (28.8 ± 0.2 hr)

compared to the control (27.4± 0.3hr). This was also reflected in the end of fermentation

or beginning of the stationary phase, which occurred after 30.0± 0.2 hr and 31.6± 0.4 hr

in the control and high-gravity fermentations respectively, signifying that the high gravity

wort took, on average, 1.6 hr longer to reach the end of fermentation.

5.3.2 Yeast Cell Growth Model

The total yeast cell concentration was observed throughout fermentation and modelled

using the 4-parameter logistic model. Figure 5.2 and Table 5.4 display these observa-

tions and the parameters fitted to each model resulting from the control and high-gravity

fermentations.

Table 5.4: Parameters assigned to the logistic function describing yeast cell growth during
fermentation of high-gravity wort. Uncertainty in calculated values was given by the
standard error of the model.

Yeast Ci
1 Ce

1 B2 M3

Control 5.98± 8.73× 106 1.85± 0.04× 108 0.162± 0.023 23.4± 1.2
High Gravity 2.09± 0.67× 107 2.03± 0.03× 108 0.290± 0.034 32.6± 0.4

n. observations = 46
1 cells mL-1

2 hr-1
3 hr

Yeast growth demonstrated different model profiles through observation during fermenta-

tions of control and high-gravity worts. The initial yeast pitching rate, described by Ci

demonstrated a high level of uncertainty with the fitted values. Initial yeast pitching rate

was not changed between the different worts and this was reflected in the lack of signif-

icance (p > 0.05) between the fitted values of Ci determined by the model. The fitted

parameter, Ci was determined to be 5.98± 8.73 x106 cells mL-1 for the control fermenta-

tion and 2.09 ± 0.37 x107 cells mL-1 for the high-gravity fermentation. Due to the large
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Figure 5.2: Total yeast cell count during fermentation using high-gravity wort, observa-
tions were fitted with a 4-parameter logistic equation (n. = 46).

associated uncertainty, the Ci parameter was determined to lack significance in the model

fit (p > 0.05) and therefore may not accurately describe initial yeast pitching rates. Upper

yeast cell growth was described by Ce. In this case, upper cell concentrations were de-

termined to be significantly higher (p < 0.05) during the fermentation of the high-gravity

wort, where upper concentrations were determined to be 2.03± 0.03 x108 cells mL-1. This

is in comparison to the control fermentation which demonstrated an upper total cell count

of 1.85± 0.04 x108 cells mL-1. There was also a large degree of uncertainty observed with

Pi, calculations of number of generations appears to show that the control fermentation

underwent more population doublings (n. = 4.95) compared to the high-gravity fermen-

tation (n. = 3.28). As equal quantities of yeast were pitched, this is unlikely and it is

more probable that the high-gravity fermentation demonstrated a greater degree of cell

division and growth. Studies into this area suggest that relatively less yeast growth occurs

than would be expected from the original extract during high-gravity fermentation (Pratt,

Bryce, and Stewart, 1999) This effect however, is dependent on the osmotic tolerance of

the yeast strain as stress tolerance and growth are related (Pratt-Marshall, 2002; Pratt,

Bryce, and Stewart, 2003).

As a result of the differences in upper yeast cell count being achieved, the midpoint of

cell growth and the rate of increase in cell concentration at this time also differed. The

rate at the inflection point, B, was determined to be significantly greater (p < 0.05) for

the high-gravity fermentation compared with the control. Values for B were calculated

as 0.162 ± 0.023 hr-1 (control) and 0.290 ± 0.034 hr-1 (high-gravity). As a result, values

calculated for µmax was also greater during the higher gravity fermentation with values of

0.139 hr-1 and 0.165 hr-1 for the control and high-gravity fermentation regimes respectively.

This produced maximum generation times of 5.00 hr for the control fermentation and 4.20
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hr for the high-gravity fermentation. It is expected that the difference would be greater

with a better estimation of Ci, which would result in a reduction of the generation time

of the control fermentation.

The occurrence of the midpoint (M) of fermentation was determined to be significantly

different (p < 0.05) between fermentations. High-gravity fermentations produced yeast cell

growth profiles with significantly later occurring midpoints of fermentation, calculated to

occur after 32.6 ± 0.4 hr of fermentation. The control regime demonstrated its midpoint

after 23.4 ± 1.2 hr. This can be also observed (Figure 5.2) potentially due to the visibly

shorter lag period that exists during the control fermentation. Yeast cell viability was

measured using methylene blue. Observations and trends of yeast cell viability are plotted

in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Yeast cell viability of a control (black) and high-gravity (blue) fermentation
recorded using methylene blue. Trends were plotted using a locally weighted regression.

Trends in yeast cell viability were largely similar between fermentations but demonstrated

slight variances in trend, particularly just after yeast pitching. The control fermentation

demonstrated an average viability of 95.4 ± 4.4 % which was comparable to the viability

of 95.4± 0.1 % during the high-gravity fermentations. After 15 hr fermentation, towards

the end of the lag-phase, viability dropped, particularly in the high-gravity fermentation

which demonstrated a viability of 82.0±1.3% during this time, which was lower than that

of the control whose viability was 89.3±1.1 %. The accuracy of the methylene blue method

employed means that this absolute difference cannot be inferred entirely, as methylene blue

does not function effectively at viabilities < 90%. After 23 hr, approximately during the

period where the midpoint of fermentation was occurring, yeast cell viabilities recovered,

measuring 97.5±2.4% and 93.6±3.2% in the control and high-gravity regimes respectively.

Cell viabilities then remained consistent until 75 hr, where yeast cell viabilities in the
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control dropped from 93.1±1.6% to 67.1±3.0% after 95 hr in the control and 89.6±0.8%

to 73.3± 2.8% in the high-gravity fermentation during the same period.

5.3.3 pH Profile During Fermentation

The pH of fermenting wash was recorded throughout fermentation and the trend is plotted

in Figure 5.4. The pitching pH of worts were 5.79 ± 0.03 and 5.67 ± 0.05 for the control

Figure 5.4: Observations of the pH recorded during fermentation of high-gravity (blue)
and control (black) worts, trends were plotted using a locally weighted regression.

and high-gravity wort respectively. This value dropped in the control sample to 3.72±0.07

after 35 hr, before rising again to 3.97± 0.18 after 75 hr and finishing with a wash pH of

3.69 ± 0.06 after 95 hr. The pH of the high-gravity fermentation dropped at a reduced

rate during the initial stages of fermentation, with the pH dropping to its first minima of

3.69± 0.03 after hour 52 of fermentation. This then rose again, reaching 4.22± 0.09 after

75 hr, finishing with a wash pH of 3.70± 0.02.

5.3.4 Alcohol Yield

The yield of alcohol produced during fermentation and subsequently after the first distilla-

tion into low wines was determined, the results are described in Table 5.5. The utilisation

of high-gravity wort caused the ABV of fermented wash to increase significantly (p < 0.05)

from 7.8 ± 0.2% (control) to 11.4 ± 0.1% (high-gravity). This in turn produced a signifi-

cantly higher (p < 0.05) low wine ABV, which was increased from 21.4±0.0% in the control

to 27.7 ± 0.5% in the high-gravity fermentation regime. The total yield of alcohol from

the subsequent fermentations was most accurately determined through the assessment of

litres of pure alcohol (LPA) as this incorporates both the alcoholic strength and volume

of produced distillate. Alcohol production arising from high-gravity fermentation was sig-
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Table 5.5: Yield of alcohol from fermentations of high-gravity wort compared to a control
fermentation at different point during the production of new-make spirit. Error in the
quoted value was calculated by assessment of the standard deviation of the mean.

Fermentation Wash ABV1/ % Low Wines ABV1/ % Low Wines LPA2

Control 7.8± 0.2 21.4± 0.0 1.63 ± 0.00
High-Gravity 11.4± 0.1 27.7± 0.5 2.35 ± 0.10

1 Alcohol by volume
2 Litres of pure alcohol

nificantly (p < 0.05) increased, rising from 1.63± 0.00 LPA at standard wort gravities to

2.35± 0.10 LPA at increased gravity, an increase of 55 %.

5.3.5 Chemical Analysis of New-Make Spirit

Higher alcohols and acetate esters were analysed using GC-FID (Section 2.6.2). The analy-

sis of new-make spirit produced from high-gravity worts compared to control fermentations

is listed in Table 5.6 and Figure 5.5.

Table 5.6: Results of the higher alcohol and ester analysis conducted by GC-FID demon-
strating the congener content of new-make spirit fermented from higher gravity wort com-
pared to a control. The uncertainty reflects the standard deviation of the mean measured
value (n. = 3)

Analyte Control High-Gravity

Acetaldehyde 76± 7 129± 16
Ethyl Acetate 316± 9 565± 26
Acetal 125± 15 159± 10
Methanol 51± 13 33± 16
n-propanol 398± 8 537± 104
Isobutanol 424± 31 694± 55
Isoamyl acetate 17± 1 24± 4
n-butanol ND1 8± 1
Active amyl alcohol 948± 69 1160± 189
Isoamyl alcohol 298± 34 464± 4
Furfural 24± 1 23± 2

Measured in mg L-1

1 Not detected (ND)

Most congeners analysed using GC-FID were measured in the greatest concentration in the

spirit resulting from the high-gravity fermentation regime. The measured concentration

of acetaldehyde was significantly higher during the fermentation of the high-gravity wort,

increasing from 76 ± 7 mg L-1 in the control to 129 ± 16 mg L-1 in the high-gravity

new-make spirit. Similarly, an increase in acetal was recorded between new-make spirit

samples. This congener, which conveys fresh, green and fruity aromas (Table 2.3) was

measured at concentrations of 125 ± 15 mg L-1 and 159 ± 10 mg L-1 in the control and

high gravity samples respectively.

The acetate esters -ethyl acetate and isoamyl acetate - were both proceeded in significantly
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higher (p < 0.05) concentrations in the high-gravity new-make spirit samples analysed.

Ethyl acetate, an important congener in the aroma of new-make spirit, was measured at

a concentration of 316 ± 9 mg L-1 (control), 79 % lower than that recorded in the high-

gravity new-make spirit sample, at a concentration of 565 ± 26 mg L-1. Isoamyl acetate,

a congener that smells of pear drops and banana, was also increased from 17 ± 1 mg L-1

in the control to 24 ± 4 mg L-1 in the high-gravity spirit. Both of these congeners were

detected in presences much greater than their sensory aroma thresholds (Table 2.3).

Analysis of straight chain alcohols demonstrated that methanol was present in higher

concentration in the control sample (51 ± 13 mg L-1) compared to the high-gravity new-

make spirit (33± 16 mg L-1), though this difference was not determined to be significant

by t-test (p > 0.05). Conversely, concentrations of n-propanol were significantly increased

in the high-gravity new-make spirit, measuring 537 ± 104 mg L-1, compared with the

control concentration of 398 ± 8 mg L-1. Butanol was only detected in new-make spirit

resulting from high-gravity fermentations, measuring at a concentration of 8 ± 1 mg L-1.

All straight chain alcohols were measured at concentration in the range of their sensory

threshold and typically have alcoholic aromas associated with their presence (Table 2.3),

with the exception of n-butanol which is deemed to have a more pleasant aroma (Burdock,

2010).

Branched chain alcohols, isobutanol, active amyl alcohol and isoamyl alcohol, were all mea-

sured in substantially higher concentrations in the high-gravity new-make spirit. Concen-

trations of isobutanol were determined as 424±31 mg L-1 and 694±55 mg L-1 in the control

and high-gravity new-make spirit samples respectively, a significant increase (p < 0.05).

This may present wine-like and disagreeable odours to the distillate (Table 2.3). Similarly

concentrations of active amyl alcohol were greater in the higher original gravity spirit sam-

ples, measuring 1160± 189 mg L-1 compared to the control which measured 948± 69 mg

L-1, though this difference was not deemed significant (p > 0.05). Isoamyl alcohol, which

has a characteristic fusel aroma (Burdock, 2010), was significantly higher in concentration

in the spirit produced from the higher original extract wort, with a concentration of 464±4

mg L-1. This concentration was significantly higher (p < 0.05) than the control, where the

congener was measured at a concentration of 298± 34 mg L-1.

No difference in concentrations of furfural were determined. Concentrations of the aro-

matic aldehyde were measured as 24 ± 1 mg L-1 and 23 ± 2 mg L-1 in the control and

high-gravity new-make spirit samples respectively.
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Figure 5.5: Ester and higher alcohol concentration in spirit samples produced from stan-
dard (grey) and high-gravity (blue) worts. Error bars indicate the standard deviation of
the mean (n. = 3). Congeners analysed were A) acetaldehyde, B) ethyl acetate, C) acetal,
D) methanol, E) n-propanol, F) isobutanol, G) isoamyl acetate, H) n-butanol, I) active
amyl alcohol, J) isoamyl alcohol and K) furfural.
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Volatile esters in new-make spirit were then analysed using SPME-GC/MS (Section 2.6.3)

and the results are demonstrated in Table 5.7 and plotted in Figure 5.6.

Table 5.7: Ester concentration in new-make spirit fermented from high-gravity wort and
compared with wort of a regular extract. The uncertainty was determined by the standard
deviation of the mean measured concentrations.

Analyte Control High-Gravity

Ethyl caprate 0.25± 0.04 0.49± 0.08
Ethyl caproate 0.74± 0.05 1.14± 0.03
Ethyl caprylate 0.56± 0.10 1.33± 0.13
Ethyl laurate 0.64± 0.02 0.69± 0.04
Ethyl palmitate 0.31± 0.02 0.58± 0.08
Phenylethyl acetate 1.05± 0.03 1.79± 0.37

Measured in mg L-1

Figure 5.6: Volatile ester concentration measured in new-make spirit samples fermented
from regular (grey) and high-gravity (blue) worts. Uncertainty of the quoted values was
given by the standard deviation of the mean.

The mean concentration of all the esters analysed by gas chromatography mass spectrome-

try (GC/MS) were determined to be greater in the high-gravity new-make spirit produced.

Measured concentrations of ethyl caprate increased significantly (p < 0.05) from 0.25±0.04

mg L-1 to 0.49± 0.08 mg L-1 from spirit produced from control and high original extract

worts respectively. This congener has aromas of grapes and wine and was present above its

aroma threshold (8 -12 µg L-1). Similarly, ethyl caprate was present in significantly higher

(p < 0.05) concentrations in the high-gravity new-make spirit. Concentrations increased

from 0.74±0.05 mg L-1 to 1.14±0.03 mg L-1 through the increase of original extract. This

congener would be expected to impart a positive contribution to new-make spirit quality

as it has waxy and tropical fruit aromas (Table 2.3).

Ethyl caprylate, a fruity ester with sensory characteristics of flowers and apricot was

measured at significantly higher (p < 0.05) concentrations in new-make spirit resulting
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from the use of high-gravity worts. This ester demonstrated concentrations of 0.56± 0.10

mg L-1 in the control distillate, increasing 138 % to 1.33±0.13 mg L-1 in the spirit samples

fermented from higher gravity wort. Ethyl laurate was the only ethyl ester analysed that

did not demonstrate a significantly higher concentration in new-make spirit resulting from

high-gravity fermentation. In this case, no significant difference (p > 0.05) was determined

between these samples. Concentrations in the control spirit measured 0.64± 0.02 mg L-1

and 0.69± 0.04 mg L-1 in the high-gravity new-make spirit.

Measured concentrations of ethyl palmitate were 0.31 ± 0.02 mg L-1 and 0.58 ± 0.08 mg

L-1 in the control and high-gravity new-make spirit samples respectively, demonstrating a

significantly higher concentration in the high-gravity spirit. A similar trend was demon-

strated by phenylethyl acetate. Concentrations in the control spirit were measured as

1.05± 0.03 mg L-1, significantly lower (p < 0.05) than that of the high-gravity fermenta-

tion, which measured a mean concentration of 1.79±0.37 mg L-1. Neither ethyl palmitate

nor phenylethyl acetate were measured above their aroma threshold that has been sug-

gested by literature (Table 2.3).

5.3.6 Sensory Analysis

Sensory analysis was conducted by the trained panel at Scotch Whisky Research Insti-

tute (SWRI), using a quantitative descriptive analysis (QDA) method. The results are

demonstrated in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Spider diagram demonstrating the results of sensory analysis (n. = 15) of
new-make spirit samples produced from regular and high-gravity worts A) y-axis scale to
the maximum score possible (3) and B) expanded plot demonstrating scale normalised to
the maximum score (1.8).
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From the sensory analysis conducted, it was demonstrated that only the soapy charac-

teristic demonstrated a significant difference (p = 0.04) between new-make spirit samples

analysed. The soapy characteristic was assigned a mean value of 0.50 in the control sample,

compared to 0.32 in the high-gravity distillate, demonstrating that the control spirit was

more soapy in character. The meaty characteristic was found to be more apparent in the

high-gravity sample, with this result demonstrating weak significance (p = 0.60). All other

differences in characteristics measured were determined to be insignificant (p > 0.10).

5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 Mashing Efficiency

Through high-gravity mashing techniques, the decrease in actual extract compared to the

theoretical extract was reduced (Table 5.1), with a marked reduction of efficiency from 88

% in the control to 72 % in the high-gravity wort production. This reduction in yield was

expected and has been discussed as a disadvantage of high-gravity brewing (Muller, 1881).

By increasing the mass of malt added during mashing, it is harder for the temperature

to remain homogenous in the cereal cooker, meaning that enzymes may not function as

effectively during this part of the process. Furthermore, due to a reduction in sparge and

chase liquor that could be used, grain may have been lost in pipework and also draff may

have contained a higher level of residual carbohydrate material. Future work may look to

optimise this process by determining the optimum time at which to cease sparge before

routing the run-off to a liquor storage tank as so less loss of yield occurs. The mash may

also be optimised to ensure that no residual carbohydrate leaves the mash house in draff

waste streams. Ultimately, if the liquor:grist ratio is reduced and efficiency is maintained,

the distillery output can be increased. Currently, efforts in the Scotch whisky sector are

focussed on reducing water consumption, therefore, reducing the liquor aspect of the ratio.

5.4.2 Apparent Extract Modelling

Modelling the decline in apparent extract during fermentation (Figure 5.1) demonstrated

that both regimes of fermentation displayed similar patterns. The initial asymptotic value

demonstrated the most obvious difference, evidently showing the increase that is expected

of high-gravity fermentation. Values assigned to the equilibrium asymptotic value (Pe),

demonstrated good attenuation of both worts. The assigned values for this aspect of the

model further demonstrated the ability of this yeast to ferment to high concentrations of

alcohol. Despite ethanol concentrations reaching 11.4 % ABV, Pe was significantly lower

(p < 0.05) for the high-gravity fermentation. It is likely this reduction of final extract may

be a result of the density reduction due to the extra alcohol formed and differences in Pe

values were small (0.26 °P). This aspect of modelling demonstrated that the fermentability

of the wort was not affected through the use of a high-gravity regime.

The rate of fermentation at its fastest point was not found to differ between fermentation.

This result determined that the effect of high initial osmotic stress did not effect the rate

of consumption by yeast during the exponential phase. The demonstrated effect reflects

research by Hammond, Davis, et al. (2001), which suggests that the problems associated
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with high and very high gravity wort fermentation is a result of the inhibitory effects

of metabolites (most importantly ethanol) produced by the yeast during such fermenta-

tions. This is contrary to much belief that the initial osmotic stress induces problematic

fermentation and this suggests that the initial nutritional balance of the wort will deter-

mine the success of fermentation. The midpoint of fermentation did occur later for the

high-gravity fermentation, resulting most likely from the higher initial extract. As the

rate during the midpoint of the exponential phase (B) was comparable, the time taken

for the high-gravity to reach this midpoint is likely to have increased as it had to decline

by a greater amount before the midpoint had occurred. The control fermentation reached

the midpoint after 22.5 hr, where the apparent extract was defined as 8.6 °P, a decline

of 7.4 °P when compared with Pi (16.0 °P). By comparison, the high-gravity fermenta-

tion model demonstrated an apparent extract of 11.2 °P at the midpoint of fermentation

(23.5 hr), the decline in apparent extract totalling 10.3 °P to reach the midpoint from the

initial asymptotic gravity (21.5 °P). Thus, the increase in time to reach the midpoint of

fermentation is to be expected for high-gravity fermentations where differences in B are

not significant.

This delay in the occurrence of the phases of fermentation are then further highlighted

beyond the midpoint of the exponential phase (Table 5.3). The lag phase was not de-

termined to differ in length between fermentations, further demonstrating that the high

osmotic stress caused due to the higher original extract had a large effect on the yeast’s

ability to begin fermentation. Similarly, the beginning of the exponential phases did not

take place at significantly different times. These differences were not significant, however,

on average, the high-gravity fermentations consistently took more time to reach these

phase changes as proposed by the fitted models. Post exponential phase changes both

occurred significantly later (p < 0.05) in the high-gravity fermentations when compared

with the control. It is likely that this occurred for reasons as detailed previously, where the

high-gravity fermentations had a larger decrease in extract to reduce by before reaching

the deceleration and stationary phases, thus, taking longer.

5.4.3 Yeast Cell Growth Model

Cell growth profiles produced visibly different models during fermentation of the control

and high-gravity worts (Figure 5.2). The initial asymptotic value (Ci) of the produced

4-parameter models demonstrated that this was not a good indication of pitched yeast

cell count as values were significantly different (p < 0.05) and were also subject to a large

uncertainty (Table 5.4). The yeast cell pitching rate was expected to have been the same

for both fermentations as the same dried yeast pitching rate was used (1 g L-1). Lag times

of the fermentations conducted in the control wort appear much shorter and so estimation

it is likely that C0 6= Ci, which is what occurs in the high-gravity cell growth model. Due

to the difficulty of conducting yeast cell counts by haemocytometer directly after pitching,

this may have affected the yeast cell count directly after pitching. This means that initial

yeast cell pitching is subject to large error, due to large deviation in results but is also more

difficult to measure this when t ≈ 0 and so Ci is poorly defined. Modelling this aspect of

yeast cell growth has been proven difficult in industrial-scale examples (Section 4.3.2). Due

to poor definition of Ci, subsequent calculations such as generation time and population
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doublings during fermentation were likely to be subject to a similarly large amount of

error. The use of liquid yeast in future work would allow a better determination of early

yeast cell concentrations, providing a more robust understanding of Ci and preceding yeast

cell growth.

The final asymptotic cell count (Ce) was not subject to the same error in its calculation,

with error > 3%. Values assigned to Ce were significantly greater (p < 0.05) in high-gravity

worts, with an increase in suspended cells of 9.7 %. Increases in upper yeast cell count

were due to the higher concentration of nutrients and cell growth factors, including free

amino nitrogen (FAN). The increase in cell concentration was, however, less proportionally

increased when compared to the 34 % increase in extract. This may be due to the osmoti-

cally stressful situation yeast undergoes at the beginning of fermentation, resulting in less

total yeast cell growth during fermentation. Malt whisky fermentations typically seek to

suppress overall yeast cell growth as this can have a marked effect on ethanol yields dur-

ing fermentation (Russell, 2003). As a result, increasing wort gravity and reducing yeast

cell growth relative to the increase in apparent extract may provide extended benefits to

distillery output. Cell growth in high-gravity wort has been reported to be poor, due to

nutritional deficiency (Casey, Magnus, and Ingledew, 1984). However, this is often the

case in high-gravity brewing from the perspective of producing beer, when low-nitrogen

sources such as malt extract are used to boost the carbohydrate concentration of wort. As

malt whisky production can only utilise malted barley (non-extract), nutrient deficiency

is less likely to occur.

The midpoint of fermentation (M) occurred later during fermentation of high-gravity

worts. This likely due to the increase in length of the lag-phase during fermentation

of such wort, resulting in a more steep increase in yeast cell count during the exponential

phase (B).

From the observations of viability (Figure 5.3), it was observed that yeast cell viability

trended lower in the high-gravity wort fermentations at the beginning of fermentation

(t < 15 hr). This has been reported in the literature (Casey, Magnus, and Ingledew,

1984), however, yeast health in distilling fermentations is not a main concern so long

as the wort is fully attenuated and no loss of yield occurs. This is because, unlike in the

brewing of beer, yeast is not serially repitched into later fermentations. Thus, yeast health

at the end of fermentation is not a primary concern for distillers. Methylene blue detects

osmotic pressure induced stress as negative viability results which is heightened during

the first 24 hr of fermentation (Casey and Ingledew, 1983) and therefore this result may

be subject to error. Towards the end of fermentation (t > 75 hr), viability appears to be

greater for the high-gravity fermentation. This may be due to the delay of the yeast cell

death phase, which is a result of the increased time taken to ferment the higher extract

to completion. Furthermore, viabilities beyond 75 hr are also subject to greater error due

to the reduction below 80 % (Powell et al., 2004).

5.4.4 pH Profile

The pH profile demonstrated by both fermentations was similar, albeit, the high-gravity

fermentations demonstrated a delay in initial reduction when compared with the control
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(Figure 5.4). The delay before the initial drop in pH at the start of fermentation (t < 12.5

hr) is likely due to the extended lag-phase demonstrated by the yeast during fermentation

(Figure 5.2) Differences in final wash pH were similar and not significantly different (p >

0.05). This may provide any opportunity for bacterial growth, though it is likely that the

competing bacteria, such as Lactobacillus may also demonstrate a longer lag phase due to

osmotic pressure of the higher original extract of the wort.

5.4.5 Alcohol Yield

The yield in alcohol produced between stages of fermentation were increased significantly

(p < 0.05) as demonstrated by the LPA produced after the first distillation step (Table 5.5).

This increase in alcoholic yield was greater than that of the increase in extract, potentially

resulting from the reduction in final gravity of the wort (Table 5.2) and relatively lower

yeast cell growth during fermentation recorded (Table 5.4).

On application of this process, care must be taken to ensure that solubilisation of fusel

oils in low wines and feints receiver tanks does not occur. This has been said to happen

when the ABV of such tanks reaches > 30%, which causes ‘blank’ runs as spirit passes the

de-misting test without adequate flushing of the condensers due to high concentration of

alcohol. The result of this means that new-make spirit may contain off-notes and higher

concentrations of congeners which are correlated with negative spirit quality (Section

1.4.2).

5.4.6 Chemical Analysis

Chemical analysis, both by GC-FID and SPME-GC/MS demonstrated that most con-

geners analysed were in the greatest concentration amongst the new-make spirit produced

from the high-gravity fermentations (Figures 5.5 & 5.6). This is a synergistic result of

increasing the wort original extract and in many congeners analysed, the increase in con-

centration far exceeded the increase in original extract (Table 5.8). As there is more

carbohydrate material available for the yeast to consume, the amount of flavour molecules

that will be produced as a result will increase. Furthermore, due to the osmotic stress

present to yeast at the early stages of fermentation this may produce higher concentrations

of secondary metabolites (Owades, 1981).

The effect that high-gravity wort has on the production of higher alcohols and esters

is well documented in the literature for beer (Anderson and Kirsop, 1973; Palmer and

Rennie, 1974; McCaig et al., 1992; Younis and Stewart, 1999; Verstrepen, Derdelinckx,

et al., 2003; He et al., 2014). Generally, these sources cite that congener concentration,

particularly of esters, are increased in high-gravity brewing methods, even after the beer

is diluted to finished beer ethanol concentrations. Typically, high-gravity is correlated

with the increased production of both higher alcohols and esters to concentrations greater

than the effective proportional increase due to the increased original wort gravity. This

was demonstrated well in esters, as acetate esters were increased in concentration through

the use of high-gravity fermentation. Ethyl acetate was increased in concentration by 79

% (Table 5.6), outlining that increases were beyond that of the simple increase in extract

(34 %). This was also apparent for concentrations of isoamyl acetate, which is a major
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Table 5.8: Percentage volatile aroma congener concentration change between control and
high-gravity fermentations, many indicating increases in concentration beyond the increase
in original extract of the wort and therefore the amount of fermentable substrate (34 %).

Analyte Type
% Change in
Concentration

Acetaldehyde Aldehyde 71
Ethyl Acetate Ester 79
Acetal Acetal 27
Methanol Alcohol -36
Propanol Alcohol 35
Isobutanol Alcohol 64
Isoamyl acetate Ester 45
Active amyl alcohol Alcohol 22
Isoamyl alcohol Alcohol 56
Furfural Aldehyde -6
Ethyl caprate Ester 92
Ethyl caproate Ester 55
Ethyl caprylate Ester 138
Ethyl laurate Ester 8
Ethyl palmitate Ester 86
Phenyl ethyl acetate Ester 70

volatile ester associated with fruitiness (banana, pear) in new-make spirit. In high-gravity

new-make spirit its concentration was increased by 41 %. Isoamyl acetate, formed via the

Elrich pathway, has been reported as having amongst the lowest threshold value in Scotch

whisky and has a low vapour pressure in water, meaning that it will be easily transferred

into the new-make spirit (Tsuji and Taketsuru, 1986). Other esters that displayed large

increases in concentration included ethyl caprate (grape, brandy), ethyl palmitate (sweet,

waxy), ethyl caprylate (fruity, floral) and phenylethyl acetate (floral, rose). Concentrations

of higher alcohols were less dramatically affected through the use of high-gravity worts.

Furthermore, methanol, which is not often associated with positive flavour attributes in

new-make spirit was reduced in concentration in the high-gravity distillate. This may have

a positive effect on new-make spirit character, reducing the harsh alcohol aroma from the

produced spirit.

As esters have a large impact on the fruitiness of beer, their production must be controlled

through the use of extracts and adjuncts, which also aids yeast health at the end of

fermentation, allowing the yeast to be propagated and reused (Verstrepen, Derdelinckx,

et al., 2003). In the production of new-make spirit, although character is likely to have

changed due to the use of high-gravity methodology, the increase in concentration of

esters demonstrated is likely to have shifted the spirit character to produce a more fruity

and flavourful distillate. As a result, a positive shift in new-make spirit quality is to be

expected.

5.4.7 Sensory Analysis

Sensory analysis determined that the soapy characteristic was significantly lower (p = 0.04)

in the high-gravity new-make spirit by a trained sensory panel compared with the control.
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This result is somewhat surprising, as concentrations of fatty acid esters, such as ethyl

palmitate, were demonstrated to exist at significantly higher (p < 0.05) concentrations

in the high-gravity spirit. Such esters are typically soapy and waxy in characteristic

(Table 2.5) and so this result is different than what would be expected. Furthermore, the

meaty characteristic was demonstrated as being higher in the high-gravity spirit, though

this result was only weakly significant (p = 0.06). These differences demonstrate that

increasing the wort original gravity may actually provide a useful method for increasing

distillery throughout whilst only having a minimal impact on new-make spirit character.

Therefore, use of such a method may be adapted as a way of reducing the environmental

impact of the production process. Expected differences in fresh fruit, floral and sweet

characteristics as a result of the changes to the analytical profile (Figures 5.5 & 5.6)

demonstrated the same if not increased mean values in the high-gravity samples. However,

none of these differences were determined to be significant (p > 0.10). Therefore, it is likely

these increases in concentration may have contributed to differences in sensory profile but

the intensity did not yield significantly different new-make spirit characters. As a result,

further increases to wort original gravity may provide a more significantly sweet and fruity

new-make spirit character. It is also likely that these differences may be more evident in

industrially produced new-make spirit samples, as aroma intensities in this study were all

reported as less than 2.
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Chapter 6

Use of Novel Brewing Yeasts in

Malt Whisky Fermentation

6.1 Introduction

Historically, whisky distilleries would have fermented wort with brewing strains of yeast.

Latterly, distilling-specific yeast strains were developed. This development occurred as

some aspects of brewing fermentations were not applicable to that of whisky fermentations,

therefore, strains were developed in order to produce a more refined microorganism to fulfil

the needs of a distillery fermentation (Watson, 1981). For a period of time, brewing yeasts

were co-fermented with distilling yeasts and research has suggested this improved the

complexity and body of the spirit (Yomo, Noguchi, and Yonezawa, 2008), though this also

demonstrated appreciable increases in the amount of sulfur containing compounds within

the spirit.

During the production of malt whisky wash, it is important that all the fermentable sugar

is accessed during mashing and fermentation. This in turn will increase the alcoholic

yield from each fermentation. There is also no benefit gained through the addition of

unfermented carbohydrate to the pot for distillation as it is not sufficiently volatile to

be carried into the distillate. Furthermore, consistently adding this material to the still

risks fouling, causing reductions in heat transfer during distillation. As a result, distilling

yeasts with the ability to ferment oligosaccharides such as maltotetraose were isolated.

The metabolism of these complex carbohydrates is obtained through the utilisation of

the diastaticus gene, STA1 (Hansen et al., 2008; Buxton and Hughes, 2014). In addition

these yeasts were selected in order to withstand the osmotic stress that is present at both

the beginning of fermentation, where sugar content is high (often 15 - 20 °P) and at the

end of fermentation when the risk of ethanol toxicity exists (7 - 10 %ABV). Due to the

demand for whisky fermentations to produce as much ethanol as possible, distilling yeast

has also been selected to reduce biomass production during fermentation. Oxygenation -

which is typically commonplace in brewing fermentations - is not conducted after mash-

ing in a distillery, therefore, yeast must either possess or uptake nutrients present in the

carbohydrate-rich wort in order to grow and the yeast must be able to survive without

oxygen to form sterols which typically strengthen and build new cell membranes. Brewing

yeast has been developed to flocculate, a process where the cells ‘stick’ together forming
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large colloidal particles, causing them to sink to the bottom of the fermentation vessel.

This has use in a brewery as it removes the undesirable yeast from the beer and clarifies

the product, allowing it to be transferred and repitched. However, in a whisky distillery

this may not be desirable as having yeast in suspension avoids these flocs adhering to

heating elements in the still during distillation, which may have a potential for fouling or

loss in efficiency (Russell, 2003). The effect yeast cells have on new-make spirit is currently

unknown, though work by Ramsay and Berry demonstrates that increased inoculum levels

resulted in higher concentrations of higher alcohols and above pitching rates of 2 x 107

cells mL-1, concentrations of straight-chain fatty acids (C8, C10 and C12) were reduced

(Ramsay and Berry, 1984). Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that esters are re-

tained within the yeast cell and outer yeast walls, potentially contributing the final ester

concentration in new-make spirit (Saita and Nagata, 1986). Distillery fermentation vessels

(washbacks) are not typically temperature controlled, this is because they were tradition-

ally constructed of materials such as Oregon pine (Pseudotsuga menziesii), which cannot

be fitted with water or steam jackets and further insulation is not possible. Furthermore,

with the onset of stainless steel fermentation vessels, the cost of cooling large tanks has

meant the temperature control has not been a priority for distillers. Therefore, another

requirement of distilling yeast is to be tolerant of temperatures typically up to 35 - 37 °C.

Finally, the flavour profile of new-make spirit produced from a distillery is a key aspect

where distilling strains are different to brewing yeast strains. New-make spirit profiles

vary across sites but typically require high ester content in comparison with brewery fer-

mentations as often this is associated with desirable characteristics such as fruity and

sweet (Table 2.3 & 2.5), this may be a result of yeast autolysis products. Despite this, in

a study by Stewart (2005), distilling yeast was determined to generally produce an ester

concentration higher than that of an ale yeast in 16 °P wort, fermented at 20 °C. The use

of brewing yeasts has also been demonstrated to change the complexity of new-make spirit

as well as altering the concentration of fusel alcohols and fatty acid esters through the use

of lager, ale and dried ale yeast strains (Noguchi et al., 2008). Limited success in the use

of novel yeasts strains was demonstrated by de Amorim Neto et al. (2008), where only

one of four Brazilian fuel ethanol yeasts were found to successfully ferment to a suitably

low final gravity. This was determined to be due to their preference to metabolise sucrose

instead of maltose, indicating the importance of the yeast being able to metabolise the

most predominant sugar present in wort. However, the same study suggested that a higher

concentration of ethyl acetate and isoamyl acetate could be achieved through the utilisa-

tion of lager yeast. This suggests that there is an opportunity to produce new-make spirit

with a heightened level of congeners that are defined as important for new-make spirit

quality (Section 1.4.2). A further study by Miles demonstrated that different yeast strains

can be co-fermented to produce new flavour profiles, with a view to increase the fruity,

sweet and floral aspects of the resulting spirit (Miles, 2015). A list of desirable properties

of yeasts for malt whisky distilling purposes is given by (Walker, Brosnan, et al., 2012).

Historically, whisky was co-fermented with strains of brewing yeasts which were normally

derived from spent beer fermentations (Campbell, 2003). This has been demonstrated to

encourage the late growth of lactic acid bacteria (LAB) towards the end of fermentation

and enhanced concentrations of long chain fatty acid esters such as 9-decenoate and other
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γ-lactone precursors (Wanikawa, Hosoi, Kato, et al., 2002). These effects are thought to

have increased the fruity, oily and waxy characteristics of distillery fermentations. The

process of co-fermentation with brewing yeasts is now more rare, with few distilleries now

using a combination of yeasts.

The characteristics of distilling yeasts, particularly those applied to the Scotch whisky in-

dustry have been selected to achieve successful fermentation under the conditions stated.

Yeasts such as wine or lager yeasts may not perform as well under the same conditions, re-

sulting in poorer attenuations due to under utilisation of wort carbohydrate as highlighted

by Browning, Nimmo, and Jenson (1994a). In that same study, other yeasts, that may

be considered ‘non-distilling’ have been demonstrated to achieve successful fermentations

under similar conditions. The application of these yeasts may offer a diversity in flavour

for Scotch whisky fermentations, which are permissible under the Scotch whisky regulation

(European Commission, 2009).

Kveik is a yeast strain that is rapidly growing in popularity craft amongst brewers. Origi-

nating from farmhouses in western Norway, these yeasts have benign characteristics which

are unusual for brewers but share similarities to brewing strains. Kveik, which derives

from a Norwegian dialect meaning ‘yeast’, refers to a genetically distinct group of S. cere-

visiae and consist of numerous strains which all demonstrate similar properties (Preiss et

al., 2018). The characteristics of these yeasts include a high rate of fermentation, highly

flocculant, that they are phenolic off-flavour (POF) negative and have the ability to fer-

ment at elevated temperatures (> 30 °C, Garshol and Preiss (2018)). Particular strains

of kveik yeast also demonstrate the ability to produce clean and fruity beers, limiting the

production of off-flavours during fermentation such as acetaldehyde, higher alcohols and

diacetyl and increasing ester production (The Malt Miller, 2019).

Saison is both a type of yeast and beer style, are of French and Belgian origin. This yeast

is known most commonly for being diastatic - it can ferment higher order carbohydrates

such as dextrins due to the possession of the STA1 gene (Krogerus and Gibson, 2020).

Phenolic flavours, resulting from metabolites such as 4-vinylguaiacol often commonplace

amongst STA1+ yeasts and saison beers, though alternative yeast strains now exist that

are diastatic (STA1+) and do not produce phenolic flavours (Krogerus, Magalhães, et al.,

2019). It has been demonstrated that the ability to produce ‘phenolic off-flavours’ (POF)

derives from the possession of the PAD1 and FDC1 genes (Mukai et al., 2010).

The use and adaptation of yeast strains promoted by the craft brewing industry has

meant that a great diversity of flavours and beer styles can be produced simply by al-

tering the strain of yeast employed during fermentation (Liu, 2015). Through the use

of modern selection techniques, yeast diversity is expanding the market and there exists

a desire for greater diversity within the brewing industry, diversifying product portfolios

so that breweries can better differentiate their product (Hellborg and Piskur, 2008; Iat-

tici, Catallo, and Solieri, 2020). The influence of yeast strain and its various qualities

is currently the subject of ongoing research and is topical within the distilling industry

(Newman, 2019; ScotchWhisky.com, 2019) however, there is a lack in published research

on the use of novel brewing strains in the production of Scotch malt whisky new-make

spirit. Through the understanding of how new and upcoming brewing strains affect the
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fermentation performance and flavour of new-make spirit, their use as a direct replacement

or a co-fermentation product can be assessed. Furthermore, the benefits of these novel

yeasts could form a new basis for manipulation in the search of more brewing-distilling

hybrid strains.

This experiment utilises two brewing strains widely available and applies them to a lab-

oratory trial to assess their ability to ferment following a typical distillery protocol, with

distillation of the resultant fermented wash. The impact of these yeasts on the character

of the spirit through analytical and sensory analysis was also conducted using gas chro-

matography flame ionisation detection (GC-FID), gas chromatography mass spectrometry

(GC/MS) and a trained sensory panel. From this, the feasibility of using such yeast at an

industrial scale could be determined.

6.2 Experimental Design

To investigate how changes in yeast strain affected parameters during fermentation, three

yeast strains were selected. The yeast strains considered included a distilling (control),

saison and kveik yeast. Strains were chosen due to their availability on the market, their

ability to ferment malt wort (consisting largely of maltose, Section 6.1), survive in highly

osmotically stressful conditions (both at the beginning and end of fermentation) and han-

dle temperatures often observed during typically distillery fermentations (Section 4.3.1).

These strains were inoculated separately into fermentations containing malt wort and

fermented in a warm environment (relative to room temperature) to assure survival at

typical distillery temperatures. The wash produced from fermentation was double dis-

tilled, producing new-make spirit. The resulting new-make spirit was then chemically and

organoleptically analysed to compare the effect of yeast strain on the congener content

and sensory perception from the yeast and to relate this to the results of fermentation

parameters.

Malt wort of original extract 16.5 °P (1.068) was produced (180 L) in the International

Centre for Brewing & Distilling (ICBD) pilot brewery (Section 2.2.1) and stored frozen (-18

°C) in 20 L aliquots and defrosted prior to use. Two dried yeast strains of Saccharomyces

cerevisiae were selected based on their ability to completely ferment malt whisky wort

and these were employed alongside a control strain of distillery yeast which is actively

in use by distilleries in Scotland, including Glenmorangie (Chapter 4). The distilling

(control) yeast strain selected was Lallemand’s N379 strain (Lallemand, Montreal, CAN).

Two novel brewing yeast strains, a saison yeast strain (Lallemand Belle Saison) and a

Kveik (Lallemand Voss), were selected. Table 6.1 demonstrates the stated manufacturer

specifications of each of these yeast types.

These yeasts were pitched at a rate of 1 g L-1 (approximately 2 x107 cells mL-1) into

triplicate 20 L batches of wort at a temperature of 22 °C (Section 2.2.2). Fermentations

were then transferred to a 30 °C room and allowed to ferment for 100 hr. During fermen-

tation, measurements of density, cell count, pH and temperature were recorded (Section

2.4) and were sampled without mixing using glass pipettes (Section 2.3). Wash (20 L)

was then distilled on the ICBD pilot distillery wash still (Section 2.2.3), followed by spirit

distillation in copper Alembics at 3 L scale (Section 2.2.4).
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Table 6.1: Summary of the technical data available for the novel yeast strains selected for
this study.

Yeast Max ABV / % Temp. Range / °C Flocc. POF� STA1�

N379 Distilling1 15 20 - 33 NA -ve -ve
Voss Kveik2 12 25 - 40 Very High -ve -ve
Belle Saison3 15 15 - 35 Low +ve +ve

1 Lallemand Biofuels & Distilled Spirits (2013)
2 Lallemand Brewing (2019b)
3 Lallemand Brewing (2019a)
� ‘Phenolic off-flavour’ producing, possessing the PAD1/FDC1 gene
� Possessing the STA1 (diastaticus) gene

The distilled spirits were subsequently analysed for higher alcohols and esters by GC-FID

(Section 2.6.2) and solid-phase microextraction gas chromatography mass spectrometry

(SPME-GC/MS). Sensory analysis of the spirit was conducted at the Scotch Whisky Re-

search Institute (SWRI) (Section 2.7).

The decline in apparent extract was modelled using the 4-parameter logistic equation

(Section 3.2.2). Further data analysis of the phases of fermentation were assessed as

described in Section 3.2.6 and 3.2.7. Initially, yeast cell growth during fermentation was

to be modelled by the 4-parameter logistic. However, due to elevated temperature, long

fermentation time and the use of highly flocculant yeast, the live cell count was modelled

using the tilted Gaussian model (Equation 2.5).

It was hypothesised that this experiment would determine whether deviations to the fer-

mentation profile were observed through the use of novel yeast strains which have been

applied to brewery fermentations. Furthermore, it was hoped that differences to the fer-

mentation profile would elude changes to the chemical or sensory profile of the resulting

new-make spirit produced. As yeast selection was conducted to reflect conditions dur-

ing industrial fermentation, it is hoped that suitability of yeast strains and results of this

methodology will be a good reflector of the outcomes at a larger scale. This has the poten-

tial to introduce novel flavour attributes to Scotch malt whisky production, with minimal

impact to the processing parameters and spirit yields.

6.3 Results

Triplicate fermentations and subsequent distillations were performed at Heriot-Watt Uni-

versity during February 2020.

6.3.1 Apparent Extract Decline During Fermentation

From the models produced (Figure 6.1) it was demonstrated that substantial changes in

fermentation profile were observed when different yeast strains were used. Fitted values

of the initial asymptotic parameter, Pi, demonstrated that the model over-predicted both

the kveik and saison fermentations in terms of their original gravities, with Pi = 17.3±0.7

°P and 18.4± 0.8 °P respectively. Both of these values were higher than the true original
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Figure 6.1: Density observations and fitted 4-parameter logistic models to fermentations
utilising novel yeast strains for the production of single malt wash.

Table 6.2: Fitted model parameters to the 4-parameter logistic function describing novel
yeast fermentations in the production of whisky wash. Error assigned to parameters was
given by the standard error of the fitted model.

Yeast Pi
1 Pe

1 B2 M3

Control 16.6± 0.5 0.34± 0.30 0.150± 0.025 28.5± 0.8
Kveik 17.3± 0.7 0.22± 0.18 0.166± 0.019 18.5± 1.1
Saison 18.4± 0.8 −0.08± 0.44 0.064± 0.007 34.1± 1.7

n. = 38
1
°P

2 hr-1
3 hr

extract of 16.5 °P, which occurs when t = 0 differs from P-∞. The fermentation which

utilised the distilling strain of yeast (control) however, demonstrated good agreement with

the original extract (Pi = 16.6± 0.5 °P). No discernable difference was obtained through

the analysis of the final apparent extract (Pe) of the yeast strains selected, demonstrating

full and complete fermentations of wort. The N379 (control) yeast demonstrated a final

asymptotic value (Pe) of 0.34 ± 0.30 °P, with kveik and saison strains dropping to final

gravities of 0.22± 0.18 °P and −0.08± 0.44 °P towards the end of fermentation.

The rate of apparent extract decline during the midpoint of the exponential phase (B) was

determined to be the greatest amongst the control and kveik strains of yeast. Fermenta-

tion rate of the saison yeast was the slowest of the three yeast strains at the mid-point.

Differences in values of B for the control and kveik strains were not clear, with values of

0.150± 0.025 hr-1 (control) and 0.166± 0.019 hr-1 (kveik). These were both significantly

(p < 0.05) faster rates than those determined for the saison yeast which was visibly evident

(Figure 6.1). For the saison yeast, a fit of B = 0.064 ± 0.007 hr-1 was recorded, a reduc-

tion of 43 % when compared to the control strain. Trends observed in fitted parameters

of B reflect the slope at the midpoint (M) of the exponential phase (McMeekin, 1993).

The kveik yeast strain, which recorded the highest value of B (fast rate) and reached the

midpoint of the exponential phase in the least time (18.5± 1.1 hr). This was followed by
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the control strain whose midpoint occurred at 28.5 ± 0.8 hr and finally the saison strain

where the midpoint of fermentation occurred after 34.1± 1.7 hr. Differences in midpoint

were all significantly different (p < 0.05).

Table 6.3: Timings of the phases of fermentation which occurred for each of the novel
yeast strains employed in this study. Uncertainty in the results was determined by the
standard deviation of the mean (n. = 3).

Yeast
Lag

Time
Begin

Exponential
End

Exponential
Begin Stationary

Phase

Control 17.9± 2.9 21.6± 3.0 35.8± 4.1 39.5± 4.0
Kveik 6.7± 1.7 10.9± 2.1 26.8± 3.7 30.9± 4.1
Saison 5.7± 2.5 14.8± 4.2 54.1± 5.2 64.3± 5.7

All times given in hr

The timings of each phase of fermentation (Section 3.2.6 and 3.2.7) are noted in Table

6.3. Fermentation phases largely followed the same trend as observed for values fitted to

M, the midpoint of fermentation (Table 6.2). Key differences existed in the very short lag

times demonstrated by both kveik and saison yeast strains which were determined to be

6.7±1.7 hr and 5.7±2.5 hr respectively. These had a significantly shorter (p < 0.05) than

the average lag time than the control yeast strain 17.9±2.9 hr, which was a 267 % increase

than that of the kveik yeast strain. Differences were carried forward to the beginning of

the exponential phase, where the control strain took the longest time on average to reach

this point. Due to the more shallow decline during the exponential phase, reflected by the

low value of B (Table 6.2), the saison yeast took the longest time to reach the deceleration

phase (end of the exponential phase), occurring after 54.1± 5.2 hr. This was significantly

(p < 0.05) longer than for the control (35.8 ± 4.1 hr) and kveik strains (26.8 ± 3.7 hr).

The occurrence of the stationary phase followed this same trend. Variance in fermentation

time that existed between the control and kveik strains may be explained by the increased

length in lag time of the control strain, with phase changes of the control strain occurring

8-11 hr after those demonstrated by the kveik strain. All fermentations were completed

(entered the stationary phase) in under 70 hr. Significant differences (p < 0.05) in total

fermentation time existed between all strains, the kveik strain proving to ferment the

fastest (30.9± 4.1 hr) followed by the control strain (39.5± 4.0 hr) and finally the saison

strain, which took over twice as long to ferment to completion when compared to the kveik

strain (64.3±5.7 hr). Differences in these times are reflected in both B and M of the fitted

model parameters (Table 6.2).

6.3.2 Alcohol Yield

The alcoholic yield after fermentation and each distillation was recorded (Section 2.5). As

a result, the alcohol concentration, determined by the alcohol by volume (ABV), and yield,

measured as litres of pure alcohol (LPA), at each stage of fermentation was determined.

The results of this are outlined in Table 6.4.

The results demonstrate that there is no evidence to suggest that differences in alcoholic

yield exist between using each of the yeast strains employed in this study. Difference in
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Table 6.4: Alcohol content of fermented wash and low-wines and the subsequent total
LPA after the first distillation. Uncertainty was given by the standard deviations of the
calculated mean values (n. = 3).

Fermentation Wash ABV / % Low Wines ABV / % Low Wines LPA

Control 8.51± 0.01 22.2± 1.0 1.84± 0.06
Kveik 7.93± 0.33 22.0± 0.7 1.85± 0.10
Saison 8.32± 0.10 22.0± 1.1 1.86± 0.03

wash ABV did demonstrate that the concentration in the kveik and saison fermented wash

were lower, 7.93± 0.33 %ABV and 8.32± 0.10 %ABV respectively, when compared with

the control strain fermented wash (8.51± 0.10 %ABV). However, on analysis of the LPA

produced after the first distillation, these differences were found to be non-existent. No

significant difference (p < 0.05) was found between total amount of alcohol existing in the

bulked control (1.84 ± 0.06 LPA), kveik (1.85 ± 0.10 LPA) or saison (1.86 ± 0.03 LPA)

distillates.

6.3.3 Modelling Yeast Cell Growth During Fermentation

The application of the 4-parameter logistic model to total yeast cell growth during fer-

mentation is displayed in Figure 6.2. The fitting parameters for the models produced are

demonstrated in Table 6.5.

Figure 6.2: Trend in total cell count during fermentation through the use of novel yeast
strains. Observations were modelled using the 4-parameter logistic equation.

Yeast cell growth profiles modelled by the 4-parameter logistic equation demonstrated

that initial pitching rates of the yeasts were subjected to large uncertainties (Ci). Fitted

values assigned to Ci were (1.31 ± 0.55) × 107 cells mL-1 (control), (2.67 ± 6.35) × 107

cells mL-1 (kveik) and (1.26± 2.52)× 107 cells mL-1 (saison). This represented a relative

error of 42.0 %, 238 % and 200 % for the control, kveik and saison strains respectively.

Upper yeast cell count concentrations (Ce) demonstrated a reduced upper cell count for

the control strain (9.53±0.23×107 cells mL-1) compared with the kveik (1.29±0.14×108

cells mL-1) and saison strains (1.39± 0.05× 108 cells mL-1). The fitted value of Ce for the
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Table 6.5: Summary of model parameter fits describing the total yeast cell count during
the fermentation of wort with novel yeast strains. Uncertainty was given by the standard
error of the fitted models.

Yeast Ci
1 Ce

1 B2 M3

Control 1.31± 0.55× 107 9.53± 0.23× 107 0.519± 0.472 16.9± 5.9
Kveik 2.67± 6.35× 107 1.29± 0.14× 108 0.612± 1.335 7.9± 3.8
Saison 1.26± 2.52× 107 1.39± 0.05× 108 0.392± 0.541 12.3± 3.5

n. observations = 36
1 cells mL-1

2 hr-1
3 hr

kveik strain is substantially less than the maximum recorded total cell count during the

kveik fermentation (2.68× 108 cells mL-1) which occurred after 23.4 hr.

These large relative uncertainties also existed for values fitted for B and M. Rate of growth

during fermentation during the inflection point, B, was greatest for the kveik fermentation

(0.612± 1.335 hr-1, 218 % error) followed by the control strain (0.519± 0.472 hr-1, 90.9 %

error) and the saison strain (0.392 ± 0.541 hr-1, 138 % error), this reflects the value of B

fitted to the apparent extract decline (Figure 6.1, Table 6.2). The time taken to reach the

inflection point of fermentation was shortest during the kveik fermentation, which occurred

after 7.9± 3.8 hr (48.1 % error), followed by the saison fermentation which demonstrated

the inflection point after 12.3± 3.5 hr (28.4 % error) and the latest was demonstrated by

the control strain, where the inflection point occurred after 16.9± 5.9 hr (35 % error).

Modelling the total yeast cell growth during fermentation through use of the 4-parameter

logistic model did not yield satisfactory results, as demonstrated by high relative error on

each of the parameter fits. Upper yeast cell limits were not determined to be significantly

different (p > 0.05) between models of the control and kveik fermentations, whilst clear

differences existing throughout fermentation. Total upper yeast cell concentrations (Ce)

for these fermentations poorly modelled the actual yeast cell growth during fermentation.

This is due to the lack of fitting to the total yeast cell count after the maximum total

yeast cell count had been achieved. For the brewing strains used (kveik and saison),

steady decline in total yeast cell count was visibly evident (Figure 6.1) after the upper cell

count was achieved. Therefore, the distilling strain (control) used did not show a steep

decline in total cell count after the establishment of Ce.

It is suggested that this trend in decline of total yeast cell count existed due to either

sedimentation, from the lack of CO2 production or flocculation of the yeast. The decline

in total yeast cell count was greatest for the kveik strain, which was described as demon-

strating the best flocculation characteristics (Table 6.1). As the upper model limits are

limited by the determined value of Ce, the 4-parameter model is unable to track this trend

in yeast decline as yeast flocculates and sediments as at longer fermentation times.

To better demonstrate the trend in cell growth during fermentation, regressions were

produced using the tilted Gaussian model (Equation 2.5) for fermentations of the control,

kveik and saison yeast and are demonstrated in Figure 6.3. The fitted parameters of these

models are further detailed in Table 6.6.
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Figure 6.3: Viable yeast cell count during fermentations containing novel yeast strains,
modelled by the tilted Gaussian model.

Table 6.6: Regression parameters assigned to the titled Gaussian model of viable yeast
cells during fermentations using novel yeast strains. Uncertainty was given by the standard
error of the fitted models.

Yeast R1 A2
μ
3

σ
3

Control 5.54± 0.72× 105 8.43± 0.48× 107 39.9± 1.5 20.5± 1.6
Kveik 4.49± 1.06× 105 2.19± 0.10× 108 30.9± 1.0 16.4± 0.9
Saison 7.86± 1.05× 105 1.31± 0.07× 108 39.5± 1.4 20.0± 1.5

n. = 36
1 hr-1
2 cells mL-1

3 hr
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The slope term of the control and kveik yeast strains could not be differentiated with

fitted values of 5.54± 0.72× 105 hr-1 (control) and 4.49± 1.06× 105 hr-1 (kveik). This by

contrast is lower than the value for the saison yeast strain (R = 7.86 ± 1.05 × 105 hr-1).

The absolute amplitude, A, is greatest for the kveik strain, a marked difference for the

results demonstrated by Figure 6.2. The modelled amplitude using the tilted Gaussian

was fitted as 2.19 ± 0.10 × 108 cells mL-1 for this strain, which was substantially higher

than those demonstrated by the control (8.43 ± 0.48 × 107 cells mL-1) and saison strains

(1.31 ± 0.07 × 108 cells mL-1). Midpoint of yeast cell growth was determined by the

analysis of µ. This value was smallest for the kveik yeast (30.9±1.0 hr) and demonstrated

no difference between control (39.9±1.5 hr) and saison (39.5±1.4 hr) yeasts. Finally, width

factor of the tilted Gaussian model (σ) was evaluated. Trends in σ demonstrated the same

trend that existed for µ, with kveik having a reduced width factor (16.4± 0.9 hr) and the

control and saison strain demonstrating no observable difference in this value (20.5±1.6 hr

and 20.0± 1.5 hr respectively). The similarity of parameters µ and σ are visibly evident

in Figure 6.3, where control and saison trends follow a similar distribution in terms of

midpoint and width during fermentation. Differences in using either the 4-parameter or

Table 6.7: Analysis of the residual sum of squares (RSS) of the 4-parameter and Gaussian
models for the determination of yeast cell growth during fermentations with novel yeast
strains.

Yeast RSS 4-Parameter RSS Tilted Gaussian

Control 1.12× 107 1.24× 107

Kveik 7.53× 107 2.71× 107

Saison 2.31× 107 1.91× 107

tilted Gaussian model are highlighted in Table 6.7. The results demonstrate that either

model describing the yeast cells during fermentation is suitable for modelling the control

strain, with similar residual sum of squares (RSS) values given in both instances. However,

more obvious differences exist when analysing yeast strains that are flocculant. The saison

yeast, described as having low flocculation (Table 6.1) demonstrated a slight reduction in

RSS between 4-parameter and Gaussian models. Error moving from the 4-parameter to

the Gaussian model was reduced from 2.31× 107 to 1.91× 107, a reduction of 17 %. The

kveik yeast, which is described as being very highly flocculant, resulted in the largest drop

in RSS value when moving from the 4-parameter model to tilted Gaussian, with an RSS

of 7.53× 107 in the 4-parameter model and an RSS of 2.71× 107 in the Gaussian model.

Moving to the Gaussian model in this instance demonstrated a 64 % reduction in error.

The trend in yeast cell viability during fermentation was plotted and is displayed in Figure

6.4

Yeast pitching viabilities were initially in the range of 87.1 - 95.3 % as would be expected

by fresh, dried yeast strains and rose to 97.8 - 99.8 % by 24 - 34 hr. Trends in yeast cell

viability appear to be most similar for the control and saison yeast strains, with these

yeasts appearing to decline in yeast cell viability after 50 hr. After 50 hr, control and

saison strains declined to a viability of 89.6 % (control) and 88.42 %, whilst the kveik yeast

maintained higher viabilities of 96.9 %. This divergence in viability continued towards the
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Figure 6.4: Observations of yeast cell viability during fermentation using novel yeast
strains, trends in these observations were fitted using a locally weighted regression.

end of fermentation, after 75 hr the control yeast demonstrated an average viability of 72.5

% with the saison strain having a viability of 75.4 %. These values are likely to be subject

to large error due to their measurement by methylene blue but are good indicators that

the yeast cell count is in decline. During the same time period, the kveik yeast remained at

high viabilities, at an average of 95.9 %. At times greater than 75 hr viability comparison

becomes difficult as much of the kveik yeast has flocculated, reducing the amount of cells

available to count. Furthermore, the reduced accuracy of the methylene blue below 90 %

renders the comparison of control and saisons yeasts ineffectual.

6.3.4 pH Profile During Fermentation

The trend in pH during fermentations containing the various yeast strain is displayed in

Figure 6.5.

The decline in pH for the control and saison strains demonstrated a profile typical to a

regular distillery fermentation as observed in previous studies (Figure 4.10) and presented

in the literature (Dolan, 1976; Campbell, 2003). All fermentations had an initial pH in

the range of 5.38 - 5.55. The pH of the control strain dropped steadily during the first

half of fermentation (0 - 27 hr), reaching a pH of 3.62 after 52 hr. This was followed by an

increase to 3.84 after 77 hr and finally decreasing to 3.74 at the end of fermentation (100

hr). During fermentation with the saison yeast strain, a similar pH profile was obtained.

Initially, the saison yeast dropped in pH in accordance to the control yeast strain (0 -

27 hr), however, the observed dip was more shallow, reaching a pH of 3.69 after 52 hr.

Following this dip, the pH rose to 3.76 after 75 hr and finished with a mean pH of 3.72 after

100 hr of fermentation. The trend in pH for the kveik yeast fermentations were observed

to be different (Figure 6.5) from those demonstrated by the saison and control strains. A

sharp initial decline demonstrated that the pH was as low as 3.82 24 hr into fermentation.

This was followed by a very shallow increase in pH towards the end of fermentation, with

a pH of 3.93 after 100 hr of fermentation.
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Figure 6.5: Trend in pH during fermentation using alternative yeast strains fitted using a
locally weighted regression.

6.3.5 Temperature Profile During Fermentation

The temperature profile during fermentation was modelled using the 4-parameter logis-

tic equation and is shown in Figure 6.6. Fitted parameters to the models plotted are

highlighted in Table 6.8.

Table 6.8: Fits for the 4-parameter logistic model defining the temperature increase of
fermentations pitched with various strains of S. cerevisiae. Uncertainty in parameters was
given by the standard error of the model.

Yeast n.1 Ti
2 Te

2 B3 M4

Control 578 22.2± 0.3 28.6± 0.1 0.352± 0.071 19.2± 0.7
Kveik 573 21.8± 0.4 28.1± 0.1 0.392± 0.069 11.0± 0.6
Saison 568 21.7± 0.4 28.3± 0.1 0.239± 0.038 15.9± 0.8

1 Number of observations during fermentation
2
°C

3 hr-1
4 hr

Observations from Figure 6.6 suggest that there may have been differences in pitching

temperature, however, through the analysis of Table 6.8, it can be determined that no
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Figure 6.6: The temperature profile of yeasts fermented using various novel yeast strains
modelled using the 4-parameter logistic equation as measured by the Tilt� monitoring
devices. Data points are not plotted due to high number of real-time measurements
recorded during fermentation.

substantial differences were obtained from the models. Therefore, it can be concluded

that pitching temperatures of 22 °C were confirmed by the models. Upper asymptotic

temperatures during fermentation ranged between 28.1 - 28.6 °C, with the kveik strain

reporting the lowest upper temperature and the control strain was fitted to the highest

value of Te. It is likely that although model error is low (±0.1 °C), these differences are

not significant. This is due to the high number of points (n. = 568 - 578), therefore, the

device to device error is likely to exceed model fitting error. Furthermore, this has shown

that the real mean temperature of the 30 °C room used in this study was likely to be

cooler than anticipated. The rate of temperature increase (B) was substantially lower for

the saison strain (B = 0.239± 0.038) than both the control (B = 0.352± 0.071) and kveik

(B = 0.392± 0.069) strains whose values could not be differentiated. Although the rate of

increase was of the fastest for the control strain, the inflection point of fermentation, M,

occurred significantly later (p < 0.05). Inflection points of these fermentations occurred

at 19.2 ± 0.7 hr, 11.0 ± 0.6 hr and 15.9 ± 0.8 hr for the control, kveik and saison yeasts

respectively.
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6.3.6 Chemical Analysis of Distillate

The new-make spirit produced from the novel yeast strains used during fermentation were

analysed using GC-FID. Results from this analysis are displayed in Table 6.9 and Figure

6.7.

Table 6.9: Higher alcohol and ester analysis of new-make spirit resulting from distillate
fermented from alternative brewing yeast strains. Uncertainty was determined by the
standard deviation of the mean concentration of each congener (n. = 3).

Analyte Control Kveik Saison

Acetaldehyde 33± 5 43± 3 41± 4
Ethyl Acetate 243± 22 369± 36 354± 32
Acetal 77± 9 93± 19 72± 25
Methanol 44± 1 46± 7 51± 2
n-propanol 242± 36 277± 30 392± 51
Isobutanol 564± 69 521± 21 588± 37
Isoamyl acetate 7± 2 13± 4 17± 5
n-butanol ND1 ND1 ND1

Active amyl alcohol 1229± 57 1147± 105 1440± 314
Isoamyl alcohol 350± 76 294± 38 355± 62
Furfural 22± 1 22± 1 20± 2

Measured in mg L-1

1 Not detected (ND)
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Figure 6.7: Analysis of new-make spirit produced from novel yeast strains using GC-FID
to determine the concentration of higher alcohols and esters. Error bars demonstrate the
standard deviation of the mean concentration of each congener, n. = 3.
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From the results of the analysis, it was determined that acetaldehyde was significantly

lower (p < 0.05) in concentration in the control new-make spirit (33 ± 5 mg L-1) when

compared with the distillate from the kveik fermentation (43± 3 mg L-1). Concentrations

of acetaldehyde demonstrated an intermediate concentration in the saison-fermented new-

make (41 ± 4 mg L-1), which was found to demonstrate no significant difference (p >

0.05) from the other two new-make samples by t-test. Concentrations of acetal, which

demonstrates a green, fruity aroma and is a characteristic aroma in distilled beverages

(Table 2.3) was notably present in greater concentrations of new-make resulting from the

kveik fermentation, with a measured concentration of 93± 19 mg L-1. In the control and

saison fermented spirits, concentrations were lower measuring 77± 9 mg L-1 and 72± 25

mg L-1 respectively.

The fermentations utilising alternative, novel yeast strains produced spirits which typically

contained higher concentrations of acetate esters. Measured concentrations of ethyl acetate

were significantly higher (p < 0.05) in both the kveik (369±36 mg L-1) and saison (354±32

mg L-1) distilled spirits when compared to the control (243± 22 mg L-1). A similar trend

was produced through the analysis of isoamyl acetate. Concentrations in the control were

the lowest measured with a mean concentration of 7 ± 2 mg L-1, followed by the kveik

strain which was present at a level of 13± 4 mg L-1 with the saison strain demonstrating

a concentration significantly higher (p < 0.05) than the control at 17 ± 5 mg L-1. These

results may have implications for the sensory aspect of the distillate, as acetate esters are

often correlated with fruity and sweet aromas, many aspects that may infer positive spirit

quality. Both acetate esters measured demonstrated concentrations above their sensory

threshold and are associated with pear, banana and pineapple aromas (Table 2.3).

Of the straight chain alcohols analysed, the saison strain typically displayed a higher con-

centration compared to the control, with the kveik yeast producing a new-make spirit with

an intermediate amount of these alcohols. This was demonstrated in methanol, where the

concentration in the control measured 44 ± 1 mg L-1, rising to 46 ± 7, though this value

was not significantly different from the control (p > 0.05) and with the highest mean

concentration determined in the saison distillate, measuring 51 ± 2 mg L-1, significantly

higher than the control (p < 0.05). Methanol, however, was measured in concentrations

much lower than the threshold concentration (668 mg L-1, Table 2.3). Measured concen-

trations of propanol displayed the same trend as methanol. The saison yeast produced

concentrations of this congener that were significantly higher (p < 0.05) than both the

control and kveik yeast strains (392 ± 51 mg L-1). The kveik strain produced a higher

concentration (277± 30 mg L-1) to the control new-make spirit (242± 36 mg L-1), though

this was found to not be significant (p > 0.05). Propanol provides aromas of ripe fruit,

though also has an alcoholic perception, which may not be strongly correlated with good

spirit quality. Butanol was measured below the limit of detection (LOD) of the method

and therefore was not plotted (Table 6.9).

The branched chain alcohols demonstrated no significance in their differences (p > 0.05)

in concentration between novel yeasts and the control. Isobutanol, which has a disagree-

able odour and was consistently measured above its aroma threshold of 3.3 mg L-1 (Table

2.3) was measured at a mean concentration of 564 ± 69 mg L-1, 521 ± 21 mg L-1 and
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588± 37 mg L-1 in the control, kveik and saison fermented samples respectively. This re-

sult demonstrated a substantial difference between the kveik and saison spirits but neither

demonstrated any significant difference from the control. Similarly, the average concen-

tration of active amyl alcohol was smallest for the kveik samples (1147± 105 mg L-1) but

not measurably different from the control (1229 ± 57 mg L-1) nor the saison distillates

(1440± 314 mg L-1). Isoamyl alcohol, which is perceived as strongly alcoholic in flavour,

demonstrated the same trend as active amyl alcohol. The highest concentration was mea-

sured in the saison spirit, measuring 355±62 mg L-1, compared to the the control’s 350±76

mg L-1 and kveik’s 294± 38 mg L-1.

Finally, furfural concentrations were not measurably different between samples. Measured

values were 22± 1 mg L-1 for both control and kveik strains, with 20± 2 mg L-1 measured

in the saison samples.

The ester concentrations of produced new-make spirit were analysed. The results are

displayed in Figure 6.8 and Table 6.10.

Table 6.10: Measured concentrations of abundant volatiles esters in new-make spirit sam-
ples measured by GC/MS. Error in values was given by the standard deviation of the
mean (n. = 3).

Analyte Control Kveik Saison

Ethyl caprate 1.07± 0.25 0.75± 0.14 0.91± 0.19
Ethyl caproate 1.04± 0.02 1.15± 0.06 0.69± 0.07
Ethyl caprylate 1.60± 0.02 1.29± 0.17 1.07± 0.19
Ethyl laurate 1.25± 0.14 0.86± 0.05 1.29± 0.25
Ethyl palmitate 1.21± 0.46 0.61± 0.04 0.77± 0.04
Phenyl ethyl acetate ND1 0.84± 0.64 ND1

Measured in mg L-1

1 Not detected (ND)

Figure 6.8: Measured concentrations of esters in laboratory samples of new-make spirit
produced using different strains of Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
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Concentrations of ethyl caprate did not vary significantly (p > 0.05) between distillates,

with values of 1.07±0.25 parts per million (ppm), 0.75±0.14 ppm and 0.91±0.19 ppm for

the control, kveik and saison yeast strain respectively. Ethyl caproate, which has an aroma

of tropical fruit and pineapple (Table 2.5, Burdock, 2010), demonstrated concentrations

highest among the kveik yeast fermented wort (1.15±0.06 ppm). The concentrations of this

ester were lowest amongst distillate produced using the Belle Saison yeast strain (0.69±0.07

ppm), with intermediate values measured for the control strain (1.04 ± 0.02 ppm), all of

which were significantly different as tested by analysis of variance (ANOVA) (p < 0.05).

It was noted that concentrations of ethyl caprate and ethyl caproate were lower than is

typically found in alcoholic beverages (Table 2.5, Burdock, 2010). Ethyl caprylate, noted

for a fruity and floral aroma, was measured at a significantly higher level (p < 0.05) in the

control sample, with a concentration of 1.60±0.02 ppm, which is within typical levels found

in alcoholic beverages. Both kveik and saison strains demonstrated concentrations of this

congener within the typical range of 1 - 5 ppm, with the saison fermented spirit containing

1.07±0.19 ppm and kveik yeast producing spirit with 1.29±0.17 ppm. The same was true

for ethyl laurate, with concentrations observed around the lower end of the typical range

found in spirit. In this instance, the control (1.25±0.14 ppm) and saison (1.29±0.29 ppm)

demonstrated higher significantly (p < 0.05) concentrations of this ester when compared

with the kveik strain (0.86±0.05 ppm). This may have implications of the spirit character

as this is close to the sensory threshold of this congener (Suomalainen, 1971). Measured

concentrations of ethyl palmitate were substantially higher for the spirit produced from

the N379 (control) yeast strain. This ester, noted for a sweet and waxy aroma (Burdock,

2010), was measured at almost double the concentration in spirit distilled from the control

strain (1.21±0.46 ppm) compared with that of the kveik strain (0.61±0.04 ppm), showing

a significant difference (p < 0.05) in concentrations. Levels of this congener measured in

the saison yeast samples were significantly higher than the kveik yeast (0.77± 0.44 ppm,

p < 0.05) but no significance (p > 0.05) was determined between the saison yeast and

the control spirit. Finally, phenylethyl acetate was only measured in detectable quantities

in the kveik fermented distillate with a mean concentration of 0.84 ± 0.64 ppm, this

concentration was lower than it’s typical aroma threshold in water and so the impact may

be unclear.

6.3.7 Sensory Analysis

Sensory examination of the produced new-make spirit was conducted at SWRI and em-

ployed quantitative descriptive analysis (QDA) using a trained panel (Section 2.7.1). The

panellists (n. = 15) rated each of the sensory descriptors on a 1-3 scale and the results

are displayed in the spider plot (Figure 6.9).
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Figure 6.9: Spider diagram demonstrating the results of sensory analysis (n. = 15) of
new-make spirit samples produced using different strains of commercially available yeast
demonstrating A) y-axis scale to the maximum score possible (3) and B) expanded plot
demonstrating scale normalised to half of the maximum score (1.5).
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The sensory results demonstrated significant difference (p = 0.04) in the green-grassy

aroma characteristic. This result demonstrated that the control yeast produced a signifi-

cantly more green-grassy spirit (rated a mean value of 0.7) than samples of the kveik yeast

fermented spirit, which was rated 0.5. The saison yeast was not significantly different in

this category to either of the spirits analysed. Weak significance (p < 0.10) was measured

in the categories: cereal, spicy, sour, meaty and stale. Of these differences, in all cases, the

novel brewing yeast strains generated a higher mean score. This was particularly evident

in the spicy character, where both strains had a mean score of 0.4 compared to the control

(0.2). However, for all the spirit produced, values were considered low, with the highest

values assigned to descriptors often associated with unwanted flavour characteristics. This

included feinty, which was assigned a mean value of 1.2 (control, saison) and 1.3 (kveik)

and sour, which was measured between 0.6 - 0.8. This may be justified by the concen-

tration of congeners measured in the spirit, which also trended as low compared to the

typical values reported by Burdock (2010). Reduced production of abundant ester and

flavour compounds may have in-fact masked many of the positive aroma characteristics

that were produced during fermentation.

6.4 Discussion

6.4.1 Fermentation Efficiency and Apparent Extract Decline

Fermentations using two novel brewing yeast strains were proven to successfully ferment

batches of wort. Differences in final extract (reflected by Pe, Table 6.2) were found to

be insignificant (p > 0.05), reflecting that fermentation progressed as completely as that

of the control yeast strain, which is considered as a standard distilling yeast in use at

industrial scale. This is further reflected in the alcoholic yield after the first (low wines)

distillation. Here, no significant difference (p > 0.05) in total volume of pure alcohol (LPA)

was observed. Both these factors render the use of these yeast strains at an industrial

site suitable in terms of their ability to ferment malt whisky wash through complete

fermentation, utilising all wort carbohydrates as is expected of a regular distilling yeast

strain.

The lack of difference in alcohol yield between yeast strains is somewhat surprising due to

differences in yeast cell growth during fermentation. Through assessment of Figure 6.3 and

Table 6.6, it is observed that both brewing yeast strains (kveik and saison) demonstrated

increased cell growth during fermentation when compared with the control. This trend

is expected as distilling yeast strains have been developed to undergo relatively fewer

population doublings during fermentation when compared to their brewing counterparts

(Buxton and Hughes, 2014). Therefore, due to the increased cell growth, which occurred

significantly (p < 0.05) in brewing yeast cells, a loss in alcohol yield would be expected

from fermentations with brewing yeasts, however this effect was not observed. This may be

due to the scale of the study employed and the accuracy of measurements recorded and at

industrial scale these differences in yield may become more apparent. This is particularly

true as the concentration of live yeast was up to 52 % greater than that of the control

fermentation during peak live cell counts, therefore, an impact on yield of fermentation is

expected.
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Differences in the extract profile as visibly evident (Figure 6.1), demonstrating that the

progress of fermentation and subsequent models are highly dependent on strain of S.

cerevisiae used during the fermentation process. Kveik yeast demonstrated a short lag

period, earliest inflection point and highest value of consumption during fermentation.

The decline in extract of the kveik yeast throughout fermentation meant that it completed

the process significantly (p < 0.05) faster than all other yeasts employed during this study

including the control strain, which finished fermentation 9 hr later than the kveik yeast.

A result such as this could have implications on the industrial process as an important

aspect of distilling yeast is to rapidly ferment wort and produce wash quickly. This is

to avoid stuck fermentations through bacterial contamination and also can allow a higher

distillery throughput where fermentation time is the rate-limiting step (Watson, 1981).

The saison yeast was determined to complete fermentation in the longest amount of time,

taking 64.3 hr to fully ferment the wort (Table 6.3). This result was 24.8 hr longer than

the control strain, though is a typical feature of saison yeasts. Fermentation using the

saison strain started fermentation of the quickest, with a very short lag phase modelled

with respect to the extract decline (Table 6.3). However, subsequent progress through

fermentation was slower, demonstrating a significantly (p < 0.05) shallower decline in

extract through the inflection point (B, Table 6.2). The shape of the regression was

less typically ‘S’ shaped as a result (Figure 6.1). Therefore, this yeast may be subject to

‘stuck’ fermentations during industrial scale fermentation, as the lack of yeast activity may

allow the proliferation of bacteria and wild yeasts present in the surroundings, causing

incomplete fermentation. Both the lag phases of kveik and saison yeasts were notably

short, especially given that the yeast was in the dried format and not rehydrated before

pitching.

The control yeast strain demonstrated typical aspects of fermentation, with all periods

phases well defined, producing a typically shaped logistic decline in apparent extract and

rapidly fermenting all the wort available. Comparisons of these fermentations to that of

the industrial modelling (Section 4.3.1) demonstrates that the rate of these fermentations

during their midpoints (B) was consistently slower, even when comparing the dried yeast

models (Section 4.3.2), though earlier midpoints of fermentation.

6.4.2 Cell Growth Modelling

Cell growth models demonstrated clearly that the ability to model yeast cell growth during

fermentation is largely dependent on the properties of the yeast. As has been demonstrated

(Section 4.2.1), the 4-parameter logistic models the increase in total yeast cell concentra-

tion during fermentation well and allows the calculation of several fundamental parameters

of the behaviour of the yeast during fermentation. Modelling the same process using brew-

ing yeast strains (Figure 6.2) it is evident that this method does not accurately produce

models which describe yeast cell growth. As a result, total yeast count was modelled using

the 4-parameter logistic model and the live yeast cell count was modelled using the tilted

Gaussian model (Figure 6.3). Due to the highly flocculant nature of kveik yeast (Table

6.1), this yeast was modelled most poorly by 4-parameter model, with the latter decline

of yeast in suspension (due to flocculation) consequently causing a reduction in the upper
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yeast cell growth count, Ce. As a result, differences in yeast cell growth were difficult to

determine.

Through modelling the alive yeast cell count by the tilted Gaussian model, as described

by American Society of Brewing Chemists (ASBC)’s Yeast-14 method (ASBC, 2012),

yeast cell growth was modelled with reduced RSS (Table 6.7) for brewing yeast strains,

however further revealing that the 4-parameter logistic model is a better model for the

distilling (control) yeast strain. The Gaussian model better demonstrated differences

in yeast cell growth profiles during fermentation. As a result, it was shown that the

kveik yeast grew to significantly higher levels at the beginning of fermentation, with the

amplitude of the Gaussian model demonstrating that peak alive cell concentration was as

high as 2.19± 0.10× 108 cells mL-1, 160 % higher in concentration than the control yeast.

The saison strain also produced more yeast during fermentation, which peaked at 55 %

greater in concentration compared to the control strain.

This result, particularly for the kveik strain, may have large implications during fermen-

tation at an industrial scale. There are theories to suggest that the growth and secondary

LAB fermentation is increased by the presence of dead yeast cells, which provide a feed-

stock on which the bacteria to grow (Wanikawa, Yamamoto, and Hosoi, 2004). Due to

the high yeast cell concentration and rapid rate of sugar consumption, over the same

fermentation period, the kveik yeast may be subject to increased amounts of bacterial

contamination, causing the metabolism and development of flavour congeners such as γ-

lactones which have been linked secondary bacterial fermentation (Wanikawa, Hosoi, Shoji,

et al., 2001). The effect of this is unclear however due to the effects of flocculation, which

is likely to reduce the amount of cell autolysis that will take place in the fermentation

vessel, potentially reducing nutrient for LAB species.

There is a lack of evidence of yeast cell death and autolysis of kveik yeasts at extended

periods of fermentation as measured by yeast cell viability (Figure 6.4), which demon-

strates viability of ≥ 90% throughout the course of the 100 hr fermentation. High yeast

cell viability for these strains are likely because they exhibit high ethanol tolerance (Preiss

et al., 2018), this means that at the end of fermentation they are tolerant of the conditions.

Furthermore, their ability to rapidly consume wort sugars at the beginning of fermentation

will result in a reduced amount of bacterial proliferation.

Yeast cell viability of the control and saison yeasts follow a similar trend throughout

fermentation. The growth of the saison yeast was in an intermediate range between the

kveik and saison strains. Due to the reduced flocculance of the saison yeast, it remained

in suspension in similar viabilities to that of the control, which is further verified by the

lack of reduction in RSS of the model fits between logistic and Gaussian models (Table

6.7).

6.4.3 pH During Fermentation

Observing the pH during fermentation, it is determined that the saison and control yeasts

follow similar patterns. This may be because they are historically, similar yeasts, with

strains of pre-existing S. diastaticus originally being used in the development of the dis-

tiller’s ‘M’ strain which was a proprietary yeast strain for Distiller’s Company Limited
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(DCL) (Pauley and Maskell, 2017). The development of such yeast strains has been con-

ducted through isolation techniques but radiation has also been used as a mutagen, to alter

the congener profiles of certain yeast strains (Watson, 1981). Furthermore, this pattern

may be a result of the action of the STA1 gene during fermentation, with the glucoamylase

increasing the pH up to ca. 75 hr before consumption of this sugar then reduces the pH

once more. The pattern follows the typical pH profile demonstrated by Dolan (1976) and

Campbell (2003).

Patterns shown in pH by the kveik yeast are visibly unique (Figure 6.5). The pH at which

this finishes fermentation is the highest of the three yeasts and appears to initially decline

rapidly before rising towards the end of fermentation. This may be due to lack of yeast

cell autolysis that was shown to occur with the control and saison yeast strains. The kveik

yeast has been shown to retain high viability towards the end of fermentation, potentially

resulting in less acid secretion into the wash at the end of fermentation.

6.4.4 New-make Spirit Analysis

The higher alcohol and ester profile demonstrated the acetate esters were of the highest

concentration in the novel yeast strains utilised. These esters are often correlated with

fruity and sweet aromas, particularly ethyl acetate (Reid, Speers, et al., 2020), though

in this case the sensory analysis did not yield differences in this character (Figure 6.9).

Strong trends between congener type and yeast strain used were evident (Figure 6.7), for

example, saison yeast demonstrated consistently high concentrations of higher alcohols

when compared to the kveik strain and were typically higher than the control samples.

The reduced concentration of higher alcohols measured in the kveik yeast new-make spirit

may have led the sensory panel to have determined this spirit to have been perceived as

cereal and feinty compared to the other samples, due to a lack of masking effects. From

these results, the postulation that fast fermenting kveik yeasts produce ‘clean’ spirit styles

has been proven, even at high temperatures where brewing yeasts will typically produce

higher alcohols and other off-flavours, which would be transferred into the new-make spirit.

Utilisation of the kveik yeast demonstrated a significant (p < 0.05) increase in concentra-

tions of ethyl caproate and phenylethyl acetate (Figure 6.8 and Table 6.10). This result

is surprising as a study by Preiss et al. (2018) demonstrated that kveik yeast typically

fermented to produce beers with lower concentrations of these congeners than when com-

pared to a control strain (WLP501). Of the congeners analysed, only ethyl laurate (floral,

fruity) was found amongst the highest concentrations in the saison distillate. In all other

cases the control yeast strain demonstrated the highest concentration of congeners.

Sensory analysis of the distillate demonstrated that the distillate produced from the kveik

strain was significantly (p < 0.05) less green and grassy when compared with the control.

Furthermore, both brewing yeast distillates produced mildly significant (p < 0.10) sensory

results for the spicy characteristic. In the case of the saison yeast, this is to be expected

due to the POF-positive characteristic of the yeast. Interestingly, the detectable presence

of phenylethyl acetate did not evoke a floral aroma in the kveik yeast distillate. The

feinty characteristic of the new-make distillate was similarly high for all new-make spirit

produced. This may be a result of making a wide cut during distillation (Section 2.2.4);
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this was originally considered to ensure all flavour congeners important to the distiller

were captured in the new-make spirit. This includes the phenolic compounds that occur

later during distillation, which may be produced whilst fermenting with POF-positive

yeast strains. Further work may wish to reduce this cut to have a more nuanced sensory

analysis.

6.4.5 Application

From this experiment, it was successfully demonstrated that two novel brewing yeast

strains could ferment malt whisky wort to completion. These yeasts had an impact on

some aspects of fermentation and many of these factors could have a positive influence

on distilling yeasts. The kveik yeast outlined an ability to ferment with a reduced lag

time than compared to the control, which could have a big implication for increasing

distillery throughput. The saison yeast possesses the ability to produce phenolic flavour

during fermentation, which increased the spicy character in comparison to the control

strain. Although the saison yeast fermented the wort completely, during fermentation at

an industrial scale, it is likely that the slow rate of fermentation may result in bacterial

proliferation which could lead to a stuck fermentation. The analytical profile of the distil-

late demonstrated that differences in the ratios of each congener exist, providing evidence

that changes in spirit character may result.

Through future applications of such yeasts at an industrial scale, flavour characteristics

could be altered without wholesale changes to the production process. These changes may

be subtle and impact on alcohol production may be limited, providing a quick and effective

way of producing alternative spirit characters. Furthermore, there is now a plethora of

kveik yeasts available on the market, as noted by Preiss et al. (2018). These all have

optimal conditions by which flavours may be enhanced and optimised. Finally, kveik yeasts

may be useful in application when conditions are warm due to their high temperature

tolerance.

The adapting world of yeast strains have already seen innovations such as the production

of terpenes in brandy fermentations (Colonna-Ceccaldi, 2010) and the secretion of hop

flavour compounds (Denby et al., 2018). Furthermore, developing unique strains which

have prospered in the environment close to distillery sites has also provides a potential

way to link locality to the product, which is important during the production of ‘craft’

spirits (Burke, Speers, and Hill, 2015). Therefore, it is likely that character specific yeasts

that are compliant with the Scotch whisky regulations (Scotch Whisky Association, 2009)

will increasingly become a sought after product for distillers.
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Chapter 7

Co-fermentation of Malt Whisky

Wort with Lactobacillus

plantarum

7.1 Introduction

Unlike the process of producing beer, malt whisky wort is not typically boiled prior to

yeast pitching and fermentation. This results in the continuation of ‘non-sterile’ conditions

throughout the process up to distillation allowing for the proliferation of wild yeasts and

bacteria which occurs naturally during fermentation (Neri, 2006). These natural flora are

derived from raw materials such as the malt (O’Sullivan et al., 1999), the surroundings

(air, washbacks, mash tun) and are subject to development during fermentations (Beek

and Priest, 2002; Beek and Priest, 2003).

Typically, bacterial activity producing off flavours and turbidity is considered to be spoilage

in fermented beverages such as non-sour beer, where a vast amount of time and energy is

spent ensuring that these products are free from bacteria during their production (Ham-

mond, Brennan, and Price, 1999; Suzuki, 2015; Vriesekoop, Krahl, et al., 2012). Con-

versely, bacteria’s influence on distillery fermentations is widely regarded as positive and

is often anecdotally correlated within the distilling community to fruity new-make spirit

character, which is enhanced by increasing fermentation time (Section 4.3.6). As a result,

a vast array of publications concerning bacterial cultures and their existence within mash

houses in the Scotch whisky industry can be found (Dolan and Morgan, 1978; Makanjuola

and Springham, 1984; Priest and Pleasants, 1988; Geddes and Rifkin, 1989; Makanjuola,

Tymon, and Springham, 1992; Beek and Priest, 2000; Simpson, Pettersson, and Priest,

2001; Priest, Beek, and Cachat, 2002; Beek and Priest, 2002; Beek and Priest, 2003;

Cachat, 2005; Wilson, 2008b).

The presence of bacterial cultures during fermentation is not controlled, however, it is

typically managed through routine cleaning and maintenance mitigating large losses in

ethanol yield during fermentation due to bacterial competition. Monitoring of several

process parameters such as pH can allow such losses to be kept to a minimum (Dolan,

1976). For some distilleries the use of traditional wooden washbacks has been retained

as more has been understood about their role in the harbouring of bacterial communities
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rather than replacing them with easier to clean stainless steel vessels. Long fermentation

times have also been used to encourage bacterial growth (Lee et al., 2001). Other practices

may involve ‘backsetting’ a fermentation via the introduction of spent grain from a previous

mash, which lowers the pH, a process most often used in North America also known as

sour mashing (Cooper et al., 2002; Buglass, 2011).

Ultimately, if encouraging fermentations involving naturally occurring wild yeasts and

bacteria it is important to have control over the proliferation of the cultures present. If

control is lost, ethanol yield during fermentation may be significantly impacted through

competition for carbohydrate between bacteria and yeast (Barbour and Priest, 1988).

Furthermore, ethanol yield may also be impacted if premature yeast flocculation occurs

due to the bacterial load which was demonstrated Makanjuola, Tymon, and Springham

(1992).

This desire for control over losses due to bacteria and a result of process intensification,

the use of wooden washbacks has declined in the industry. Some distilleries still use this

more traditional style of washback (such as Ardbeg (Section 4.1.2), Clynelish and Lindores

Abbey). In 2004, Yonezawa and Stewart discussed the links between the use of wooden

washbacks and enhancement of ester content in the resulting low wines along with long

fermentation times, finding that longer fermentations increased the concentration of long

chain ethyl esters after the first distillation. These findings are somewhat supported by

the literature (Geddes and Rifkin, 1989; Priest, Beek, and Cachat, 2002) though strong

correlations and conclusions are hard to draw. The main reason for this is because com-

parisons between distilleries are impossible to make conclusively due to many substantial

differences in process, including mashing regime, yeast pitching rate and strain, fermenta-

tion time and temperature. Still design and cutting points (Section 1.2.5) will also have

an impact on the character of the produced spirit (Nicol, 2014).

Bacterial proliferation occurs throughout fermentation, at low levels in early fermentation

progressing to dominate the most towards the end of fermentation as metabolism by yeast

ceases and the conditions within the wash become more consistent (Wilson, 2008b). The

environment present selectively determines which species of bacteria grow at this stage.

At the end of fermentation these conditions include, high ethanol concentrations (7 - 9

% ABV), low pH (3.5 - 4.0) and anaerobic conditions (Korhola, Harju, and Lehtonen,

1989). These factors subsequently lead to a proliferation of strains predominately of the

Lactobacillus genus. Typically, species of Lactobacillus found in a distillery are of the

homo- or heterofermenting variety, which will either metabolise wort carbohydrates via

the glycolysis or Embden-Meyerhof-Parnas (EMP) pathway (homofermentative) or the

6-phosphogluconate/phosphoketolase (6-PG/PK) pathway (heterofermenting) (Figure 7.1

Wilson, 2014).

Homofermentative genera (Lactococcus, Pediococcus and Streptococcus) predominantly fer-

ment to produce lactic acid. Heterofermentative genera (Leuconostoc, Lactobacillus) con-

sume sugar via the 6-PG/PK pathway, enabling the production of lactic and acetic acid

along with ethanol dependent on conditions (Wilson, 2014; Burgé et al., 2015). Metabolism

of Lactobacillus has also been demonstrated to produce succinic acid from lactic or citric

acid (Dudley and Steele, 2005; Zalán et al., 2010). Furthermore, metabolism of Lacto-
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Figure 7.1: The glycolysis (or EMP) pathway utilised by homefermenting lactic acid bac-
teria (LAB) species, producing lactic acid only and the 6-PG/PK pathway, which het-
erofermenting species undertake to produce either acetic acid and ethanol or lactic acid
during metabolism.

bacillus has been demonstrated to decarboxylate cinnamic acid (Beek and Priest, 2000),

all of which may impact on the spirit character of the resulting new-make spirit.

It was postulated that by utilising a strain of known bacteria, which is heterofermentative,

will lead to an enhanced production of organic acids. These organic acids may undergo es-

terification during distillation (Equation 7.1), due to the presence of both alcohols (ethanol

as well as higher alcohols) and acids, in acidic conditions with adequate reflux (Swan and

Burtles, 1978).

ROH + R’OOH ROOR’ + H2O (7.1)

The ester produced as a product of the condensation reaction, will demonstrate a lower

vapour pressure than the existing reactants, which means it will be more likely to carry

across into the main cut of distillation (Ikari and Kubo, 1975). Through Le Chatelier’s

principle, the removal of the ester from the pot of the still by distillation will drive this

reaction to the right, resulting in an increase in the amount of ester produced in new-make

spirit.

The experiment presented in this chapter sought to alter the new-make spirit character

through the intentional fermentation of LAB species. A known strain of Lactobacillus

plantarum was pitched prior to the pitching of distiller’s yeast (S. cerevisiae), causing

pre-fermenting of the wash before alcoholic fermentation could take place. A similar

construct was then considered for pitching yeast following alcoholic fermentation by S.

cerevisiae. The experiment was designed to demonstrate the impact of pitching known

strains of bacteria into a malt whisky fermentation allowing the determination of how

such a species may impact fermentation and new-make spirit when the bacteria prolifer-

ates naturally. Furthermore, through understanding the effectiveness of pitching bacteria

before or after yeast fermentation, the efficiency of this process can be tailored in order

to maximise the impact that this has on spirit quality. Through the potential to produce

a greater concentration of esters, which can impart positive, fruity and floral aromas to

new-make spirit (Christoph and Bauer-Christoph, 2007), the intentional addition of bac-

teria to fermentation may enhance spirit character and improve consumer perception of

the mature product. This process may also demonstrate best practice for fermentation
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regimes where bacteria are intentionally added, mitigating potential stuck fermentations.

Finally, through ‘fixing’ the bacterial strain, distillers may expect a differing and poten-

tially more consistent spirit character as the pitched species may out-compete any natural

flora, causing different metabolites to be produced during fermentation.

7.2 Experimental Design

The experiment aimed to assess the effect of pitching a strain of the bacteria Lactobacillus

plantarum pre- and post-fermentation by yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae). The strain of

bacteria chosen was a facultative heterofermenting strain which has been demonstrated

to exist in distillery washbacks (Simpson, Pettersson, and Priest, 2001) and one of the

most dominant strains in grain distilling fermentations (Cheung, Walker, et al., 2015).

For both experiments, wort was produced on the International Centre for Brewing &

Distilling (ICBD) pilot brewery (apparent extract = 16.1 °P, original gravity = 1.066) in

batches of 200 L (Section 2.2.1). This produced an adequate volume of wort to be able to

conduct triplicate fermentations for each condition. These brews were subsequently frozen

(-18 °C) in 20 L containers and defrosted prior to use at room temperature.

The decline in apparent extract was modelled using the 4-parameter logistic model (Equa-

tion 2.4, Section 2.8.1) for both fermentation regimes. Furthermore, the change in pH

throughout fermentation was modelled using a locally weighted regression (Section 2.8.2),

which was used to demonstrate the trend in the observed data.

7.2.1 Pre-fermentation of Wort with Lactobacillus plantarum

To assess the effects of pre-pitching bacteria, three fermentations regimes were defined -

CP, SS and US (Figure 7.2).

Figure 7.2: Experimental design for investigating the effect of pre-fermentation of whisky
wort with Lactobacillus plantarum has on new-make spirit character. Where CP is the
control fermentation, which was fermented using S. cerevisiae only. SS and US were both
treated with a dried strain of L. plantarum prior to yeast pitching. SS worts were boiled
prior to treatment and US was unboiled.

The control fermentation was pitched only with Lallemand N379 distilling yeast (S. cere-

visiae) and fermented at 20 °C for 96 hr. Treated worts refer to the wort that was

pre-fermented using bacteria, of which two regimes were used. The first treated wort

regime (SS), took the defrosted wort and boiled it for 45 min using a Grainfather mash

tun (Bevie, Auckland, NZL). This reduced the volume of wort by ca. 2 L (increase in

extract of ≈ 1 °P). This wort was then cooled to 35 °C and along with a second batch

of wort (US) was pitched with Lallemand WildBrew� Sour Pitch strain of L. plantarum

at a rate of 0.01 g hL-1 as per the manufacturer’s instruction (Lallemand Inc, Montreal,
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CAN). The bacteria was left to ferment for 48 hr in a 35 °C room, yielding two ‘treated’

worts, one which had been boiled (as per the bacteria manufacturer guidelines) and the

other not boiled, which reflected the process more true to that of a distillery.

After bacteria treatment, the control, boiled and non-boiled treated wort samples (CP,

SS and US respectively) were directly pitched with Lallemand N379 distilling yeast (S.

cerevisiae). This was then allowed to ferment for 96 hr at 20 °C. At the conclusion of

fermentation, the entire batch of wash (ca. 20 L) was distilled in the Heriot-Watt pilot

distillery (Section 2.2.3) producing low wines. The low wines were distilled once more at

3 L scale to produce new-make spirit (Section 2.2.4).

During bacterial treatment and fermentation, wash samples were taken and frozen for sub-

sequent chemical analysis (Section 2.3). This included measurement of apparent extract

(specific gravity), pH (Section 2.4.1 and 2.4.2) and the measurement of organic acids by

high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) (Section 2.6.1).

Chemical and sensory analysis was conducted on the new-make spirit. Gas chromatog-

raphy flame ionisation detection (GC-FID) was used to determine the concentration of

higher alcohols and esters in the new-make spirit produced (Section 2.6.2) and gas chro-

matography mass spectrometry (GC/MS) was used to determine concentrations of the

most abundant esters in the spirit (Section 2.6.3). Sensory analysis was conducted at

Heriot-Watt University. An untrained panel (n = 12) was used to evaluate the olfactory

aspects of the spirit samples produced. All samples were presented blind to the panellists

after dilution to 20 % v/v ethanol (Section 2.7.2). The panellists conducted a triangle

test and quantitative descriptive analysis (QDA) to assess the differences and the spirit

character of the produced new-make spirit. Finally, panellists were asked to select their

preferred spirit sample.

7.2.2 Post-fermentation of wort with Lactobacillus plantarum

The impact of pitching a known strain of Lactobacillus into malt whisky wash after fer-

mentation was completed was then assessed. Two conditions were setup: a control fermen-

tation which was simply fermented with a strain of distilling yeast (‘post-pitch control’,

PPC) and a post-pitched fermentation which was pitched with a known strain of dried L.

plantarum (‘post-pitch bacteria’, PPB). Figure 7.3 demonstrates the experimental setup.

Figure 7.3: Experimental design for investigating the effect of post-fermentation of whisky
wort with Lactobacillus plantarum has on new-make spirit character. PPC was the control
fermentation, where primary fermentation was conducted using S. cerevisiae and no bac-
teria was pitched. PPB was fermented using the same protocol as PPC but was pitched
with L. plantarum after 55 hr.

The wort was fermented at 20 °C using Lallemand N379 distilling yeast (S. cerevisiae)

for 55 hr. After fermentation, the wash was transferred to a 35 °C room where one
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fermentation was pitched with Lallemand WildBrew� Sour Pitch strain of L. plantarum

at a rate of 0.01 g hL-1 (PPB), the control had no such additions (PPC).

Measurements of apparent extract (specific gravity) and pH were recorded throughout

fermentation (Section 2.4.1 and 2.4.2). The spirit was also analysed for higher alcohols

and esters by GC-FID and GC/MS (Sections 2.6.2 and 2.6.3). Finally, sensory analysis

was conducted by a trained panel at Scotch Whisky Research Institute (SWRI), to as-

sess the character and determine whether significant differences existed between the two

fermentation regimes (Section 2.7.1).

7.3 Results

7.3.1 The Effect of Pre-pitching of L. plantarum into Malt Whisky Fer-

mentations

Apparent Extract Modelling

The extract decline of the three fermentations used to study the effect of pre-fermentation

of wort with Lactobacillus was recorded and these observations along with the produced

4-parameter logistic model are demonstrated and plotted in Table 7.1 and Figure 7.4. In

these instances, t = 0 hr refers to when the yeast (S. cerevisiae) was pitched.

Table 7.1: Fitted model parameters to the 4-parameter logistic function, describing the
decline in apparent extract of fermentations which were pre-fermented with a strain of
Lactobacillus plantarum prior to yeast pitching. Uncertainty is given by the standard
error assigned to the model. The control fermentation, CP, was pitched with S. cerevisiae
only, SS and US were pre-fermented using a strain of L. plantarum with boiled and non-
boiled wort respectively.

Fermentation Pi
1 Pe

1 B2 M3

CP 16.1± 2.7 −1.39± 1.85 0.077± 0.040 38.3± 5.6
SS 17.3± 0.3 2.08± 0.29 0.103± 0.010 35.5± 1.2
US 16.1± 0.5 1.08± 0.41 0.053± 0.006 21.6± 2.2

1
°P

2 hr-1
3 hr

The decline in extract demonstrated differences in trend for all fermentation regimes

employed. Generally, the decline in apparent extract by the control fermentation and

the boiled and treated fermentation (SS) were more typically ‘S’-shaped in regression as

demonstrated previously (Chapter 5), with a visually observable lag phase, followed by a

steep decline during the exponential phase. The unboiled, treated wort (US) demonstrated

a more gradually decreasing density during the 148 hr of bacterial treatment and yeast

fermentation.

It was demonstrated that the boiling stage increased the initial asymptotic value (Pi) by

1.2 °P of the SS wort (Pi = 17.3±0.3 °P) when compared to both the CP and US worts (Pi

= 16.1± 2.7 °P and 16.1± 0.5 °P respectively). This increase was expected however, and

was not deemed significant (p > 0.05) due to the large uncertainty assigned to Pi for the
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Figure 7.4: Apparent extract decline of fermentations pre-fermented with a known strain
of L. plantarum prior to yeast pitching. The decline was modelled using a 4-parameter
logistic equation. Note that t = 0 refers to when yeast pitching occurred.

CP fermentation. Final gravities for all fermentations demonstrated significant differences

(p < 0.05). The control fermentation (CP) fermented to the lowest final density, with Pe of

−1.39± 1.85 °P and demonstrated the greatest attenuation (109 %). This was in contrast

to the two treated fermentations, whose final asymptotic values were higher demonstrating

Pe values of 2.08± 0.29 °P (SS) and 1.08± 0.41 °P (US). This resulted in attenuations for

the SS and US worts of 88 % and 93 % respectively.

Further differences in the original and final extracts of the wort and wash used during this

experiment are highlighted in Figure 7.5.

Figure 7.5: Original and final extract of wort and wash of fermentations treated with L.
plantarum prior to yeast fermentation. The error bar demonstrates the standard deviation
from the mean original and final gravities.
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Figure 7.5 demonstrates the numbers highlighted by the modelling process (Figure 7.4),

revealing that the control fermentation attenuated below 0 °P, finishing significantly lower

in final extract than SS or US worts.

The rate of decline in apparent extract at the midpoint of fermentation, B (Table 7.1),

was fastest in the model produced by the boiled and treated fermentation (SS), with

B = 0.103 ± 0.010 hr-1. This value however, was not significantly (p > 0.05) different

from that of the control (B = 0.077 ± 0.040 hr-1). The value for the unboiled worts

(US) was significantly lower (p < 0.05) than the boiled sample but not from the control

(p > 0.05) with B = 0.053 ± 0.006 hr-1. These differences were reflected in the timing of

the midpoint of fermentation. The fermentations labelled CP and SS demonstrated no

substantial difference in midpoint of fermentation with midpoint values of 38.3 ± 5.6 hr

(CP) and 35.5±1.2 hr. Fermentations that were unboiled and treated (US) demonstrated

the shortest midpoint, with M = 21.6± 2.2 hr.

The phases of fermentation were then calculated based on the fitted model parameters

and are depicted in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2: Timings of the phases of fermentation which occurred for each of the pre-
treatment regimes employed. The quoted error is the standard deviation on the calculated
mean value.

Fermentation
Lag

Time
Begin

Exponential
End

Exponential
Begin Stationary

Phase

CP 12.5± 2.2 21.3± 5.6 64.1± 4.0 55.3± 2.4
SS 16.1± 1.3 22.7± 3.6 54.9± 2.8 48.3± 2.2
US −16.5± 0.9 −3.5± 1.3 59.6± 2.6 46.6± 1.7

All times given in hr

The lag time demonstrated during fermentation was significantly (p < 0.05) shorter for

the unboiled treated wort sample (US) with a lag time of −16.5 ± 0.9 hr, equivalent to

28.5 hr after bacteria was pitched. Lag times calculated for the control fermentation were

determined to be 12.5±2.2 hr, significantly shorter (p < 0.05) than the boiled and treated

sour fermentation (SS) 16.1 ± 1.3 hr. This is further reflected in the beginning of the

exponential phase. The quickest is defined by the steady decline of the US fermentation

(−3.5± 1.3 hr). Fermentations with only yeast (CP) then demonstrated the next earliest

time (21.3 ± 5.6) though no substantial difference was noted between this fermentation

regime and the SS fermentation.

The length of the exponential phase, then dictates differences in the timings at the end

of fermentation. The two treated fermentations, SS and US completed the exponential

phase after 54.9 ± 2.8 hr and 59.6 ± 2.5 hr respectively, demonstrating no difference in

this phase, though the length of the exponential phase of the SS fermentation (42.8 hr) is

substantially shorter than that of the US fermentation (63.1 hr). The control fermentation

reached the end of the exponential phase after 64.1± 4.0 hr, taking the longest after yeast

pitching, though overall time was substantially shorter due to the lack of treatment. The

length of the exponential phase is governed by the fitted model parameter B and final

asymptotic value Pe (Table 7.1), with the steepest value of B and highest value of Pe given
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by the SS fermentation, therefore, finishing the exponential phase first. The calculation

of when the end of fermentation or end of stationary phase occurred determined that

the US fermentation finished first, after 46.6 ± 1.7 hr followed by the SS fermentation

48.3± 2.2 hr, although no significant difference (p > 0.05) was observed. Finally, the CP

fermentation was completed after 55.3± 2.4 hr, which was significantly longer (p < 0.05),

though attenuation (Pe) was greater.

Trend in pH

The variation in pH of fermentation was measured and is plotted in Figure 7.6, demonstrat-

ing a locally weighted regression (Section 2.8.2) to demonstrate the trend. Furthermore,

the pH at the beginning and end of fermentation is plotted in Figure 7.7.

Figure 7.6: Trend in pH during fermentation of wort pre-fermented with a known strain
of L. plantarum prior to yeast fermentation, a locally weighted regression was plotted to
demonstrate the trend in values. t = 0 hr refers to the time at which yeast (S. cerevisiae)
was pitched.

Figure 7.7: pH before and after fermentation of wort pre-treated with a strain of L.
plantarum. The error bars demonstrate the standard deviation of the calculated mean
values.

The pH of the control (CP) fermentation decreases steadily with time, starting at a mean

wort pH of 5.76 ± 0.13 and decreasing to its final pH of 4.43 ± 0.02 after approximately

50 hr. The decline in pH is more distinct in the treated samples. Fermentation regime SS
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initially starts at a pH of 5.76±0.15, dropping as low as 3.34±0.14 when yeast is pitched,

before ending with a final pH of 3.35±0.22. The unboiled treated wort US, similarly start

with an original wort pH of 5.79± 0.18 and dropped as low as 3.31± 0.10 after the 48 hr

bacterial treatment, finishing with a final pH of 3.34± 0.13.

Organic Acids During Fermentation

Samples of fermenting wort were taken and measured using HPLC for their organic acid

content (Section 2.6.1). Measurements were recorded throughout fermentation as well as

before treatment (pre-sour), after yeast pitching (start fermentation) and then at the end of

fermentation (wash) before distillation. The organic acid content throughout fermentation

is plotted in Appendix C with the highlights presented in this chapter. Measurement of

organic acid content at the various stages of fermentation is demonstrated in Figure 7.8.
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Figure 7.8: Trends in organic acids in wort (pre-sour), post-treatment with L. plantarum
(start fermentation) and in wash. Organic acids measured were A) malic, B) lactic, C)
acetic, D) succinic and E) fumaric. The error bars demonstrate the standard deviation of
the determined mean concentrations.
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Concentrations of malic acid (Figure 7.8 A) demonstrated a different trend in the control

sample (yeast fermentation only) with the treated samples (pre-treated with Lactobacil-

lus). The control fermentation saw a decrease in malic acid concentration from 1040± 60

mg L-1 to 570 ± 10 mg L-1. This contrasted with the SS and US fermentation regime

that saw no significant change (p > 0.05) in malic acid concentration during the course of

fermentation. The SS fermentation demonstrated malic acid concentrations of 1010 ± 70

mg L-1 at the beginning, 1010 ± 150 mg L-1 and 970 ± 100 mg L-1 during the beginning

of treatment, during yeast pitching and in the final wash respectively. Similarly the US

fermentation demonstrated concentrations of the acid at 960± 60 mg L-1, 1020± 270 mg

L-1 and 850± 180 mg L-1 during the same periods.

Lactic acid concentrations demonstrated a significant increase (p < 0.05) during periods

of bacterial treatment. Starting lactic acid concentration for the control fermentation de-

creased from 2650±420 mg L-1 to 1230±140 mg L-1, demonstrating a significant decrease

(p < 0.05). The SS fermentation regime demonstrated a significant increase during bac-

terial treatment, rising from 4040± 1040 mg L-1 to 10030± 920 mg L-1, finishing with an

insignificantly different (p > 0.05) concentration in the final wash of 10040± 460 mg L-1.

Unboiled and treated fermentation, US, demonstrated the same trend. Concentrations of

lactic acid rose from 3510± 890 mg L-1 to 10160± 440 mg L-1 during treatment and this

concentration remained constant in the wash, with a wash concentration of 10340± 1030

mg L-1.

Concentrations of acetic acid followed a similar trend. The control fermentation demon-

strated a consistent concentration throughout fermentation, with wort levels of 340 ± 30

mg L-1 and 470 ± 110 mg L-1 in wash. When considering the boiled wort, treated with

Lactobacillus, the acetic acid concentration increased from 430± 60 mg L-1 to 2150± 530

mg L-1 during treatment. Final concentrations in wash in this sample were 3350 ± 90

mg L-1, a significant (p < 0.05) increase in concentration. Non-boiled and treated wort

(US), also increased in concentration during bacterial treatment, rising from 430± 90 mg

L-1 to 2320 ± 470 mg L-1. Conversely, the concentration during fermentation decreased

significantly (p < 0.05) in wash, with a final concentration of 1620± 180 mg L-1.

Succinic acid concentrations all increased during bacterial treatment but decreased during

fermentation by yeast. During the control fermentation, the succinic acid concentration

decreased, although, insignificantly (p > 0.05) from 1010±420 mg L-1 to 860±140 mg L-1.

The SS fermentation demonstrated an increase from 1050± 850 mg L-1 to 4620± 920 mg

L-1 during treatment. This was followed by a decrease to 3900± 460 mg L-1 at the end of

fermentation. The unboiled, treated fermentation demonstrated the same trend. Succinic

acid concentrations here demonstrated an increase during treatment from 1130± 890 mg

L-1 to 5030 ± 440 mg L-1 and decreased after fermentation to 3830 ± 1030 mg L-1 in the

wash.

Fumaric acid concentrations decreased during both bacterial treatment and during yeast

fermentation. For this analyte, the control fermentation decreased in fumaric acid con-

centration from 35± 1 mg L-1 to 32± 2 mg L-1 during fermentation by yeast. The treated

fermentations steadily decreased from 36 ± 1 mg L-1 to 21 ± 5 mg L-1 during treatment,

followed by a further decrease to 15 ± 8 mg L-1 after yeast fermentation. This was also
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reflected in samples of the US fermentation regime. For these samples, concentrations of

the acid decreased from 38±2 mg L-1 to 28±6 mg L-1 during bacterial treatment followed

by a further decrease to 23± 6 mg L-1 after fermentation.

The relative increase in concentration of acids produced during bacterial treatment are

highlighted below, in Table 7.3.

Table 7.3: Relative increases in lactic, acetic and succinic acids during bacterial by L.
plantarum treatments of worts.

Treatment Acid
Average Concentration1 % Difference in

ConcentrationWort End of Treatment

SS Lactic 4039 10031 248
Acetic 425 2150 505
Succinic 1050 4621 440

US Lactic 3507 10163 290
Acetic 434 2325 536
Succinic 1127 5033 446

1 Measured in mg L-1

Percentage increases in concentration between the same organic acids were similar for all

fermentations. These increases were all greater in fermentation where the wort was not

boiled prior to bacteria treatment. Concentrations of lactic acid increased by 248 % in the

SS sample in comparison to an increase of 290 % in the US worts. The greatest increase

in organic acid concentration was demonstrated by acetic acid, which increased by 505 %

and 536 % in the SS and US worts respectively. Finally, succinic acid increased by 440 %

(SS) and 446 % during treatment by bacteria.

Yield During Fermentation

Table 7.4 demonstrates the total volume of alcohol recovered after the first distillation

stage, indicating the amount of alcohol produced during fermentation.

Bacterially treated fermentations all saw significant (p < 0.05) decreases in alcohol yield in

comparison to the control fermentation. From the fermentation using yeast only, 1.790±
0.092 litres of pure alcohol (LPA) was recovered. The low wines from the boiled wort

and treated fermentation yield 1.563± 0.068 LPA, totalling 87 % of the alcohol recovered

in the control fermentation. Similarly, the unboiled and treated wort yield 1.463 ± 0.068

LPA. This difference was not significant (p > 0.05) when compared to the SS sample by

t-test but resulted in an alcoholic yield of 82 % of the control fermentation.
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Table 7.4: Total alcohol yield in low wines of fermentations treated with a known strain of
L. plantarum. The error demonstrates the standard deviation of the mean ethanol yields.

Sample Low Wines / LPA1

CP 1.790± 0.092
SS 1.563± 0.068
US 1.463± 0.069

1 Litres of pure alcohol

Chemical Analysis of Spirit

The higher alcohol and ester content of the produced new-make spirit was analysed by

GC-FID and GC/MS (Sections 2.6.2and 2.6.3). The results of the higher alcohol and

esters analysis by GC-FID is displayed in Table 7.5 and Figure 7.9.

Table 7.5: Measurement of the higher alcohol and esters data by GC-FID for bacterially
treated fermentations. The uncertainty in values was calculated from the standard devi-
ation of the measured mean concentrations.

Analyte CP SS US

Acetaldehyde 77± 3 174± 41 110± 19
Ethyl acetate 510± 50 760± 196 858± 175
Isoamyl acetate 1394± 96 986± 35 1485± 178
Isoamyl alcohol 2846± 509 2010± 22 2506± 257
Furfural 49± 3 46± 1 55± 1

Measured in mg L-1

Concentrations of acetaldehyde were significantly (p < 0.05) higher in treated fermentation

samples (SS and US) compared to the control (CP). The concentration of this congener in

the distilled new-make spirit was measured to be 77±3 mg L-1. This was substantially lower

than the concentration in the SS and US treated fermentations, whose concentrations were

174±41 mg L-1 and 110±19 mg L-1 respectively. These concentrations are all significantly

greater than the sensory threshold of acetaldehyde (0.7−200 µg L-1, Table 2.3), which has

been noted to have an ethereal aroma and generally linked with an off flavour in beverages

(Burdock, 2010).

Ethyl acetate, which is produced from the esterification reaction between ethanol and

acetic acid, was also significantly higher in concentration in the treated fermentations

when compared with the control (p < 0.05). Concentration of the ester was 510 ± 50

mg L-1 in the control sample, which was less than the concentration in both SS and US

samples which had levels of 760± 196 mg L-1 and 858± 175 mg L-1 in spirit respectively.

Once more, these concentrations were well above the sensory threshold of of the congener

(5 µg L-1 - 5 mg L-1, Table 2.3). Ethyl acetate is said to impart a green apple and pear

aroma to new-make spirit and is generally perceived to convey positive and fruity flavour

attributes to new-make spirit (Burdock, 2010; Ensor, Bryce, and Hill, 2015).

The concentration of isoamyl acetate was highest amongst the control and US spirits.
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Figure 7.9: Plot of higher alcohol and ester content of spirit produced from fermentations
treated with L. plantarum (n. = 3).

Concentrations of the acetate ester were measured as 1394 ± 96 mg L-1 in the control

spirit, 986 ± 35 in the SS spirit and 1485 ± 178 mg L-1 in the US spirit samples. The

concentration was significantly lower (p < 0.05) in SS spirit but no difference was noted

in concentration between the CP and US distillates. Concentrations of this congener in
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all distillates were well above their sensory threshold (2 - 43 µg L-1, Table 2.3). The ester

is known to impart a banana or pear flavour in the distillate (Burdock, 2010).

Isoamyl alcohol demonstrated equal concentrations in samples of the control distillate and

SS distillate, measuring 2846 ± 509 mg L-1 and 2506 ± 257 mg L-1. The concentration

of the alcohol was significantly less p < 0.05 in the US spirit, whose concentration was

determined to be 2010 ± 22 mg L-1. Again, all concentrations were measured well above

the sensory threshold of this congener (250 µg L-1 - 50 mg L-1, Table 2.3). Therefore,

the sensory characteristics of fusel and pungent are likely to have an impact on the spirit

character, though this may have negative attributes in terms of spirit quality (Burdock,

2010).

Finally, concentrations of furfural were significantly higher (p < 0.05) in the US distilled

spirit (55±1 mg L-1). Concentrations of the congener in the control fermentation (49±3 mg

L-1) and SS fermentation (46± 1 mg L-1) were indistinguishable by t-test. This congener

is often associated with the fermentable substrate used (malted barley) and was present

above its sensory threshold of 280 µg L-1 - 8 mg L-1 (Table 2.3), conferring flavours such

as aldehydic and pungent.

The concentration of the most abundant esters was then measured using GC/MS. Results

from this analysis and demonstrated in Table 7.6 and further highlighted in Figure 7.10.

Table 7.6: Ester content of distilled spirit resulting from fermentations treated with a
known strain of Lactobacillus. The uncertainty in values was calculated from the standard
deviation of the measured mean concentrations (n. = 3).

Analyte CP SS US

Ethyl caprate 2.97± 0.28 3.36± 0.35 1.13± 0.22
Ethyl caproate 1.75± 0.39 1.99± 0.49 1.20± 0.26
Ethyl caprylate 2.50± 0.15 2.82± 0.29 1.48± 0.11
Ethyl laurate 2.61± 0.19 2.71± 0.39 1.55± 0.11
Ethyl palmitate 0.53± 0.37 0.86± 0.44 0.56± 0.15
Phenylethyl acetate 3.41± 0.13 5.08± 1.10 3.74± 0.73

Measured in mg L-1

The concentration of ethyl caprate in spirit samples demonstrated similar values for both

the control distillate (2.97± 0.25 mg L-1) and the SS spirit (3.36± 0.35 mg L-1). Concen-

tration of this ester were significantly lower (p < 0.05) for the US fermentation (1.13±0.22

mg L-1) and is associated with flavours such as grape and cognac (Table 2.5).

Ethyl caproate, known to convey notes of tropical fruits such as pineapple, was present

in the highest concentrations in the distillates resulting from the SS fermentation regime

(1.99±0.49 mg L-1). This was not significantly higher (p > 0.05) from the levels measured

in the control distillate (1.75 ± 0.39 mg L-1). The US fermentation demonstrated the

lowest mean concentration of ethyl caproate in spirit (1.20±0.26 mg L-1), though this did

not differ significantly from the control (p > 0.05).

A similar trend was demonstrated by the concentrations of ethyl caprylate. The distillate

resulting from the SS fermentation measured 2.82±0.29 mg L-1 of the ester. This value was
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Figure 7.10: Ester content of distilled spirit resulting from fermentations treated with a
known strain of Lactobacillus. The error bars demonstrate the standard deviation of the
measured mean concentrations (n. = 3).

not significantly greater than the control fermentation whose spirit measured 2.50± 0.15

mg L-1. Concentrations of the ethyl ester were significantly lower (p < 0.05) in the unboiled

and treated fermentation (US), with a concentration of 1.48± 0.11 mg L-1.

The same trend, where ester concentration was highest in the SS fermentation, was re-

flected in ethyl laurate concentrations. As with the concentrations of ethyl caproate

and ethyl caprylate, the SS fermentation depicted the highest concentration of this ester

(2.71± 0.39 mg L-1), known for its floral aroma. This concentration was not significantly

different from the control (2.61± 0.19 mg L-1), though both of these fermentation regimes

produced spirit with a concentration significantly greater (p < 0.05) concentration when

compared with the US new-make spirit (1.55± 0.11 mg L-1).

Ethyl palmitate was measured at its highest concentration in the SS spirit, though not

significantly (p > 0.05), with a concentration of 0.86± 0.44 mg L-1. Measurements of the

control fermentation demonstrated that the control and US fermentations produced spirit

with similar levels of the ester, with concentrations of 0.53±0.37 mg L-1 and 0.56±0.15 mg

L-1 respectively. Phenylethyl acetate was also measured at the highest concentration in

the SS spirit (5.08±1.10 mg L-1), this was significantly higher than the control (3.41±0.13

mg L-1). The US fermentation produced spirit with a similar concentration of the phenolic

ester when compared to the control (3.74 ± 0.73 mg L-1), which conveys aromas of rose

and honey (Table 2.5).

Concentrations of ethyl caprate, ethyl caproate, ethyl caprylate and phenylethyl acetate

were all measured at greater than or equal to their sensory threshold values (Table 2.5,

Burdock, 2010). The concentration of ethyl laurate was present above its threshold (2 mg

L-1) in the CP and SS samples, however, was below this threshold value in the US samples

(1.55± 0.11 mg L-1). All concentration of the ester ethyl palmitate were measured below

their organoleptic sensory threshold (2 mg L-1).
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Sensory Analysis

Sensory analysis of distillate was conducted at Heriot-Watt University using an untrained

panel (Section 2.7.2). From the sensory analysis conducted, all three spirits demonstrated

evidence for differences by triangle test. The results of the triangle test, along with the

stated confidence level achieved from these results, defined by BS EN ISO 4120 (British

Standard, 2004), are highlighted in Table 7.7.

Table 7.7: Results of the triangle tests conducted using an untrained sensory panel at
Heriot-Watt University, indicating the confidence level given by BS EN ISO 4120.

Test No. Correct Responses Confidence Level

CP vs. SS 11 95 %
CP vs. US 7 90 %
SS vs. US 7 90 %

The results from the triangle test (Table 7.7) demonstrated that there is slight evidence of

apparent differences between distillates, with a confidence level of ≥ 90%. Furthermore,

a higher degree of significance (95 %) was achieved highlighting the larger perceived dif-

ference between the CP and SS samples. This is defined by BS EN ISO 4120 as evidence

of a moderate and apparent difference (British Standard, 2004).

The result from the QDA conducted at Heriot-Watt University is plotted in the radar

plot, shown below in Figure 7.11.

The results from the QDA test indicated evident changes to the spirit character (Fig-

ure 7.11). Characteristics typically associated with positive spirit quality were generally

higher amongst treated distillates. These attributes included fruity, floral and sweet.

Sensory aromas regularly associated with poorer quality spirit were higher amongst the

control distillate. These characteristics included feinty, oily and sulfury and are also often

associated with a heavier style of spirit.

Following the triangle test and QDA, two thirds (67 %) of the panel noted a preference

for the SS sample. This was followed by a further 25 % of the panel noting a preference

for the US spirit. The remaining 8 % of the panel opted for the control distillate as the

spirit which ranked highest for spirit quality out of the three samples they received.
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Figure 7.11: The result of quantitative descriptive analysis (QDA) of new-make spirit
treated with a known strain of Lactobacillus plantarum prior to fermentation by yeast (n.
= 12).

7.3.2 Post-Pitch Fermentations

The control fermentation (PPC) was fermented by S. cerevisiae only for 100 hr and treated

fermentations (PPB) were pitched with L. plantarum after 55 hr, completing fermentation

after 100 hr.

Apparent Extract Modelling

The observations of decline in apparent extract during fermentation is demonstrated in

Figure 7.12 and these observations were modelled using a 4-parameter logistic model.

Values based on the best fit of logistic curve are highlighted in Table 7.8.

The apparent extract models depicted demonstrated that primary fermentations by yeast

(S. cerevisiae) were similar in profile. No significant difference (p > 0.05) was noted

between models initial asymptotic value, with Pi values of 16.4 ± 0.6 °P and 16.7 ± 0.3

°P for the PPC and PPB fermentations respectively. Values the final asymptotic value,

Pe were lower for the PPB fermentation but this difference was not determined to be

significant (p > 0.05). The PPC fermentation yielded a Pe of 0.47 ± 0.36 °P and the

PPB fermentation yielded a Pe of 0.32 ± 0.16 °P. Gradients of the decline in apparent
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Table 7.8: Model fitting results from the 4-parameter logistic function plotted in Figure
7.12, describing the decline in apparent extract during fermentations which were pitched
with a known stain of Lactobacillus at the end of fermentation (PPB) compared with a
control (PPC, S. cerevisiae only). Uncertainty is given by the standard error assigned to
the model.

Fermentation Pi
1 Pe

1 B2 M3

PPC 16.4± 0.6 0.47± 0.36 0.088± 0.011 41.3± 1.5
PPB 16.7± 0.3 0.32± 0.16 0.085± 0.005 38.5± 0.8

1
°P

2 hr-1
3 hr

Figure 7.12: Apparent extract observations fitted with 4-parameter logistic equations de-
picting the effect of post-pitching a strain of Lactobacillus at the end of fermentation
(black) compared to the control (red). The dashed line depicts the point at which Lacto-
bacillus was pitched into wort and wort was transferred to a 35 °C room.

extract at the midpoint of fermentation, described by the parameter B, were also similar,

with PPC (0.088 ± 0.011 hr-1) and PPB (0.085 ± 0.005hr-1). Differences in midpoint

of fermentation demonstrated to be significant (p < 0.05), with the fermentation PPB

reaching the midpoint in the shortest period of time (38.5± 0.8 hr) in comparison to the

control (41.3± 1.5 hr).

From the models produced (Figure 7.12), the phases of fermentations were determined

with respect to the decline of density. Table 7.9 demonstrates when each of the phase

changes occurred.

Overall, no significant differences (p > 0.05) were noted in the timing of any of the

phases between the control fermentation and fermentations that were post-pitched with

Lactobacillus. This suggests that the pitching of the LAB had a minimal effect on the
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Table 7.9: Phases of fermentation with respect to the produced apparent extract models,
demonstrating the effect of pitching a strain of Lactobacillus at the end of fermentation.
The uncertainty in values was calculated from the standard deviation of the mean calcu-
lated values.

Period
Lag

Time
Begin

Exponential
End

Exponential
Begin Stationary

Phase

PPC 18.7± 2.4 26.5± 2.0 63.9± 1.6 56.2± 2.4
PPB 15.0± 1.9 23.0± 1.6 62.0± 2.3 54.0± 1.9

All times given in hr

decline of density during fermentation, particularly during the later stages (time > 55 hr).

Trend in pH

Observations of pH during fermentation of both the PPC and PPB fermentations were

recorded. These are plotted in Figure 7.13 and are fitted with a local weighted regression

(Section 2.8.2).

Figure 7.13: The trend in pH during fermentation of malt whisky wort and the effect of
pitching a known strain of Lactobacillus at the end of fermentation (black), indicated by
the dashed line (time = 55 hr) compared with the control (red). The trend in observation
was fitted by a locally weighted regression.

Both trends in pH resulting from fermentation demonstrate similar profiles by the locally

weighted regression (Figure 7.13). Beginning from a mean wort pH of 5.58 for both PPC

and PPB, the pH of both fermentations dropped steadily during fermentation, reaching

a minimum value of 3.55 (PPC) and 3.52 (PPB) when the bacteria was pitched at 55 hr.

From this value, the pH gradually rose over the 45 hr during the time, the fermentations
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were placed in a 35 °C room. After 100 hr of fermentation, the pH finished with a mean

values of 3.93 (PPC) and 3.89 (PPB).

Yield During Fermentation

The alcoholic yield resulting from fermentation was determined through the assessment of

the alcohol content and mass of the low wines. Table 7.10 demonstrates the total amount

of alcohol recovered after this first distillation step.

Table 7.10: Alcohol yield of low wines following the first distillation from wash into low
wines. The uncertainty in values was calculated from the standard deviation of the mean
ethanol yield.

Fermentation Low Wines / LPA1

PPC 1.623± 0.117
PPB 1.584± 0.049

1 Litres of pure alcohol

The amount of alcohol produced following the first distillation was on average greater for

the control fermentation (1.623±0.117 LPA) when compared with the fermentation which

was pitched with bacteria (1.584± 0.049 LPA). This difference however was found to not

depict any significance by t-test (p > 0.05).

Chemical Analysis of Spirit

The concentration of higher alcohols and esters in new-make spirit were analysed by GC-

FID (Section 2.6.2). The results are listed in Table 7.11 and plotted in Figure 7.14.

Table 7.11: Concentration of higher alcohols and esters measured by GC-FID in new-make
spirit samples. Uncertainty in values was evaluated by the standard deviation of the mean
measured values.

Analyte PPC PPB

Acetaldehyde 39± 7 17± 3
Ethyl acetate 493± 88 165± 18
Acetal 81± 14 28± 18
Methanol 29± 7 14± 3
n-propanol 402± 37 422± 10
Isobutanol 448± 45 718± 55
Isoamyl acetate 34± 3 17± 2
n-butanol ND� 12± 3
Active amyl alcohol 890± 49 1397± 94
Furfural 23± 2 32± 5

Measured in mg L-1

� Not detected (ND)
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Figure 7.14: Measured higher alcohol and esters data of fermentations treated with (PPB,
black) L. plantarum after yeast fermentation compared to the control (PPC, red). Uncer-
tainty depicted by the error bars were plotted from the standard deviation of the mean.
Congeners analysed were A) acetaldehyde, B) ethyl acetate, C) acetal, D) methanol, E)
n-propanol F) isobutanol G) Isoamyl acetate H) n-butanol I) isoamyl alcohol J) furfural.
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From the results shown in Table 7.11 and Figure 7.14, it can be seen that samples demon-

strated appreciable differences in their chemical make-up. Determined levels of acetalde-

hyde and acetal were significantly higher (p < 0.05) in samples of the control new-make

spirit. Acetaldehyde concentrations were measured at 39 ± 7 mg L-1 and 17 ± 3 mg L-1

in the control and treated (PPB) samples respectively. The concentration of acetal was

measured at a value of 81± 14 mg L-1 in control samples and 28± 18 mg L-1 in the PPB

sample. Both of these compounds were above the sensory threshold and concentrations

were higher than typical alcoholic beverages (Table 2.3).

Of the acetate esters (ethyl acetate and isoamyl acetate) analysed, both were significantly

higher in the control sample (p < 0.05). Ethyl acetate was present in concentrations

of 493 ± 88 mg L-1 in the control sample and 165 ± 18 mg L-1 in the treated samples.

The determined concentration of isoamyl acetate was 34± 3 mg L-1 in the control spirit,

compared to 17±2 mg L-1 in the bacterially treated sample. Both congeners were present

well in excess of the aroma threshold concentrations and higher than values quoted by

Burdock (2010) for alcoholic beverages (Table 2.3).

Through analysis of the straight chain alcohols it was determined that methanol was

significantly higher (p < 0.05) in concentration in the control spirit (29± 7 mg L-1) when

compared with the treated spirit (14±3 mg L-1). These concentrations were well below the

threshold concentration of 668 mg L-1 quoted by Berger (2007). No discernable difference

was determined between concentrations of n-propanol, with concentrations of 402 ± 37

mg L-1 and 422 ± 10 mg L-1 in the PPC and PPB spirit respectively. These values were

substantially higher than the quoted aroma threshold (Table 2.3). The concentration of

n-butanol was only detected in the treated (PPB) sample, with a concentration of 12± 3

mg L-1, falling into the wide aroma threshold of this congener (500 µg L-1 - 509 mg L-1,

Table 2.3).

The branched higher alcohols, isobutanol and isoamyl alcohol were both determined to

be significantly higher (p < 0.05) in the treated (PPB) sample when compared with the

control. Isobutanol was determined to be present at a concentration of 448 ± 45 mg L-1

and 718 ± 55 mg L-1 in the control and treated sample respectively. These values were

well in excess of the aroma threshold determined for this congener (Table 2.3). Isoamyl

alcohol, (3-methyl-1-butanol) was measured at a concentration of 890± 49 mg L-1 in the

control and 1397 ± 94 mg L-1 in the treated sample, both of which were much greater in

concentration than the aroma threshold (0.32 mg L-1).

Furfural, known for an aldehydic and nutty aroma (Table 2.3) was determined to be

present in greater concentration in the samples of treated fermentations. Treated samples

exhibited concentrations of 32±5 mg L-1 compared to that of the control (23±2 mg L-1).

In both instances, these were measured at concentrations greater than the threshold for

detection (Burdock, 2010).

The concentrations of abundant esters were analysed using solid-phase microextraction

gas chromatography mass spectrometry (SPME-GC/MS). Results from this analysis are

listed in Table 7.12 and plotted in Figure 7.15.
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Table 7.12: GC/MS analysis of esters in new-make spirit where a known strain of Lac-
tobacillus plantarum was pitched at the end of fermentation by distiller’s yeast. The
uncertainty in values was calculated from the standard deviation of the mean measured
concentrations.

Analyte PPC PPB

Ethyl caprate 1.49± 0.26 1.66± 0.97
Ethyl caproate 1.30± 0.12 1.69± 0.90
Ethyl caprylate 1.81± 0.15 2.15± 0.21
Ethyl laurate 1.97± 0.19 2.04± 0.91
Ethyl palmitate 1.40± 0.69 2.70± 0.14
Phenylethyl acetate 2.27± 0.63 4.00± 0.57

Measured in mg L-1

Figure 7.15: The concentration of abundant esters in distillate of fermentations that were
treated with a known strain of Lactobacillus plantarum at the end of fermentation (black),
compared to the control (red). The error bars demonstrate the standard deviation of the
mean of measured values.

Chemical analysis by GC/MS indicated no significant (p > 0.05) between concentrations

of ethyl caprate, ethyl caproate, ethyl caprylate and ethyl laurate. Typically, congener

concentrations amongst these esters was higher in the PPB samples, however, these gen-

erally expressed an increased uncertainty. The measured concentration of ethyl palmitate

demonstrated significant differences (p < 0.05) between PPC and PPB distillates. Con-

centrations of this ester, noted for a waxy and sweet aroma (Table 2.5, Burdock, 2010)

were higher in the PPB sample, with a concentration of 2.70±0.14 mg L-1 compared to the

measurement in the PPC samples, which had a mean concentration of 1.40± 0.69 mg L-1.

Through use of the bacterial species, concentration of this ester in distillate rose above

that of the stated threshold of 2 mg L-1. A similar effect was noted through the analysis

of phenylethyl acetate. Concentrations of this ester were significantly higher (p < 0.05)

in the PPB samples (4.00 ± 0.57 mg L-1) when compared with the control (2.27 ± 0.63

mg L-1). This ester, which has been noted for its rose-like aroma (Burdock, 2010), was

present above the sensory threshold of 3 - 5 mg L-1 in the PPB sample and below in the
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control distillate.

Sensory Analysis of Distillate

Sensory analysis of the produced distillate was conducted at the SWRI (Section 2.7.1). A

trained panel carried out a QDA style of sensory analysis and the results are plotted in

Figure 7.16.

Figure 7.16: The results of the QDA testing conducted at SWRI by a trained sensory
panel between samples pitched with a known strain of Lactobacillus plantarum (PPB,
black) compared with a control which was not pitched with exogenous bacteria (PPC,
red), n. = 15.

Results from the sensory analysis indicated that no strong significant differences (p > 0.05)

existed between distillate samples produced during these fermentation regimes. Weaker

significant differences (p ≤ 0.10) were determined by flavour attributes such as grassy,

solvent-like, sweet and oily. In these instances, the green (grassy) and oily characteristics

were higher in the control samples. The sensory perception of the bacterially treated

sample (PPB) demonstrated more higher values for solvent-like and sweet.
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7.4 Discussion

7.4.1 Pre-fermentation of Wort Using Lactobacillus plantarum

From the models produced by the observation of decline in apparent extract (Figure 7.4),

it was determined that the fermentations followed consistent, sigmoidal patterns. The

fermentation of the unboiled wort (US) demonstrated a short lag phase (Table 7.9) and

no change in rate of decline in apparent extract was noted after the pitching of yeast (S.

cerevisiae). This was manifested in the lowest value of rate of decline in density during

fermentation (B). Such effects may be due to the increase in wort solids in comparison to

the SS sample, where these would have been lost to the hot break during wort boiling. The

growth rate of specific LAB strains, including L. plantarum, have been shown to be higher

for media containing larger amounts of wort solids (Narendranath and Power, 2005).

Both treated fermentations finished with a significantly higher final extract when compared

to the control, with lower attenuations signified with model Pe values. These attenuations

were 87.0 ± 1.7% and 85.9 ± 2.4% of the attenuation achieved by the control (Figure

7.5). This indicates that fermentation was unable to proceed to completion and was

further highlighted by the loss of alcohol produced after the first distillation step (Table

7.4). In this case, the SS fermentation yielded 87.3% of the alcohol obtained from the

control fermentation and the US fermentation yielded 81.7% of the alcohol recovered

from distillates of the control fermentations. Much of these losses will be due to the

formation of biomass and other metabolites by the Lactobacillus and was expected as

often bacterial contamination is known to incur significant losses in other laboratory-based

studies (Barbour and Priest, 1988; Makanjuola, Tymon, and Springham, 1992). Ethanol

production has been demonstrated to be reduced when the environment reaches a pH of

4.0 in species of S. cerevisiae, causing stuck fermentations, with higher than anticipated

final extracts (Narendranath and Power, 2005).

Further reduction in fermentability of the treated worts is likely to be due to the substan-

tially lower wort pH that is present when the S. cerevisiae was pitched. Average values

of final pH were measured as 3.35± 0.22 and 3.34± 0.13 for the SS and US fermentations

respectively (Figure 7.7). Typically, distilling yeast strains have a pH tolerance to as low

as ca. 3.5 and so likely that the lack of further fermentation is due to the combination of

low pH and increasing alcohol content of the wash. Low pH and higher ethanol concen-

trations will increase the re-entry of protons into the cell membrane and this effect has

been demonstrated Pampulha and Loureiro-Dias (1989), where low pH in the presence

of ethanol was shown to decrease internal pH and reduce the rate of fermentation. This

has the effect of reducing cytoplasmic pH and therefore, inhibiting membrane function

(Walker, 1999). The two conditions (high ethanol concentration and low pH) may serve

a ‘functional overlap’, inducing similar responses which have been observed to occur with

heat shock and ethanol stress (Piper, 1995). S. cerevisiae has been demonstrated to have

various mechanisms to adapt and mitigate the effects of severe stress induced by organic

acids (Sugiyama, Sasano, and Harashima, 2015), however, it is likely that the mass pro-

duction of these acids during the experimental work presented in this chapter has exceeded

what can be tolerated during fermentation. Furthermore, due to the lack of yeast cellular

activity towards the end of fermentation, the domination of other species of bacteria such
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as Lactobacillus delbreuckii and Lactobacillus paracasei may have caused a reduction in

yeast cell viability (Wilson, 2014).

During fermentations that were pre-pitched with L. plantarum, yeast cellular growth at

the early stages of fermentation may have been hindered due to the consumption of wort

nutrients and dissolved O2. During this fermentation regime, dried yeast was used and

therefore, the impact on yeast health will be reduced, however, effects may be altered when

liquid yeast is employed. Yeast format used during fermentation has been demonstrated

to impact the yeasts ability to mitigate stressful conditions (Cheung, Brosnan, Phister,

et al., 2012). The yeasts ability to handle external stress factors will largely determine how

well the fermentations will attenuate. To mitigate stress, yeast may flocculate during the

early stages of fermentation and this has been demonstrated in studies where yeast and

bacteria have been pitched together during laboratory fermentations (Makanjuola, Tymon,

and Springham, 1992). Premature flocculation of yeast will cause loss of attenuation even

when readily fermentable carbohydrate is available.

The reduction in pH during fermentation may impact the enzymatic activity of the fer-

menting media. A lower pH means that complex wort sugars will be broken down at a

reduced rate throughout fermentation (Vriesekoop, Rathband, et al., 2010). Due to the

boiling step during the SS wort treatment, this fermentation will have no enzymatic activ-

ity, preventing the breakdown of higher order carbohydrates such as dextrins. The activity

of limit-dextrinase has been shown to increase the fermentable extract of the fermenting

media, thus increasing the attenuation of malt whisky fermentations (Bryce, McCaffery,

et al., 2002; Jenkinson, Morris, and Bryce, 2008), therefore, it is expected that the final

extract of the SS fermentation would be higher.

Study of the production of organic acids throughout fermentation revealed that treated

fermentations consistently produced substantially higher concentrations of acetic, lactic

and succinic acids during treatment when compared to the control (Figure 7.8). The

production of these acids was also shown to be consistent across fermentations (Supple-

mentary C). The greatest percentage increase was noted for acetic acid but lactic acid

saw the highest concentrations produced during treatment (Table 7.3). Increases in or-

ganic acid content during treatment were then carried forward into alcoholic fermentation,

resulting in an increased concentration at the end of fermentation (Figure 7.8). Concen-

trations of acetic acid were found to decrease by up to 1 g L-1 during the first 24 hr of

fermentation by S. cerevisiae, which may be due to yeast metabolising this acid, which has

been demonstrated in lychee wine (Shang et al., 2016). Furthermore, acetic acid may be

taken up by the cell, and reacted with acetyl-CoA, to form secondary metabolites. These

secondary metabolites may be higher alcohols or esters, contributing to the spirit charac-

ter. Concentrations of acetic acid were found to increase towards the end of fermentation

in the SS sample. This may be due to yeast cell autolysis, which may have caused the

secretion of cellular material into the fermenting media.

The SS fermentation regime produced the highest concentrations of lactic and succinic

acid. It is postulated that this is because of the reduction in vegetative bacteria during

the boiling stage. This means that the pitched L. plantarum had very little competing

species in the wort and therefore dominating during the pre-fermentation stage.
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In treated fermentations, concentrations of acetaldehyde and ethyl acetate were greatly

enhanced (Figure 7.9). This enhancement was even more dramatic when the low wines

were analysed (Supplementary C.2). Of this, it is likely that ethyl acetate was increased

through the enriched concentration seen during the treatment stage. This may have re-

sulted in production of the ester via metabolism by yeast or through the condensation

reaction with ethanol during distillation (Equation 7.1). This work concurs with research

carried out by Ensor, Bryce, and Hill (2015), who demonstrated that co-fermentation of

S. cerevisiae with Lactobacillus strains resulted in higher concentrations of acetaldehyde

and ethyl acetate in new-make spirit. This effect was also noted for the production of

phenylethyl acetate (Figure 7.10), the concentration of which was increased most signif-

icantly in the SS sample. Analysis of further acetate esters would provide a means to

further prove this theory and may form part of future investigations into the role of acetic

acid in producing these esters during fermentation and distillation. This may also be ex-

tended to analyse other esters such as ethyl lactate and diethyl succinate, which may have

resulted from such treatment. These esters have been demonstrated in whisky (Pryde

et al., 2011), though were not detected during method development.

The reduction of isoamyl alcohol (Figure 7.9) and other higher alcohols, which were de-

tected at measurable concentrations in low wines samples (Supplementary C.2) may have

been the result of esterification with acetic acid. Furthermore, by changing the conditions

during fermentation, metabolism by yeast may have been altered causing a reduction in

the production of higher alcohols. The reduction in amino acid concentrations due to the

pre-fermentation of wort by bacteria and resultant metabolism may have also contributed

to this change in behaviour during fermentation. This would have altered keto-acid con-

centration produced within the cell, inhibiting aldehyde formation therefore reducing the

concentration of higher alcohols produced. Ultimately, it would be expected to have a

positive effect on the character of the new-make spirit.

The effect of wort boiling demonstrated a considerable increase in the ester content of the

produced spirit (Figure 7.10). During the boiling stage, proteins are precipitated during

the hot break and other wort nutrients are removed. Through decreasing the wort solids,

it has been shown by Martin (2002) that the concentration of esters will be increased in

the subsequent spirit, enhancing the spirit quality. Although this effect occurs and can

be seen to increase ester content in comparison with the US fermentation regime, the

reduced amount of metabolism by yeast suggests that this effect is offset, meaning that

ester content is not significantly increased when compared with the control spirit. The

effect of increasing wort original extract in this fermentation regime may also have an effect

(Chapter 5). As a result, the apparent extract at t = 0 for the CP and SS fermentations

are similar, resulting in a similar decline in density during fermentation.

Sensory analysis conducted at Heriot-Watt University and use of an untrained panel de-

picted the increase in many positive spirit attributes through pre-treatment of wort with

LAB. This demonstrates a strong correlation with the increased concentration of congeners

such as ethyl acetate and phenylethyl acetate. The triangle test resulted in significant dif-

ferences (p < 0.10) demonstrated between all three spirit types. It is postulated that

the work would have presented a higher degree of confidence if a trained panel was used,
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as the use of an untrained panel often can lead to inconsistent results (Worch, Lê, and

Punter, 2010). Research conducted previously has demonstrated that fruity and floral

notes have been enhanced through the use of L. plantarum in the production of new-make

spirit, which this study also agrees with (Takatani and Ikemoto, 2002). Following the sen-

sory analysis, two-thirds of panellists rated the SS distilled spirit as being their preferred

spirit, though it should be noted that there was no basis for these opinions and therefore

the result is subjective and may not reflect the wider consumer base as no screening of

candidates took place.

7.4.2 Post-fermentation of wort with Lactobacillus plantarum

The post-pitching of L. plantarum into wort after the completion of yeast fermentation

demonstrated very little change in the overall fermentation profile and resulting model

(Figure 7.12, Table 7.8). It was postulated that the post-pitching of the bacteria may cause

a decrease in the final extract (Pe) of the model through the consumption of other carbo-

hydrate material which may have been inaccessible to the yeast but could be metabolised

by the bacterial species. However, it was determined that very little observable difference

was noted between fermentation models, which also included the occurrence of phases to

each fermentation (Table 7.9).

Trends in pH also demonstrated very little differences throughout fermentation (Figure

7.13). The postulation that this experiment was based on predicted that pH would be

reduced due to the production of lactic, acetic and succinic acids, as was depicted dur-

ing the pre-fermentation experiments. However, final pH values demonstrated that this

parameter was unaffected by the addition of the bacteria.

The lack of difference between treated and untreated fermentations may be due to the

dominance of yeast during fermentation. Timing of bacterial pitch would have to be

conducted at a time where the yeast is not actively consuming all of the wort sugars,

allowing the bacterial culture to increase in population. Furthermore, by this stage in

fermentation, the yeast has already metabolised the majority of both carbohydrate and

wort nutrients (proteins and amino acids) giving very little for the bacteria to use in

order to increase cell numbers. Decline in yeast cells and autolysis is likely what provides

bacterial species in distilleries to flourish, which may not have occurred in this instance.

As very little difference was depicted by the apparent extract model, no difference in

attenuation of the wort was expected. This resulted in no significant difference existing in

the produced low wines (Table 7.10).

Chemical analysis of ethyl esters demonstrated little difference in the congener content of

both spirits, however, the higher alcohol and esters analysed by GC-FID resulted in several

significant differences. It was noted that typically earlier eluting compounds and those

with lower vapour pressures (acetaldehyde, ethyl acetate, acetal and methanol) were all

measured in significantly (p < 0.05) greater concentrations in the control compared to the

treated sample. The opposite was true for later eluting compounds with higher vapour

pressures (isobutanol, n-butanol, active amyl alcohol and furfural). In these instances,

concentrations were significantly higher (p < 0.05). This may have a sensory implication
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on the produced spirit, with the treated spirit containing more ‘heavy’ aromas. A poten-

tial cause for this may be due to competition by the bacteria, causing a reduction in the

production of congeners and secondary metabolites by S. cerevisiae (such as isoamyl ac-

etate) after 55 hr when the bacteria was pitched. Furthermore, although no differences in

Pe were noted, the bacteria may have produced metabolites that were either not detected

using the methods employed or were not distilled in the resulting new-make spirit.

Of the esters analysed by GC/MS, concentrations of ethyl palmitate were determined to be

greater in the PPB spirit, though this is likely due to be a result of the high uncertainty of

analytical results associated with the analysis of this ester in produced spirits. Phenylethyl

acetate was also determined to be higher in concentration in the post-pitched samples and

this may have resulted from the production of increased amounts of acetic acid during

bacterial metabolism as was shown in the pre-fermentation experiment.

The sensory analysis conducted by a trained panel at SWRI depicted no significant differ-

ences (p > 0.05) in the resulting spirit samples (Figure 7.16). As this study was conducted

using a trained panel, it can be concluded that no significant difference existed between

the distillates in terms of sensory character. Small differences, with weaker significance

(p ≤ 0.10) were achieved, suggesting a positive shift in spirit quality in favour on the PPB

distillate.

The post-pitching of L. plantarum into wort did not result in drastic changes to the

produced spirit. It is postulated that the timing of such pitching and the length of time

that the fermentation is allowed to be treated for may have a large impact on the change

in spirit character and profile determined by this process.

Overall, the pre-fermentation of wort using Lactobacillus plantarum was a much more ef-

fective way of altering spirit character. The production of lactic, acetic and succinic acids

were noted during fermentation and resulted in a spirit containing a significantly higher

(p < 0.05) concentration of ethyl acetate which was perceived as being sweeter and fruitier

in character by sensory panel. This concurs with research conducted by (Wilson, Jack,

Takise, et al., 2010), which demonstrated that pitching a strain of Lactobacillus brevis in-

creased the sweet characteristic of laboratory produced new-make spirit. It was postulated

in this study however, that this increase was due to an increase in lactone concentration in

the produced spirit. Further increases in the sweet characteristic were perceived when this

L. brevis was co-fermented with a strain of yeast which was supplemented by Torluspora

delbrueckii which is also a high lactone producer (Neri, 2006). Post-pitching of the same

bacterial strain into wash towards the end of fermentation resulted in very little change to

the spirit character. This concurs with work conducted by Ciosek, Rusiecka, and Poreda

who demonstrated that the pitching of bacteria yielded the best results if pitched prior to

yeast pitching in order to achieve an appropriate reduction in pH along with high yields

of lactic acid required for sour beer (Ciosek, Rusiecka, and Poreda, 2020).

This work may be prohibited from use in Scotch whisky fermentations by the Scotch

Whisky Regulations (DEFRA, 2013) as this does not permit the addition of exogenous

bacteria however this process may have use in markets where such regulations do not apply

(CAN, IND, JPN or USA). This could provide the fermentation with a alternative flavour

characteristic or allow a new distillery to ‘fix’ its native microflora. Other organic acid
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producing yeasts and bacteria are being released to the market, helped by the increase in

kettle sour and similar beers to the market and so the diversity of flavour is also increased.

Yeasts could potentially be developed to produce a high concentration of organic acids

as well as yielding ethanol, such as Lallemand’s ‘Sourvisiae’. Yeasts such as this may be

permissible with current Scotch whisky legislation, allowing for treatment and alcoholic

fermentation to occur simultaneously. The development of such yeasts would have to

be compliant with other European Union (EU) laws such as non-genetically modified

organism (GMO) before such yeasts could be adopted. This may offer the ability to

produce similar organoleptic properties during shorter fermentation times.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion & Future Work

8.1 Conclusion

During this study, the use of modelling was investigated in a series of industrial and labo-

ratory based Scotch malt whisky fermentations. The impact that fermentation parameters

had on new-make spirit quality and character was also assessed by chemical and sensory

analysis. Fermentation is a critical control point during the production of Scotch malt

whisky as it is during this stage that important flavour molecules or their precursors are

produced.

Modelling was largely based on the apparent extract decline during fermentation. This

aspect was successfully modelled using non-linear techniques and proved that this method-

ology could be used to provide key insights into fermentation performance. This included

the determination of phases of fermentation, fermentation rates (with respect to decline

in apparent extract) and determination of original and final extracts. Industrial fermenta-

tion modelling provided an ‘ideal’ model, one which could be compared to laboratory scale

studies as these fermentations have been optimised to obtain a particular spirit character,

whilst also obtaining an appropriate alcoholic yield. Having insight into the decline in

specific gravity demonstrated the success of fermentation, aspects of modelling were also

applied to yeast cell growth during fermentation. This allowed further determination of

yeast’s role in whisky fermentations, which are fundamentally different to those of brew-

ing which have been extensively studied. The determination of yeast models also gave an

indicator of the role that yeast contributes to new-make spirit quality and character.

Laboratory trials indicated areas of diversity and innovation that could be explored within

fermentation of malt whisky. This innovation offers the ability for distilleries to alter their

new-make spirit character without extensive capital expenditure (CapEx) and could even

offer the ability to increase distillery throughput, which can be desirable given the increase

in market demand for product. Exploring diversity also provides a distillery with unique

selling points and can improve consumer perception of the product.

8.1.1 The Development and Comparison of Fermentation Models

A large dataset containing fermentations of varying designations was analysed to establish

how modelling can be utilised to gain insight into fundamental differences in fermentation.

It was postulated that the existing 4-parameter model was the best fit model, however, no
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in-depth study had been conducted prior to this work to prove whether this assumption

was valid. In order to prove this hypothesis, metrics had to be standardised in order to

rank models based on their reduction in error without the need to over-fit the regressions

to the data.

From the analysis of a large dataset (n = 364 individual fermentations), it was determined

that the ‘untreated’ 4-parameter logistic regression (Equation 2.4) demonstrated the best

model for most fermentations across examples of ale, lager and whisky. This was also

reflected in the fitting of ‘brands’ (fermentations grouped that were of the same type).

Fitting the same group of data to the 3-parameter models forced the fixing of either

variable Pi or Pe and therefore, biased the model. Adding the asymmetric parameter, s, to

the model, yielding the 5-parameter model resulted in the non-convergence of regressions.

This occurred when the residual sum of squares (RSS) of the model was minimised when

s = 1, which in effect causes the regression to reduce to the 4-parameter model. Therefore,

it was concluded that this model demonstrated the best description of apparent extract

decline during fermentation.

Of the comparison of three software types it was concluded that no substantial difference

in results was obtained when fitting models of apparent extract decline, with the exception

of the 5-parameter logistic model. It was determined that R produced a different model,

potentially due to its higher computational power, resulting in a slight reduction in residual

error. However, for both 3- and 4-parameter models, no difference in model fits was

observed.

To ratify the decision to use the 4-parameter logistic model, a decision-tree algorithm was

developed. This was used in order to standardise the process of determining which model

fit was ‘best’ based on reduction of RSS, significance shown by F-test, Akaike’s information

criterion (AIC) and second-order Akaike’s information criterion (AICc) results. Results

from this analysis concluded that the 4-parameter model was chosen as the best model most

often when the data was untreated (not normalised), however, when the 3-parameter model

was considered, little difference between the models meant that the spread of decisions

between 3- and 4-parameter models were almost equal. The decision to chose the 5-

parameter models did not alter between treated and untreated data. This was latterly

determined to be a result of the dependence in choice based on number of observations

during fermentation. A correlation between the number of observations and model choice

was clearly noted. It was concluded that reductions to RSS and therefore, AIC and

AICc outweighed the ‘cost’ of over-parametrisation of the models when n ≥ 30. Multiple

analyses of RSS, AIC and AICc demonstrated the use of the decision tree and how it was

optimised to reduce these three factors in its model selection. This also included other

factors including AICc weights (ω4P ) and demonstrated a successful work-flow for future

modelling applications.

Through analysis of the specific data types, it was demonstrated that ale and whisky fer-

mentations were best defined by the 3- and 4-parameter models, whilst lager fermentations

demonstrated substantially more agreement with the 5-parameter model. Of these lager

fermentations, most were laboratory based fermentations and so this was reflected in a

larger degree of laboratory fermentations favouring the 5-parameter model. This is likely
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to be an observational effect rather than a fundamental difference between fermentation

types.

Unsurprisingly, analysis of the mean parameter fits during fermentation demonstrated

underlying differences between fermentation types. Whisky fermentations demonstrated

characteristically higher initial asymptotic values (Pi) and lower final asymptotic values

(Pe), which is an expected result due to high final alcohol by volumes (ABVs), typically of

8 %, which would be high in ale and not commonplace in lager styles. Furthermore, whisky

fermentations demonstrated high values of B, the rate of fermentation, and midpoints of

fermentation typically occurred soonest. Lager fermentations were defined by both high Pi

and high Pe values, along with low values of B and significantly later (p < 0.05) midpoints

of fermentation (M). Ale fermentations produced models which demonstrated intermediate

values between whisky and lager. As a result, grouping models by fermentation type using

principle component analysis (PCA) produced varying degrees of success (Figures 3.13 and

3.12), with most successful elucidation using the untreated 4-parameter model and treated

3-parameter model. This was however successful in differentiating scale (Figure 3.14 A),

brands across multiple types of fermentation (Figure 3.14 B) and different brands of lager

(Figure 3.15) using the 4-parameter model.

Modelling provided the opportunity to determine other aspects of batch fermentation such

as the timing of each growth phase with respect to the decline in apparent extract. As a

result, fermentations could be further stereotyped by the occurrence of each growth phase

as these patterns demonstrate discrete fermentative development. The ability for this to

detect such trends was confirmed by demonstrating that lager fermentations exhibited the

longest fermentation times and whisky the shortest from the dataset studied.

A simple modelling experiment was setup in order to demonstrate whether large errors

in the modelling could be attributed to fermentation to fermentation variation or alterna-

tively, to the device used to measure the decline. No differences were observed between

use of the DMA 35 or hydrometer apparent extract methods. Difference however did exist

when using the Tilt hydrometer device. This is likely due to the high throughput of data,

resulting in suppression of the error in model variables. Furthermore, during vigorous

fermentation, where CO2 is rapidly evolved, these devices are likely to produce erroneous

results as the gas causes the device to move from its non-equilibrium position.

Correlations of observations between the Tilt devices and other measurement technique

proved to be linear and relationships produced were not substantially different from the

form y = x, with r2 ≥ 0.99. Attempts to improve the robustness of observations made by

the DMA 35 and hydrometer devices by increasing the size of the dataset was conducted

using Monte-Carlo methods. This increased the number of observations from 39 to 3011 to

match the number of data points recorded by the Tilt device. As a result, large deviations

between the linear correlation and unity were observed, which demonstrated deviation

at higher apparent extract value (> 10 °P). Although no method could be considered

more or less correct, as absolute accuracy was not assessed, it is likely that the Tilt

monitoring device was subject to larger degrees of error due to the evolution of CO2 which

increased the noise of the measurements recorded. Therefore, it is suggested that it could

be considered less accurate, even though uncertainty was reduced as measurements were
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made continuously during fermentation. As a result, the assumptions made by the model

when no manual observations were recorded could be confirmed.

Analysis of the specific gravity decline between triplicate fermentations was also conducted.

This demonstrated that two of the three fermentations were statistically similar, with one

demonstrating a small difference in observations during fermentation. However, differences

in model fits were not observed between these fermentations.

8.1.2 Application of Fermentation Modelling to Glenmorangie and Ard-

beg Distilleries

During the investigation of fermentation modelling at industrial scales, the applicability of

the proposed regressions was determined. Due to fundamental differences in scale and also

due to other differences such as bacterial secondary fermentation, this sought to determine

whether the modelling processes proposed in Chapter 3 were applicable to industrial scale

malt whisky mash houses. The application of this model as a tool for industrial process

monitoring was also considered. As the process of fermentation modelling was conducted

over a three year period, it is proposed that differences in processing may have contributed

to changes in new-make spirit characteristic, which is required to be consistent. It was also

postulated that ‘control-charting’ of fermentations through the use of model parameters,

a process which could be incorporated into preventative maintenance planning. Changes

to new-make spirit profile seldom occur as the raw materials and methods are largely

unchanged over the long term, however, small differences do occur. These changes included

barley varietal change and third water volumes over the three year monitoring period and

such changes were postulated to have an effect on fermentation parameters. Although

differences in raw materials may exist, it was expected that the new-make spirit would be

consistent between monitoring periods from a congener concentration perspective.

Parameters of fermentations were observed at the Glenmorangie distillery in Tain, GBR

over a three year period. Decline in apparent extract demonstrated no significant difference

(p < 0.05) over the observation periods and all individual fermentations followed similar

trends. Taking the fitted model parameters for each individual fermentation over this

period allowed the demonstration of how a Shewhart control chart could be constructed

to visualise how control of fermentations at an industrial scale may be carried out in the

future, should the modelling process be adopted. This was a successful proof of concept

and could inform distillery managers about changes to the fermentation profile during

this industrial process. As a result, changes to yeast or malt processes or quality could

be detected, along with the ability to determine when preventative maintenance must

take place to keep production within statistical control. When the uncertainty of these

parameter fits was considered, all lay within statistical control, however, in the future the

observations should be standardised to ensure no model bias is introduced.

Cell growth was also successfully modelled using the 4-parameter logistic model. This

demonstrated that significantly higher (p < 0.05) amounts of yeast cell growth occurred

during fermentations that took place in October 2019 compared to fermentations during

May 2018. It is hypothesised that this may be due to changes in barley varietal or a

quicker mashing regime, both of which may have increased the amount of available ni-
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trogenous material for yeast cellular growth. The pH profiles throughout the three years

demonstrated a typical profile as described by Campbell (2003), without showing signs of

contamination.

Temperature profiles were obtained from the in-line monitoring systems which were avail-

able on two washbacks for a period during late 2019. The temperature profiles were

successfully modelled using the 4-parameter equations. This demonstrated that the av-

erage temperature increase was determined to be 1.1 °C higher during fermentations in

Washback 12 (Te = 33.6 °C) compared to Washback 6 (Te = 32.5 °C). It is likely that this

increase in Te observed was due to the location of the washback. The warmer washback is

situated in close proximity to the two hot liquor tanks and it is likely that this causes an

insulating effect compared to Washback 6, which is located in an extension surrounded by

external walls. It is suggested that this may have a substantial impact on flavour produc-

tion due to the different stresses induced on the yeast during fermentation. Furthermore,

the volatilisation of congeners in the warmer washback may lead to losses of some of these

congeners.

Analysis of organic acids during fermentation at the Glenmorangie distillery demonstrated

that acetic and lactic acids increase towards the end of fermentation. It is likely that this

is due to the presence of Lactobacillus fermentum and L. paracasei which have been previ-

ously documented as being present in these washbacks (Simpson, Pettersson, and Priest,

2001). It was also demonstrated that these organic acids were increasing in concentration

whilst yeast cell viability was decreasing. It is hypothesised that this may have been due

to the toxic effect that acids such as acetic have on yeasts.

Liquid yeast is used at the Glenmorangie distillery, which is delivered by tanker on a

weekly basis. Although fresh yeast is delivered every week, yeast may be resident in a tank

for up to a fortnight before it is used for a fermentation. Therefore, model parameters

were studied as a function of yeast storage time by logging fermentations along with the

occurrence of yeast deliveries. The only model parameter to demonstrate significance

(p = 0.04) was the midpoint of fermentation, M, though the correlation was poor (r2 =

0.25), therefore, it was concluded that yeast may be stored for this period without any

significant defects to the fermentation model occurring.

Few differences in the higher alcohol profile of the new-make spirit were noted during

the three year period. Only concentrations of acetaldehyde were significantly (p < 0.05)

higher during October 2019. Concentrations of volatile esters were demonstrably higher

for all ethyl esters measured during May 2018. This difference was potentially due to a

change in cut point on spirit distillations, where the foreshots run was reduced from 30

min to 15 min during that same month. This may have resulted in an imbalance during

the first runs under the new system before a balanced state was restored again.

The use of dried yeast was investigated when a period of yeast tank maintenance occurred

during January 2019, which allowed a study of the implications of changing yeast format at

an industrial scale. Active dried yeast (ADY) demonstrated a vastly different fermentation

profile, which resulted in an elongated lag period, and poor attenuation. Additionally,

fermentation consistency was poorer and yeast cell growth was significantly reduced (p <

0.05). As a result, the chemical analysis demonstrated a reduced concentration of acetate
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esters, although no observable differences in higher alcohols were noted. Ethyl esters were

observed to be increased in concentration for the dried yeast new-make spirit samples.

The lack of attenuation during this study is likely due to the lack of in-line mixing at

the distillery. As Glenmorangie uses only liquid yeast, the infrastructure to implement

in-line mixing techniques was not present, which is not the case at the Ardbeg distillery,

where dried yeast is used with in-line mixing, which does not demonstrate observable

inconsistencies in its fermentation model. The inconsistency in fermentation profile is also

likely due to differences in pitching by operators, as this process was not practised nor

standardised and so differences are likely to have occurred.

The temporary incorporation of 30 % chocolate malt (70 % distilling malt) was conducted

at the Glenmorangie distillery. This resulted in the observation of a similar model to

that determined for the regular fermentation (100 % distilling malt), though the final

asymptotic extract (Pe) was significantly higher in the fermentations containing chocolate

malt. This difference is due to the Maillard reaction products, such as melanoidins which

are formed during the high temperature roasting conditions used to produce chocolate

malt.

Further effects of the incorporation of chocolate malt included a decrease in upper yeast

cell growth, resulting from the reduced amount of free amino nitrogen (FAN) present in

wort containing chocolate malt, as amino acids and reducing sugars are consumed during

Maillard reactions and non-enzymatic browning. This reduction in cell growth did not

entirely reflect the inclusion rate of chocolate malt; it is postulated that this may be a

result of the heavy amounts of raking and occasional backflush of the mash tun that had to

occur in order to process the high inclusion of speciality malt. Chemical analysis revealed

little difference in the new-make spirit profiles.

Comparison of Glenmorangie to it’s sister distillery Ardbeg revealed a later midpoint of

fermentation at the Islay distillery. It is likely that this is due to the use of dried yeast

due to the distillery’s geographical location, requiring the use of raw materials with a

prolonged shelf-life. Fermentation at Ardbeg was more consistent compared to the use of

dried yeast at Glenmorangie due to the in-line mixer present at Ardbeg. Similar to the

dried yeast at Glenmorangie however, yeast cell growth demonstrated a reduced number of

population increases during fermentation. Few significant differences were observed in the

higher alcohol and ester profiles between the two sites, though ethyl ester concentration

was significantly higher in all cases for the new-make spirit produced at Ardbeg.

The use of 30 % crystal malt at the Ardbeg distillery revealed a number of similarities

with the chocolate malt fermentations at Glenmorangie. Final asymptotic values (Pe) were

increased for the crystal malt fermentations when compared with regular fermentations

and yeast cell growth was suppressed - though there was an observed reduction in its

lag-time. Few differences in new-make spirit profile were observed, though the significance

of any observed changes is challenging to determine as only one retention sample was

available for analysis. Analysis did suggest that concentrations of ethyl caproate were

increased by up to 251 %.

The impact of very long fermentations was assessed by piecewise regression of a fermen-

tation at an industrial site where fermentation occurs for up to 120 hr. A very weak
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correlation between increasing fermentation time and a reduction in apparent extract was

observed. This demonstrated that reduction in specific gravity may be occurring at long

fermentation times through the action of bacteria and that this may be being assisted

by enzymatic activity still present at the latter stages of fermentation. It is not likely

however that this effect would have any impact on alcoholic yield due to the very shallow

gradient of this linear regression. This was further ratified by analysis of residuals on the

4-parameter logistic model.

8.1.3 High-Gravity Fermentations in Malt Whisky Production

High-gravity fermentation provides the distillery with the ability to increase the through-

put of their operation without the need for CapEx, whilst potentially offering a beneficial

impact to their new-make spirit profile via the enhanced production of volatile congeners.

It was postulated that the use of high-gravity fermentation would produce a higher con-

centration of alcohol due to complete and successful fermentation of wort. Thus, it was

expected that new-make spirit would contain congeners that demonstrated an enhanced

concentration of esters and other volatiles relative to the increase in original fermentable

substrate, as a result of enhanced osmotic stress during fermentation.

To demonstrate this, wort of a substantially higher gravity (21.4 °P) was compared to

typical distillery wort (16.0 °P). The efficiency of the mashing process decreased from

88 % to 72 % based on the theoretical yield. However, it was demonstrated through

the modelling process that fermentation attenuation was significantly higher (p < 0.05)

despite the effects of osmotic stress at the beginning of fermentation. Through modelling

the phases of fermentation, it was shown that the high-gravity wort took an extra 1.6 hr

to complete fermentation. This resulted in a 55 % increase in the yield of ethanol achieved

after the first distillation step, thus, the slight increase in fermentation time is likely to be

economically viable.

Analysis of yeast growth demonstrated higher upper yeast cell counts (Ce), though this

increase was disproportionate with the increase in extract, therefore, increasing the utilisa-

tion of wort carbohydrate into processes other than replicative cell division. It is postulated

that this is due to the maintenance of the C:N ratio during all-malt fermentation. This

is not typically the case when high-gravity methodologies are used, where C:N ratios are

typically higher due to the inclusion of extracts or syrups which produce worts that are

more nitrogen deficient.

Chemical analysis revealed that esters were significantly increased in concentration across

multiple analytes. In many cases, the increase in ester concentration far exceeded the in-

crease in wort carbohydrates, producing a spirit with a higher degree of flavour congeners.

Higher alcohols also demonstrated an increase in concentration, though often not greater

than the proportionate increase in original extract.

Sensory results gathered by a trained panel using quantitative descriptive analysis (QDA)

determined that the control spirit demonstrated a significantly greater (p = 0.04) soapy

characteristic, though no other significant differences (p > 0.05) were recorded. This was

in contrast to the results of the chemical analysis which suggested that the sweet and fruity

characteristic had increased through the increase in ester concentration. Fruity and sweet
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characteristics demonstrated a higher score on average, though these differences were not

determined to be significant. As a result, this process could be used to increase distillery

throughput with only a marginal impacts on new-make spirit character.

The results demonstrated the applicability of using high-gravity methods which have been

commonplace amongst brewers in an industrial Scotch malt whisky distillery. This has

the ability to decrease the water usage per litre of alcohol produced by a distillery, which

is becoming a crucial goal to reduce the environmental impacts of the whisky sector. One

of the other less well documented benefits of high-gravity fermentations is the increased

vapour pressure required to cause the evaporation of esters due to the increased concentra-

tion of ethanol in the matrix towards the end of fermentation. This may cause a decrease

in losses of these volatile congeners, particularly when fermentation temperatures are high.

It is also a more economical process and has been demonstrated to positively impact the

new-make spirit produced.

8.1.4 Use of Novel Yeasts in Malt Whisky Fermentation

The increase in the range and diversity of brewing yeasts on the market presents a good

opportunity for distillers to use these strains to ferment batches of wort, producing a new

range of new-make spirit characters as a result. Furthermore, the increasing popularity,

quality and stability of ADY means that the implementation of such products can easily

be incorporated into production at industrial scale sites.

It was postulated that the use of novel yeast strains would produce different fermentation

models with respect to decline in specific gravity. As a result, differences in new-make spirit

character were expected, both chemically and from a sensory aspect. This could reveal

fundamental differences in fermentation models and how they could relate to congener

production by yeast during metabolism.

In this experiment, batches of wort were fermented with two novel brewing yeasts - a

Norwegian derived kveik yeast and a Belgian saison yeast - compared to a typical distilling

yeast. These three yeasts produced significantly different apparent extract models during

their fermentation, with both brewing strains successfully attenuating to final gravities

comparable to the control. Modelling the fermentations demonstrated that the kveik yeast

fermented significantly faster (p < 0.05) than both of the other strains, with a reduced lag

phase compared to the control. The saison yeast took the longest overall time to ferment

but exhibited the shortest lag time, this was due to a slow rate of fermentation during the

exponential phase. Assessing the yield of ethanol in the produced low wines demonstrated

that no differences between each yeast type could be ascertained.

Both brewing strains demonstrated significantly (p < 0.05) higher amounts of yeast cell

growth during fermentation, particularly the kveik yeast, which may explain why the rate

of fermentation during the exponential phase was higher when compared to the other

fermentations. Due to the high amounts of flocculence demonstrated by the brewing

yeasts, it was determined that yeast cell growth was most effectively modelled using the

tilted Gaussian model suggested by American Society of Brewing Chemists (ASBC)’s

‘Yeast-14’ method of analysis (ASBC, 2012). This was as opposed to the 4-parameter

logistic function which has been proven in previous chapters to model distilling yeast cell
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growth well (Chapter 4). Although yeast cell growth is typically not desirable in distillery

fermentations, as biomass formation hinders concentration of ethanol produced, no impact

on spirit yield was observed.

Both the control and the saison yeasts demonstrated similar pH profiles during fermen-

tation and this may be due to their more similar levels of growth during fermentation,

however, may also be a result of their historical relationship. Distilling yeast is typically

derived from strains of Saccharomyces diastaticus (now Saccharomyces cerevisiae var. di-

astaticus), the saison strain also has this designation, therefore, they may demonstrate

similar properties.

Chemical analysis of the new-make spirit resulting from these fermentations showed that

acetal (1,1-diethoxyethane) concentrations were significantly higher (p < 0.05) in the kveik

fermented new-make spirit compared with the control. Acetate ester concentrations were

greater in both new-make spirit samples resulting from novel yeast fermentations. These

increases were significant (p < 0.05) for concentrations of ethyl acetate in both brewing

strains. The concentration of ethyl esters were typically greatest in the control yeast

strain with the exception of ethyl caproate, which was determined to be present at the

highest concentration in the kveik fermented new-make spirit. Furthermore, phenylethyl

acetate was only detected in concentrations above the limit of detection (LOD) in the

kveik new-make spirit samples.

Sensory QDA conducted by the trained panel at the Scotch Whisky Research Institute

(SWRI) demonstrated few significant differences (p < 0.05) in their results. The control

distillate was determined to be significantly more (p < 0.05) green/grassy in character

when compared to the other spirit samples. Furthermore, the characters cereal, sour,

spicy, meaty and stale were more heavily associated with the brewing yeast strains by the

panel, though this was a weakly significant observation (p ≥ 0.10).

Although no clear link existed between congener formation and model variables, these

results demonstrate that the use of novel brewing yeasts could be used as a replacement for

current distilling yeasts. In using a different yeast strain, the spirit quality and character

may produce spirits with subtly different characteristics, whilst minimal losses in yield of

alcohol are obtained. These yeasts also have the potential to be co-fermented with distilling

yeasts, though what effects this may have on new-make spirit character are unclear from

this study. Using alternative yeast strains allow for new products to be released onto the

market with unique stories and allow a diversity and distinction within the marketplace

and give the distillery a unique selling point.

8.1.5 Co-fermentation of Malt Whisky Wort with Lactobacillus plan-

tarum

The intentional inoculation of bacteria native to distillery fermentations was carried out

in order to investigate the impact this has on fermentation and new-make spirit character.

It was postulated that increasing concentrations of organic acids such as lactic and acetic

would increase the amount of esterification both during fermentation, utilising acetyl-CoA

and also during distillation.
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A facultative heterofermenting strain of Lactobacillus plantarum was used to treat malt

whisky fermentations by the addition of the culture either at the beginning or end of

fermentation. This allowed the organic acid profile of the wash to be manipulated.

The wort which was pre-fermented demonstrated apparent extract declines that finished

with higher final gravities than that of the control which was fermented by yeast only.

The poorest attenuation was demonstrated by wort that was boiled prior to the pitching

of bacteria, which may be a result of a loss in enzymatic activity, yeast nutrient and

fermentable substrate due to the process such as the Maillard reaction during wort boiling.

Due to this lack of attenuation, significantly less alcohol was produced from the resulting

low wines, with the poorest attenuation in boiled wort after the first distillation. Analysis

of the pH during fermentation revealed a significant reduction during wort treatment, with

wort pH lowered to levels which may have hindered yeast performance (pH ca. 3.3).

By adding the bacteria at the beginning of fermentation, significantly greater (p < 0.05)

concentrations of the organic acids lactic acid, acetic acid and succinic acid were produced

at the end of fermentation. Concentrations of these acids increased by up 536 % during

treatment. These increases were carried through fermentation and remained at high levels

in the final wash samples.

From the distillate analysed, it was determined that acetaldehyde and ethyl acetate were

both significantly greater (p < 0.05) in concentration in the treated new-make spirit

samples. Furthermore, phenylethyl acetate was determined to be significantly higher (p <

0.05) in concentration in the boiled and treated sample (SS). Sensory analysis by an

untrained panel at Heriot-Watt University determined that the treated samples conveyed

significantly more positive sensory attributes when compared with the control. The control

distillate was rated significantly higher (p < 0.05) for the characteristics oily, sulfury and

feinty - attributes usually associated with poor spirit quality. Treated new-make spirit

demonstrated strong characteristics of fruity, sweet and floral, which are often associated

with good spirit character.

It is postulated that the increase in concentration of the organic acids as a result of

bacterial treatment gave rise to the feedstock for esterification during distillation. As a

result, the new-make spirit contained higher concentrations of ethyl acetate, the product

from the reaction of ethanol and acetic acid. Furthermore, the low pH environment is

likely to have produced an imbalance in intracellular pH, potentially causing yeast stress

and secretion of stress-related congeners.

A second experiment was designed to study the effect of post-pitching yeast into fermen-

tations as a method of fixing the bacterial culture that proliferates during the end of

fermentation. The same strain of L. plantarum was pitched towards the end of the ex-

ponential phase (deceleration phase) in order to have residual carbohydrate present for

growth and metabolism.

The models describing the decline in specific gravity demonstrated no differences in profile

throughout fermentation. A similar lack of difference was noted in the observation of pH

throughout fermentation, with the bacterial species not demonstrating any influence on the

trend in pH. Yield of ethanol was also unaffected by the pitching of the bacterial culture.
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Chemical analysis for acetate esters and higher alcohols indicated that the control samples

demonstrated higher concentrations of all congeners with the exception of isobutanol, n-

butanol, isoamyl alcohol and furfural. Furthermore, analysis of volatile esters by gas

chromatography mass spectrometry (GC/MS) indicated increased concentrations of ethyl

palmitate and phenyl ethyl acetate in the treated samples. Sensory analysis indicated no

significant differences (p > 0.05) between the produced spirits.

The use of exogenous bacteria in the Scotch whisky distillery, although prohibited by EU

law, could provide a useful way for a distillery to influence its new-make spirit character.

Through allowing bacteria to infect during the early stages of fermentation, it has been

demonstrated that positive attributes of new-make spirit character can be enhanced.

8.2 Future Work

A proportion of future work as a result of this study would involve the application of the

laboratory studies on an industrial scale. This would provide a feasibility study of the

techniques used, allowing the full application to occur. Furthermore, this would provide

evidence that the laboratory based trials used in this study were fit for purpose and any

short-comings would be established. It would be expected that this would cause more

obvious changes to new-make spirit character. As laboratory produced distillate was

generally regarded as low in intensity by the trained sensory panel at SWRI, it should

be expected that new-make spirit produced at an industrial scale would provide more

definitive changes to new-make spirit character. Furthermore, analysis of the industrially

produced distillate could be subject to a large suite of analysis. This may include nuclear

magnetic resonance (NMR) (Kew, Bell, et al., 2017) or advanced mass spectrometry (MS)

techniques (Kew, Mackay, et al., 2018), which could reveal more fundamental differences

in spirit characters or key aroma compounds. These should also be applied to low wines

samples as opposed to new-make spirit, as the cut points of distillation may influence

any produced results from what would be obtained at an industrial site. This may form

important understanding of the metabolites that these yeasts produce during conditions

outlined in the trials. As an important aspect of this work was to establish how to produce

different characters, investigating the typical volatiles present in new-make spirit may fail

to determine deviations in character.

Cut-points during laboratory based distillation could have been reduced as these were

deliberately expansive to include all points of the distillate. This was not reflective of the

spirit character found at Glenmorangie and Ardbeg due to the tall stills at Glenmorangie

and the purifier used at Ardbeg. As an extension of this work, taking a foreshots cut

in these trials was not necessary as the condenser was cleaned between distillation runs,

therefore, this cut was not required. As a result, distillation equipment that better reflects

the rectification of spirit, as well as other factors such as the boil-up ratio is likely to

produce distillate that is more indicative of the process at these industrial sites and other

distilleries.

In addition it is suggested that research could include tracking of fermentation by mon-

itoring vacuole size, which could be applicable across high-gravity fermentations, novel
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yeast fermentations and experiments involving bacteria. By documenting this, stress dur-

ing fermentation may be more accurately assessed and their ability to successfully ferment

in these scenarios could be better understood. From the work conducted, it would be

expected that vacuole volume would be greatly influenced by the original gravity of the

wort, reducing in volume as gravity is increased. As a result, by screening yeast vacuole

integrity over a range of wort original gravities, the optimum pitching gravity may be

obtained. It is postulated that this could be as high as 28 °P for some yeast strains, allow-

ing for the production of up to 15 % ABV during fermentation. If viability and vacuole

integrity can be maintained, along with the survival of yeast during the production of

high concentrations of alcohol, the yeast is likely to produce a high relative concentra-

tion of flavour-active congeners. Furthermore, application of sufficient stress to yeast may

produce favourable flavours during the fermentation process. This may be carried out by

conducting image analysis on the vacuole morphology as described by Reilly, O’Shea, and

Walsh (2003), who investigated this phenomenon in high-gravity fermentations.

8.2.1 The Development and Comparison of Fermentation Models

Future research into fermentation modelling may seek to use ‘big data’ methods of brewery

analysis. Such research could utilise modelling by machine learning algorithms such as

artificial neural networks to provide further insights into modelling of fermentations. This

analysis was avoided during these experiments as often these non-parametric models do not

provide any fitting parameters to fermentation, therefore, no useful comparisons between

model fits can be made empirically. Models can be compared between fermentations of the

same type therefore this may be useful for fermentations which are conducted frequently,

such as at an industrial distillery site. It is postulated that variances would be more

evident if such techniques were employed. Factors such as malt variables, which can

vary between batches, are more obvious and therefore, business decisions can be made

dependent on which suppliers provide the highest quality raw materials. Furthermore,

operator influences can also be tracked, allowing for the re-training of staff if required.

During the modelling process, as these functions were based on non-linear models, ini-

tial parameter estimates were provided by a function in R (‘getInitial’) which produced

parameter estimates for the 3- and 4-parameter models. This limited the ability of the

script to define original parameter estimates for the 5-parameter model. In these cases,

the original estimate for the 5th parameter, s = 1. Future work would hope to define a

function that could provide a more accurate approximation of s which would ensure that

model convergence would occur for 5-parameter models that see significant asymmetry

(s << 1 or s >> 1).

An alternative 4-parameter model could also be developed for fermentations where the

starting condition is well understood. This includes modelling fermentations by the evo-

lution of CO2. In this case, the initial condition at t = 0 is well understood (i.e. CO2

evolution = 0) and therefore the original asymptotic value (Pi) should be defined as 0.

This reduced model could then allow the inclusion of the asymmetric variable, s to be
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included, as defined in Equation 8.1.

P(t) = Pe +
− Pe

(1 + s exp(−B (t − M )))1/s
(8.1)

A future assessment of sampling points during fermentation could be assessed using Monte-

Carlo methodology. This has been conducted by Rudolph et al. (2020), where optimum

sampling points to determine yeast models during fermentation were determined. This

offers consistent sampling which could be applied to a work flow on-site, allowing fermen-

tations to be robustly modelled with minimum sampling, reducing the impact this has on

staff and researchers. The use of this process would likely determine that sampling points

are most important at when changes of phase are occurring, causing a reduction in model

error.

8.2.2 Application of Fermentation Modelling to Glenmorangie and Ard-

beg Distilleries

Future work conducted into modelling aspects of a distillery mash house would revolve

around further understanding of operations to understand process and keep them within

statistical control. Models of apparent extract in the run-off of the distillery mash tun

could be established. This would allow an understanding of how third water could be

optimised in the distillery. During this study, third water was reduced in volume during

mashing in order to decrease the mash cycle in the distillery, allowing for more mashes per

week. However, no study was conducted to assess the impact this has on distillery yield

per batch, as the third water is recycled and used for the first water of the next mash.

By modelling the run-off, assessment of extract differences can be ascertained. This could

be carried out by infrastructure already present at the distillery as an extract monitor

is installed post-heat exchanger under the mash tun, though issues with data recording

prevented its use during this study. It is likely to suggest that the extra distillery yield

obtained by reducing the third water to obtain more mashes during a typical working week

is not dramatically reduced, however, it may demonstrate the extract consistency is vastly

reduced. Furthermore, this understanding could then be used to optimise fermentation

using high-gravity techniques. This is due to high-gravity fermentations requirement for

reduced run-off and a higher extract being recycled as first water for the next mash.

This could inform the optimisation of sparging temperatures which has been shown to be

non-optimal in some brewery mashing procedures (Harmegnies, Marle, and Tigel, 2005).

Modelling of washback temperature was planned to be conducted in conjunction with

specific gravity models and yeast cell growth profiles. This would give insights into what

the differences demonstrated between the temperature models of washbacks 6 and 12 had

on fermentation variables. Due to issues with data recording, this was not conducted

during the application of this research. The installation of temperature probes on all

washbacks may also demonstrate what the source of temperature differences are, which

is likely to suggest that washbacks with external walls (WB 4-9) suffer reductions in

temperature compared to the other six. Laboratory studies may take these temperature

models and apply them to a controlled bio-reactor which could apply these temperature

increases throughout distillery fermentations. The distillation of the resulting wash would
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be expected to produce new-make spirit of significantly different congener content and

flavour attributes.

The profiling of bacteria at the Glenmorangie distillery was defined in a study in 2001, how-

ever, no study to date has investigated the stability of the bacterial cultures at distillery

sites. If changes do occur to the microflora, this could have large impacts on the character

of the spirit. The bacteria present may also change with season or prevailing weather

conditions, therefore, a detailed study of distillery flora using techniques such as poly-

ermase chain reaction (PCR) could be conducted to investigate these parameters. This

would be particularly important if alternative microorganisms are intentionally utilised

during fermentation (Chapter 7). Though deviation from the bacterial species as strains

of Lactobacillus is unlikely, deviations from the specific strains characterised almost two

decades ago may have occurred.

In this study, the methylene blue method was to determine yeast cell viability. It has

been extensively suggested that this does not demonstrate accuracy at viabilities < 80

% (Powell et al., 2004). Therefore, future studies should utilise other techniques such

as fluorescence microscopy or plating techniques to yield a more accurate determination

of viability throughout fermentation. Furthermore, the mechanism by which yeast via-

bility decline occurs should be studied, as this was poorly replicated during laboratory

studies. This work would likely demonstrate similar trends to what has been shown dur-

ing this study, however, the absolute accuracy of the determined numbers will be better

understood.

The flocculance of distilling yeast was not assessed in this study. Distilling yeast has

been selected to demonstrate limited flocculation activity, however, an understanding of

this parameter and whether it may have impacted the dried yeast fermentations could

be conducted in the future, as this may lead to ‘stuck’ fermentations by premature yeast

flocculation (PYF). It is postulated that flocculance of distilling yeasts are low, and that

it is the effects of sedimentation that cause yeast cell count to drop towards the end

of industrial distillery fermentations. Further analyses could be conducted by (ASBC,

2011) to measure the flocculance by the yeast, along with liquid chromatography mass

spectrometry (LC/MS) techniques to determine important proteins related to flocculation

such as Flo-1 (Kobayashi et al., 1998).

Finally, the optimisation of cut-points during distillation whilst using speciality malts is

recommended. It was established during distillation of chocolate malt spirit that new-

make spirit quality was acceptable up to 30 min after cutting to the feints part of the

distillation run. Much of the chocolate malt aroma is less volatile and therefore will occur

later during the distillation. By utilising later cut points, a stronger chocolate aroma in

the new-make spirit would be established, potentially allowing a reduced inclusion rate

with increased chocolate and roasted character. Methods of analysis, such as advanced

headspace GC/MS methodologies are likely to indicate that the concentration of these

roasted characters increase during the initial run-off from the feints. Sensory analysis

of run off may further indicate optimum cutting points that are allowable by chocolate

malt distillations, producing a stronger roasted character without producing excess feinty

flavour in the spirit.
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8.2.3 High-Gravity Fermentations in Malt Whisky Production

Future work into the development of high-gravity fermentations should revolve around

optimising the extraction efficiency during mashing at Scotch whisky sites and defining

osmotic stress limitations for yeast strains currently available to the distilling market. Ex-

traction efficiencies could be optimised through modelling wort run-off and utilising higher

mashing temperatures as discussed previously (Section 8.2.2). It is likely that mashing

efficiency will still be reduced in existing equipment, however, future distillery systems

may be adapted in order to handle higher masses of grain for reduced volume fermenta-

tions. Ultimately, at an industrial site, the balance between losses or mash turnaround

must be monitored to ensure that total spirit production is not compromised. This should

be conducted in conjunction with distillery trials where the osmotic stress limitations of

the yeast may be tested. Distillery limitations may not reflect the same limits as were

achieved in the laboratory scale due to a higher prevalence of competing bacteria but also

may demonstrate head pressure of tank geometry effects. A study by Speers and Stokes

(2009) has demonstrated that this did not effect the fermentation parameters in lager,

however, this may contribute to further stress yeast in distillery fermentations.

The limitations of commercially available yeasts may also be investigated and documented,

to demonstrate which yeasts may best be applied to this application and ensure successful

fermentation at an industrial scale. It is likely that the developed distilling yeasts will

be best suited to this, however, yeasts from other applications such as the bioethanol

industry may provide alternative yeasts for this purpose. Furthermore, some brewing

and wine yeasts may also be applicable to such conditions, where high concentrations of

alcohol are produced. It is possible that yeasts may be developed that are substantially

less tolerant of fermentation conditions presented during ‘standard’ extract fermentations.

As a result, this may mimic the stress effects of high-gravity fermentation, resulting in

a greater proportional concentration of esters being produced, whilst not suffering the

loss in extraction efficiency. Finally, the investigation of a staged addition of fermentable

substrate, such as a fed batched fermentation, could be studied to determine the impact

this may have on new-make spirit character. This study suggests that this may have the

benefit of reducing the lag-phase of fermentation and not allowing initial osmotic shock

to yeast. As a result of the reduction in initial osmotic stress, this is not likely to produce

distillate of greater new-make spirit quality.

8.2.4 Use of Novel Yeasts in Malt Whisky Fermentation

The application of a further screening of suitable yeasts for application to Scotch whisky

should be further investigated. The co-fermentation of these yeasts with each other and

with strains of distilling yeasts may also be applied in order to develop new flavours,

whilst retaining the efficiency of a typical distillery based fermentation. Co-fermenting

yeast strains should also be optimised to maximise positive congener formation, with in-

vestigation of the timing and pitching of these yeast along with the fermentation temper-

ature. The use or development of phenolic off-flavour (POF)-positive yeasts that impact

the phenolic character of new-make spirit could also be utilised. It is likely that the Belle

Saison yeast did not produce phenolics that contribute to this character or did not pro-
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duce a significant concentration of these congeners in order for them to be perceived in

the new-make spirit.

During this study, isothermal conditions were established. Establishing the effects of

the temperature rise that occurs during fermentation should form aspects of future re-

search. This occurs at the industrial scale (rise of 17 °C to 32 °C, Figure 4.11). This

has been demonstrated to produce an increased concentration of flavour analytes in work

by Kucharczyk and Tuszyński (2018), it is also likely that any differences in stress will

produce an increased concentration of flavour molecules, having a positive influence on

new-make spirit character.

8.2.5 Co-fermentation of Malt Whisky Wort with Lactobacillus plan-

tarum

The main goal of future research should study optimisation of the pre-fermentation regime.

As it is likely yeast was pitched too late in this study, the adaption of this method to en-

able yeast to fully attenuate treated wort should be investigated. Further to this, the pH

suitability of distilling yeast should be researched in order to use the strain of Saccha-

romyces cerevisiae that is the most tolerant of low pH. The use of liquid distilling yeast

may provide a more efficient fermentation after bacterial treatment, due to its reduced

lag-phase.

The use of other bacterial species that are native to distillery washbacks may form a

future part of research in order to produce new characters and flavours or enhance the

current levels of bacterial fermentation present at a given industrial site. Other species of

bacteria that are prevalent in distillery washbacks include L. brevis, L. fermentum and L.

paracasei. Further research may seek to understand the role of lactic, acetic and succinic

acids further in order to utilise strains which express the organic acid which influences

new-make spirit character greatest.

The use of alternative yeast strains in order to comply with the Scotch whisky regulations

may provide a method to treat Scotch whisky wort prior to fermentation. This study

demonstrated that acetic acid, which forms the esterification product ethyl acetate, is an

important contributor to new-make spirit character. Therefore, the utilisation of the yeast

Lachancea thermotolerans or similar may provide a work around to the current legislation.

This yeast has been proven to successfully ferment wort and have the potential for future

sour beer production (Domizio et al., 2016). Use of such yeasts is likely to behave in a

similar way to the Lactobacillus plantarum utilised in this study, therefore, producing the

same enhancements to new-make spirit as demonstrated in this work.

An understanding of the organic acid content of the new-make spirit and various other

outlets (foreshots, feints, pot ale and spent lees) should also be established. This would

demonstrate the effectiveness of a system that produces greater concentrations of non-

and semi-volatile organic acids. Furthermore, investigation of this aspect would also yield

whether or not the concentration of esters in this process are organic acid limited, which

this study suggests it is. It is also postulated that a build up of these acids in the foreshots

and feints would likely yield even higher concentrations of esters once a steady state was

established, further enhancing the sweet and fruity characteristic of the new-make spirit.
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From the research suggested in this section, further understanding of the factors that in-

fluence Scotch malt whisky fermentations and its impact on new-make spirit character can

be determined. The research conducted here and in future work will provide fundamental

scientific understanding whilst demonstrating the industrial application. This allows pro-

ducers of Scotch malt whisky to adapt their processes to maximise product quality and

improved efficiency.
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Appendix A

Anton-Paar DMA4500 &

Alcolyzer ME Control Charts

Figure A.1: Control chart of water density measurements recorded using an Anton-Paar
DMA4500.
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Figure A.2: Control chart of water ABV measurements recorded using an Anton-Paar
DMA4500 fitted with an Alcolyzer ME module.

Figure A.3: Control chart of ethanol standard density measurements recorded using an
Anton-Paar DMA4500.
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Figure A.4: Control chart of ethanol standard ABV measurements recorded using an
Anton-Paar DMA4500 fitted with an Alcolyzer ME module.
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Appendix B

Modelling scripts

1 # Al l r e l a t i v e to ex t r a c t but can be modi f i ed f o r Ce l l s

2 # Example f o r 4=parameter l o g i s t i c model by brand

3 # Data not p l o t t ed but can e a s i l y be done by us ing ggp lot2 and s t a t func t i on

4 ############ L ib r a r i e s ############

5 l i b r a r y ( s c a l e s )

6 l i b r a r y ( nlme )

7 l i b r a r y ( t i dyv e r s e )

8 l i b r a r y ( i n v e s t r )

9 l i b r a r y ( Deriv )

10 l i b r a r y ( roo tSo lve )

11 l i b r a r y ( s t r i n g r )

12 l i b r a r y ( n l s r )

13 l i b r a r y ( n l s t o o l s )

14 l i b r a r y ( n l s 2 )

15 l i b r a r y (MuMIn)

16 ############ Import data from master spreadshee t ############

17 # Master datase t headings

18 master . heads <= c ( ”Dataset ” , ” Sca l e ” , ”Product” , ”Brand” , ”Ferm . I d e n t i f i e r ” , ”

Fermentation” , ”Ferm . time / hr” , ”SG” , ”AE” , ”Temp” , ”pH” , ” Ce l l Count” , ”

v i a b i l i t y ” , ”ABS” , ”Brand Annon” , ”Ferm Annon” )

19 data . raw <= read . csv ( ”Master Data Set . csv ” )

20 # For brands

21 b r and l i s t <= unique ( data . raw$Brand )

22 f o r ( l in b r and l i s t ) {
23 a s s i gn ( l , subset ( data . raw , Brand == l ) )

24 }
25 # For ferms

26 f e rm l i s t <= unique ( data . raw$Ferm . I d e n t i f i e r )

27 f o r ( l in f e rm l i s t ) {
28 a s s i gn ( l , subset ( data . raw , Ferm . I d e n t i f i e r == l ) )

29 }
30 ############ Set func t i on s ############

31 #Def ine f unc t i on s and s t a r t i n g va lue s = note only 4=parameter model used in

t h i s example

32 paramlog i s t i c 3 <= formula ( p la to ˜ a/(1+exp(=b* ( time=c ) ) ) )

33 paramlog i s t i c 4 <= formula ( p la to ˜ a+(((b=a ) /(1+exp(=c* ( time=d) ) ) ) ) )

34 paramlog i s t i c 5 <= formula ( p la to ˜ a+(b=a ) /(1+e*exp(=c* ( time=d) ) ) ˆ(1 /e ) )

35 #D i f f e r e n t i a l funcs = abbrev iated to conserve space , e xp r e s s i on s must be

wr i t t en out in f u l l to d e f i n e as funcs
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36 f i r s t f u n c . 4 p <= f unc t i on ( time ) D( expr e s s i on ( a+(((b=a ) /(1+exp(=c* ( time=d) ) ) )

) ) , ” time” )

37 secondfunc . 4 p <= f unc t i on ( time ) D(D( exp r e s s i on ( a+(((b=a ) /(1+exp(=c* ( time=d)

) ) ) ) ) , ” time” ) , ” time” )

38 th i rd func . 4 p <= f unc t i on ( time ) D(D(D( expr e s s i on ( a+(((b=a ) /(1+exp(=c* ( time=d

) ) ) ) ) ) , ” time” ) , ” time” ) , ” time” )

39 ############ Loops ############

40 # Create d i r e c t o r y

41 f o r ( i in 1 : l ength ( b r and l i s t ) ) {
42 d i r . c r e a t e ( f i l e . path ( ”C: /Users /NAME/FILE PATH” , b r and l i s t [ [ i ] ] ) )

43 }
44 # Make data grea t again , s e t wd( )

45 f o r ( l in b r and l i s t ) t ry ({
46 data <= get ( l )

47 setwd ( f i l e . path ( ”C: /Users /NAME/FILE PATH” , l ) )

48 pr in t ( l )

49 ############ Working with cur rent datase t ############

50 # Data mod i f i c a t i on / s e l e c t i o n

51 names ( data ) [ 7 ] <= ” time”

52 names ( data ) [ 8 ] <= ” sg ”

53 names ( data ) [ 9 ] <= ” p la to ”

54 names ( data ) [ 1 0 ] <= ”temp”

55 names ( data ) [ 1 1 ] <= ”ph”

56 names ( data ) [ 1 2 ] <= ” c e l l count”

57 names ( data ) [ 1 3 ] <= ” v i a b i l i t y ”

58 names ( data ) [ 1 4 ] <= ”abs”

59 data <= subset ( data , time >= 0)

60 s t o p i f n o t ( nrow ( data ) > 4)

61 i f e l s e ( nrow ( data ) <= 4 , p r i n t ( j ) ,NA)

62 data <= data [ complete . c a s e s ( data [ , 7 : 9 ] ) , ]

63 n <= nrow ( data )

64 ############ Normal i sat ion = I f r equ i r ed ( not run ) ############

65 # data [ 2 ] <= ( (max( data$ p la to )=data$ p la to ) / (max( data$ p la to ) ) )

66 ############ Model l ing ############

67 i n i t i a l . 4 p <= g e t I n i t i a l ( p la to ˜ SSfp l ( time , A, B, xmid , s c a l ) , data = data )

68 a . 4 p <= i n i t i a l . 4 p [ [ 1 ] ]

69 b . 4 p <= i n i t i a l . 4 p [ [ 2 ] ]

70 c . 4 p <= 1/ i n i t i a l . 4 p [ [ 3 ] ]

71 d . 4 p <= i n i t i a l . 4 p [ [ 4 ] ]

72 nlsrmode l . 4 p <= nlxb ( paramlog i s t i c4 , data=data , s t a r t=c ( a=a . 4 p , b=b . 4 p , c=c . 4 p , d

=d . 4 p) )

73 nlsmodel . 4 p <= n l s2 ( paramlog i s t i c4 , data=data , s t a r t=coe f ( n l s rmode l . 4 p) ,

a lgor i thm = ”brute=f o r c e ” )

74 sum .4 p <= summary( nlsmodel . 4 p)

75 p l o tF i t ( nlsmodel . 4 p)

76 co e f . 4 p <= data . frame ( c o e f f i c i e n t s ( nlsmodel . 4 p) )

77 names ( c o e f . 4 p) [ 1 ] <= ”Fit ”

78 f i t . 4 p <= f unc t i on ( time ) co e f . 4 p [ 1 , 1 ]+ ( ( ( c o e f . 4 p [2 ,1 ]= co e f . 4 p [ 1 , 1 ] ) /(1+exp

(= co e f . 4 p [ 3 , 1 ] * ( time = co e f . 4 p [ 4 , 1 ] ) ) ) ) )

79 RSS. 4 p <= sum( r e s i d u a l s (sum .4 p) ˆ2)

80 R2.4 p <= cor ( data$plato , p r ed i c t ( nlsmodel . 4 p) )

81 ############ Di f f & Lag/Exp Time ############

82 # Extract model c o e f f i c i e n t s

83 e <= co e f . 4 p [ 1 , 1 ]
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84 f <= co e f . 4 p [ 2 , 1 ]

85 g <= co e f . 4 p [ 3 , 1 ]

86 h <= co e f . 4 p [ 4 , 1 ]

87 # Acce l e r a t i on and d e c e l e r a t i o n de f ined by 3rd d i f f e r e n t i a l

88 endacc . 4 p <= un i root . a l l ( th i rd func . 4 p , c (0 ,120) ) [ 1 ]

89 enddec . 4 p <= un i root . a l l ( th i rd func . 4 p , c (0 ,120) ) [ 2 ]

90 # End lag and end o f expo by l i n e s

91 A <= co e f . 4 p [ 1 , 1 ]

92 B <= co e f . 4 p [ 2 , 1 ]

93 grad <= f i r s t f u n c . 4 p( co e f . 4 p [ 4 , 1 ] )

94 D <= co e f . 4 p [ 4 , 1 ]

95 Pi <= f unc t i on ( time ) A

96 Pe <= f unc t i on ( time ) B

97 # Plato value @ midpoint

98 M <= f i t . 4 p( c o e f . 4 p [ 4 , 1 ] )

99 # Calcu la t e i n t e r c e p t o f l i n e through midpoint

100 CM <= M = grad*D

101 # Make in to func t i on

102 MP <= f unc t i on ( time ) grad* time + CM

103 time . func <= f unc t i on ( p la to ) ( plato=CM)/grad

104 # End o f l ag : MP = Pi ( time=plato=c/M)

105 endlag . 4 p <= time . func (A)

106 # End o f expo : MP = Pe

107 endexpo . 4 p <= time . func (B)

108 ############ Model S u i t a b i l i t y ############

109 AIC.4 p <= AIC( nlsmodel . 4 p)

110 AICc . 4 p <= AICc( nlsmodel . 4 p)

111 BIC .4 p <= BIC( nlsmodel . 4 p)

112 ############ Error Calcs ############

113 # 95 % Confidence i n t e r v a l

114 conf . i n t <= con f i n t 2 ( nlsmodel . 4 p , l e v e l =0.95)

115 e . e r r o r <= co e f . 4 p [ 1 , 1 ] = conf . i n t [ 1 , 1 ]

116 f . e r r o r <= co e f . 4 p [ 2 , 1 ] = conf . i n t [ 2 , 1 ]

117 g . e r r o r <= co e f . 4 p [ 3 , 1 ] = conf . i n t [ 3 , 1 ]

118 h . e r r o r <= co e f . 4 p [ 4 , 1 ] = conf . i n t [ 4 , 1 ]

119 l c o n f . i n t <= f unc t i on (x ) conf . i n t [ 1 , 1 ]+ ( ( ( conf . i n t [2 ,1 ]= conf . i n t [ 1 , 1 ] ) /(1+

exp(=conf . i n t [ 3 , 1 ] * (x=conf . i n t [ 4 , 1 ] ) ) ) ) )

120 uconf . i n t <= f unc t i on (x ) conf . i n t [ 1 , 2 ]+ ( ( ( conf . i n t [2 ,2 ]= conf . i n t [ 1 , 2 ] ) /(1+

exp(=conf . i n t [ 3 , 2 ] * (x=conf . i n t [ 4 , 2 ] ) ) ) ) )

121 # Pred i c t i on i n t e r v a l by Delta method

122 x . new <= seq (0 , (max( data$ time )+5) , by=0.1)

123 fgh2 <= der iv ( p la to ˜ a+(((b=a ) /(1+exp(=c* ( time=d) ) ) ) ) , c ( ”a” , ”b” , ”c” , ”d”

) , f unc t i on (a , b , c , d , time ) {} )

124 f . new <= fgh2 ( co e f . 4 p [ 1 , 1 ] , c o e f . 4 p [ 2 , 1 ] , c o e f . 4 p [ 3 , 1 ] , c o e f . 4 p [ 4 , 1 ] , x . new)

125 #f . new <=( p r ed i c t ( nlsmodel . 4 p , data . frame ( time=x . new) ) )

126 g . new <= a t t r ( f . new , ” g rad i ent ” )

127 V. beta2 <= vcov ( nlsmodel . 4 p)

128

129 df <= nrow ( data )

130 alpha <= 0 .05

131 d e l t a f <= s q r t (GS) *qt(1=alpha / 2 , df )

132 df . d e l t a <= data . frame (x=x . new , f=f . new , lwr . conf=f . new=de l t a f , upr . conf=f .

new+d e l t a f )

133 sigma2 . e s t <= summary( nlsmodel . 4 p) $ sigma
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134 de l tay <= s q r t (GS + sigma2 . e s t ˆ2) *qt(1=alpha / 2 ,3)

135 df . d e l t a [ c ( ” lwr . pred” , ”upr . pred” ) ] <= cbind ( f . new = deltay , f . new + de l tay )

136 # The new data ( both upper and lower ) can then be model led us ing the

mode l l ing methodology l i s t e d p r ev i ou s l y

137 # This w i l l produce upper and lower p r ed i c t i on bands , s e e a l s o p l o tF i t

func t i on

138 })

General Modelling Script.R

1 #### 3=4=5 parameter Comparison

2 # Produce models with de f ined R2 ( not used ) , RSS , AIC , AICc and BIC , can be

used with loop i f d i s c r e t e naming i s used

3 # Use or change names below f o r c o r r e c t syntax

4 ############ F=Test and AICc ############

5 f .mod <= anova ( nlsmodel . 4 p , nlsmodel . 3 p , nlsmodel . 5 p)

6 pval . 3 p <= f .mod [ 2 , 6 ]

7 pval . 5 p <= f .mod [ 3 , 6 ]

8 a i c c <= AICc( nlsmodel . 5 p , nlsmodel . 4 p , nlsmodel . 3 p)

9 a i c c . weights <= Weights ( a i c c )

10 ############ Data Compilation ###########

11 r2 . l i s t <= c (R2 . 3 p ,R2 . 4 p ,R2 . 5 p)

12 RSS . l i s t <= c (RSS . 3 p ,RSS . 4 p ,RSS . 5 p)

13 AIC . l i s t <= c (AIC .3 p ,AIC . 4 p ,AIC . 5 p)

14 BIC . l i s t <= c (BIC . 3 p ,BIC . 4 p ,AIC .5 p)

15 AICc . l i s t <= c (AICc . 3 p , AICc . 4 p , AICc . 5 p)

16 dr2 . 5 p <= R2.5 p=min( r2 . l i s t )

17 dr2 . 4 p <= R2.4 p=min( r2 . l i s t )

18 dr2 . 3 p <= R2.3 p=min( r2 . l i s t )

19 dr s s . 5 p <= RSS. 5 p=min(RSS . l i s t )

20 dr s s . 4 p <= RSS. 4 p=min(RSS . l i s t )

21 dr s s . 3 p <= RSS. 3 p=min(RSS . l i s t )

22 dAIC .5 p <= AIC.5 p=min(AIC . l i s t )

23 dAIC .4 p <= AIC.4 p=min(AIC . l i s t )

24 dAIC .3 p <= AIC.3 p=min(AIC . l i s t )

25 dBIC .5 p <= BIC .5 p=min(BIC . l i s t )

26 dBIC .4 p <= BIC .4 p=min(BIC . l i s t )

27 dBIC .3 p <= BIC .3 p=min(BIC . l i s t )

28 dAICc . 5 p <= AICc . 5 p=min(AICc . l i s t )

29 dAICc . 4 p <= AICc . 4 p=min(AICc . l i s t )

30 dAICc . 3 p <= AICc . 3 p=min(AICc . l i s t )

31 a i c c . wt . 5 p <= a i c c . weights [ 1 ]

32 a i c c . wt . 4 p <= a i c c . weights [ 2 ]

33 a i c c . wt . 3 p <= a i c c . weights [ 3 ]

34 t f . f t e s t . 3 p <= pval . 3 p < 0 .05

35 t f . f t e s t . 5 p <= pval . 5 p < 0 .05

36 a i c c t e s t <= i f (dAICc . 5 p == 0) {
37 pr in t ( ”5p” )

38 } e l s e i f (dAICc . 4 p == 0) {
39 pr in t ( ”4p” )

40 } e l s e {
41 pr in t ( ”3p” )

42 }
43 a i c t e s t <= i f (dAIC . 5 p == 0) {
44 pr in t ( ”5p” )
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45 } e l s e i f (dAIC .4 p == 0) {
46 pr in t ( ”4p” )

47 } e l s e {
48 pr in t ( ”3p” )

49 }
50 model . comparison345 <= data . frame ( l , brand , s ca l e , product , dr2 . 5 p , dr2 . 4 p , dr2

. 3 p , d r s s . 5 p , d r s s . 4 p , d r s s . 3 p , pval . 5 p , pval . 3 p ,

51 dAIC .5 p , dAIC .4 p , dAIC .3 p , dBIC . 5 p , dBIC . 4 p ,

dBIC . 3 p , dAICc . 5 p , dAICc . 4 p , dAICc . 3 p , a i c c

. wt . 5 p ,

52 a i c c . wt . 4 p , a i c c . wt . 3 p , t f . f t e s t . 3 p , t f . f t e s t

. 5 p , a i c t e s t , a i c c t e s t )

53 names (model . comparison345 ) [ 1 ] <= ”Ferm”

54 names (model . comparison345 ) [ 2 ] <= ”Brand”

55 names (model . comparison345 ) [ 3 ] <= ” Sca l e ”

56 names (model . comparison345 ) [ 4 ] <= ”Product”

57 names (model . comparison345 ) [ 5 ] <= ”Delta R2 5p”

58 names (model . comparison345 ) [ 6 ] <= ”Delta R2 4p”

59 names (model . comparison345 ) [ 7 ] <= ”Delta R2 3p”

60 names (model . comparison345 ) [ 8 ] <= ”Delta RSS 5p”

61 names (model . comparison345 ) [ 9 ] <= ”Delta RSS 4p”

62 names (model . comparison345 ) [ 1 0 ] <= ”Delta RSS 3p”

63 names (model . comparison345 ) [ 1 1 ] <= ”p=value 5p”

64 names (model . comparison345 ) [ 1 2 ] <= ”p=value 3p”

65 names (model . comparison345 ) [ 1 3 ] <= ”Delta AIC 5p”

66 names (model . comparison345 ) [ 1 4 ] <= ”Delta AIC 4p”

67 names (model . comparison345 ) [ 1 5 ] <= ”Delta AIC 3p”

68 names (model . comparison345 ) [ 1 6 ] <= ”Delta BIC 5p”

69 names (model . comparison345 ) [ 1 7 ] <= ”Delta BIC 4p”

70 names (model . comparison345 ) [ 1 8 ] <= ”Delta BIC 3p”

71 names (model . comparison345 ) [ 1 9 ] <= ”Delta AICc 5p”

72 names (model . comparison345 ) [ 2 0 ] <= ”Delta AICc 4p”

73 names (model . comparison345 ) [ 2 1 ] <= ”Delta AICc 3p”

74 names (model . comparison345 ) [ 2 2 ] <= ”wt . AICc 5p”

75 names (model . comparison345 ) [ 2 3 ] <= ”wt . AICc 4p”

76 names (model . comparison345 ) [ 2 4 ] <= ”Wt. AICc 3p”

77 names (model . comparison345 ) [ 2 5 ] <= ”F=t e s t 3p”

78 names (model . comparison345 ) [ 2 6 ] <= ”F=t e s t 5p”

79 names (model . comparison345 ) [ 2 7 ] <= ”AIC Se l e c t i o n ”

80 names (model . comparison345 ) [ 2 8 ] <= ”AICc S e l e c t i o n ”

81 # Output g i v e s cho i c e r e l a t i v e to each te s t , o f which a d e c i s i o n can then be

made

Decision Tree Design.R
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1 # Load prev ious packages

2 ############ Alive Yeast Ce l l Model l ing ############

3 # Def ine a l i v e yeast c e l l s

4 a l i v e <= as . numeric ( data$ cc ) * ( as . numeric ( data$ v ia ) / 100)

5 data <= cbind ( data , a l i v e )

6 yeast . func <= formula ( a l i v e ˜ R* time + A*exp (=0.5* ( ( ( time=u) / s ) ) ˆ2) )

7 # Approximate/ i n i t i a l va lue s

8 R <= 4E+07

9 A <= 2E+08

10 u <= 20

11 s <= 10

12 mod . a l i v e <= n l s2 ( yeas t . func , data=data , s t a r t=c (R=R,A=A, u=u , s=s ) )

13 co e f . a l i v e <= data . frame ( co e f (mod . a l i v e ) )

14 summary(mod . a l i v e )

15 # Function can be p l o t t ed us ing ggp lot2 and s t a t func t i on

16 f i t . a l i v e <= f unc t i on ( time ) co e f . a l i v e [ 1 , 1 ] * time + coe f . a l i v e [ 2 , 1 ] *exp (=0.5*

( ( ( time=co e f . a l i v e [ 3 , 1 ] ) / c o e f . a l i v e [ 4 , 1 ] ) ) ˆ2)

Alive Cell Model.R

1 # Produce 4=parameter l o g i s t i c model o f yeas t c e l l growth

2 # Def ine c o e f f i c i e n t s , end o f l ag and expo phases as be f o r e

3 # ce l l e nd = Ce , c e l l s t a r t = Ci

4 # Number o f g ene ra t i on s over whole ferm

5 n . gen <= ( l og ( c o e f . 4 p [ 2 , 1 ] / c o e f . 4 p [ 1 , 1 ] ) ) / l og (2 )

6 ### Appl ies to exponent i a l phase only ####

7 # Ce l l concs at phase changes

8 c e l l s t a r t <= f i t . 4 p( endlag . 4 pcc )

9 c e l l e nd <= f i t . 4 p( endexpo . 4 pcc )

10 # Def ine log=s c a l e

11 c c l og <= l og ( data$ cc )

12 # Populat ion i n c r e a s e

13 pop . i n c r <= c e l l e nd / c e l l s t a r t

14 # n . gens during exponent i a l phase

15 n . genexpo <= l og ( c e l l e nd / c e l l s t a r t ) / l og (2 )

16 # Average ra t e during exponent i a l phase

17 u . expo <= ( l og ( c e l l e nd / c e l l s t a r t ) ) / ( endexpo . 4 pcc=endlag . 4 pcc )

18 # Ef f e c t i v e gene ra t i on time during t h i s per iod

19 gen . time <= l og (2 ) /u . expo

20 # Actual maximum rate o f c e l l d i v i s i o n

21 u .max <= f i r s t f u n c . 4 p . l og (h)

22 # Generation time at maximum

23 gen .max <= l og (2 ) /u .max

Yeast Cell Growth Calculations.R
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Appendix C

Pre-fermentation of wort using

Lactobacillus plantarum chemical

analysis

Figure C.1: Trend in concentration of organic acids during pre-fermentation with Lacto-
bacillus plantarum.
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Figure C.2: Higher alcohol content of low wines after distillation of wort treated using
Lactobacillus plantarum.
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A B S T R A C T

Distillery fermentations are non-sterile, which allow bacterial communities to flourish, typically towards the end
of fermentation. The effect of beginning the bacterial fermentation at the start of fermentation was investigated.
Wort was treated for 48 h using a commercial strain of Lactobacillus plantarum followed by fermentation using a
distilling strain of Saccharomyces cerevisiae.

The treated wash showed a substantial increase in lactic, acetic and succinic acids Sensory analysis de-
termined that the spirit produced with bacterial treatment were significantly different (p < 0.05) and chemical
analysis demonstrated an increase in the production of ethyl acetate.

These results show that pre-treatment using species of Lactobacillus could be utilised to alter the quality of
new-make spirit in a distillery. By using bacterial cultures present in the surroundings or raw materials, distillers
could allow naturally occurring or commercially available microflora to be added thus enhancing flavour de-
velopment during fermentation and producing different spirit characters.

1. Introduction

During the production of malt whisky, there is no boiling stage
during wort production, resulting in ‘non-sterile’ conditions for fer-
mentation. Therefore, bacteria and other microflora, derived from the
local environment (dust, mash tun, washbacks (fermentation vessel)) or
from the raw materials (malt, cereals, yeast) (O’Sullivan, Walsh,
O’Mahony, Fitzgerald, & Sinderen, 1999), can develop throughout
fermentation (van Beek & Priest, 2002, 2003). These microorganisms,
along with the desired strain of Saccharomyces yeast, influence the
flavour of the fermented wort – known as wash once fermentation is
complete. In a typical malt whisky distillery, this wash will be distilled
twice in copper pot stills to produce new-make spirit.

Despite bacterial cultures and wild yeasts typically being associated
with beer spoilage (Hammond, Brennan, & Price, 1999; Suzuki, 2015;
Vriesekoop, Krahl, Hucker, & Menz, 2012), the growth of bacteria and
their fermentation in Scotch whisky fermentations is often anecdotally
linked with enhanced new-make spirit quality and the taxonomy of the
various bacterial cultures present has been well studied in the industry

(Cachat, 2005; Makanjuola & Springham, 1984; Simpson, Pettersson, &
Priest, 2001; van Beek et al., 2002, 2003; Wilson, 2008). It is not
common for Scottish distilleries to encourage the presence of such
cultures as they are enabled through the absence of wort boiling. Also
the use of wooden washbacks which harbour higher levels of bacteria
are commonplace. Furthermore, distillers will often increase fermen-
tation time to encourage a secondary, lactic, fermentation (Lee,
Paterson, Piggott, & Richardson, 2001). Elsewhere in the world, more
typically in the United States, a portion of spent mash (processed grain,
low in carbohydrates) from the previous fermentation may be included
in the fermenter, reducing the pH of the wort which will encourage the
growth of lactic acid bacteria during fermentation (Buglass, 2011).
Although the growth of bacteria may not be entirely eradicated, it is
generally maintained at low levels so not to impact the spirit yield from
a given fermentation either through competition for fermentable sugar
(Barbour & Priest, 1988) or by initiating yeast flocculation
(Makanjuola, Tymon, & Springham, 1992).

Detailed studies of bacterial communities present in distillery en-
vironments have been carried out (Simpson et al., 2001; van Beek &
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Priest, 2003), with species of Lactobacillus, found to be the dominating
genus due to its ability to survive the high alcohol content of late
whisky fermentations (7.5–8.5% v/v ethanol), low pH (typically
3.5–4.0) and anaerobic conditions (Piggott, Sharp, & Duncan, 1989).
Despite this field being well studied, the specific impact that these
cultures have on new-make spirit is poorly understood. This could be
due to several different factors. It is challenging to determine differ-
ences between spirit quality from distillery to distillery as a myriad of
other factors also influence the perceived quality of new-make spirit.
This includes, but is not limited to, mashing regime, yeast pitching
(addition) rate and strain, fermentation volume, time and temperature
as well as still design and cut points during distillation. Furthermore,
researchers have established that bacterial cultures typically thrive to-
wards the end of fermentation, when the specific gravity (SG) is low
(below 1.000) (Rose, 1977; Wilson, 2014). Late in fermentation there
are limited nutrients to be metabolised, these are typically derived from
the autolysis of dead yeast cells. Traditionally it has been understood by
distillers, and confirmed by research, that if the bacterial growth phase
occurred too early in fermentation it would be detrimental to ethanol
production and therefore, final spirit yield (Barbour & Priest, 1988;
Dolan, 1976). The duration of fermentations carried out by several
distillers is often linked, specifically in marketing materials, with fruity,
estery and waxy character in the new-make spirit. This concept is
loosely backed up by literature and argues that bacteria may increase
the ester content of the distilled spirit (Geddes & Rifkin, 1989; Priest,
van Beek, & Cachat, 2002). The specific influence of the bacterial
species is difficult to prove both in the lab (due to a lack of indigenous
microflora) or at the industrial scale (due to variances between dis-
tilleries). By moving the bacterial fermentation prior to the pitching of
S. cerevisiae the impact of Lactobacillus on new-make spirit character can
be determined.

Due to process intensification, the replacement of wooden wash-
backs with stainless steel vessels and more robust cleaning practices in
many whisky distilleries for product control purposes, bacterial growth
and subsequent impact on new-make spirit quality may be limited.
Links between washback material and spirit quality are often made,
although lacking in scientific evidence, linkages have been postulated
between wooden washbacks and higher content of fruity esters due to
the prevalence of bacteria within the more highly porous wooden
washbacks (Yonezawa & Stewart, 2004).

Strains of distillery microflora, surviving fermentation conditions,
can be categorised as homofermenting (Lactococcus, Pediococcus and
Streptococcus), heterofermenting (Leuconostoc and Lactobacillus) (Von
Wright & Axelsson, 2004; Wilson, 2014). Homofermentative species use
the glycolytic (or Embden–Meyerhof–Parnas) pathway and produce
2 mol lactic acid from 1 mol glucose (Burgé et al., 2015; Wilson, 2014).
Facultative heterofermenting strains can metabolise glucose via the 6-
phosphogluconate/phosphoketolase (6-PG/PK) pathway which pro-
duce either 2 mol of lactic acid or 1 mol ethanol and carbon dioxide per
mol of glucose depending on prevailing conditions.

Other metabolism pathways of Lactobacillus have also been shown
to form succinic acid from lactic or citric acid (Dudley & Steele, 2005;
Zalán, Hudáček, Štětina, Chumchalová, & Halász, 2010) and also play a
role in the decarboxylation of cinnamic acids (van Beek & Priest, 2000)
all of which may influence new make sprit character

Production of metabolism by-products, particularly, organic acids
could have a substantial impact on the flavour and aroma character-
istics of the distilled wash. Due to the presence of alcohols such as
ethanol and higher alcohols (butanol, isoamyl alcohol) and low pH
conditions, condensation reactions between these alcohols and acids
can result in esterification (Eq. (1)). This effect has been shown in la-
boratory experiments (Swan & Burtles, 1978).

+ ⇋ +ROH R OOH ROOR H O' '
2 [1]

Equation 1 – Generalised condensation reaction for ester production

in acidic conditions
Furthermore, the volatility of esters has been shown to align well

with the distillation profile of ethanol in both experimental and model
systems, increasing the likelihood that these compounds will have an
impact on flavour in the spirit cut of a distillation run (Ikari & Kubo,
1975).

Esters typically have a lower vapour pressure than their corre-
sponding alcohols and acids and therefore, these products will be more
readily distilled, thus driving the equilibrium of this reaction to the
right by Le Chatelier's principle. Esters have a large impact on new-
make spirit quality due to their low volatility and low aroma thresholds
contributing fruity, sometimes floral aromas to new-make spirit
(Buxton & Hughes, 2013; Christoph & Bauer-Christoph, 2007). Thus, an
understanding of the production of such congeners could lead to a
greater understanding of how the behaviour of bacteria species in a
malt whisky distillery affect new-make spirit character.

Organic acids may also be produced from the tricarboxylic acid
(TCA) cycle. Typically, this occurs early through the action of yeast
during the lag phase of fermentation. Changes in the organic content of
a rice and malted barley based beer have been studied, showing that
acetic, lactic and succinic acids all increase largely during fermentation
(Li & Liu, 2015). Generally, the release of organic acids only occurs
when the TCA cycle is not completed and therefore, could also serve as
an indicator of poor cell growth or heightened yeast stress. The organic
acid content of beers has been studied and shown that levels of acetic,
lactic and succinic acids all increase during fermentation with malic
and fumaric acids remaining stable however, there is limited informa-
tion on the organic acids formed during malt whisky fermentations (Li
& Liu, 2015).

As detailed in the next section of this paper, a high-performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC) method was developed to investigate
the concentration of organic acids in fermenting wort. Initially, a
commercial strain of Lactobacillus plantarum was inoculated into dis-
tillers’ wort. Following three bacterial treatments, a control (CP), where
no bacterial treatment occurred, a “sterile” treatment (SS) where bac-
teria was pitched into boiled wort and “non-sterile” treatment (US)
where bacteria was pitched into unboiled wort. A commercially avail-
able distilling strain of Saccharomyces cerevisiae was then pitched into
the wort. Fermentation data was collected and modelled using a 4-
parameter logistic equation to determine any differences in fermenta-
tion profiles. The fermented wash was then first distilled to produce
low-wines and then subsequently to produce a new-make spirit which
was subjected to chemical and sensory analysis.

2. Materials and methods

All specific gravity readings were measured by filtering and de-
gassing the sample followed by measurement using an Anton-Paar DMA
35 (Anton-Paar, St Albans, GBR). The pH was recorded using a VWR
pH110 meter (VWR, Lutterworth, GBR) and all fermentation samples
(pre-distillation aliquots) were frozen prior to analysis.

2.1. Experimental plan

An outline of the experimental procedure is shown in Fig. 1.

2.2. Wort production

Wort (200 L) of specific gravity 1.066 was mashed using 55 kg
distillers malted Concerto barley (Simpsons Malt, Berwick-upon-Tweed,
GBR) in the International Centre for Brewing and Distilling (ICBD) pilot
brewery using a two-roller mill (Fraser Agricultural, Inverurie, GBR).
The grain was milled and then mashed with 150 L of water at 64 °C for
1 h prior to separation using a lauter tun. The grain bed was then
sparged continuously with 81 °C water to obtain the desired volume
and gravity. The produced wort was frozen in 20 L aliquots for future
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use. All wort was thawed prior to use.

2.3. Wort treatment

Two types of treated wort were produced in triplicate – a “sterile
sour” wort (SS), produced by boiling the mixture for 45 min and si-
phoned into a fermentation vessel to remove any hot break formed. An
“unsterile sour” wort (US) which was not boiled prior to pitching the
bacteria. The bacterial culture was a commercially available freeze-
dried strain of Lactobacillus plantarum (Lallemand Inc., Felixstowe,
GBR). Bacteria were pitched according to the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions at a rate of 1 g hL-1 and wort was soured for 48 h at 35 °C. The
control wort used (CP) was treated without bacteria and was not boiled
prior to use.

2.4. Fermentation

A commercially available strain of dried Saccharomyces cerevisiae
(N379) distiller’s yeast (Lallemand Inc., Felixstowe, GBR) was pitched
directly into the untreated control (“control pitch”, CP) and two treated
worts (i.e., an unsterile (US) and sterile (SS). All fermentations were
pitched with yeast at a rate of 1 g L-1 (approximately 2 x107 cells
mL−1). The yeast was pitched directly into the wort at 20 °C and was
allowed to ferment for 96 h. This temperature inhibited further bac-
terial fermentation and encouraged the domination of S. cerevisiae. The
fermented wash was filtered and analysed using an Anton-Paar DMA
4500 coupled to an Alcolyzer ME module (Anton-Paar, St Albans, GBR)
to determine final gravity and alcohol by volume (%v/v ethanol).

2.5. Distillation

Fermented wash was distilled on ICBD’s pilot distillery. During all
distillation runs the % v/v ethanol of the distillate was recorded to
ensure consistent profiles were achieved to avoid alteration of flavour.
Stills were charged with 20 L (or 18 L with SS boiled wort) wash. Wash
was heated using a steam coil and a steady run off of low-wines was
achieved. The wash distillation was ceased when the ethanol level of
the distillate reached 1 %v/v (an economic cut point).

Spirit distillation was carried out in 5 L copper Al-Ambiq stills (Al-
Ambiq, Gandra, PRT) using a worm-tub style condenser and heated
using a 5 L isomantle (Electrothermal, Staffordshire, GBR) at a constant
heat setting. At the start of this second distillation foreshots (50 ml)
were collected and then the spirit cut was collected by allowing the %v/
v ethanol of the distillate to fall by 12% before halting the collection of
new make spirit.

2.6. Chemicals

All chemicals were supplied at purity ≥98% (Sigma-Aldrich,
Dorset, GBR). HPLC eluent was produced using distilled water which
was further purified and degassed by vacuum filtration (0.45 µm).

2.7. Organic acids analysis

Methods were adapted for wort and wash analysis from those found

in the literature (Li & Liu, 2015; Lopez & Gomez, 1996; Park, Shin, Lee,
& Lee, 2017). Organic acids were analysed using a Shimadzu LC-20AD
(Shimdazu, Tokyo, JPN) chromatogram fitted with SIL-20A HT auto-
sampler and a CTO-10AS column oven coupled to a SPD-M20A diode
array detector. Two Phenomenex Kinetex® (Phenomenx, Macclesfield,
GBR) 150 × 4.6 mm C18 columns were used as the stationary phase
and a H3PO4 (5 mM, pH 2.1) solution was used as the mobile phase. A
flow rate of 0.65 ml min−1 was achieved with a column oven tem-
perature of 60 °C. A 10 μL sample was injected and the run time was
30 min. All compounds were detected at wavelength of 210 nm.

Formic, malic, lactic, acetic, fumaric and succinic acid were used as
external standards. Gallic acid (10 g L−1) was used as an internal
standard by addition of 10 μL to 1 ml of sample, giving a working
concentration of 100 mg L−1 and was undetectable in representative
samples of wort and wash. However, the compound may be found in
low quantities (far below the instruments limit of detection) in beer,
potentially due to the addition of stabilisers which help to precipitate
polyphenols and proteins (Gerhäuser, 2005; Leiper, Stewart, McKeown,
Nock, & Thompson, 2005). Standards were made in ranges specific to
their typical concentration found in wort and wash and were reflective
of the amount found in beer samples based on peer-review reports (Li &
Liu, 2015). All standard curves had a coefficient of determination
(r2) ≥ 0.999 and repeatability in wort, wash and beer of relative
standard deviation<10%.

Samples were centrifuged at 4500 rpm for 15 min and 1 ml of the
centrifuged media was transferred into a sample vial containing 100 μL
of gallic acid internal standard.

2.8. GC-FID analysis

Higher alcohols were analysed using an Agilent 7820 A operating in
liquid injection mode (Agilent, California, USA). Separation was
achieved using an Agilent DB-WAX 30 m × 0.25 mm × 0.25 µm
column. The oven started at 35 °C with a 6 min hold, temperature was
ramped up to 60 °C at a rate of 5 °C min−1 with a 2 min hold followed
by a ramp to 210 °C at a rate of 20 °C min−1 and a final ramp to 250 °C
at a rate of 70 °C min−1 with a hold of 1 min. Compounds were detected
using an FID detector at 270 °C.

A 1 ml sample aliquot was added to a vial, followed by 100 µL of
pentan-1-ol to give a final concentration in vial of 500 mg L-1. From this
vial, 1 µL was injected on to the GC column. Congeners analysed were
acetaldehyde, ethyl acetate, acetal, methanol, n-propanol, isobutanol,
isoamyl acetate, n-butanol, isoamyl alcohol and furfural. Calibration
ranges were in the range of 5 – 1250 mg L−1 with the exception of
isoamyl alcohol which was measured in a range of 10–2500 mg L−1. All
calibrations had r2 > 0.99.

2.9. GC–MS analysis

Ester analysis was conducted on a Shimdadzu QP2010 Ultra GC/MS
with AOC 5000 autosampler (Shimdazu, Tokyo, JPN) using a 65 μm
PDMS/DVB solid phase microextraction (SPME) fibre (Supleco,
Pennsylvania, USA). A sample (1 ml) was added to a headspace flask
and mixed with distilled water (5 ml). Methyl heptanoate (10 μL, 25 mg
L-1) was used as an internal standard. The sample was incubated for

Fig. 1. Experimental outline, showing the three spirit producing regimes employed. All wash treatments were subjected to the same experimental procedures to
produce low wines and new make spirit (NMS).
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5 min, followed by 5 min of adsorption of analyte by exposing the fibre
to the headspace of the sample vial. Sample was then desorbed onto a
GC column for 1 min at 200 °C.

Separation was achieved on a DB-WAX 30 m× 0.25 mm× 0.25 μm
column (Agilent, California, USA) the oven program ran 40 °C for
3 min, followed by an initial ramp to 100 °C at 10 °C min−1 and a
second ramp to 160 °C at 4 °C min−1. The final ramp raised the oven
temperature to 220 °C at a rate of 10 °C min−1 and held for 10 min. The
mass spectrometer was operated in both SIM and SCAN mode. SIM ions
used were m/z 45, 55, 74, 88, 101, 104, 129. The SCAN mode ranged
from m/z 42 – 400.

2.10. Sensory analysis

An untrained panel (n = 12) was used to evaluate the olfactory
aspects of the spirit samples produced. All samples were presented blind
to the panellists after dilution to 20% v/v ethanol.

A triangle test was used to determine if a significant statistical dif-
ference existed between the produced spirits. Three different sets con-
sisting of various combinations of the new-make spirit samples were
presented to the panellists. Each set contained two spirits – two of the
same new-make sample and one different. Candidates were asked to
choose which sample they believed to be different. The test was carried
out as stated in the guidelines of BS EN ISO 4120 (British Standard,
2004). From the results, the statistical confidence interval was de-
termined to prove that a difference between samples could be de-
termined by the panel.

Consumer panel testing was then carried out using the same sensory
analysts. Ten sensory characteristics were selected using the revised
Scotch whisky flavour wheel that were deemed appropriate for new-
make spirit and recognised by the Scotch Whisky Research Institute for
both trained panel testing and consumer trials (Lee et al., 2001). Can-
didates were asked to rank each flavour component on a scale from 0 to
5, where 0 was undetectable and 5 was strongly detectable. Finally,
candidates were presented with three anonymous samples and asked to
rank their preference.

2.11. Data analysis

To enhance understanding of the fermentations produced, the spe-
cific gravity (SG) was modelled in RStudio (RStudio, Boston, USA)
using the 4-parameter logistic equation (Eq. (2)) as this has been shown
to effectively model fermentations in beer to prevent premature yeast
flocculation (ASBC, 2012; MacIntosh, 2015; MacIntosh, Adler, Eck, &
Speers, 2012; MacIntosh, Josey, & Speers, 2016; Speers, Rogers, &
Smith, 2003).

= +
−

+ − −

P P P P
B t M1 exp( ( ))t e

i e
( )

(2)

Equation 2 – The 4-parameter logistic equations used to model the
specific gravity decline during fermentation

Where: P(t) is the specific gravity at given time t,
Pi is the initial asymptotic gravity,
Pe is the final asymptotic gravity (FG),
B is a function of the gradient at the point of inflection,
M is the point of inflection with respect to time.

Data analysis was carried out in Microsoft Excel (Microsoft,
Redmond, WA, USA) and OriginPro (Originlab, MA, USA). All sig-
nificance tested was conducted in RStudio (RStudio, Boston, MA, USA,
2019) with significance determined at the 95% confidence interval.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Fermentation data

The fermentation profiles are shown in Fig. 2, and the coefficients to
the applied logistic functions (Supplementary 2) demonstrate that each
fermentation followed a consistent sigmoidal pattern. Fermentation of
the unsterile wort appeared to have a shortened lag phase, with very
little effect seen with respect to the change in specific gravity upon
pitching S. cerevisiae, however, the overall rate of the exponential phase
was the lowest (B = 0.049 ± 0.005). Both treated worts did not fully
attenuate (Fig. 2a), with the sterile treated wash fermenting
84.4 ± 2.0% of the gravity (carbohydrates), compared with the con-
trol wort and the unsterile treated fermenting to 94.4 ± 2.3% of the
control wort. Part of this loss will be through the formation of biomass
and consumption of carbohydrates by the bacterial population which
was to be expected.

Limited utilisation of all the nutrients in the wort is likely to be due
to the prevailing conditions at the end of fermentation. The average
final pH measured in SS and US was 3.35 ± 0.22 and 3.34 ± 0.13
respectively. It is commonplace for distillery yeast strains to have a pH
tolerance down to ca. 3.5 and so it is likely that the pH limit of the yeast
has been reached. Although treatment brought the pH below this value
for much of fermentation, it is likely that a loss of cell viability, caused
by the combination of increasing levels of alcohol and low pH, causes
the yeast to cease activity. Higher ethanol concentrations will increase
the re-entry of protons into the cell membrane, reducing the pH within
the cytoplasm and inhibiting membrane function (Walker, 1999). It has
been reported that S. cerevisiae has various mechanisms to adapt to
organic acid stress, however, it is likely that the accumulation of such
acids has exceeded the tolerance of this strain (Sugiyama, Sasano, &
Harashima, 2015). A drop in yeast viability is commonly observed and

Fig. 2. a. (left) Trend in specific gravity during fermentation modelled by the 4-parameter logistic function (coefficients in Supplementary 2). b. (Right) Trend in pH
during fermentation.
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may also be due to a rise in bacterial number towards the end of fer-
mentation such as Lactobacillus delbreuckii and Lactobacillus paracasei
(Wilson, 2014).

The presence of bacteria will also reduce the opportunity for yeast
cell growth at the start of fermentation through the consumption of
both dissolved O2 and nutrients in the wort prior to yeast addition. As
dried yeast was used, the impact of nutrient depletion will be less,
however, as the yeast will have reduced viability in its dry form, this
may have reduced cell growth after pitching. Cheung et al., have

previously shown that yeast format has an impact on the yeasts ability
to handle stressful conditions (Cheung, Brosnan, Phister, & Smart,
2012). This will increase the likelihood of stuck fermentations that do
not fully attenuate. Bacteria (specifically L. plantarum) has been shown
to increase the amount of flocculation occurring during the early stages
of fermentations when both bacteria and yeast are pitched together
under laboratory conditions (Makanjuola et al., 1992). Increased floc-
culation early in fermentation would increase the likelihood of an
aberrant fermentation.

Fig. 3. Measured concentrations of organic acids before treatment (pre-sour), in wort (start fermentation) and wash. Organic acids analysed were A) malic, B) lactic,
C) acetic, D) succinic and E) fumaric. Error bars indicate the standard deviation on n = 3 samples.
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Fermentations with a low pH may be further limited due to a decline
in enzymatic activity. Enzymes have been shown to continue to break
down complex wort sugars throughout fermentation in whisky fer-
mentations (Makanjuola et al., 1992; Vriesekoop, Rathband,
MacKinlay, & Bryce, 2010). In the sterile (SS) sample, mashing enzymes
will have been completely denatured during the boiling stage. Whereas,
of the unsterile sour (US) fermentation, shifting the pH during fer-
mentation (Fig. 2b) may have resulted in dextrin-degrading enzymes
becoming inactive ceasing the breakdown wort sugars, resulting in the
observed final gravity (Bryce, McCaffery, Cooper, & Brosnan, 2002;
Vriesekoop et al., 2010).

3.2. Analytical data – fermentation

The organic acid profile during both treatment and fermentation is
consistent among similar batches of wort (Supplementary 3). Large
differences, particularly during treatment, show that the levels of lactic,
acetic and succinic acids to increase in concentration up to five times
(Fig. 3, Table 1). Acetic acid had the greatest percentage increase in
both sterile and unsterile worts but lactic acid had the highest final
concentration of the acids measured (Fig. 3). These concentrations of
organic acids are then carried forward into the subsequent fermentation
with S. cerevisiae, however, levels of acetic were found to be reduced at
the start of the fermentation with yeast, particularly those in the US
sample – where a drop of around 1000 mg L-1 during the first 24 h of
fermentation was observed (Supplementary 3). S. cerevisiae has the
ability to metabolise acetic acid and has been shown to do so in lychee
wine, particularly at 20 °C (Shang, Zeng, Zhu, & Zhong, 2016). Acetic
acid may be taken up by the cell, reacting with acetyl-CoA where it
could form secondary metabolites, contributing to spirit character such
as higher alcohols, esters, fatty acids and other lipids. The trend of
organic acids throughout treatment and fermentation showed that
acetic acid declines rapidly during the first 40 h of fermentation when
yeast is producing ethanol and other higher alcohols which could react
with the acetic acid, further supporting this postulation. The levels of
acetic acid were observed to increase towards the end of the SS fer-
mentation (after 30 h) however, it is suggested that this is due to yeast
autolysis and secretion of cellular compounds and organic acids into the
wort.

The level of both lactic and succinic acid is consistently higher in the
SS fermentation due to a reduced lag phase in the bacterial fermenta-
tion, a result of boiling the wort. The boiled wort will also have a large
reduction in competing bacteria (certainly most if not all vegetative
bacteria will be removed) and therefore pitched L. plantarum can be
expected to dominate this phase of fermentation.

3.3. Distillation data

The fermented wash was then distilled twice, the first distillation in
a hybrid (copper and glass) still to produce low wines and then distilled
in a copper pot still to produce new make spirit.

Low wines were found to demonstrate a significant decrease
(p < 0.05) in litres of pure alcohol (LPA) between the control and
treated samples, ranging from 1.79 LPA (control) to 1.46 LPA in the US
wort. This demonstrates that during fermentation, less alcohol was
produced from all wort samples pitched with bacteria, mainly due to
the lack of fermentable sugars.

LPA of both foreshots and spirit cuts showed no significant differ-
ence (p > 0.05) between fermentations. This suggests that appropriate
rectification was achieved on all distillation runs, however, a reduction
in spirit yield (LPA per kg malt) was observed from the fermentations
using treated (SS and US). This result was not unexpected as con-
sumption of sugar by bacteria will lead to a reduction of alcohol per
molecule of sugar consumed (Wilson, 2014).

Chemical analysis of the distilled wash (low wines) showed an in-
crease in concentration of ethyl acetate, significantly (p < 0.05) in the
US sample compared with the control (103 ± 23 mg L−1 and
63 ± 13 mg L−1 respectively), with an increase in SS sample also
observed (79 ± 22 mg L−1). Furthermore, the higher alcohols pro-
panol, isobutanol and isoamyl alcohol were detected at lower con-
centrations in soured low wines samples than in the control.

Chemical analysis from the second distillation (Fig. 4) found that
low levels of butanol were only detected in the control sample at mean
concentrations of 35.8 mg L−1 and 28.4 mg L−1 in the foreshots and
spirit cut respectively. Propanol was detected a concentration of
124.1 mg L−1 in the US spirit sample (Fig. 4).

In both soured fermentation regimes, levels of acetaldehyde and
ethyl acetate were enhanced substantially in comparison to those of the
control sample. Acetaldehyde, associated with an ethereal aroma
(Burdock, 2016) is not generally perceived as a positive attribute to
new-make spirit. Heightened levels of ethyl acetate in both sour sam-
ples are shown could be a result of initially produced acetic acid (by
Lactobacillus) becoming subsequently metabolised by yeast or may be
formed by esterification during one of the distillation stages. Typically,
acetate esters confer fruity notes in new-make spirit. These results
concur with work by Ensor, Bryce, and Hill (2015) who demonstrated
that higher concentrations of acetaldehyde and ethyl acetate are
achieved when a distillery fermentation is co-inoculated with Lactoba-
cillus (Ensor et al., 2015).

The reduction seen in higher alcohols may suggest that the organic
acids produced during souring treatment remove these higher alcohols
in the form of esters, removing such analytes from the samples pro-
duced. By changing the conditions during fermentation it is suggested
that the metabolic pathway of yeast changed and this led to a reduction
in higher alcohols formed during treated fermentations. Furthermore,
reduced levels of amino acids (primarily due to metabolism by bacteria)
present in the wort may have influenced the amount of keto-acids
produced within the yeast cell. This would inhibit aldehyde formation,
thus making producing less of the corresponding reduced product. This
would have had a positive influence on the aroma of the spirit.

Trace ester analysis of the main-cut fraction was also conducted
using SPME-GC/MS. From the GC/MS results, levels of all ethyl esters –
excluding ethyl lactate and ethyl dodecanoate – were higher in the
control when compared with both soured samples (Supplementary 10).

This discrepancy somewhat disagrees with the literature on the
subject (Geddes & Rifkin, 1989; Priest et al., 2002), however, there are
several aspects of the experimental set-up which may explain the dif-
ference. Through the action of pre-souring the wort prior to fermenta-
tion by yeast, the yeast will both produce less biomass due to a lack of
nutrients available and, also due to the stressful environment present
from high levels of organic acids. Thus, levels of fatty acid esters such as
ethyl octanoate and ethyl decanoate – derived from the by-products of
lipid synthesis and alcohols will be reduced in the final distillate. Levels
of ethanol are also higher in the control sample though this is unlikely
to have as great an impact as ethanol is the most abundant solvent in all
samples.

Levels of ethyl lactate were significantly (p < 0.05) higher in

Table 1
Levels of lactic, acetic and succinic acid in wort and post treatment with
Lactobacillus and differences in SS and US samples respectively.

Treatment Acid Average Concentration/mg
L−1

% Difference in
Concentration

Wort End of Treatment

SS Lactic 4039 10,031 248
Acetic 425 2150 505
Succinic 1050 4621 440

US Lactic 3507 10,163 290
Acetic 434 2325 536
Succinic 1127 5033 446
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Fig. 4. Concentration of key volatiles in spirit. Congeners analysed were A) acetaldehyde, B) ethyl acetate, C) isoamyl acetate, D) isoamyl alcohol and E) furfural.
Error bars indicate the standard deviation on n = 3 samples.
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treated samples due to esterification of the produced lactic acid with
ethanol with levels in the control, SS and US samples being 3, 20 and
21 µg L−1 respectively were observed. Similarly, phenylethyl acetate
was shown to present at significantly (p < 0.05) higher concentrations
through similar reactions with phenylethyl alcohol this ester con-
tributes sweetness, floral and fruity characteristics to spirit (Burdock,
2016). Ethyl lactate confers a waxy aroma, however, has not been seen
to have a significant impact on the quality of new-make spirit (Wilson,
2008).

Boiled wort will have a reduced level of proteins and other wort
nutrients due to their removal during the formation of hot break (pre-
cipitated proteins and other materials). Studies have shown that re-
duced levels of such wort constituents increase levels of esters and
promote the quality of the subsequent spirit (Martin, 2002). Further-
more, production of esters and other metabolites derived from yeast
will be reduced in treated samples due to the reduction of fermentable
sugar in comparison with the control sample. Thus, the decrease in
many levels of esters is to be expected. By boiling the wort, wort sugars
become more concentrated and the gravity (i.e., density) increases.
Gravity measurements in the SS sample at the end of treatment – t = 0
(Fig. 2a) – is more similar to the original gravity of the control fer-
mentation. As a result, the ester profile of the control and sample SS are
similarly distributed.

3.4. Sensory data

Fig. 5 shows the average results of the quantitative descriptive
analysis (QDA) conducted by the same panel.

Sensory results depicted that all three spirits showed slight evidence
of apparent differences between samples when assessed by BS EN ISO
4120 (CI ≥ 90%, Supplementary 11) (British Standard, 2004). Fur-
thermore, evidence of a moderate apparent difference between the
control sample and SS was observed. It is postulated that a trained spirit
sensory team is likely to have produced results with a higher confidence
interval, as random, untrained panels have been shown to lack con-
sistency (Worch, Lê, & Punter, 2010).

Further evidence for differences in spirit is shown by the quantita-
tive descriptive analysis (Fig. 5). The panel detected greater fruity,
floral and sweet aromas from both samples – attributes generally as-
sociated with positive spirit character – with both soured samples.

Typically, panellists ranked sample SS higher in these categories com-
pared with the US distillate. Studies involving L. plantarum have shown
previously that both the fruity and floral notes have been enhanced in
new-make spirit with inclusion of this species during fermentation
(Takatani & Ikemoto, 2002). Heavier characteristics, such as feinty, oily
and sulfury were more generally associated with the control sample.

Following sensory testing 67% of panellists preferred the sterile
sample, with a further 25% choosing the unsterile sour sample and one
panellist (8%) choosing the control sample. Although the preference
test is subjective, as no instruction was given on what to base their
opinion on, it does demonstrate that preference correlated with positive
attributes mentioned.

4. Conclusion

By use of a pre-fermentation treatment step to lower pH (souring),
using a commercial strain of L. plantarum, the organic acid profile of a
typical Scotch whisky distillery wash was influenced. The bacterial
species produced lactic, acetic and succinic acids whose concentrations
remained high through subsequent fermentation using a known strain
of S. cerevisiae. Souring significantly reduced the pH of fermenting
media and so, fermentability of the wort was reduced. Although the
yields of alcohol are significantly lower in the soured samples, a shorter
souring period or earlier yeast pitching time could be employed, which
has the potential to reduce the final pH and allow the yeast to remain
viable and active until fermentation is completed.

The distillate of soured samples showed higher levels of acetate
esters, particularly ethyl acetate and phenylethyl acetate. Ethyl lactate
– produced via the reaction of ethanol and lactic acid – was also de-
tected at elevated concentrations in treated distillates, depicting that
organic acids produced by the bacterial species can increase ester
concentration in spirit. Levels of higher alcohols were also reduced
compared with a non-soured control.

A sensory panel determined that the three regimes employed gave
spirit that was statistically different by use of a triangle test. Soured
samples produced spirit of a sweet, floral and fruity characteristic.

Organic acids produced during fermentation may limit production
of such esters during distillation. By incorporating yeast or bacterial
strains or fermentation conditions which encourage the production of
such acids (such as acetic) may produce distillate of a quality that is
perceived as having increased fruity and sweet notes. It is likely that the
sensory contribution that bacteria has on new-make spirit is one of both
primary effects via metabolism and also secondary effects on the fer-
mentation of yeast (Takatani & Ikemoto, 2002).

Although the Scotch Whisky Technical File (DEFRA, 2013) does not
permit the specific addition of bacterial species to wort directly, this
process may have use in other markets where such restrictions do not
apply (CAN, IND, JPN or USA) thus giving enhanced control over the
bacteria which may inoculate their malt whisky production. Further-
more, organic acid producing yeasts are becoming increasingly popular
amongst craft brewers as an alternative to standard kettle souring
bacteria. As the Scotch whisky regulations do not specify which strain
of yeast must be used to produce whisky this work shows that yeast
strains with the ability to produce organic acids may be of benefit to the
whisky new-make spirit quality.
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Abstract: Recently there has been an increased interest in characterising the rates of alcoholic
fermentations. Sigmoidal models have been used to predict changes such as the rate of density decline.
In this study, three published sigmoidal models were assessed and fit to industrial fermentation data.
The first is the four-parameter logistic model described in the ASBC Yeast-14 method. The second
model is a nested form of the four-parameter logistic function, adding an extra parameter, creating
the 5-parameter logistic equation., where an additional parameter was added to allow for asymmetry.
The final model is a three-parameter logistic equation which describes the change in the Apparent
Degree of Fermentation with time. The three models were compared by fitting them to industrial data
from Australian and Canadian lagers, American and Scottish ales and Scotch Whisky fermentations.
The model fits were then compared to one another with a technique developed by Akaike and a
nested F-test. The Akaike information criterion compares the models and accounts for both the
goodness of fit, and the number of parameters in the model. Finally, consideration was given to
the establishment of prediction bands (that enclose the area that one can be 99% sure contains the
true datapoints). Calculation of these bands was “challenging” but successful as the industrial
fermentation data was heteroscedastic.

Keywords: beer; whisky; logistic modelling; fermentation; heteroscedastic error prediction

1. Introduction

In recent years, the development of advanced regression software has facilitated the
application of logistic regression models to beer and whisky fermentations [1]. If one
follows the decline in density of batch fermentations (typically represented as ◦Plato, ◦Brix,
or specific gravity), in almost every instance, a sigmoidal curve results. On rare occasions
where very active yeast is pitched, no lag phase will be observed and only an exponential
decline will be noted. However, this behaviour can be modelled with a ‘nested’ version of
the logistic model. The four-parameter logistic equation was first applied to Australian
lager fermentations [1] and has also been successfully employed to identify Premature
Yeast Flocculation (PYF) fermentations by the variation of fermentation parameters when
compared to controls [2]. This model forms part of the ASBC Yeast-14 assay [3]. Predictive
regression allows brewers to compare the effect of yeasts, malts and other process changes,
correlate other fermentation products (such as CO2) and predict final attenuation values.
Predictive regression can also provide further insights to fundamental aspects of fermenta-
tion including lag time and total fermentation time. While not perfect, this technique helps
brewers to better optimize their operations and detect aberrant behaviour. After nearly
two decades since the first analysis of the rate of density decline [1], it is appropriate to test
the suitability of logistic models to model change in the fermenting medium density. The
objective of this study was to comparatively assess the most commonly applied models and
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techniques on seven large fermentation datasets of varying size collected from brewing,
whiskey and laboratory sources.

A linear equation includes predictions that are “linearized” with respect to a single
parameter. This includes common equations for a straight line such as exponential curves,
and other linear transforms. Non-linear regression is required when there are multiple
parameters that describe different aspects of the model, and a transform in the primary
parameter does not induce a linear response in the dependent variable. Non-linear models
allow users to mathematically describe fermentation rates that increase at the beginning
and decline at the end. While more complex than a linear regression which consist of only
two adjustable parameters (the slope and intercept) the four-parameter logistic equation
describes the sigmoidal shape of the decline in density with respect to time as shown
in Equation (1). In the case of non-linear models, the best fits are normally selected by
systematic computer adjustment of the parameters of the equation to minimize the residual
sum of squares (RSS). A typical plot for this model with respect to time shown in Figure 1.
This equation is often termed logistic, or autocatalytic as it describes an exponential
increase in fermentation rate, followed by an inflection and a subsequent exponential
decrease in the rate of density decline. The application of this non-linear regression model
to predict fermentation behaviour allows a more accurate comparison of both industrial
and experimental fermentations and has been applied by various authors in the field, for
example [4,5].

Pt = Pe +
Pi − Pe

1 + e−B(t−M)
(1)

where Pt is the Apparent Extract (AE—expressed in oPlato at a time ‘t’), M is the inflection
point of the curve, or where the rate of extract decline is maximal, Pi is the upper asymptote,
Pe is the lower asymptote or AE as time approaches ∞, and B is a function of the slope at M
(B = doP/dt at M * e/(Pi − Pe) which describes the maximum rate (gradient).
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Subsequent to the use of this logistic model in brewing, a five-parameter model
first proposed by Richards in 1959 [6] was employed by MacIntosh and Speers to first
model the asymmetrical consumption of individual wort sugars [7,8]. This model is
known as a “generalised” logistic and can be also applied to consumption curves that
are asymmetrical around the inflection point. The additional parameter “s” introduced
in this model describes the asymmetric behaviour. When s = 1, this model reverts to the
four-parameter logistic. The equation for the model is shown in Equation (2) and Figure 2.

Pt = Pe +
Pi − Pe

(1 + s.e−B(t−M))
1
s

(2)

where Pt, Pe, Pi, B, and M are as described previously and s is an adjustable parameter which
permits fitting asymmetric attenuation curves such as those demonstrating a substantial
lag, or slow finishing attenuation.
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The third recently reported model [9] is another variant of the logistic model and
predicts the change in the density as the Apparent Degree of Fermentation (ADF). Tradi-
tionally, ADF is calculated from density measurements of the wort and beer density taken
at the beginning and end of the fermentation:

ADF =
OE − AE

OE
=

P0 − Pe

P0
(3)

where the Original Extract or ‘OE’ is the starting extract P0 and Pt is the final Apparent
Extract (AE), respectively. Normally the Apparent Extract is measured at the cessation of
fermentation but can refer to the density of the ferment at any time after the start of the
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fermentation. Similarly, ADF values can be calculated at any time through the fermentation
by use of the Apparent Extract at time t or Pt:

ADFt =
ADFe(

1 + e−B(t−M)
) (4)

where ADFt is the ADF at any time t or (P0 − Pt)/P0), ADFe is the asymptotic limit and
B and M are parameters as described in the logistic model (Equation (1)). Equation (3)
effectively takes the form of a three-parameter logistic function. This model relies on the
assumption that the final condition forms an asymptote parallel to the x axis. In the case
of ADF, the initial condition (equivalent to Pi in the four-parameter model) is assumed
to form this asymptote. The difficulty with the use of this method as reported is that the
Original Gravity or P0 must be fixed rather than be free to allow the best fit. Practically, P0
is set to the largest density value in the fermentation dataset. This procedure is analogous
to assuming or fixing an intercept in linear regression, limiting one’s ability to accurately
predict the change in the dependent variable ADFt.

To determine the best fit parameters of a given model to a dataset, optimization
software is used to minimize the residual sum of squares (i.e., RSS or error of the model)
by adjusting the variables in a systematic fashion. Whilst once an intensive computing
technique, various software packages ranging in complexity from Excel to R can now
easily determine the best fit of non-linear models to the data. An excellent discussion
of this technique is given by Motulsky and Ransnas [10]. When fitting attenuation data,
there remains the problem of determining which model best fits the data when the models
possess different parameters and shapes. A method developed by statistician Hirotugu
Akaike, and termed the “Akaike information criterion” is a common method for comparing
models within the field of statistics. This criterion uses various characteristics of the models
including parameterisation and transformations to assist with model selection. Calculation
of the Akaike information criterion (AICc, ‘c’ for corrected [11]) results in a value that can
be used to determine how well the data fits the model. Furthermore, use of the weighted
AIC (ω) allows the comparison of models by normalising the AIC scores, with the sum
of all assigned score equal to unity. Another method of determining the best model is the
F-test, which is appropriate for nested models (those that share parameters). This allows
the determination of whether there is statistical evidence of significant difference between
models. Through defining whether significant difference exists avoids the model becoming
overparameterised, thus, ‘overfitting’ the data to the model. As a result, the statistician
can use a combination of both the AIC and F-tests to determine which model best fits the
observed fermentation data. Using these metrics allows consideration of both the ability of
a chosen model to reduce RSS but also considers the parameterisation of the model, with
a view to accept the lowest number of parameters as possible. The determination of the
best fit model may not be obvious from simply plotting the observed data. Therefore, it is
important that the best model is established when analysing fermentations.

Finally, once an optimal model has been established, it becomes possible to construct
prediction bands to delineate the error in the nonlinear regression curves. Prediction bands
are useful tools in detecting aberrant fermentations, scheduling and prediction. While it is
relatively easy to predict the upper and lower bands when the error is constant with respect
to time (homoscedastic), examination of the error with time for real fermentation data often
reveals curves that are substantially heteroscedastic. This was first reported in 2003 for the
Australian Lager dataset and examination of other datasets also revealed heteroscedastic
behaviour. In this study, A method to generate prediction bands was hypothesised using
dataset 7 by first calculating the standard deviation at each time and calculating high and
low values using a correction for heteroscedasticity as follows:

X ± 3*SD*(1 + 1/n)0/.5 (5)
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where X is the mean, SD is the standard deviation and n is the number of datapoints at the
selected time. Once calculated, the logistic equation was fit to these high or low values to
form prediction bands above and below the fit curve.

To meet our objective of assessing models and techniques, we first collected data from
industrial brewing, whisky and laboratory sources. We then tested the hypothesis that the
four-parameter model was the ‘best’ model to predict the change in density with time by
fitting each curve and statistically comparing the results. After the datasets were effectively
modeled and compared, we assessed the suitability of Equation (5) to effectively bound
the datasets with prediction bands while considering heteroscedastic behaviour.

2. Materials and Methods

A number of datasets were collected from industrial and laboratory fermentations of
beer and Scotch whisky from 2003 to 2020 in Australia, Canada, Scotland and the United
States as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Fermentations monitored.

Dataset# Product n * Trials Country

(Yeast)

1 Ale 643 40 Scotland
2 Ale 94 9 USA
3 Whisky 66 5 Scotland

(Ale)
4 Whisky 77 7 Scotland

(Ale)
5 Lager 228 19 Australia
6 Lager 90 7 Canada
7 Lager 2486 78 Canada

* Where ‘n’ denotes the total number of individual datapoints, and ‘Trials’ indicate the number of fermentations
of the same brand.

With the exception of the large laboratory-based Canadian dataset (dataset 7), the
fermentations were undertaken at industrial breweries of various sizes. Much of the details
of these fermentations are proprietary. However, dataset 1 was obtained from a commercial
Scottish ale brewery in 2014. These 40 ale fermentations were hopped at 30 IBU, oxygenated
wort and fermented with acid washed yeast [12] at 17 ◦C with an Original Extract of 10.0 ◦P.
It is noteworthy that dataset 1 was collected at a time when the brewery pitched the yeast
cell slurry by volume, not cell count, leading to substantial variation [12]. The second
dataset (US Pale Ale) was collected in 2010 and was fermented at 20 ◦C, with 13.1 ◦P wort,
hopped to ~40 IBU. The next two whisky datasets were pitched in 2019 at 17 ◦C with a
S. cerevisiae distillers’ yeast, free-rising to 33 ◦C during fermentation. As traditional, the
Scotch whisky mashes were un-boiled, un-hopped and underwent no oxygenation [13].
The Australian lager had an Original Extract of 14.1 ◦P and starting temperature of 10 ◦C
and was fermented in 2001 and subject of the original modelling study [1]. Dataset 7 was a
collection of various malted barley fermentations assessed using ASBC Yeast-14 [3].

Each of the three logistic models were fit to all fermentation in each dataset using both
prism and “R”. By using Prism software (Prism 8.4.3, GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA,
USA, www.graphpad.com) or other statistical software such as R (R-4.0.3, R Foundation for
Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria), one can calculate the lowest ∆AICc to determine
the best fit model. The AICc for each model was determined and all models were compared
in order to make meaningful comparisons between each level of parameterisation. AICc
weights (ω) and p-values resulting from F-tests were computed in R, running the RStudio
GUI (V1.3.1093 RStudio Inc., Boston, MA, USA). This was then fed into a decision-making
algorithm which statistically determined the model of best fit [13].
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Finally, prediction bands were constructed on the largest of datasets to assess the
effectiveness of the proposed correction to incorporate heteroscedasticity into prediction
bands for the fermentation industries.

3. Results and Discussion

Each model was successfully fit to each dataset, and an example comparison of models
is shown in Figure 3, where the three-, four-, and five-parameter models are fit to dataset 5
(Australian Lager). The statistical fit of each model is given in Table 2; and by examination
of curve fits and residuals, all three models fit the data well. However, as discussed above,
one must fix an OG to calculate the ADFt values.

Table 2. Statistical evaluation of the curve fit of the Australian lager fermentation.

ADF-3-p-Logistic ** Best-Fit Values

ADFe 0.8371
B 0.06372
M 51.22

4-p-Logistic Best-fit values

Pe 2.055
Pi 14.73
B −0.05647
M 49.35

5-p-Logistic Best-fit values

Pe 2.328
Pi 15.45
s 0.2975
B −0.04111
M 53.36

** OE assumed to be 14.1 ◦P.

Using the best fit results from each dataset, the AICc and F-test were used to compare
each model. These statistics are shown in Table 3. No one model was determined to best
fit all the datasets. Both the three-parameter and four-parameter models were selected
as the optimal model twice, with the five-parameter being selected three times as the
best fitting model by the AICc and F-test criteria. There was evidence to suggest that
lager fermentations are not modelled well by the ADF function which was noted by the
very low AICc weights assigned to these models. This effect, however, may be offset by
the influence of the high number of observations. The five-parameter model provided a
substantial reduction in RSS when there is a much larger number of datapoints describing
the fermentation, which will benefit from the overfitting (i.e., an analysis that corresponds
too closely or exactly to a particular set of data) of these plots.

As mentioned above, all the fermentations could be fit with the three-, four- or five-
parameter models. The combined fits from the 78 trials in dataset 7 are shown in Figure 4,
where the five-parameter model (Equation (2)) was applied. While the initial and final
density within this dataset are very similar, there are differences in the rate of fermenta-
tion between batches resulting in a large amount of variability during periods of active
attenuation. This is typical of all batch fermentations and can be due to small changes in
yeast, sugars, temperature, etc. A model with variability that is dependent upon another
parameter (in this case time) is evidence of heteroscedasticity. This heteroscedasticity was
also found in other datasets (see for example Figure 3) and must be accounted for in the
construction of prediction bands. (which bound the area where one would expect 99% of
data points to lie). While difficult, realistic calculation of heteroscedastic prediction bands
can be made provided the dataset is large enough and contains enough density values at
set sampling times of low variability. Prediction bands were constructed for dataset 7 using
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Equation (5) where 2486 points were available. These bands are shown in Figure 4 which
includes the upper and lower 99% prediction bands for this dataset.
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Figure 3. (A) A visual comparison of the four- and five-parameter models (Equations (1) and (2)) showing the dependence of
Apparent Extract with time for fermentation five (Australian lager). The red line is the five-parameter model while the blue
line indicates the four-parameter model. The insert shows the heteroscedasticity of the data based on the four-parameter
logistic fit. (B) A comparison of the change in the ADFt as predicted by the three- (i.e., ADF), four- and five-parameter
models. ADF was calculated by assuming the OE was 14.1 ◦P to provide a visual comparison of all three models.
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Table 3. Computation of AICc weights (ω) and p-values resulting from F-tests of all seven fermentation types. The higher
parameterised model incurs a significant reduction in error when p < 0.05. Furthermore, the highest ω presents the model
which has the most favourable AICc score.

Fermentation Type n ω3P ω4P ω5P p-Value 3P vs. 4P p-Value 4P vs. 5P Model
Selected

1 Ale 643 0.042 0.514 0.444 0.01 0.01 4P
2 Ale 94 0.609 0.283 0.108 0.41 0.60 3P
3 Whisky 66 <<0.001 0.076 0.924 9.99 × 10−4 1.50 × 10−4 5P
4 Whisky 77 0.665 0.212 0.124 0.97 0.55 3P
5 Lager 228 3.25 × 10−3 0.137 0.859 2.18 × 10−3 5.48 × 10−4 5P
6 Lager 90 <0.001 0.667 0.332 2.20 × 10−5 8.47 × 10−5 4P
7 Lager 2486 <<0.001 <<0.001 0.999 3.52 × 10−34 1.61 × 10−42 5P

Each model presented during this study demonstrates both positive and negative
attributes. The three-parameter model, although often produces the most suitable model
(Table 3), requires the transformation of observed data to the form of ADF (Equation (3)).
This form, although valid, requires an exact measurement of the original extract (OE). As a
result, an uncertain OE value can lead to inconsistent or erroneous modelling, especially if
the OE is subject to error. Despite this potential area of inconsistency, the three-parameter
model is most useful when assumptions about the initial condition can be made. This
includes modelling the evolution of CO2 or weight loss during fermentation, both of which
will follow a similar logistic pattern. As at the beginning of fermentation this value must
equal zero (similarly with ADF), the initial state of the three-parameter model holds true
(time = 0, y = 0). When such a condition exists, higher parameterisation, may not involve
the addition of another asymptotic value (such as Pi) but instead may incorporate the
parameter, s (as is observed in Equation (2)), to account for asymmetry in the observed data.

The five-parameter model provides an asymmetric regression fit. This asymmetrical
fermentation profile was exhibited in both lager and whisky fermentations studied. The
five-parameter model will be preferentially chosen when the number of observations is
high. This is due to the reduction in RSS which must exist in order to support the extra
parameter. When s = 1, the model will take the form of the four-parameter regression. As a
result, when there is a lack of asymmetry in the model, convergence of this five-parameter
regression may not be achieved, causing the model to fail. In this case, the three- or four-
parameter model must be considered instead. To reemphasize, with the high number of
observations and slight asymmetry, the five-parameter model will be the best applicable
model. This is demonstrated by dataset 7 in Table 3.

The four-parameter model offered good all-round support of the modelling of density
decline during fermentation, but became inaccurate as the fermentation became asymmetric.
Model convergence was achieved most often using this system and no transformation of
the dataset was required prior to model fitting.
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4. Conclusions

Fermentation modelling provides a useful tool to monitor, track and predict fermen-
tation characteristics within a brewhouse. Model selection has previously indicated that
the logistic equation demonstrates good agreement with density decline during fermenta-
tion by yeast. Overall, the comparison of the three sigmodal-shaped models leads one to
conclude that no one model fits all the datasets best. There was often little difference in
the visual fit of the four- and five-parameter models as shown in Figure 3. However, for
datasets 3, 5 and 7, close examination of the model fits revealed that the five-parameter
model fit was in fact the best fit, when only comparing the reduction in residual sum of
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squares (RSS). This in turn caused a reduction in the AICc value despite the increase in
parameterisation of the model and resulted in a greater AICc weight (ω). Furthermore,
analysis of the nested F-test proved that there was significant reduction (p < 0.05) in er-
ror when moving from the four-parameter to the five-parameter model. This provided
compelling evidence to support the use of the five-parameter model for the fermentation
when asymmetry was observed. The five-parameter model tends to provide a better fit as
the number of data points increase as it provides increased flexibility. However, in very
symmetrical datasets, the three- or four-parameter models may prove superior.

As no one model fit all the data presented and no trends between fermentation type
or scale were evident, it was determined that the most effective model for a given system
must be determined through the use of empirical evidence. The use of AICc weights was
observed to provide a useful method for comparing a variety of models. Furthermore, the
nested F-test allowed the determination of whether moving to a higher parameterisation
resulted in a significant reduction in error. These tools can be incorporated and used to
determine the best model for a given system.

Finally, the prediction bands created incorporating heteroscedasticity successfully
bound the largest datasets while also providing good convergence at the beginning and
end of fermentation. This technique can be particularly useful for detecting aberrant
fermentations, setting tolerances and scheduling in industrial settings.
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